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Abstract

The aim of this dissertation is to clarify the structure of entanglement, a type of quantum
correlations, in various quantum systems with a large number of degrees of freedom
for holography between generic quantum systems and spacetimes toward a quantum
description of our universe. Previous examinations of entanglement and holography
have focused on specific classes of quantum systems due to the lack of computational
techniques in field theory and the inherent limitation of holography. This dissertation
informs various methods and formalisms to overcome these difficulties by extending the
target quantum systems with mass and interactions, boundaries, and geometric variational
ansatze. These approaches provide insights into the generalization of holography from
the bottom up. This dissertation initiates a comprehensive study beyond conventional
holography by establishing new techniques in quantum field theory, holography, and tensor
networks. Focusing on entanglement entropy, we found it is generally expressed in terms of
renormalized two-point correlators of both fundamental and composite operators. Beyond
entanglement entropy, we found the operational meaning of the entanglement structure
in generic tensor networks. Furthermore, we established a correct prescription for the
AdS/BCFT correspondence with a local operator quench.
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Introduction

The theory of quantum gravity has been one of the most important goals in high-energy
physics for decades. It is thought to be essential for a consistent description of the origin
of our universe and the nature of black holes. A promising approach for quantum gravity
is a so-called holographic duality, or more concretely, the AdS/CFT correspondence [1].
It relates quantum gravity around the anti-de Sitter (AdS) spacetime with interacting
quantum field theory (QFT) on a fixed background. From this correspondence, it is known
that a minimal surface in a bulk spacetime called the anti-de Sitter spacetime corresponds
to entanglement entropy, a measure of quantum correlations, of a conformal field theory
(CFT) with large degrees of freedom [2–4]. Motivated by this duality, we aim at extending
it to more general quantum systems other than CFTs to understand how various spacetimes
including ours, which are beyond AdS, arise from their entanglement (Fig.1). We could say
this is an entanglement-based approach to resolve the lack of background independence,
an obvious obstacle in the AdS/CFT correspondence. It is also essential to study black
hole physics under various backgrounds and matter fields as the microscopic description of
black hole entropy is intimately related to entanglement entropy [5–8]. Besides holographic
duality, the study of entanglement in various quantum systems is also motivated from
condensed matter physics and lattice QFTs. Entanglement entropy is a candidate for order
parameters to describe quantum phase transition and topological orders for its nonlocality
[9–17]. It is very important to establish a systematic way to study entanglement in various
quantum systems beyond the existing cases.

To achieve this goal, we need to understand the anatomy of holography and entangle-
ment. We attempt to answer the following questions through this dissertation:

• How can entanglement entropy be evaluated in generic QFTs? (Chapter II)
• Can we add any additional ingredients in the AdS/CFT correspondence to realize

more nontrivial spacetime and dynamics? How can we formulate it? (Chapter III,
IV)

• Can we generalize the formalism of holography itself in light of the entanglement
structure? (Chapter V)
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AdS/CFT
CFT AdS

extending/generalizing
holography

QFT (Ch.II)

Entanglement Geometry

AdS/BCFT (Ch.III&IV)

Entanglement entropy

Adding mass
(and interactions) Adding boundary

and excitation

Holographic realization of our universe?

Quantum many-body systems
Tensor network (Ch.V)

Brane dynamics Entanglement structure

Various geometries
as a network of tensors

Quantum operations

Fig. 1 A schematic figure explaining the motivation and goal of this dissertation and their
relation to each study

From top to bottom, each question will be answered by using a diagrammatic analysis
in QFTs, the AdS/BCFT correspondence [18] from holography, and tensor networks to
describe quantum many-body states, respectively.

Useful sources to complete this dissertation include [19] for fundamental knowledge of
quantum information related to entanglement (in Japanese); [20] for quantum information
and quantum computations; [21] for entanglement in quantum many-body systems and
tensor networks (in Japanese); [22, 23] for tensor networks; [24, 25] for relativistic quantum
information theory (in Japanese); [26] for calculation techiniques for entanglement entropy
in free field theories; [27–30] and [31] (in Japanese) for holographic entanglement entropy;
[32] for entanglement entropy and renormalization group flow; [33–36] for reviews in
holography; [37] for the bottom-up approaches for the AdS/CFT correspondence; [38, 39]
for detailed and pedagogical lectures on black holes, quantum information, and holography
including some recent progress; [40] for the large-c calculation involving heavy states;
[41, 42] and [43–45] (in Japanese) for two-dimensional (boundary) CFTs; [18, 46] for the
AdS/BCFT correspondence.

The outline of this dissertation is as follows. We begin in Chapter I with an introduction
to entanglement, in particular, entanglement entropy as its measure. Other than the
standard definition from von Neumann entropy, we provide an operational definition as
well to motivate a tensor network analysis performed in Chapter V. Some useful knowledge
of quantum information, such as quantum states, measurements, and channels, is provided
in the Appendix A.1, A.2, A.3, A.4.

Chapter II presents a computation of vacuum entanglement entropy in massive, inter-
acting QFTs without relying on conformal symmetry or the AdS/CFT correspondence.
Section II.1 first reviews the existing methods to calculate entanglement entropy in free
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field theories and CFTs and point out disadvantages to extend them to interacting or
non-conformal cases. Then, Section II.2 and subsequent sections present our contributions
toward the calculation of entanglement entropy in generic QFTs [47–49]. The computation
heavily relies on our newly-invented method, the ZM lattice-like gauge theory on Feynman
diagrams. We show how the perturbative contributions to entanglement entropy are
resummed to all orders and how it is expressed in terms of renormalized correlation
functions. We also show that there exists a new contribution peculiar to interacting cases
due to the splitting of interacting vertices.

Chapter III and IV focuses on holography and its extension. Chapter III presents
an overview of the AdS/CFT correspondence and its extension to the AdS/BCFT corre-
spondence, in which boundaries are introduced in the CFT. The first part focuses on the
top-down model by Maldacena. The middle part describes (asymptotically) AdS space-
times, CFTs, and the AdS/CFT correspondence in general dimensions. In the latter part,
we focus on the AdS3/CFT2 correspondence, in particular, the results from the large-c,
sparse CFTs. Finally, the last two sections provide some explanation about holographic
local quench and the AdS/BCFT correspondence, which become the cornerstone for the
next chapter.

Then, in Chapter IV, we investigate a time-dependent setup in the AdS/BCFT corre-
spondence by exciting the BCFT vacuum with a local operator (local operator quench) [50].
A naive expectation from a combination of the local operator quench in the AdS/CFT
correspondence and the framework of the AdS/BCFT correspondence leads to several
puzzles. We present a correct prescription and check it by matching the energy-momentum
tensor and entanglement entropy from BCFTs and their gravity duals. We also show that
this prescription elegantly resolves the puzzles.

Chapter V discusses the structure of entanglement in tensor networks from an op-
erational perspective. Specific classes of tensor networks are widely investigated as
finite-dimensional, information-theoretic toy models of holography. Their guiding principle
is the Ryu-Takayanagi formula, relating a minimal surface in the bulk to entanglement
entropy of the dual quantum system. To generalize holography, we are interested in the
geometry of generic tensor networks and its relation to the structure of entanglement
beyond entanglement entropy, which is just one aspect of entanglement. Section V.2
together with Appendix D.1 provides a concise review of tensor networks for spatially one-
dimensional quantum systems, in particular, matrix product states (MPS) and multi-scale
entanglement renormalization ansatz (MERA). In Section V.3 and subsequent sections, we
show that in various tensor networks, a geometric operation toward the minimal surface is
interpreted as the concentration of entangled states known as entanglement distillation [51].
I analytically showed the total amount of entanglement is conserved during the process of
distillation while it is being concentrated toward the minimal surface.



4 Introduction

Finally, in Chapter VI, we discuss some possible resolutions for the remaining problems
from quantum information and applications of our methods to braneworld, quantum black
holes, and quantum computations.



Chapter I

Entanglement – Definition in
quantum systems

In this chapter, we review bipartite entanglement of quantum states and the definition of
entanglement entropy. The key sources used here are [19, 20].

One of the main focuses of this dissertation is the structure of entanglement, a type
of quantum correlations, in quantum systems. To quantify entanglement, a particularly
useful measure is known as entanglement entropy. In this chapter, we define it in two
ways, either state-based (Section I.1) and operation-based definitions (Section I.3 and
I.4). In Section I.2, we give some basic examples of entangled states. In Appendix A.1,
the notation and the definition for quantum states are summarized. In Appendix A.2, a
general formalism for quantum measurements is explained. In Appendix A.3, quantum
channels are defined and their representations are introduced. Appendix A.4 discusses a
comprehensive formalism describing evolutions and measurements called CP-instruments.

I.1 Definition – state-based

Given a density matrix ρ ∈ S(HA ⊗ HB), where HA and HB are Hilbert spaces associated
to respective subsystems A and B, its entanglement entropy (EE) of a subregion A is
defined as the von Neumann entropy of the reduced density matrix ρA = TrB ρ:

SA(ρ) := − Tr ρA log ρA. (I.1.1)

For the later analysis, it is useful to introduce the singular value decomposition (SVD),
also known as the Schmidt decomposition. A bipartite quantum state |Ψ⟩AB ∈ HA⊗HB

is in a one-to-one correspondence with a linear operator from HB to HA. This is called
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the channel-state duality or Choi-Jamiołkowski isomorphism. Explicitly,

|Ψ⟩AB =
dA∑
I=1

dB∑
Ĩ=1

ΨIĨ |I⟩A ⊗
∣∣∣Ĩ〉

B
(I.1.2)

↓

Ψ̂ =
dA∑
I=1

dB∑
Ĩ=1

ΨIĨ |I⟩A
〈
Ĩ
∣∣∣
B
, (I.1.3)

where dA ≡ dim HA, dB ≡ dim HB. In the following, we omit the tensor product symbol ⊗.
Given the set of basis vectors, the state |Ψ⟩ is completely characterized by a rectangular
matrix Ψ. Then, via SVD, any rectangular matrix whose rank is r can be written as

ΨIJ̃ =
∑
K,M̃

UIKΣKM̃V
†
M̃J̃

(I = 1, · · · , dA, J̃ = 1, · · · , dB), (I.1.4)

where U and V are unitary matrices on HA and HB, respectively. Σ is known as a singular
value matrix. The first r entries of its diagonal components are {σi}i=1,··· ,r and other
components are zero. r is called Schmidt rank or Schmidt number of the matrix.
{σα}α=1,··· ,r are called the singular values or the Schmidt coefficients. They are
strictly positive and usually taken to be in the descending order: σ1 ≥ σ2 ≥ · · · ≥ σr > 0.1

For a normalized quantum state, the square of the singular values constitutes a probability
distribution as ∑r

α=1 σ
2
α = 1. When the rank r is less than dA or dB, the unitaries UIK

and V †
M̃J̃

can also be regarded as isometries UIα and V †
αJ̃

:

ΨIJ̃ =
r∑

α=1
UIασαV

†
αJ̃
. (I.1.5)

Finally, by absorbing these unitaries by the redefinition of basis, any bipartite states can
be written as

|Ψ⟩AB =
r∑

α=1
σα |ϕα⟩A |ψα⟩B . (I.1.6)

In terms of the Schmidt coefficients, the eigenvalues of ρA are {λα ≡ σ2
α}α. This is nothing

but a probability distribution. Then, EE reads

SA(|Ψ⟩⟨Ψ|) = −
r∑

α=1
λα log λα. (I.1.7)

In the following, we mostly focus on the case of pure states ρ = |Ψ⟩⟨Ψ|. Then, one can
show immediately EE is zero if and only if the state is separable |Ψ⟩AB = |ϕ⟩A ⊗ |ψ⟩B.

1We can sort the singular values in this way without loss of generality under suitable permutations by
a basis transformation.
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Since −λα log λα ≥ 0 for any α, SA = 0 is equivalent to −λα log λα = 0. This is nothing
but λ1 = 1 and otherwise zero. In other words, the Schmidt rank r is 1. This is correct
since to compose a pure state, we only need a one-dimensional Hilbert space, whose basis
is proportional to the state.

When a bipartite pure state is not separable, it is called entangled. When the whole
system is pure, there is no classical correlation so that one can discriminate whether the
state is separable or entangled completely by EE.2 Such an appearance of entangled states
is unique to quantum systems.

Lastly, let us briefly comment on entanglement of mixed states. A mixed state
ρAB ∈ S(HA ⊗ HB) is separable if and only if it can be written as a probabilistic mixture
of separable pure states. Equivalently, a separable mixed state is always written as

ρAB =
∑
i

piρ
(i)
A ⊗ ρ

(i)
B ,

(
ρ

(i)
A ∈ S(HA), ρ(i)

B ∈ S(HB)
)
, (I.1.8)

where {pi}i is a probability distribution. On the other hand, an entangled mixed state is
a mixed state which is not separable.

I.2 Examples in quantum mechanics

Among various entangled states, pure states whose EE is maximal are called maximally
entangled states. For a qudit system3, a rank-d (≤ max(dA, dB)) maximally entangled
state in HA ⊗ HB is defined as

(U ⊗ V ) 1√
d

d−1∑
i=0

|i⟩A |i⟩B = (UV T ⊗ 1)
d−1∑
i=0

|i⟩A |i⟩B = (1 ⊗ V UT )
d−1∑
i=0

|i⟩A |i⟩B , (I.2.1)

where U and V are arbitrary unitaries acting on HA and HB, respectively. From (I.1.7),
EE equals log d. This is the maximal possible value of EE for any qudit systems. This can
be shown from the non-negativity of a so-called relative entropy for the reduced density
matrix with respect to a maximally mixed state. See [20] for the explanation. One of the
maximally entangled states of the form

|EPR⟩AB ≡ 1√
d

d−1∑
i=0

|i⟩A |i⟩B (I.2.2)

is known as the rank-d Einstein–Podolsky–Rosen (EPR) state (pair). From this,
we can construct a basis set of a two-qubit system, known as Bell states or Bell basis.

2However, we should note that the structure of entanglement like the entanglement spectrum is very
rich so that a single entanglement measure like EE is not sufficient for its entire characterization.

3When d = 2 (d = 3), each state is called qubit (qutrit).
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They are maximally entangled states obtained by taking UV T = 1, X, Y, Z, where Pauli
operators are defined as

1 =
1 0

0 1

 , X = σx =
0 1

1 0

 , Y = σy =
0 −i
i 0

 , Z = σz =
1 0

0 −1

 .
Another important example of entangled states is the thermofield double (TFD)

state

|TFDβ⟩AB = 1√
Z(β)

d∑
n=1

e−βEn/2 |n⟩A |n⟩B , Z(β) =
∑
n

e−βEn , (I.2.3)

where β is an inverse temperature and En is an n-th eigenvalue of the system Hamiltonian
H. The reduced density matrix of the TFD state is nothing but the Gibb state e−βH/Z(β),
whose observable gives the thermal expectation value. In the context of gravitational
physics, HA is the time reversal (i.e. complex conjugate) of HB. To manifest this, we
sometimes write |n̄⟩B instead of |n⟩B.

I.3 Operational aspects of entanglement

In the previous section, we provide a definition of EE based on the density matrix. Then,
it has been shown to quantify entanglement of the state. However, in what sense does
EE quantify entanglement? Is there any meaning for the value of EE? The answer to
these questions is indeed yes! EE has a clear interpretation as the number of ebits (unit
information measured by the natural logarithm) from the state in a certain limit. To
see this, we first introduce a notion of quantum evolution and measurements and discuss
a specific class of operations related to entanglement in this section. The details are
described in Appendix A.2, A.3, and A.4.

For now, let us borrow some known results about them to characterize entanglement
in an operational manner. For simplicity, we focus on the case when a state evolution is
an endomorphism, HA ⊗ HB → HA ⊗ HB.4 A state evolution is described by a Kraus
representation

Λ(ρ) =
∑
k

VkρV
†
k (I.3.1)

in general. Since entanglement is a quantum correlation between two subsystems, let us
consider a more restricted process that should not increase entanglement. It should consist
of quantum operations and measurements can be performed locally for each subsystem but
not globally. We also allow observers in each subsystem to send these measurement results

4Note that in Appendix A.2, A.3, A.4, HA and HB denote Hilbert spaces of the input and output,
respectively. On the other hand, here and in the rest of this thesis, HA and HB usually denote subsystems.
In particular, when we discuss a bipartite system, B denotes the complement of A.
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to each other via classical communications. These processes are called local operations
and classical communications (LOCC). In this operational context, entanglement is
defined as a quantum correlation that cannot be generated by LOCC alone as they involve
only classical communications.

Successive LOCC are described as follows. The initial density matrix is given by
ρ ∈ S(HAB). Let Alice and Bob be an observer who can perform a local completely
positive trace-preserving (CPTP) operation Λ on A and Γ on B, respectively.5 Alice
makes a selective measurement Λm with outcome m. The state transforms under this
measurement process:

ρ 7→ (Λm ⊗ 1)[ρ] (I.3.2)

up to a normalization factor. Next, Alice sends the outcome m to Bob via a classical
communication like telephone or email (thus the propagation speed of information is
bounded by causality). Bob performs an arbitrary CPTP operation given by Γ(m). The
state is now

(Λm ⊗ Γ(m))[ρ] (I.3.3)

up to a normalization factor. If Bob performs a selective measurement with outcome k,
the CPTP map also depends on k, i.e. Γ(m) = Γ(m)

k . Then, Bob can send the outcome k
to Alice and she can perform another measurement depending on m and k. By repeating
this procedure, we obtain a general LOCC.

By combining the indices of outcomes for Alice and Bob into a single index l, the state
after LOCC is in general ∑

l

pl(Λl ⊗ Γl)[ρ], (I.3.4)

where we recover the normalization pm associated with the measurement of outcome
m. The summation accounts for arbitrary non-selective measurements and local CPTP
evolutions. It is evident from (I.3.4) if we take the initial state to be separable ρ = σA⊗ ξB,
the state after any LOCC remains separable:

∑
l

pl Λl[σA] ⊗ Γl[ξB]. (I.3.5)

Thus, we conclude LOCC do not generate entanglement. Note that although LOCC can
be always written in this form (I.3.5), the converse is not always true. Operations that
can be written as (I.3.5) are called separable operations (SEP). There are some SEP
that do not belong to LOCC. The qubit and qutrit examples are discussed in [52] and [53],
respectively. The essential point is that either Alice or Bob must perform a measurement
first in LOCC while both can perform independent local measurements in SEP. Roughly
speaking, a locally degenerate state is indistinguishable in LOCC, but not in SEP. Thus,

5See Appendix A.3.1 for the definition of a CPTP map.
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they are different classes of operations. Nevertheless, one can regard LOCC and SEP are
the same class of operations when acting them on bipartite pure states [54].

I.4 Definition – operation-based

Understanding fundamental classes of operations related to entanglement, we are now able
to define EE in an operational manner. It is known that one can concentrate and dilute
entanglement via LOCC. The rate of concentration or dilution is nothing but EE. In the
following, we focus on entanglement distillation and how it is related to EE.

In entanglement distillation (entanglement concentration), we consider extract-
ing EPR pairs from copies of a given state |ψ⟩⊗n → |EPR⟩⊗m.

In the following, we demonstrate the case of a two-qubit system with an arbitrary n
and n → ∞. We also briefly comment on a case of a general qudit system.

Let
|ψ⟩ = √

p |00⟩AB +
√

1 − p |11⟩AB (I.4.1)

with p ∈ [0, 1]. Note that one can always write any pure states in a two-qubit system in
this way via the SVD. EE for Alice or Bob is given by the binary entropy

h(p) ≡ −p log p− (1 − p) log(1 − p). (I.4.2)

To distill EPR pairs, consider its n-copy state6

|ψ⟩⊗n (I.4.3)

=
[√
p |00⟩ +

√
1 − p |11⟩

]⊗n
AB

(I.4.4)

=

√√√√(n
0

)
pn/2 1√(

n
0

) |0 · · · 0⟩A |0 · · · 0⟩B

+

√√√√(n
1

)
p

n−1
2 (1 − p)1/2 1√(

n
1

) (|10 · · · 0⟩ + |010 · · · 0⟩ + · · · + |0 · · · 01⟩)A

⊗ (|10 · · · 0⟩ + |010 · · · 0⟩ + · · · + |0 · · · 01⟩)B

+ · · · +

√√√√(n
n

)
(1 − p)n/2 1√(

n
n

) |1 · · · 1⟩A |1 · · · 1⟩B (I.4.5)

6This is known as an independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) state.
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=
n∑
k=0

√√√√(n
k

)
p

n−k
2 (1 − p)k/2 |# = k⟩AB , (I.4.6)

where we combine terms with the same coefficient into a single term. Note that EE of
|ψ⟩⊗n is nh(p), just n times that of |ψ⟩. We defined a normalized basis

|# = k⟩AB ≡ 1√(
n
k

) ∑
all possible

permutation
of qubits

|k ones and (n− k) zeros⟩A |k ones and (n− k) zeros⟩B .

(I.4.7)
By labeling each element of the permutation, this is a rank-

(
n
k

)
EPR state!

Now, let Alice make a selective measurement whose outcome is the number of 1’s in
the Alice qubits.7 The POVM elements for Alice are given by

Em =
∑

all possible
permutation

of qubits

|m ones and (n−m) zeros⟩⟨m ones and (n−m) zeros|A . (I.4.8)

Explicitly, they are

E0 = |0 · · · 0⟩⟨0 · · · 0|A
E1 = |10 · · · 0⟩⟨10 · · · 0| + |010 · · · 0⟩⟨010 · · · 0| + · · · + |0 · · · 01⟩⟨0 · · · 01|A

...
En = |1 · · · 1⟩⟨1 · · · 1|A

. (I.4.9)

From
(Em ⊗ 1) |# = k⟩AB = δmk |# = k⟩AB , (I.4.10)

the probability of outcome m measured by Alice is

Prob
(
m
∣∣∣(|ψ⟩⟨ψ|)⊗n

)
= Tr

[
(Em ⊗ 1)(|ψ⟩⟨ψ|)⊗n

]
=
(
n

m

)
p(n−m)(1 − p)m. (I.4.11)

Recall that if Bob performs a suitable basis transformation to (I.4.7) according to the
outcome, the state after each measurement becomes a tensor product of the rank-

(
n
m

)
EPR state and remaining separable states. Thus, we can distill a rank-

(
n
m

)
EPR pair

with probability (I.4.11) from |ψ⟩⊗n via LOCC.8 The averaged amount of entanglement
7General measurement process described by POVM is explained in Appendix A.2.
8Note that one will obtain a rank-1 EPR state with probability pn or (1 − p)n. In this specific case,

the state is actually separable and the distillation fails. This reflects EE is zero in this case.
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distilled as EPR pairs is

SEPR =
n∑

m=0
Prob

(
m
∣∣∣(|ψ⟩⟨ψ|)⊗n

)
log

(
n

m

)

=
n∑

m=0
exp

[
log

(
n

m

)
+ (n−m) log p+m log(1 − p)

]
log

(
n

m

)
(I.4.12)

as EE of each rank-
(
n
m

)
EPR pair equals log

(
n
m

)
.

Let us evaluate the averaged EE in the large n limit (i.i.d. limit). From Stirling’s
formula log n! ∼ n log n− n,

log
(
n

m

)
∼ n log n−m logm− (n−m) log(n−m) (I.4.13)

∼ m log n

m
+ (n−m) log n

n−m
. (I.4.14)

The ‘free energy’ is

log Prob
(
m
∣∣∣(|ψ⟩⟨ψ|)⊗n

)
∼ m log (1 − p)n

m
+ (n−m) log p n

n−m
. (I.4.15)

From the law of large numbers, the saddle point approximation should be valid in n → ∞.
Plugging the stationary point of (I.4.15) m = (1 − p)n in SEPR (I.4.12), we obtain

SEPR ∼ n [−p log p− (1 − p) log(1 − p)] (I.4.16)

in the n → ∞ limit. This is nothing but the EE of |ψ⟩⊗n. This indicates that on average
the number of EPR pairs per copy which can be distilled from |ψ⟩⊗n is equivalent to EE
of the original state |ψ⟩. In other words, we can perform entanglement distillation via
LOCC in n → ∞,

|ψ⟩⊗n 7→ |EPR⟩⊗nSA , (I.4.17)

where SA = h(p) is entanglement entropy of |ψ⟩. Although we do not discuss this in detail
here, it is known that this rate of distillation is optimal through the technique of quantum
data compression [19].

So far our discussion is limited to the case of a bipartite entanglement between qubits.
A generalization to qudits can be done in the same manner. Let us consider a two-qudit
state

|ϕ⟩ =
d−1∑
i=0

√
pi |ii⟩AB , (I.4.18)

where pi ∈ [0, 1] and ∑i pi = 1. Note that any pure states in a finite-dimensional quantum
system can be reduced to this expression via the SVD. A term with the same multinomial
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coefficient in the n-copy state |ϕ⟩⊗n is regarded as a basis. Then, we can perform LOCC
to obtain (I.4.17) for a general two-qudit system.

Note that in this LOCC protocol, we essentially deal with two qudits. In the case of
bipartite quantum many-body states, which will be described in Chapter V, the local
operations are in fact not so local, i.e. they act on a number of qubits in the subregion.
There is still room to investigate a better entanglement distillation protocol that specializes
in quantum many-body systems. We will work on this issue in Chapter V from the tensor
network point of view.





Chapter II

Entanglement in quantum field
theories

This chapter contains both reviews and original materials. Useful reviews on various compu-
tational techniques for EE include [26, 32, 5]. Section II.2 and subsequent sections follow
my own work with my supervisor Satoshi Iso and ex-colleague Katsuta Sakai [47–49]. The
author of this dissertation has contributed to proposing the calculation method, perturbative
calculations, and writing papers.

Entanglement entropy (EE) provides important information about the bipartite cor-
relations of a given state. In particular, EE of a ground state or vacuum between two
spatially separated regions, which is sometimes called geometric EE [55–57, 13], has been
widely discussed in quantum information, condensed matter physics and, even in quantum
gravity, cosmology, and high energy physics [9–12, 14, 2–4, 6–8, 58]. Despite its significance,
practical computations of EE in field theories are not easy.

In this chapter, we give a systematic study of vacuum EE of half space in interacting
field theories [49, 48, 47]. Section II.1 is devoted to the review of previous calculation
techniques. We introduce the replica trick and its generalization, the orbifold method for
later discussion. Besides, we mention several other methods and explain why they are
not suited for our purpose. Next, in Section II.2, we introduce the ZM gauge theory on
Feynman diagrams, a novel formalism to perform the orbifold method for interacting field
theories, and discuss orbifolding in terms of twists. Then, in Section II.3 we demonstrate
perturbative calculations of EE from diagrams with a single twist and show that there are
two types of contributions, namely, propagator contributions and vertex contributions. In
Section II.4, we perform the resummation of these perturbative contributions to all orders
and find EE in terms of renormalized correlators. In Section II.5, we unify the propagator
and vertex contributions and present a universal formula applicable to various interactions
including higher spins. Notably, we show that the vertex contributions can be written in
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terms of renormalized two-point functions of composite operators. In the last two sections
Section II.6 and Section II.7, we discuss the remaining multiple twist contributions from
numerics and Wilsonian renormalization group (RG) flow. In particular, by considering the
infrared (IR) limit, we expect to find a universal form of EE independent of the ultraviolet
(UV) theories. In Appendix B.1, we show the equivalence between the half-space EE
and the thermodynamic entropy. In Appendix B.2, we present partition functions for
scalar, vector, and fermionic fields. In Appendix B.3, we discuss how the Dirac fermion
transforms under SO(2) rotation and the counting of the number of components for each
spin. In Appendix B.4, we prove the area law for Rényi entropy and the capacity of
entanglement [59, 60]. In Appendix B.5, we summarize the position space representation
of a twisted propagator, which appears in EE. In Appendix B.6, we give a proof that all
the single twist contributions from vertices are written in the one-loop type expression of
composite operators. This is a generalization of the proof for the propagator contributions
based on the 2PI formalism.

II.1 Replica trick and its generalization

In this section, we review the replica trick and several other methods and generalize an
analytic continuation of the replica trick toward the computation of EE in interacting
QFTs.

II.1.1 Replica trick

The replica trick is a way to compute EE.1 This method is mathematically equivalent to
the original definition (despite a subtlety due to analytical continuation), nevertheless, it
is very useful for the computation in field theories.

Consider a Hilbert space that consists of two subspaces corresponding to the physical
subsystems of interest A and Ā: Htot = HA ⊗ HĀ. The EE of A is defined as

SA = − TrA ρA log ρA,

where ρA = TrĀ ρtot is a reduced density matrix of the total one, ρtot. The replica trick
[13, 14]:

SA := lim
n→1

Sn = − lim
n→1

∂

∂n
[TrA ρnA] , (II.1.1)

1This replica trick originated from spin glass theory [61].
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Fig. II.1 Our choice of the subregion A and its complement Ā. It is a half space given
by A = {x0 = 0, x⊥ ≥ 0,∀x∥}. The boundary of the subregion is parametrized as
∂A = {x0 = 0, x⊥ = 0,∀x∥}.

Fig. II.2 The (nondegenerate) vacuum in the Euclidean path integral. The red dot denotes
the subregion boundary ∂A. The x∥ direction is omitted.

where Sn is the Rényi entropy, defined by

Sn := 1
1 − n

log Tr ρnA. (II.1.2)

For EE to be uniquely determined by the replica trick, we assume the analytical continuation
of n ∈ Z>1 to R. This formula holds for general A and ρtot as long as such an analytical
continuation exists. The uniqueness of the analytical continuation is supported by the
Carlson’s theorem [26, 62].2

Note that all we need to compute here is just a trace of the n-fold density matrix
and there is no logarithm. This is extremely useful in field theories as it has a clear
interpretation in terms of the Euclidean path integral.

In this chapter, we are interested in the vacuum EE when A is a half space on a time
slice in a (d+ 1)-dimensional Minkowski spacetime, A = {x0 = 0, x⊥ ≥ 0,∀x∥}, where x0

is a Lorentzian temporal coordinate while x⊥ is a one-dimensional normal direction and
x∥ are the rest (d− 1)-dimensional parallel directions to ∂A (Fig.II.1).

2The theorem requires |Sn| as a function of the complex n to be bounded by an exponential function,
C exp(C ′|n|) for some constants C and C ′ throughout Re{n} ≥ 1 (and one more condition for Re{n} = 1).
Then, this excludes ambiguities of adding a function that is zero in the n → 1 limit; sin πn, for example.
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Fig. II.3 The Euclidean path integral representation of our reduced density matrix ρ̃A
(left) and its n-fold cover ρ̃nA (n = 3) (right).

Toward the path integral interpretation of EE (II.1.1), let us define an unnormalized
density matrix ρ̃tot such that ρtot = ρ̃tot/Z1, where Z1 is a partition function of the total
system on R2 × Rd−1, where R2 is spanned by the Euclidean time τ = ix0 and x⊥ with
respect to ∂A and the rest Rd−1 is spanned by x∥. In the Euclidean path integral, the
unnormalized vacuum |Ψ⟩ are prepared by the infinite Euclidean time evolution (Fig.II.2),
i.e the wave function is given by

⟨φ|Ψ⟩ =
∫ ϕ=φ

Dϕe−SE [ϕ],

where SE[ϕ] is the Euclidean action of the theory. Then, it defines the unnormalized
reduced density matrix

⟨ϕ′
A|ρ̃A|ϕA⟩ := TrA ρ̃tot =

∫
DϕĀ ⟨Ψ|ϕA, ϕĀ⟩ ⟨ϕ′

A, ϕĀ|Ψ⟩ .

Pictorically this means gluing the bra and ket vectors at Ā (Fig.II.3 to the left). Tr ρ̃nA
is regarded as a partition function of the theory on Σn × Rd−1, where Σn is an n-folded
cover of a two-dimensional plane spanned by τ and x⊥ or equivalently a two-dimensional
cone with an excess angle 2π(n− 1). The Euclidean path integral representation of the
replicated reduced density matrix is shown in Fig.II.3 to the right. The EE (II.1.1) can be
rewritten as

SA = − ∂

∂n

(
Tr ρ̃nA

(Z1)n

)∣∣∣∣∣
n→1

= − ∂

∂n

(
Zn

(Z1)n

)∣∣∣∣∣
n→1
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=
(

Zn
(Z1)n

logZ1 − 1
(Z1)n

Zn
∂

∂n
logZn

)∣∣∣∣∣
n→1

= logZ1 −
(
∂

∂n
logZn

)∣∣∣∣∣
n→1

= ∂Fn
∂n

∣∣∣∣∣
n→1

− F1 (II.1.3)

in terms of the free energy on Σn × Rd−1

Fn := − log TrA ρ̃nA.

II.1.2 Heat kernel method

To compute the free energy Fn directly, it seems we need to deal with quantum field theory
(QFT) in curved spacetime, however, it is not always the case! When the subregion is
taken to be a half space as in the previous subsection, we can use the so-called heat
kernel method [63] to show EE in free QFTs can be expressed in terms of the original
flat space quantities. In the heat kernel method, we can compute Fn, the free energy on
a cone with an excess angle 2π(n − 1). Although we work in the Minkowski spacetime,
it also works in a curved spacetime like black hole backgrounds by utilizing the short
distance expansion called the heat kernel expansion [64, 5, 65–68].

The heat kernel method is applicable for a one-loop effective action. In the saddle
point approximation, one can expand the action to quadratic order in fluctuations around
the saddle point ϕ = ϕcl. By performing the Gaussian integral, the one-loop partition
function is given by

Z = e−S[ϕcl]det−1/2D̂. (II.1.4)

D̂ is the inverse of the propagator as a differential operator. For simplicity, let us focus on
a bosonic field theory with the bare mass m0. D̂ is equal to

G−1 ≡ −□ +m2
0, (II.1.5)

where □ is the Laplace-Beltrami differential operator. Then, the free energy apart from
the classical contribution is given by

F = 1
2 log detG−1 = 1

2 tr logG−1. (II.1.6)

Since
log A

2

ε2 = −
∫ ∞

ε2

ds

s
e−sA2

, ε ≪ 1 (II.1.7)
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in the Schwinger parametrization, the free energy is written as a worldline partition
function, i.e.

F = −1
2

∫ ∞

ϵ2

ds

s
tr e−sG−1 =: −1

2

∫ ∞

ϵ2

ds

s
e−sm2

0 trK(s), (II.1.8)

where
K(x, y, s) ≡ ⟨x|K(s)|y⟩ = ⟨x|es□|y⟩ (II.1.9)

is called the heat kernel.3 The free energy is regulated by the heat kernel regularization
with the UV cutoff ϵ−1.

(II.1.8) tells us that all we need to calculate is the heat kernel. Our goal was to calculate
EE via the free energy on a cone. Let us consider a cone Cα with a conical angle 2πα and
the heat kernel Kα(x, y, s) on it. For simplicity we focus on a two-dimensional cone without
transverse directions. As the rotational symmetry follows from the Lorentz invariance,
Kα only depends on the difference of the angle ∆θ. Omitting the radial direction, let us
denote the kernel by

Kα(∆θ, s) := Kα(x, y, s)

where x = (r cos θ, r sin θ), y = (r′ cos θ′, r′ sin θ′), and ∆θ = θ − θ′. By applying the
Sommerfeld formula, the heat kernel on the cone can be constructed from the flat-space
(2π-periodic) one [69]:

Kα(∆θ, s) = K(∆θ, s) + i

4πα

∫
Γ
dw cot w2αK(∆θ + w, s), (II.1.10)

where Γ = (−π − i∞,−π + i∞) ∪ (π + i∞, π − i∞). Its derivation requires deformations
in the complex plane. See e.g. Section 4.7 of [70] for details. It follows from the formula
that the heat kernel on the cone is written in terms of the kernel in the flat space.

The heat kernel method relies on the expression of a Laplace-Beltrami type of differential
operator. This indicates that it works well for free fields, whose Green function is
diagonalizable in the momentum space. The explicit calculation gives Kα in terms of
the Bessel function of the first kind and its trace is easily calculated [65]. Although
the modification of the Green function is permissible [5], it is generally difficult to take
interactions into account unless we make some approximation like a coincidence limit [71].
Thus, we need an alternative approach to it.

II.1.3 Various approaches to entanglement entropy

Other than the replica trick, there are several different approaches to the computation of
EE [26]. However, for our purpose, they have limited applicability, especially when one
tries to extend them to interacting cases. Nevertheless, since it is instructive to introduce

3The reason for the name “heat kernel” is that it satisfies a local heat equation (∂t −□)xK(x, y, s) = 0
with the initial condition K(x, y, 0) = δd+1(x − y).
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some approaches, we address results from three cases: (i) free fields, (ii) a half-space
subregion, and (iii) an interval in (1 + 1)-dimensional (perturbed) conformal field theories
(CFTs). Computations in (i) and (ii) rely on other approaches than the replica trick. The
derivation of EE in (iii) uses the replica trick, though, we introduce this case here as
well since this uses the conformal invariance, different from our studies in the subsequent
sections in this chapter.

The first case (i) can be dealt with by the real-time formalism of the Gaussian
EE [55, 72, 26, 73]:4

SA = TrA
[(
σ + 1

2

)
log

(
σ + 1

2

)
−
(
σ − 1

2

)
log

(
σ − 1

2

)]
, (II.1.11)

where σ =
√
XP , ⟨x|X|y⟩ = ⟨ϕ(x)ϕ(y)⟩, and ⟨x|P |y⟩ = ⟨π(x)π(y)⟩ for a bosonic free

field. Refer [74–76, 66, 77] for examples.5 A similar formula is found for a free fermionic
field as well [68]. This formula is written in terms of the correlators due to the so-called
Williamson theorem [78, 79]. This formula is applicable to any subregions and explicitly
written in terms of correlators in the original Minkowski spacetime. The derivation of the
formula strongly relies on the Gaussian nature of the ground state. Any Gaussian states
remain Gaussian after the partial trace and the reduced density matrix can be diagonalized
into a sum of mode-wise thermal states. It is remarkable in the sense that one does not
restrict the shape of the subregion and the information of the target state or correlators
suffices. On the other hand, this is peculiar to Gaussian states and a generalization to
interacting cases is difficult (although see [73] for few-order perturbations). Furthermore,
it is usually difficult to derive an analytic form after the integration TrA. Even for a
Gaussian QFT, the partial trace in the position space is much harder than that in the
momentum space.

The second case (ii) can be dealt with by the explicit form of the modular Hamil-
tonian KA = − log ρA − logZ. KA of half space in the Minkowski spacetime is given by
[80]

KA = 2π
∫
x0=0.x⊥≥0

dd−1x⊥ x1T
00. (II.1.12)

This is a consequence of the Bisognano-Wichmann theorem in QFT [81]. The modular
Hamiltonian is actually a boosted Hamiltonian. This is nothing but the Unruh effect and
EE becomes the thermal entropy with the Hamiltonian KA. Refer to Appendix B.1 for
the equivalence between the EE and thermal entropy. EE is given by

SA = ⟨KA⟩ + logZ. (II.1.13)
4The equivalence to the replica trick is discussed in [65].
5The formula can be applied even for non-commutative fields such as the BFSS matrix model [77].
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Thus, it is also written in terms of a correlator (the vacuum expectation value of the
Hamiltonian). However, the explicit evaluation is difficult since it involves a position-space
integration and an explicit position dependence in the integrand. The analytic evaluation
in this way becomes much more difficult in the presence of interactions.

In the third case (iii), we have an explicit formula for EE for an interval of length l in a
(1 + 1)-dimensional CFT with central charge c. This calculation relies on the replica trick
and the conformal invariance, which will be discussed in Section III.6.3. This is known
as the Calabrese-Cardy formula [13, 14], in which EE is calculated from a two-point
function of so-called twist operators. The result is

SA = c

3 log l
ϵ
, (II.1.14)

where l is the length of the subregion A and ϵ is the lattice spacing, which is reciprocally
related to the UV cutoff Λ. In a renormalized QFT perturbed around a CFT, since the
only dimensionful coupling is the mass m, which is roughly the inverse of the correlation
length ξ, EE for an interval l ≫ ξ ≫ ϵ is given by [14]6

SA = c

3 log ξ
ϵ

= − c

6 log(mϵ). (II.1.15)

This result is also obtained from a holographic calculation [82]. (Holographic EE will be
discussed in the latter part of Section III.6.2.) Again, (II.1.15) indicates EE is expressed
in terms of correlators through the correlation length. The advantage of this method
is that we can compute EE of various shapes of subregions through the Euclidean path
integral representation [14, 83–85, 65]. However, the obvious drawback of this formula is
that we need to start from a CFT and study a perturbation from it [86–88]. Higher-order
contributions are usually very difficult to compute [86]. It is not obvious for the theory
far from the fixed point like a theory in the middle of the renormalization group (RG)
flow. Furthermore, the higher dimensional generalization of twist operators is not well
established.

II.1.4 Some known approaches to entanglement entropy in in-
teracting QFTs and remaining issues

Compared to free or conformal field theories, we have little understanding of EE for
general interacting QFTs, apart from exactly solvable cases [89]. In some supersymmetric
theories, the localization method enables an exact calculation of the free energy and EE,
[82, 90–92, 32]. EE in interacting theories is also discussed in perturbative [71, 73, 86, 87],

6Note that if we take the subregion A to be a semi-infinite line, SA = c
6 log ξ

ϵ since A has only a single
endpoint.
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nonperturbative [93–98] or lattice [99–103] approaches. Nonperturbative studies have
taken advantage of the large-N analysis and the RG flow in the O(N) vector model
[93, 104, 94, 105] or variational trial wave functions [95–97] or instanton formalism [98].
These works have partly grasped the behavior of EE relevant to renormalization and
beyond free theories. Despite these studies, there are several issues yet to be understood.

Since field theories contain infinitely many degrees of freedom, EE suffers from UV
divergences and appropriate regularization and renormalization are necessary to obtain
finite results.7 For free theories, the UV-divergent EE can be regularized by suitably
renormalizing parameters in the background gravity [106–111].89 This type of regularized
EE is called renormalized EE and is consistent with the treatment for the black hole
entropy [116–122]. There are additional UV divergences in interacting field theories due
to the non-Gaussianity of the vacuum wave function. They should be dealt with the usual
flat space renormalization. A perturbative treatment of this renormalization was discussed
[71]. In the following sections, we focus on the latter divergence. We attempt to separate
the non-Gaussian effect due to interactions from the Gaussian contribution after the flat
space renormalization.

II.1.5 Orbifold method

Toward the calculation of EE in interacting QFTs, we consider an analytic continuation
of the replica trick, which we call the orbifold method. This was first discussed for
free fields in [123, 124]. In addition, this method is also important for the calculation of
EE in string theory [125, 124, 62, 126]. Unlike other methods, the orbifold enables us to
calculate EE within the ordinary flat-space QFTs but with identifications. In the following,
we review the method and how it works for free QFTs.

In the orbifold method, we analytically continue n to 1/M with an integer M to obtain
the theory on the orbifold R2/ZM × Rd−1 instead of a cone. (II.1.3) is then rewritten in
terms of the free energy F (M) = F1/n as

SA = −
∂
(
MF (M)

)
∂M

∣∣∣∣∣
M→1

, (II.1.16)

7If the theory is massless like the Gaussian CFTs, it may cause IR divergence. However, we consider a
massive theory in this chapter so that the IR divergences are assumed to be absent.

8There are some subtleties from dimensionality. See [112–114].
9It may sound puzzling that the UV divergence in EE is absorbed into gravitational couplings even if

the theory lives in the flat space [115]. Basically, this is because this divergence is regulated by a geometric
cutoff; the tip of the cone is smoothed in the replica calculation.
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provided that M ∈ Z>1 can be analytically continued to 1. A state on the orbifold can be
obtained by acting the ZM projection operator [127],

P̂ =
M−1∑
m=0

ĝm

M
,

on a state in an ordinary flat plane, where ĝ is a 2π/M rotation operator around the
origin,

ĝ
∣∣∣x, x̄, x∥

〉
=
∣∣∣e2πi/Mx, e−2πi/M x̄, x∥

〉
. (II.1.17)

In the following discussion, we will call this ZM rotation ĝm as an m-twist, where m ∈
Z mod M . x = (x, x̄) are complex coordinates for the perpendicular directions, x =
x⊥ + iτ, x̄ = x⊥ − iτ .

Let us first consider a free real scalar field theory on the ZM orbifold without a
nonminimal coupling to the curvature. Since scalar fields have no spin and are singlet
under the spatial rotation, the ZM action ĝ on the internal space of the fields is trivial. Its
explicit action is given as follows:

ĝ[ϕ(x)] = ϕ(ĝx) = ϕ(ĝx, x∥) = ϕ(e2πi/Mx⊥, e
−2πi/M x̄⊥, x∥). (II.1.18)

By the abuse of notation, both the ZM action on the coordinates and fields are represented
by ĝ.

The free energy on the ZM orbifold takes the following form,

F
(M)
free = 1

2Tr log[P̂ (−□ +m2
0)] (II.1.19)

= 1
2

∫ d2k

(2π)2
dd−1k∥

(2π)d−1 log(k2 +m2
0)
〈
k, k∥

∣∣∣ P̂ ∣∣∣k, k∥
〉
. (II.1.20)

The trace of P̂ is computed as follows. The diagonal matrix element of ĝm is given by
〈
k, k∥

∣∣∣ĝm∣∣∣k, k∥
〉

=
〈
k∥

∣∣∣k∥
〉 〈

k, k̄
∣∣∣ĝm∣∣∣k, k̄〉 = (2π)2Vd−1δ(ωmk − k)δ(ω−mk̄ − k̄), (II.1.21)

where Vd−1 = (2π)d−1δd−1(k∥−k∥) is a transverse (d−1)-dimensional volume and ω = e2πi/M .
For m ̸= 0, this becomes

〈
k, k∥

∣∣∣ĝm∣∣∣k, k∥
〉

= (2π)2Vd−1δ
2(k) 1

ωm − 1
1

ω−m − 1 . (II.1.22)

For m ̸= 0, it is proportional to Vd−1, the area of the boundary ∂A. On the other hand,
for m = 0, it is proportional to Vd−1 × δ2(0) ∝ Vd+1, the volume of the whole region of the
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Fig. II.4 The contour C (red curve) and simple poles of p(z) (blue cross marks) in (II.1.23)
(M = 8, as an example).

path integral. From this, we see that twisting a propagator with m ̸= 0 constrains the
normal components of the momentum zero, k = 0.

The summation over m from 1 to M − 1 can be performed as follows. Given a
holomorphic function f(z), its summation is given by

M−1∑
m=1

f (ωm) =
∮
C

dz

2πip(z)f(z), (II.1.23)

where
p(z) ≡ MzM−1

zM − 1 − 1
z − 1 (II.1.24)

has simple poles at ωm = e2πmi/M with m = 1, · · · ,M − 1. The integration contour C
is chosen to surround these poles [128] (Fig.II.4). Then the summation of (II.1.22) is
calculated as

M−1∑
m=1

1
ωm − 1

1
ω−m − 1 =

∮
C1

dz

2πi
zp(z)

(z − 1)2 = M2 − 1
12 , (II.1.25)

where C1 is a counter-clockwise circle around z = 1. It is written in a compact form,

M−1∑
m=1

1
sin2

(
πm
M

) = M2 − 1
3 . (II.1.26)

Plugging (II.1.25) into (II.1.20), we obtain

F
(M)
free = 1

2M

∫ d2k dd−1k∥

(2π)d−1 log
(
k2 +m2

0

)( Vd+1

(2π)2 + Vd−1
M2 − 1

12 δ2(k)
)
. (II.1.27)
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The first term proportional to Vd+1 vanishes in the calculation of EE in (II.1.16). We will
see later that such property generally holds even in presence of interactions. On the other
hand, the second term is proportional to the area Vd−1 survives in (II.1.16) due to an
additional M -dependence of M2 − 1. Consequently, EE for a free scalar theory is given by

S1-loop = −Vd−1

12

∫ 1/ϵ dd−1k∥

(2π)d−1 log
[(
G̃bdry

0 (k∥)
)−1

ϵ2
]
. (II.1.28)

Here we have introduced a UV cutoff given by the lattice spacing ϵ. In the following,
we will sometimes omit 1/ϵ in the integral for simplicity. G̃bdry

0 is the momentum space
representation of the boundary propagator,

(
G̃bdry

0 (k∥)
)−1

= k2
∥ +m2

0.

This gives an effective squared mass on the two-dimensional plane with nonzero transverse
momentum k∥. Note that the EE decreases as the mass increases. (II.1.28) is consistent
with the CFT result (II.1.15) when m = 0 (Gaussian fixed point).

The calculation for the scalar theory can be easily generalized to bosonic and fermionic
higher spin theories [124]. In the bosonic case, a state is parametrized by |x, x∥; s⟩, where
s is a spin of SO(2) ⊂ SO(d + 1) rotation around the x∥ axis. Then the action of the
two-dimensional rotation ĝ is given by

ĝ
∣∣∣x, x̄, x∥; s

〉
= e2πsi/M

∣∣∣e2πi/Mx, e−2πi/M x̄, x∥; s
〉

(II.1.29)

and the sum over m ̸= 0 in (II.1.26) is replaced by10

M−1∑
m=1

cos
(

2πms
M

)
sin2

(
πm
M

) = 1
3
[
M2 − 1 + 6M2

(
{s/M}2 − {s/M}

)]
, (II.1.30)

where {x} is a fractional part of x. For fermionic generalizations, we need special care
since 2π rotation gives an extra minus sign, ĝM = −1, and it cannot be regarded as ZM

orbifold. To overcome this difficulty, the authors in [124] take an odd M and consider ĝ2

as the generator of ZM orbifold on a double cover of the Riemann surface. Then, this
works both for bosonic and fermionic higher spin fields. (II.1.20) with the internal basis
for spins is11

F
(M)
free = (−1)F 1

2Tr log[P̂odd(−□ +m2
0)] (II.1.31)

10When we sum over the internal space, the positive and negative spins appear in pairs. In total, the
contribution from each spin is given by (II.1.30). Details are explained in Appendix B.3.

11For gauge fields, we consider the free energy after fixing a gauge. See Appendix B.2 for an example.
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= 1
2

∑
internal dof

∫ d2k

(2π)2
dd−1k∥

(2π)d−1 log(k2 +m2
0)
〈
k, k∥; s

∣∣∣ P̂odd ∣∣∣k, k∥; s
〉

(II.1.32)

with
P̂odd =

M−1∑
m=1

ĝ2m

M
, (II.1.33)

assuming the odd M . The summation over the internal degrees of freedom means we sum
each spin contribution with weights counting its number of components. See Appendix
B.3 and [124] for details.

Another subtlety in higher spin generalizations in analytical continuation of M since
(II.1.30) contains a non-analytic function, {s/M}, and we need to constrain the value of s
within [−M,M ] for fermions or [0, 2M ] for bosons. Thus the calculation of EE for higher
spins than 3/2 may have subtlety in the orbifold method. For more details, see [124].

II.2 Orbifold method for interacting QFTs

II.2.1 Interacting QFTs on an orbifold

In the previous section, we reviewed the one-loop calculation of EE by [123, 124]. This
method basically works for free fields but not for interacting cases. In [49, 48, 47], we
extended the orbifold method in a way applicable to interacting cases. To see this, we
first discuss interacting QFTs on the ZM orbifold in general. For simplicity, we focus on
a scalar field theory, however, the higher spin generalization will be discussed in Section
II.5.6.

Consider, for a moment, a ϕ4 scalar field theory on a ZM orbifold without a non-minimal
coupling to the curvature. The action for a scalar field theory on ZM orbifold is given by

I =
∫

R2

d2x

M

∫
Rd−1

dd−1x∥

[1
2(P̂ ϕ)

(
−□ +m2

0

)
(P̂ ϕ) + V (P̂ ϕ)

]
(II.2.1)

in terms of a field ϕ(x) in flat space R2 × Rd−1 but with the projection operator, where

P̂ ϕ(x, x∥) := 1
M

M−1∑
m=0

ϕ(ĝmx, x∥). (II.2.2)

In the following, we consider the ϕ4 theory, V (ϕ) = λ
4 (ϕ)4, for simplicity. From the action

(II.2.1), the inverse propagator of the orbifold theory in flat space is given by

Ĝ
−1 (M)
0 = P̂ Ĝ−1

0 P̂

M
= P̂ (−□ +m2

0) P̂
M

, (II.2.3)
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and the propagator, which satisfies Ĝ−1 (M)
0 Ĝ

(M)
0 = P̂ , is then written as

G
(M)
0 (x, y) = M ⟨x| (P̂ Ĝ0P̂ ) |y⟩ =

M−1∑
m=0

G0(ĝmx, y), (II.2.4)

where

G0(ĝmx, y) =
∫ dd+1p

(2π)d+1
eip·(ĝmx−y)

p2 +m2
0

=
∫ d2p

(2π)2
dd+1p∥

(2π)d+1
eip·(ĝmx−y)+ip∥·(x∥−y∥)

p2 +m2
0

. (II.2.5)

The ZM rotation on y has been eliminated since a projection operator P̂ commutes with
Ĝ0. From the identity p · ĝmx = ĝ−mp · x, we see that the flow-in momentum from the
propagator at a vertex x is given by the twisted momentum (ĝ−mp, p∥). In the momentum
space representation, the propagator is written as

〈
p, p∥

∣∣∣G(M)
∣∣∣q, q∥

〉
=

M−1∑
m=0

1
p2 +m2

0
(2π)d+1δ2(ĝmp − q)δd−1(p∥ − q∥) (II.2.6)

with −m redefined as m. In the position space, the twisted propagator is interpreted as a
“pinned” correlator across the entangling surface ∂A. In particular, if there is only a single
twist, we can make a following replacement:

G0(ĝmx− y) → 1
4 sin2 mπ

M

∫ dd−1k∥

(2π)d−1 G̃
bdry
0 (k∥)eik∥·r∥δ2(X) ≡ 1

4 sin2 mπ
M

Gbdry
0 (r∥)δ2(X).

(II.2.7)
See Appendix B.5 for details. The interpretation in the position space is in a reasonable
agreement with the intuitive picture of entanglement; a quantum correlation between A

and Ā.
The interaction vertex in the Euclidean ϕ4 theory read off from the action (II.2.1) is

− 3! λ
M
. (II.2.8)

The x integration gives the ordinary momentum conserving delta functions

δ2
(∑

i

ĝmipi

)
δd−1

(∑
i

pi∥

)
(II.2.9)

with twisted flow-in momenta.
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Fig. II.5 Two equivalent configurations of twists in the three-loop diagram. Blue arrows
denote twisted momenta with a twist mi. The bottom propagator in the right is made
untwsited by a ZM rotation at a vertex.

II.2.2 Redundancies in twisted diagrams

Due to the ZM symmetry, not all twists in a Feynman diagram are independent. The
twisted part of (II.2.9)

δ2
(∑

i

ĝmipi

)
= δ2

ĝmi0 pi0 +
∑
i ̸=i0

ĝmipi

 (II.2.10)

= δ2

pi0 +
∑
i ̸=i0

ĝmi−mi0 pi

 . (II.2.11)

Note that a twist ĝn is just a phase factor. If there is no ĝi0 factor in the diagram other
than the delta function, then we can redefine the twist mi − mi0 → mi for i ̸= i0; the
i0-twist is eliminated. The summation over i0 gives an overall factor M . Fig.II.5 is an
example of such diagrams. Note that G̃(ĝmp, p∥) = G̃(p, p∥) since the propagator only
depends on the squared momentum. We can also interpret Fig.II.5 as a kind of the one-loop
diagram (Fig.II.6) and the only independent twist is m1 +m2 +m3 −m4. It indicates a
one-loop diagram has only one independent twist.

After all, we can eliminate the redundant twists by using the invariance of the vertices
under ZM rotations. This procedure reminds us of gauge fixing in an ordinary gauge theory.
In the next subsection, we will show that this analogy works well in the investigation
and that we can extract independent twists systematically. We call this methodology ZM

(lattice-like) gauge theory on Feynman diagrams.

II.2.3 ZM lattice-like gauge theory on Feynman diagrams

In this section, we interpret the orbifold method in interacting field theories as a gauge
theory to calculate the free energy of the ZM orbifold. Namely, assign ZM twists on each
link (i.e., on a propagator) and define ZM gauge transformations on each vertex, and take a
summation over all the twists modulo ZM gauge transformations. Then, a gauge-invariant
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Fig. II.6 A diagram equivalent to Fig.II.5, where the three twisted propagators and two
vertices are regarded as a single twisted object with m1 + m2 + m3. The redundancy
indicates there is only a single independent twist m1 +m2 +m3 −m4 for this ‘one-loop’
diagram.

configuration of twists is characterized by a set of fluxes of twists on each plaquette of
each Feynman diagram. This framework is not only telling us a correct prescription to
compute calculable (∼dominant) contributions to EE, but also useful in proving the area
law to all orders, which has not been done for general interacting QFTs before our work.

Fig. II.7 ZM gauge theory on Feynman diagrams: {ni} are twists on links (propagators),
and m = ∑

i ni mod M is a flux of twists around the plaquette and invariant under ZM

gauge transformations on vertices. The right figure is a set of ZM invariant fluxes of twists
on plaquettes.

On a ZM orbifold, each propagator in a Feynman diagram is twisted as in (II.2.4).
The notion of ZM gauge symmetry appears since we can rotate away some of the twists
of propagators by the ZM gauge transformations on vertices of the Feynman diagram.
In general, a rotation of the coordinates at the vertex x in the left figure of Fig.II.7 by
2πl/M shifts n1 by l, and n2 by −l; therefore, the sum of twists around a plaquette
m = ∑4

i=1 ni mod M , which we call a flux , is invariant under ZM rotations at vertices. In
other words, we can classify independent configurations of twists up to ZM transformations
in terms of ZM fluxes of twists on plaquettes. For instance, for a Feynman diagram on the
right of Fig.II.7, a set of L(= 5) fluxes of twists on each plaquette specifies an independent
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configuration of twists in a ZM -invariant way. Since the independent configurations are
characterized by twist numbers of plaquettes, the number of independent twists coincides
with the number of loops L. We can assign the complement twist number to the outer
circle (m6 = −∑5

i=1 mi in the right figure of Fig.II.7). Its minus sign comes from the
opposite direction of the twist when the diagram is put on a sphere. As the twist of the
outer loop is not an independent one, we will omit writing it in the following.

In the language of gauge theory, twists correspond to gauge fields. Vertices in a
Feynman diagram are topologically connected “sites” on a lattice. Since a twist on a
propagator is defined between the two vertices, it can be regarded as a link variable
associated with the relative phase of the vertices. Then, the ZM rotation on each vertex is
interpreted as a local change of the phase. It is nothing but a gauge transformation, but
the angle is restricted to 2πm/M with m = 0, · · · ,M − 1. As a result, it is understood as
the ZM (lattice-like) gauge theory on Feynman diagrams. A flux in a plaquette is
invariant under ZM rotations at vertices and characterizes distinct configurations. It is a
counterpart of the Wilson loop, a gauge-invariant object in a gauge theory. A flux of twists
is defined as a sum of the twists of propagators in a counterclockwise direction along a
plaquette. The flux is defined modulo M ; i.e. −m flux is equivalent to M −m flux.

II.3 Perturbative calculation of entanglement entropy

The procedure to calculate EE is straightforward in principle. (1) Perform momentum
integrations of each bubble Feynman diagram with a fixed configuration of twists, i.e.
fluxes {ml} for plaquettes. (2) Sum up them over all the twist configurations of m’s to
obtain a bubble diagram on the ZM orbifold. (3) Sum all the connected bubble diagrams
to obtain the free energy on the ZM orbifold F (M). (4) From the M -dependence of the
free energy, one can obtain EE from (II.1.16).

Among various flux configurations, we have a trivial bubble with no twist m1 = m2 =
· · · = 0. The free energy without any twists is nothing but that in flat space F (1), which
is proportional to the volume (2π)d+1δd+1(0) = Vd+1. The M -dependence in an arbitrary
bubble diagram is given by ( 1

M

)NV

MNP −L = 1
M

(II.3.1)

in terms of the number of vertices NV , propagators (edges) NP , and loops L. The first
factor comes from vertices (II.2.8). The second factor comes from the summation over the
redundant twists. The equality follows from the Euler’s polyhedral formula. Remarkably,
since the free energy of the zero twist configuration is proportional to 1/M , it does not
contribute to EE (II.1.16)! In fact, this identity plays an important role in proving the
area law of EE. In Appendix B.4, we proved the area law of EE, Rényi entropy, and
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Fig. II.8 There is a single twist for a one-loop diagram. The number of independent twists
is unchanged even if we divide the propagator into multiple connecting pieces as drawn in
the figure.

capacity of entanglement [59, 60] of half space in arbitrary QFTs with local interactions
to all orders.

Since the configuration of trivial twists does not contribute to EE, we are interested in
configurations where at least one of the twists are nonzero. In the following sections, we
denote a part in the free energy contributing to EE by F̃ (M), i.e.

F (M) = F (1)

M
+ F̃ (M). (II.3.2)

The evaluation of Feynman diagrams with nonvanishing twists is in general very involved
due to multiple discrete summations (or contour integrals). Thus our strategy is, instead
of considering general configurations of twists, to focus on dominant contributions to EE.
In particular, we consider two specific types of configurations, contributions from a single
twisted propagator or twisted vertex, and the all-order resummation of them. We will later
discuss in Section II.7 why they will give dominant contributions to EE and how the rest
of contributions are incorporated in the Wilsonian renormalization picture.

II.3.1 One-loop calculation revisited

We already computed EE at the one-loop level in Section II.1.5, however, let us reconsider
it from the ZM gauge theory perspective. A one-loop bubble diagram (Fig.II.8) is a simple
example of the ZM invariant configuration. The one-loop diagram has only one plaquette
and the ZM invariant twist is given by the flux m. This property is essential for the later
discussion to prove our main result, in which EE can be written as a sum of one-loop type
diagrams of various composite operators.
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In the perturbative approach, the one-loop bubble is given by the summation of the
Feynman diagrams with “two-point vertices,”

F
(M)
1-loop = 1

2 Tr log[P̂G−1
0 P̂ ] = 1

2

∫
ϵ2

ds

s
Tr e−sG(M)

0 /M = 1
2

∫
ϵ2

ds

s

∞∑
n=0

(−s)n
n! Tr

[(
G

(M)
0

1
M

)n]
.

(II.3.3)

These diagrams are exceptional in the sense that they are composed of a single chain
of the propagators connected by the two-point vertices of (1/M).12 There is only one
configuration with an m-flux for the center plaquette. It can be regarded as a twist of a
single propagator among n propagators in the expansion (II.3.3). From the viewpoint of
operators, it stems from the idempotency of the projection: P̂ 2 = P̂ . Thus, the correct,
twisted one-loop free energy is

F
(M)
1-loop = 1

2M

∫
ϵ2

ds

s

∞∑
n=0

(−s)n
n! Tr [Gn−1

0 G
(M)
0 ]. (II.3.5)

It is very important to notice that (II.3.3) is not equal to the naive free energy obtained
by summing every single twisted propagator in the diagram,

F
(naive) (M)
1-loop ≡

n−1∑
k=0

1
2

∫
ϵ2

ds

s

∞∑
n=0

(−s)n
n! Tr

[(
G0

1
M

)k (
G

(M)
0

1
M

)(
G0

1
M

)n−k−1]

= 1
2M

∫
ϵ2

ds

s

∞∑
n=0

(−s)n
n! nTr

[
Gn−1

0 G
(M)
0

]
̸= F

(M)
1-loop.

(II.3.6)

This is an overcounting of the diagrams by a factor n for a one-loop bubble with n

propagators. To obtain the correct result, we need to divide the naive twisted bubble with
n propagators by its multiplicity n. This way of calculation corresponds to performing
summation first and then dividing by the gauge volume. This is in contrast to the
calculation (II.3.5), where we fix a particular gauge. In this section, we discuss perturbative
contributions by fixing a gauge, i.e. specify where to twist in the diagram. However, later
we employ the “divide-by-multiplicity” method to resum the perturbative contributions to
all orders.

12Reflecting the orbifold action in (II.2.1), the path integral measure is given by∫
D(δϕ) e− 1

2M

∫
dd+1x(δϕ)2

= 1 (II.3.4)

so that the one-loop part of the free energy is given by (1/2)Tr ln(P̂G−1
0 P̂ ) = (1/2)Tr ln(M(G(M)

0 )−1)
rather than (1/2)Tr ln((G(M)

0 )−1). See (II.2.3). This is responsible for the coefficient (1/M) of the
“two-point vertex” in (II.3.3).
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Fig. II.9 If fluxes of plaquettes straddling a shared propagator are given by m and −m,
such a configuration is interpreted as a twist of the shared propagator. The upper figures
show a relevant part with the twisted propagator in general diagrams.

II.3.2 Propagator contributions

Among various configurations of twists, we first focus on the configurations that a single
propagator is twisted. Consider a configuration where two plaquettes with a nonvanishing
flux of twists share a propagator and their fluxes are given by m and −m respectively.
For such a diagram, both of the fluxes can be attributed to the m-twist of the shared
propagator (Fig.II.9) and we can interpret such a flux configuration as a twist of the
propagator. The contributions to EE from such a class of diagrams are then under-
stood as propagator contributions. We will investigate it both in the perturbative and
nonperturbative approaches.

For a one-loop diagram (Fig.II.8), since the omitted outer flux is −m, the diagram is
also a part of the propagator contributions.

Next, we study contributions to EE from multi-loops. Flux configurations of the 2-loop
figure-eight diagram are characterized by twists (m1,m2) on the two plaquettes (Fig.II.10).
Its contribution to the free energy is given by

F̃
(M)
2-loop =

∑
m1,m2

3λ
4M

∫
dd+1x G0(ĝm1x, x)G0(ĝm2x, x). (II.3.7)

Specific configurations of twists, (m, 0) and (0,m) with m ̸= 0, correspond to a twist
of each propagator (Fig.II.11). They consist of the two-loop propagator contributions. By
using (II.1.26) and (II.2.7), their contributions to the free energy and EE are computed
respectively as

F̃
(M)
2-loop, prop = 2 × 3λ

4M

M−1∑
m=1

∫
dd+1x

1
4 sin2 θm

Gbdry
0 (0)δ2(x)G0(0)

= Vd−1
3λ(M2 − 1)

24M G0(0)Gbdry
0 (0), (II.3.8)
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Fig. II.10 A 2-loop diagram with twist (m1,m2).

Fig. II.11 2-loop diagram with twists (m1,m2) = (m, 0), (0,m) with m ̸= 0 (left). They
are interpreted as a twist of the corresponding propagators (right).

S2-loop, prop = −Vd−1

12 Gbdry
0 (0) [3λG0(0)]

= −Vd−1

12

∫ dd−1k∥

(2π)d−1 G̃
bdry
0 (k∥)[3λG0(0)]. (II.3.9)

Note that the repulsive (positive λ) interaction lessens EE. It is consistent with an
expectation that the degrees of freedom must be reduced by introducing a positive λ
(otherwise the system becomes unstable) interaction.

(II.3.9) indicates that this contribution to EE can be attributed to the mass renormal-
ization to the one-loop contribution of (II.1.28):

S1-loop + S2-loop, prop = −Vd−1

12

∫ 1/ϵ dd−1k∥

(2π)d−1 ln
[(
G̃bdry

1 (k∥)
)−1

ϵ2
]
, (II.3.10)

G̃bdry
1 (k∥) = 1

k2
∥ +m2

r1
, m2

r1 = m2
0 + 3λG0(0).

The above equalities hold up to O(λ1). This was also suggested in [71] to O(λ1). Although
all the higher order calculation of the propagator contributions can be done in the same
manner order by order, we will later see these contributions can be resummed to all orders
in a nonperturbative way.
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Fig. II.12 Twisting a vertex: these three types of configurations can be attributed to a
twist of a vertex. The dotted lines in the figures on the right-hand sides are delta functions
to open the vertex. The twist of a vertex is interpreted as a twist of the dotted propagator.
Each set of figures represent the three channels, s-channel (upper left figures), t-channel
(upper right figures) and u-channel (lower figures) respectively.

II.3.3 Vertex contributions

Besides the propagator contributions, there exist a new class of contributions to EE,
namely vertex contributions. Such configurations with a simple interpretation are given
by a set of flux configurations that straddles a vertex instead of a propagator. Consider a
diagram with twists given schematically in Fig.II.12. In these configurations, plaquettes
with nonvanishing fluxes of twists meet at a vertex, and there are three types of such
configurations. We can interpret these configurations as a configuration of a single twisted
vertex in the s, t, and u-channel respectively. This interpretation can be realized by
“opening” the vertex with a delta function. For example, the four-point vertex can be
rewritten as

λ

4

∫
dd+1xϕ(x)4 = λ

4

∫
dd+1x dd+1y ϕ(x)2ϕ(y)2δd+1(x− y). (II.3.11)

Then, we can understand a twisted vertex as an opened vertex with a twist on the separated
two coordinates as

λ

4

∫
dd+1x dd+1y ϕ(x)2ϕ(y)2δd+1(ĝmx− y). (II.3.12)

The upper left, upper right, and lower figures in Fig.II.12 correspond to the s, t, and
u-channel openings of the vertex, respectively. As we have demonstrated for a single
twisted propagator (II.2.7), we can replace the twisted delta function (to be exact, its
two-dimensional part) in the diagram as

δ2(ĝmx − y) = ecot θnR̂X/2 δ2(X)
4 sin2 θm

→ δ2(X)
4 sin2 θm

. (II.3.13)
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Fig. II.13 2-loop figure-eight diagrams with twists (m1,m2) = (m,∓m). These flux
configurations of twists can be interpreted as a twist of the 4-point vertex by decomposing
it into two 3-point vertices.

The twisted vertex is thus interpreted as a vertex symmetrically splitted with two loose
ends and also with its center coordinate being fixed at the boundary.

Let us evaluate these vertex contributions up to the 3-loop level. The 2-loop vertex
contributions stem from the figure-eight diagram with two types of configurations of twists,
as shown in Fig.II.13. Note that the configuration of the s-channel opening is absent in
the figure-eight diagram because the vertex in the figure-eight diagram is surrounded by
essentially three plaquettes, two circles, and one outer circle. Their contributions to the
free energy and EE are calculated as

F̃
(M)
2-loop.vert = 2 ×

M−1∑
m=1

3λ
4M

∫
dd+1x dd+1y G0(x− y)2δd−1(x∥ − y∥)δ2(ĝmx − y)

= Vd−1λ
M2 − 1

8M

∫
d2rG0(r, 0)2, (II.3.14)

S2-loop, vert = −Vd−1
λ

4

∫
d2rG0(r, 0)2. (II.3.15)

The vertex correction to EE is negative for repulsive (positive λ) interaction. Note
that in the real ϕ4 theory, different channels are indistinguishable and a summation of
different channels give just an additional numerical factor in front. In the next section,
we will consider an extended model in which a different channel gives a different type of
contribution.

The 3-loop contributions come from two diagrams shown in Fig.II.14 and Fig.II.15. For
a diagram illustrated in Fig.II.14, the vertex contributions stem from the four configurations:
(m1,m2,m3) = (m,±m, 0), (0,m,±m). We see them as t- and u-channel opening of the
two vertices. s-channels are absent because each vertex is surrounded by two plaquettes and
one outer circle, not four independent ones. The contributions from these configurations
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Fig. II.14 A 3-loop diagram. Four types of flux configurations, (m1,m2,m3) = (m,±m, 0),
(0,m,±m), can be interpreted as twisting vertices. Opening vertices are done in the same
manner as in the 2-loop diagrams.

Fig. II.15 Another 3-loop diagram with twists (m1,m2,m3) (leftmost). A particular con-
figuration (0,m, 0) corresponds to twisting a vertex, as well as (m, 0,−m) and (m,−m,m)
(three diagrams on the right). They generate a twist in the delta function δ2(x1 − x2). We
can also open the vertex at y instead of x, and they have two different interpretations of
twisting vertices, analogous to the propagator case (Fig.II.8). These vertex contributions
should not be double-counted.

to the free energy and EE are given by

F̃
(M)
3-loop, vert1 = 4 ×

(
− 9λ2

4M

M−1∑
m=1

∫
dd+1x1 d

d+1x2 d
d+1y G0(x1 − x2)G0(x1 − y)

×G0(x2 − y)G0(0) δd+1(ĝmx1 − x2)
)

= −Vd−1
3λ2(M2 − 1)

M

∫
d2x d2y dd−1r∥ G0(2x, 0)G0(x − y, r∥)

×G0(x + y, r∥)G0(0, 0),

= −Vd−1
3λ2(M2 − 1)

4M

∫
d2r d2s dd−1r∥ G0(r, 0)G0(r − s, r∥)G0(s, r∥)G0(0, 0),

(II.3.16)

S3-loop, vert1 = Vd−1
3
2λ

2
∫
d2r d2s dd−1r∥ G0(r, 0)G0(r − s, r∥)G0(s, r∥)G0(0, 0),

= Vd−1
3
2λ

2
∫
dd+1r G0(r)G0(0)

[∫
d2sG0(s, 0)G0(s − r, r∥)

]
. (II.3.17)

Another 3-loop diagram is given by the leftmost diagram in Fig.II.15. The following
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three types of configurations of twists correspond to twists of a vertex: (0,m, 0), (m, 0,−m),
and (m,−m,m). We can assign a flux of twist −m, 0, and −m on the outer circle of
the plaquette respectively. They are equivalent to the t-, s- and u-channel opening of
the vertex. In this diagram, we face a similar problem as we discussed for a one-loop
diagram; the failure of one-to-one correspondence. There are two ways to attribute the
flux configurations to twisting either an upper or lower vertex. These two attributions
are not independent and we can only twist one of them. These three channels give the
same contributions in the ϕ4 theory. Then, the corresponding 3-loop contributions from
Fig.II.15 are computed as

F̃
(M)
3-loop, vert2 = 3 ×

(
− 3λ2

4M

M−1∑
m=1

∫
dd+1x1 d

d+1x2 d
d+1y G0(x1 − y)2G0(x2 − y)2δd+1(ĝmx1 − x2)

)

= −Vd−1
3λ2(M2 − 1)

4M

∫
d2x d2y dd−1r∥ G0(x − y, r∥)2 G0(x + y, r∥)2,

= −Vd−1
3λ2(M2 − 1)

16M

∫
d2r d2X dd−1r∥ G0(r, r∥)2 G0(X, r∥)2, (II.3.18)

S3-loop, vert2 = Vd−1
3λ2

8

∫
d2r d2s dd−1r∥ G0(r, r∥)2 G0(s, r∥)2,

= Vd−1
3λ2

8

∫
dd+1rG0(r)2

[∫
d2X G0(X, r∥)2

]
. (II.3.19)

In contrast to the twisting of propagators, both of the contributions of (II.3.17) and
(II.3.19) essentially originate from the non-Gaussianity of the vacuum. We also emphasize
the importance of the covariant viewpoint as ZM gauge theory on Feynman diagrams. If
we take a special gauge and assign twists on specific links (propagators), we could not find
out vertex contributions since they are hidden in the configurations with multiple twisted
links.

While (II.3.17) can be interpreted as a contribution from the figure-eight diagram with
the renormalized propagator (II.3.2), (II.3.19) cannot be absorbed into the renormaliza-
tion of the propagator nor the vertex. The situation is different from the propagator
contributions, nonetheless, it is consistent with the ordinary renormalization structure in
another viewpoint. In the following, we will show that the above vertex contributions can
be summarized as those from renormalized two-point functions of composite operators.

II.4 Nonperturbative EE via resummation

In the previous section, we perturbatively evaluated propagator and vertex contributions
to EE. In this section, we address how to resum these contributions to all orders and
obtain nonperturbative expressions in terms of renormalized quantities.
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II.4.1 Resummation of propagator contributions by two-particle
irreducible (2PI) formalism

One might suspect whether a configuration of fluxes like Fig.II.9 has a one-to-one corre-
spondence to a configuration of a twist of the propagator in general diagrams. Indeed, we
need careful treatment for particular diagrams. Consider a diagram like Fig.II.16 where
two plaquettes with nonzero fluxes meet at two or more propagators. In this case, the
configuration of fluxes (m,−m) corresponds to a twist of either propagator, but not to
both. We already saw the simplest example Fig.II.8 in the one-loop calculation as well
as (II.4.6) in the propagator contributions. Fig.II.16 shows that such a configuration of
fluxes can be interpreted as a twist of a single, full propagator. This is what we confirmed
perturbatively up to the first order in (II.3.2). It is not a trivial fact, but physically
natural since EE is a measure of entanglement among microscopic degrees of freedom and
should be related to the low-energy observables through renormalization. This observation
motivates us to pursue the following analysis that EE (or at least its universal term) is
expressed in terms of renormalized correlation functions in the two-particle irreducible
(2PI) formalism [129, 130].

The 2PI formalism allows us to systematically study a relationship between renormal-
ization of propagators and EE. Combined with the orbifold analysis, we will confirm that
the Gaussian contributions to EE are completely expressed in terms of the renormalized
two-point function of the fundamental field in the following.

The 2PI effective action is given, in addition to the classical action, by

Γ[G]= F [G] = − logZ

= −1
2 tr logG+ 1

2 tr
(
G−1

0 G− 1
)

+ Γ2[G], (II.4.1)

where G is a full propagator, namely, a renormalized two-point function. Γ2[G] (or Φ in
some literature) is minus the sum of connected 2PI bubble diagrams which consist of the

Fig. II.16 An example of a configuration of fluxes (m,−m) that has multiple interpretations
in terms a twist of a bare propagator. The gray blobs represent 1PI subdiagrams. This
configuration can be interpreted as a twist of either one of the two shared (bare) propagators,
but not both.
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full propagators G’s as internal lines. We assume that the one-point function vanishes:
⟨ϕ⟩ = 0. In this formalism, G is determined self-consistently by its nonperturbative
equation of motion called a gap equation or Dyson equation:

δΓ[G]
δG

= 0 ⇔ G−1 = G−1
0 + 2δΓ2

δG
[G]. (II.4.2)

With the solution to (II.4.2), G = Ḡ[G0], Γ[Ḡ] coincides with the 1PI free energy.

Σ ≡ −2δΓ2

δG
[G = Ḡ] (II.4.3)

is nothing but the 1PI self-energy.
In the 2PI analysis, since G(x, y) itself is composed of propagators as internal loop

corrections, we distinguish the following two types of twistings. The first type of twistings
is denoted by δmG(x, y), which represents a variation of the internal structure induced by
twisting. The second type is simply given by G(ĝmx, y), which represents the twisting of
the full propagator in the same way as previously. Namely, the projection operator P̂ is
acted from outside. We will show that the first type of twistings is canceled by the gap
equation. Moreover, we will prove that there are further cancellations among 2PI diagrams
and the second term of the 2PI effective action in (II.4.1). The gap equation is responsible
for the cancellations, but special care is necessary for such diagrams in Fig.II.16.

First, let us see that twistings inside the full propagators are canceled and contributions
from δmG(x, y) vanish. It is simply because of the gap equation;

Γ[Ḡ]prop,int =
M−1∑
m=1

∫
dd+1x dd+1y

1
2

(
−Ḡ−1 +G−1

0 + 2δΓ2

δG
[Ḡ]

)
yx

δmG(x, y)

= 0. (II.4.4)

Thus we can safely forget about the internal structure of the full propagator.
Next, we look at the twisting of the full propagator itself. As expected, most configu-

rations with a single twisted propagator are canceled due to the gap equation, except for
diagrams like Fig.II.16 where a configuration of fluxes of (m,−m) can be attributed to
twisting one of the propagators straddled by the plaquettes. In the 2PI formalism, such
diagrams are included only in the first term in (II.4.1) because all diagrams with such
property are not 2PI (see Fig.II.16) and not included in other terms.13 Then, we can
separately consider contributions from the first term and those from the second and third
term in (II.4.1).

13The second term is not 2PI, but G−1
0 is a local operator and it is sufficient to twist the propagator G

in the trace.
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From the first logarithmic term of (II.4.1), it is straightforward to see that we have

S2PI
prop, ext,1 = −Vd−1

12

∫ 1/ϵ dd−1k∥

(2π)d−1 log
[
G̃−1(0; k∥)ϵ2

]
, (II.4.5)

where G̃(k; k∥) is a Fourier transform of the renormalized Green function, G(x;x∥). G̃(0; k∥)
is a renormalized counterpart of G̃bdry. Note that, though G̃bdry

0 (k∥) describes a propagation
in a (d− 1)-dimensional theory, the renormalization of G̃(0; k∥) itself is performed in the
(d+ 1)-dimensional space, as in (II.3.2). (II.4.5) is in the same situation as the previous
one-loop calculation of EE. Using the gap equation (II.4.2), (II.4.3), the difference from
the free scalar case (II.1.28) is given by

S2PI
prop, ext,1 − S1-loop = −Vd−1

12

∫ 1/ϵ dd−1k∥

(2π)d−1 log
[
1 − G̃0Σ

]
(0; k∥)

= Vd−1

12

∫ 1/ϵ dd−1k∥

(2π)d−1

∞∑
n=1

1
n

[
G̃0Σ

]n
(0; k∥). (II.4.6)

The factor 1/n comes from the divide-by-multiplicity method. This prevents the over-
counting from a naive chain of the bare propagators and self-energies with a twist.

Other contributions to EE follow from the second and third terms in (II.4.1). Their
contributions to EE are given by

S2PI
prop,ext,2+3 =

M−1∑
m=1

∫
dd+1x dd+1y

(
1
2G

−1
0 + δΓ2

δG
[Ḡ]

)
yx

Ḡ(ĝmx, y)

=
M−1∑
m=1

∫
dd+1xdd+1y

(1
2Ḡ

−1
)
yx
Ḡ(ĝmx, y) (II.4.7)

Since this is nothing but a twist of tr(G−1G)/2, i.e. just a variation of unity, S2PI
prop,ext,2+3

is a trivial constant and can be dropped.
By combining (II.4.5) and (II.4.7), we obtain the contribution to EE from twisting a

propagator in terms of the renormalized two-point function nonperturbatively:

S2PI
prop = −Vd−1

12

∫ 1/ϵ dd−1k∥

(2π)d−1 log
[
G̃−1(0; k∥)ϵ2

]
. (II.4.8)

Previously we made a conjecture that the total propagator contribution to EE could be
represented as renormalization of the propagator. The above argument completes the
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proof. The Gaussian contribution is all summarized in the above form.14 Note that it is
consistent with the leading order result of perturbative calculations in [71, 73].

II.4.2 Resummation of vertex contributions – auxiliary field
method

In contrast to the propagator contribution, which is written in terms of renormalized propa-
gators, the vertex contribution does not seem to be simply written in terms of renormalized
vertices as discussed in Section II.3.3. Even if it comes from the renormalized vertices, it
is difficult to study the vertex contribution similarly as the propagator contribution since
the n-PI formalism is not known for a general n. Thus, we take a different route, namely,
interpreting the opened vertices as corresponding auxiliary fields and calculating EE from
their propagators.

In order to formulate the “opening of a vertex” more systematically, it is instructive to
consider a model where opening each vertex leads to distinct s-, t- and u-channels. One of
such models is described by two complex scalars, whose action is given by

I =
∫ dd+1x

M

[ 2∑
i=1

ϕ̄i(−□ +m2
0)ϕi + λ

4 (ϕ̄1ϕ1)(ϕ̄2ϕ2)
]
. (II.4.9)

Here and in the following, ZM projections on fields are written implicitly. Each vertex
contribution involves three configurations of twists as mentioned in Fig.II.12. It is now
almost clear that each twist of a vertex in s, t, and u-channels can be regarded as a twist of
the propagator of the corresponding auxiliary field. With the auxiliary field, the action has
a three-point interaction vertex and reproduces the original four-point one when integrated
out.

Corresponding to the above three ways for the opening of vertices, we can rewrite the
action (II.4.9) into the following three forms:

Is =
∫ dd+1x

M

[ 2∑
i=1

ϕ̄i(−□ +m2
0)ϕi + c1c2 + i

√
λ

2 c1(ϕ̄2ϕ2) + i

√
λ

2 c2(ϕ̄1ϕ1)
]
, (II.4.10)

It =
∫ dd+1x

M

[ 2∑
i=1

ϕ̄i(−□ +m2
0)ϕi + d̄d+ i

√
λ

2 d̄ϕ1ϕ2 + i

√
λ

2 dϕ̄1ϕ̄2

]
, (II.4.11)

Iu =
∫ dd+1x

M

[ 2∑
i=1

ϕ̄i(−□ +m2
0)ϕi + d̄′d′ + i

√
λ

2 d̄′ ϕ̄1ϕ2 + i

√
λ

2 d′ ϕ̄2 ϕ1

]
. (II.4.12)

14When we compare (II.4.8) to the ordinary perturbative calculation, since all the diagrams in (II.4.1)
are written in terms of the full propagator G, we have to expand each diagram in the comparison. As a
result, diagrams consisting of G0’s are included in all the three terms in (II.4.1) and the correct coefficients
can be obtained by taking all these terms into account.
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Fig. II.17 The right non-2PI diagram is obtained by opening two vertices in the left in
terms of the auxiliary fields. We can regard a flux of the center plaquette as a twist of
either upper or lower vertex, but not both. In terms of the auxiliary field, it is nothing
but the phenomena explained in Fig.II.16.

We have introduced three pairs of auxiliary fields: real scalars (c1, c2), and complex
scalars (d, d̄), (d′, d̄′).15 Of course, each of (II.4.10)-(II.4.12) is equivalent to (II.4.9) after
integrating the auxiliary fields out. Consequently, if we sum up the bubble diagrams from
all three models, we will encounter an overcounting at the level of free energy. However,
when we consider configurations of twists, there is a one-to-one correspondence between
vertex contributions of three channels and propagator contributions of each auxiliary field
in these three models. In this sense, as far as a single twist of vertices is concerned, the
vertex contributions we consider can be regarded as the propagator contributions from
these three auxiliary fields. As in Fig.II.15, four-point vertex contributions to EE with
the flux configurations, (0,m, 0), (m, 0,−m), or (m,−m,m), corresponds to a propagator
contribution of the associated auxiliary fields given by (II.4.10)-(II.4.12), respectively, for
any bubble diagrams of the action (II.4.9).

Every vertex in the bubbles generated by (II.4.9) gets the contributions from the three
channels16. They coincide respectively with the contributions from a twisted propagator
in the equivalent diagrams generated either by (II.4.10)-(II.4.12). Here we have the same
problem of the one-to-one correspondence between fluxes of twists in the plaquettes and
twists of vertices, as mentioned in the previous subsection (Fig.II.15). In terms of the
auxiliary fields, this problem is easily resolved by using the same logic as in the propagator
contributions. 2PI diagrams do not have this kind of problem, and only one-loop diagrams
of the auxiliary fields need care. See Fig.II.17 as an example. As a result, the problem is
translated into the same problem for the twisted propagator of the auxiliary field.

The above observation leads us to express EE in the 2PI formalism with the auxiliary
fields. Although we cannot rewrite the action itself by using all the auxiliary fields
simultaneously, the vertex contributions to the free energy and EE can be written as a

15The path integral contour for them should be chosen so that the partition function is convergent and
thus the apparent violation of the reality or boundedness in the above actions does not produce pathology.

16Figure-eight diagram is an exception and there is no s-channel.
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sum of the contributions from these three. The result is given by17

S2PI
vert = − Vd−1

12

(∫ 1/ϵ dd−1k∥

(2π)d−1 tr log
[
G̃−1
c (0; k∥)

]
+ 2

∫ 1/ϵ dd−1k∥

(2π)d−1 log
[
G̃−1
d (0; k∥)

]
+ 2

∫ 1/ϵ dd−1k∥

(2π)d−1 log
[
G̃−1
d′ (0; k∥)

])
. (II.4.13)

Here, (G̃c)ij, G̃d and G̃d′ is the Fourier transformations of the two-point functions
⟨ci(x)cj(y)⟩,

〈
d(x)d̄(y)

〉
, and

〈
d′(x)d̄′(y)

〉
and the first, second, and third terms in (II.4.13)

represent the vertex contributions from the s-, t- and u-channel openings, respectively.
The coefficients “2” in the second and third lines come from the fact that (d, d̄) and (d′, d̄′)
are complex fields. (c1, c2) are real fields, but its propagator is written as a 2 × 2 matrix
and has two degrees of freedom. The tr is the trace taken over this 2 × 2 matrix.

The above model is simple in the sense that the auxiliary field of each s, t, and u-channel
is different and the correspondence between twisting a vertex and twisting propagator of
each auxiliary field is clear. Let us then consider a less easy (though seemingly easier)
case, namely the ϕ4 theory with a single real scalar. The action written with an auxiliary
field c takes the following form:

Istu =
∫ dd+1x

M

1
2ϕ(−□ +m2

0)ϕ+ 1
2c

2 + i

√
λ

2 c ϕ
2

 . (II.4.14)

In order to reproduce the vertex contributions to EE in the original λϕ4/4 theory, we need
to sum all the contributions from the three different channels for c. If we use the above
action, the free energy in flat space can be reproduced, but not the free energy of the
orbifold theory. Thus, we cannot use the renormalized two-point function of c via logG−1

c

to express the correct amount of vertex contributions to EE. EE in ϕ4 theory is neither
expressed by a single auxiliary field c nor by triple copies of it because the three channels
coincide and get mixed among them.

II.5 Unified formula for propagator and vertex con-
tributions and its generalization to various inter-
actions and higher spins

In Section II.4.1, we resum the propagator contribution by the 2PI formalism. In Section
II.4.2, we resum the vertex contribution by regarding it as propagator contributions of

17Diagrams with tadpoles (one-point functions) are cancelled due to to the equation of motion. Namely,
in calculating the 1PI free energy, an appropriate source term is introduced depending on M so that the
equation of motion is always satisfied.
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auxiliary fields. There are two unsatisfactory points. 1) We need to introduce an auxiliary
field for each channel of opening a vertex appropriately. This makes the analysis theory-
dependent. Especially, this method does not work for the ϕ4 theory with a single real scalar.
2) The propagator and vertex contributions are treated separately in a different manner.
To resolve these issues, we write EE in terms of composite operators and introduce a notion
of a generalized 1PI to unify the framework of the propagator and vertex contributions.
See also Appendix B.6 for a detailed proof. These formulation allows us to consider various
models including derivative interactions and higher-spin fields.

II.5.1 Vertex contribution as propagator contribution of com-
posite operators

The expression of EE from each auxiliary field (II.4.13) has a remarkable interpretation.
Note that we can regard the auxiliary fields as degrees of freedom of composite operators:

c1 ∼ ϕ̄2ϕ2, c2 ∼ ϕ̄1ϕ1, (II.5.1)
d ∼ ϕ̄1ϕ̄2, d̄ ∼ ϕ1ϕ2, (II.5.2)
d′ ∼ ϕ̄2 ϕ1, d̄′ ∼ ϕ̄1ϕ2. (II.5.3)

They are justified in various ways, for instance, the vacuum expectation values of both
sides coincide. From this viewpoint, (II.4.13) indicates that vertex contributions are in
fact understood as propagator contributions of the composite operators. From the actions
(II.4.10), (II.4.11), and (II.4.12), the propagators of auxiliary fields are written in terms of
correlation functions of the above composite operators as

G̃cij = (σx)ij − λ

4 G̃s(k, k∥)ij, (II.5.4)

G̃d = 1 − λ

4 G̃t(k, k∥), (II.5.5)

G̃d′ = 1 − λ

4 G̃u(k, k∥), (II.5.6)

where

G̃s(k, k∥)ij =
∫
d2r dd−1r∥ e

−i(k·r+ik∥·r∥)
〈
[ϕ̄jϕj](r; r∥) [ϕ̄iϕi](0; 0)

〉
, (II.5.7)

G̃t(k, k∥) =
∫
d2r dd−1r∥ e

−i(k·r+ik∥·r∥)
〈
[ϕ̄1ϕ̄2](r; r∥) [ϕ1ϕ2](0; 0)

〉
, (II.5.8)

G̃u(k, k∥) =
∫
d2r dd−1r∥ e

−i(k·r+ik∥·r∥)
〈
[ϕ̄2ϕ1](r; r∥) [ϕ̄1ϕ2](0; 0)

〉
. (II.5.9)

The square brackets [O] represent the normal ordering of an operator O. The resulting
contributions to EE, including both of those from the propagators and vertices, are given
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by

S2PI
prop&vert = − Vd−1

6

( 2∑
i=1

∫ 1/ϵ dd−1k∥

(2π)d−1 log
[
G̃ϕi

−1(0; k∥)ϵ2
]

−1
2

∫ 1/ϵ dd−1k∥

(2π)d−1 tr log
[
σx − λ

4 G̃s(0; k∥)
]

−
∫ 1/ϵ dd−1k∥

(2π)d−1 log
[
1 − λ

4 G̃t(0; k∥)
]

−
∫ 1/ϵ dd−1k∥

(2π)d−1 log
[
1 − λ

4 G̃u(0; k∥)
])
, (II.5.10)

where the tr in the second line is a trace over the 2 × 2 matrix.
Remarkably, this composite operator approach works for the ϕ4 theory with a single

real scalar while the auxiliary field approach failed to give a correct contribution to EE as
we discussed at the end of Section II.4.2. As the previous observation indicates, we will
now focus on the following correlation function,

Gϕ2ϕ2(x− y) :=
〈

[ϕ2](x) [ϕ2](y)
〉
. (II.5.11)

The vertex contributions to EE in the ϕ4 theory is expected to be given by

S2PI
vert = Vd−1

12

∫ 1/ϵ dd−1k∥

(2π)d−1 log
[
1 − 3

2λ G̃ϕ2ϕ2(0, k∥)
]
. (II.5.12)

Here, the coefficient −3λ/2 is understood as −λ/4 × 6 where −λ/4 is the coefficient in
front of the interaction vertex (the same coefficient as in (II.5.10)) and the coefficient 6 is
the combinatorial factor for separating four ϕ(x)’s into a pair of two ϕ(y)’s. The unity
in the logarithm in (II.5.12) means that the composite operator does not have any new
degrees of freedom in the free field limit and does not contribute to EE. The overall factor
is not 1/6 but 1/12 since the composite operator is real.

Since we cannot introduce the auxiliary field and use the conventional 2PI formalism,
we do not know at this point how to justify that the above expression of (II.5.12) gives the
correct vertex contribution to EE. This will be proved by considering a one-loop diagram
consisting of 1PI diagrams for the composite operator (generalized 1PI diagrams). We will
discuss this in the next section §II.5.2 and Appendix B.6. Instead, we will perturbatively
check its correctness up to λ2 in the following. The two-point function of the composite
operator can be evaluated as

Gϕ2ϕ2 = 2A− 6λA2 − 12λB +O(λ2), (II.5.13)
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where

A := G0(x− y)2,

B :=
∫
dd+1z G0(x− y)G0(x− z)G0(z − y)G0(0). (II.5.14)

In (II.5.13), the product of operators represents a convolution;

XY (x− y) =
∫
dd+1zX(x− z)Y (z − y).

By substituting (II.5.13) into (II.5.12), and using the identity

∫ dd−1k∥

(2π)d−1 f̃(0, k∥) =
∫
d2rf(r, 0),

we can expand (II.5.12) up to O(λ2) as

S2PI
vert = Vd−1

12

∫
d2r

[
log

(
1 − 3

2λGϕ2ϕ2

)]
(r, 0)

= Vd−1

12

∫
d2r

[
−3

2λGϕ2ϕ2 − 9
8λ

2G2
ϕ2ϕ2

]
(r, 0) + O(λ3)

= Vd−1

12

∫
d2r

[
−3λA+ 18λ2B + 9

2λ
2A2

]
(r, 0) + O(λ3)

= −Vd−1

4 λ
∫
d2rG0(r, 0)2

+ 3Vd−1

2 λ2
∫
d2r d2s dd−1r∥ G0(r, 0)G0(r − s, r∥)G0(s, r∥)G(0, 0)

+ 3Vd−1

8 λ2
∫
d2r d2s dd−1r∥ G0(r, r∥)2 G0(s, r∥)2 + O(λ3). (II.5.15)

These three terms indeed coincide with (II.3.15), (II.3.17), and (II.3.19), respectively.

II.5.2 Unification of propagator and vertex contributions using
generalized 1PI diagrams

In the previous section, we discussed the composite operator approach works well over
the auxiliary field method. In the same manner as the propagator contribution, we need
to replace a vertex in the bubble diagrams with a twisted one to compute EE. When
we sum up these twisted diagrams, we need to take care of multiplicities by the divide-
by-multiplicity method. Just as we did in (II.4.6), we show that the composite operator
approach is indeed correct to all orders in Appendix B.6. The key is to replace the
usual 1PI self energy with a generalized 1PI diagram, the self-energy for a composite
operator.
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As shown in Fig.II.18, the Green function of the composite operator can be written as

Gϕ2ϕ2 = Σ(g)
ϕ2ϕ2 +

(
−3λ4

2

)
(Σ(g)

ϕ2ϕ2)2 +
(

−3λ4

2

)2

(Σ(g)
ϕ2ϕ2)3 + · · ·

=
Σ(g)
ϕ2ϕ2

1 −
(

−3λ4
2

)
Σ(g)
ϕ2ϕ2

, (II.5.16)

where Σ(g)
ϕ2ϕ2 is the 1PI self-energy of [ϕ2] in a generalized sense. We call it g-1PI. Namely,

the quantity with the superscript (g) does not contain a diagram like Fig.II.19 that is
separable by cutting an arbitrary vertex in the middle. We call such a diagram a beads
diagram: 1PI in the ordinary sense but not in the generalized sense. Thus these beads
diagrams are not included in g-1PI diagrams.
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Fig. II.18 A Green function of a composite operator can be written in terms of the
generalized self-energy Σ(g)

ϕ2ϕ2 , which is 1PI with respect to the propagator of the composite
operator at the vertex as well as the fundamental field.
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Fig. II.19 Beads diagram: this diagram is NOT 1PI in the generalized sense since it is
separable by cutting the propagator at the opened vertex.

From the diagrammatic analysis (see Appendix B.6), we can show that the vertex
contribution to EE is written in terms of a correlation function of composite operators.
Since we consider various interactions in this section, here and in the following, we denote
the coupling constant of the ϕ4 theory as λ4, i.e. the interaction term in the Lagrangian is
given by Lpot = λ4ϕ

4/4. In the case of the ϕ4 theory, the vertex contribution is given by

Svertex = Vd−1

6

∫ 1/ϵ dd−1k∥

2(2π)d−1 log
[
1 − 3

2λ4 Gϕ2ϕ2(0, k∥)
]
, (II.5.17)

where Gϕ2ϕ2 is given by (II.5.11). In the following, the cutoff ϵ is not explicitly written for
notational simplicity, as it can be recovered by dimensional analysis. The coefficient −3λ4/2
is a product of −λ4/4 and 6, where −λ4/4 is the coefficient in front of the interaction
vertex and the coefficient 6 is a combinatorial factor for separating four ϕ(x)’s into a pair
of ϕ2(x) and ϕ2(y).
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By using (II.5.16), we can rewrite (II.5.17) as

Svertex = −Vd−1

6

∫ 1/ϵ dd−1k∥

2(2π)d−1 log
[
1 −

(
−3

2λ4

)
Σ(g)
ϕ2ϕ2

]
. (II.5.18)

In the following equations including (II.5.18), the argument (k = 0, k∥) of the integrand for
the k∥ integral is implicit. Now we can write both the propagator and vertex contributions
in (II.4.8) and (II.5.18) in a unified matrix form as

S
(ϕ4)
EE = −Vd−1

6

∫ 1/ϵ dd−1k∥

2(2π)d−1 tr log
[
Ĝ−1

0 − λ̂Σ̂(g)
]
, (II.5.19)

where

Ĝ0 =
 G0 0

0 1

 , λ̂ =
 1 0

0 −3λ4/2

 , Σ̂(g) =
 Σ(g) 0

0 Σ(g)
ϕ2ϕ2

 . (II.5.20)

In the following, we generalize these results to include higher-point vertices whose
composite operators are mixed in a complicated way. It is important to note that the
form of (II.5.19) is convenient for a unified description in the following discussions, but
it is always possible to go back to the form like (II.5.17), where the vertex contributions
are written in terms of the ordinary renormalized propagators without the superscript (g).
Also, note that all the single twist contributions from a vertex can be written in the above
one-loop type formula, (II.5.17) or (II.5.19).

II.5.3 ϕ6 scalar field theory

In the subsequent sections, we extend the analysis of vertex contributions to EE from the
ϕ4 interaction to more general cases. First, let us consider the ϕ6 interaction,

Lpot = λ6

6 ϕ
6. (II.5.21)

In this case, we have two types of vertex configurations18 as drawn in Fig.II.20 and need
to introduce three types of composite operators, ϕ2, ϕ4, and ϕ3, to extract all the vertex
contributions to EE. Since the theory has Z2 invariance under ϕ → −ϕ, the Z2-even
operators, ϕ2 and ϕ4, are mixed with themselves while the Z2-odd operator ϕ3 is mixed
with the fundamental field ϕ. Therefore, the propagator contribution in (II.4.8) needs a
modification.

18 The ϕ6 interaction will induce ϕ4 interaction by contracting two ϕ’s, but in this section, we simply
set it zero by renormalization and do not consider contributions to EE from such diagrams as the vertex
contributions at this stage. A model containing both of ϕ4 and ϕ6 interaction vertices are studied in the
next section.
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Fig. II.20 Two different composite operators appear by opening the ϕ6 vertex. Each flux
configuration corresponds to twisting the propagator of the respective composite operator.

...
...

...
�̂

⌃̂(g)
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Fig. II.21 A Schwinger-Dyson type diagram to represent mixings between different operators.
All possible composite operators are assigned to each dotted part. λ̂ is a matrix-valued
vertex and Σ(g) is a generalized 1PI (g-1PI) self-energy with respect to the composite
operators.

First, let us consider the modified propagator contributions in the ϕ6 theory. Such
contributions come from one-loop type diagrams of mixed correlations of ϕ and ϕ3 operators.
They are given by (Fig.II.21)

SZ2-odd = − Vd−1

6

∫ dd−1k∥

2(2π)d−1 tr log
[
Ĝ−1

0 − λ̂Σ̂(g)
]
, (II.5.22)

where

Ĝ0 =
 G0 0

0 1

 , λ̂ =
 1 0

0 −10λ6/3

 , Σ̂(g) =
 Σ(g) Σ(g)

ϕϕ3

Σ(g)
ϕ3ϕ Σ(g)

ϕ3ϕ3

 . (II.5.23)

It is a natural generalization of (II.5.20) including an operator mixing. The diagonal
component of Ĝ0 is the bare propagators of ϕ and ϕ3 operators, respectively. λ̂ is a matrix
whose matrix element represents the coefficients of opening the ϕ6 vertex. The coefficient
for ϕ3 to ϕ3 in λ̂ is given by 1/6 ×6 C3. Σ̂(g) = Σ̂(g)(k = 0, k∥) is the Z2-odd g-1PI
function.19 Namely, it consists of 1PI diagrams that do not contain beads diagrams shown
in Fig.II.19. Such a generalization of the 1PI concept is mandatory since, in calculating the

19In the Z2-odd set of operators, the [ϕ5] operator does not appear in the mixing, though the ϕ6 vertex
can be decomposed into ϕ and ϕ5. It is because a diagram with ⟨ ϕ [ϕ5] ⟩ is not 1PI while the g-1PI is 1PI
as well in the ordinary sense.
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vertex contributions to EE, we need to open a vertex to take account of various channel
contributions and special care of the beads diagram in Fig.II.19 is necessary. This is the
reason why we have generalized the concept of 1PI.

The above discussions can be straightforwardly extended to the contributions from
Z2-even operators, ϕ2 and ϕ4. This case is simpler because the bare Green function is
unity; G(g) = 1. Then, we have the same matrix form

SZ2-even = − Vd−1

6

∫ 1/ϵ dd−1k∥

2(2π)d−1 tr log
(
1̂ − λ̂Σ̂(g)

)
, (II.5.24)

where, in this case, matrices are given by

λ̂ =
 0 −5λ6/2

−5λ6/2 0

 , Σ̂(g) =
 Σ(g)

ϕ2ϕ2 Σ(g)
ϕ2ϕ4

Σ(g)
ϕ4ϕ2 Σ(g)

ϕ4ϕ4

 . (II.5.25)

The coefficient comes from 5/2 = 1/6 × 6C2. It is a 2 × 2 matrix generalization of (II.5.17).
The g-1PI self-energy Σ̂(g) does not contain beads diagrams, especially diagrams connected
by the ϕ6 vertex decomposed into ϕ2 and ϕ4.

Note that EE of (II.5.22) and (II.5.24) written in terms of the g-1PI functions can be
rewritten in terms of the renormalized correlation functions as in the ϕ4 case of (II.5.17).
The only difference is that we now have operator mixings and the relationship becomes
more complicated. Let us explicitly check it for the Z2-odd case of (II.5.22). It is rewritten
as

SZ2-odd = Vd−1

6

∫ 1/ε dd−1k∥

2(2π)d−1 tr ln
(
Ĝ0

1
1̂ − λ̂Σ̂(g)Ĝ0

)

= Vd−1

6

∫ 1/ε dd−1k∥

2(2π)d−1 tr ln
(
Ĝ0 + Ĝ0λ̂Σ̂(g)Ĝ0 + Ĝ0λ̂Σ̂(g)Ĝ0 λ̂Σ̂(g)Ĝ0 + · · ·

)
.

(II.5.26)

Writing the inside of the parenthesis as G̃, its matrix elements are given by

(G̃)11 = G0 +G0Σ(g)G0 +G0Σ(g)
ϕϕ3

(
−10

3 λ6

)
Σ(g)
ϕ3ϕG0 +G0Σ(g)G0Σ(g)G0 + · · · , (II.5.27)

(G̃)12 = G0Σ(g)
ϕϕ3 +G0Σ(g)G0Σ(g)

ϕϕ3 +G0Σ(g)
ϕϕ3

(
−10

3 λ6

)
Σ(g)
ϕ3ϕ3 + · · · , (II.5.28)

(G̃)21 =
(

−10
3 λ6

)(
Σ(g)
ϕ3ϕG0 + Σ(g)

ϕ3ϕG0Σ(g)G0 + Σ(g)
ϕ3ϕ3

(
−10

3 λ6

)
Σ(g)
ϕ3ϕG0 + · · · ,

)
,

(II.5.29)

(G̃)22 = 1 +
(

−10
3 λ6

)(
Σ(g)
ϕ3ϕ3 + Σ(g)

ϕ3ϕG0Σ(g)
ϕϕ3 + Σ(g)

ϕ3ϕ3

(
−10

3 λ6

)
Σ(g)
ϕ3ϕ3 + · · · ,

)
. (II.5.30)
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We can explicitly see that the sum of g-1PI’s in each matrix element is combined into
the ordinary 1PI functions Σ’s, and hence can be written by the renormalized correlation
functions as

(G̃)11 = G0 +G0ΣG0 +G0ΣG0ΣG0 + · · · = G, (II.5.31)
(G̃)12 = (G0 +G0ΣG0 +G0ΣG0ΣG0 + · · · )Σϕϕ3 = Gϕϕ3 , (II.5.32)

(G̃)21 =
(

−10
3 λ6

)
Σϕ3ϕ(G0 +G0ΣG0 +G0ΣG0ΣG0 + · · · ) = −10

3 λ6Gϕ3ϕ, (II.5.33)

(G̃)22 = 1 +
(

−10
3 λ6

)
(Σϕ3ϕ3 + Σϕ3ϕGΣϕϕ3) = 1 − 10

3 λ6Gϕ3ϕ3 . (II.5.34)

As a result, (II.5.22) can be summarized as

SZ2-odd =Vd−1

6

∫ 1/ϵ dd−1k∥

2(2π)d−1 tr log
[
Ĩ + λ̂Ĝ

]
, (II.5.35)

where

Ĩ =
 0 0

0 1

 , λ̂ =
 1 0

0 −10λ6/3

 , Ĝ =
 G Gϕϕ3

Gϕ3ϕ Gϕ3ϕ3

 . (II.5.36)

The same discussion can be applied to (II.5.24). This gives an alternative, unified formula
for EE in terms of the renormalized Green functions.

II.5.4 ϕ4 + ϕ6 theory and further generalizations

Let us generalize a bit more and consider a case when the Lagrangian contains two
interaction terms

Lpot = λ4

4 ϕ
4 + λ6

6 ϕ
6. (II.5.37)

As in the ϕ6 theory, we need to consider three composite operators, ϕ2, ϕ4, and ϕ3, in
order to take into account contributions to EE from these vertices. Again, we have Z2

invariance and EE is a sum of Z2-even and odd contributions. The Z2-odd contribution is
given by

SZ2-odd = − Vd−1

6

∫ 1/ϵ dd−1k∥

2(2π)d−1 tr log
Ĝ−1

0 −

 1 0
0 −10λ6/3

 Σ(g) Σ(g)
ϕϕ3

Σ(g)
ϕ3ϕ Σ(g)

ϕ3ϕ3

 ,
(II.5.38)
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where Ĝ0 is the same as in (II.5.23) while Z2-even contribution is given by

SZ2-even = − Vd−1

6

∫ 1/ϵ dd−1k∥

2(2π)d−1 tr log
1̂ −

 −3λ4/2 −5λ6/2
−5λ6/2 0

 Σ(g)
ϕ2ϕ2 Σ(g)

ϕ2ϕ4

Σ(g)
ϕ4ϕ2 Σ(g)

ϕ4ϕ4

 .
(II.5.39)

Now a generalization to e.g. ϕ2n vertices with higher n is evident. The propagator and
vertex contributions to EE are unified to be written in a matrix form as (II.5.22):

SEE = − Vd−1

6

∫ 1/ϵ dd−1k∥

2(2π)d−1 tr log
[
(Ĝ−1

0 − λ̂Σ̂(g))(k = 0, k∥)
]
. (II.5.40)

The size of matrices becomes larger as a larger number of operators are mixed and each
set of mixed operators forms a block diagonal component. Ĝ0 is a diagonal matrix whose
entry is mostly 1 except the fundamental field. λ̂ represents a mixing among operators via
vertices while Σ̂(g) represents amputated correlators of all the fundamental and composite
operators. The notion of the g-1PI is also extended to exclude all the beads diagrams
constructed by all the vertices along with the ordinary non-1PI diagrams. This form of
EE contains all the contributions from the propagators and the vertices. We provide the
derivation in Appendix B.6.

An essential point is that we can rewrite (II.5.40) in terms of the renormalized correla-
tion functions in the same manner as in (II.5.35) as

SEE = Vd−1

6

∫ 1/ε dd−1k∥

2(2π)d−1 tr ln
(
Ĩ + λ̂Ĝ

)
. (II.5.41)

Here, Ĩ = diag(0, 1, · · · , 1), Ĝ is the matrix form of the correlators of operators, and we
have arranged the elements of the matrices so that the first line and first column involve
the fundamental field ϕ. The size of the matrices is finite as far as there is a finite number
of vertices. In the ϕn-theory, we need to consider only the composite operators [ϕj] with
j ≤ n− 2, which appear to open vertices.

II.5.5 Derivative interactions

Special care is necessary for generalizations with derivative interactions since composite
operators with Lorentz indices appear. Let us consider the following interaction as an
example,

Lpot = λ∂
4 (ϕ∂ϕ)2. (II.5.42)
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In this case, the two types of scalar composite operators, [ϕ2] and [(∂ϕ)2], as well as a
spin-1 operator [ϕ∂µϕ] appear from an opened vertex. Since the spin-1 operator does not
mix with either ϕ or [ϕ2] or [(∂ϕ)2], we can separately study its contribution to EE. Thus
we have three block-diagonal sectors.

The spin-0 sectors can be treated as before. Thus let us focus on the spin-1 sector.
The formula (II.5.40) gets a bit modified since EE of a spinning field is different from that
of a scalar field due to the rotation of the internal spin induced by ZM twist and hence
an extra phase appears in evaluating EE [124]. The operator Jµ := [ϕ∂µϕ] is decomposed
into its two-dimensional part J and (d− 1)-dimensional part Ji. The latter is a scalar on
the two-dimensional spacetime normal to the boundary and can be treated as in II.5.40.
On the other hand, the contribution to EE from the 2-dimensional vector J is modified.
From (2.21) in [124], the coefficient of EE is proportional to

cboson
eff (s) = 1

4
∂J(s,M)
∂M

∣∣∣∣
M=1

= 1
6 − |s|

2 (II.5.43)

for a bosonic field with spin s. This coefficient ceff replaces the coefficient of 1/6 in
front of (II.4.8). Thus for (d+ 1)-dimensional vector Jµ, the total coefficient is given by
(d− 1)/6 + 2(1/6 − 1/2) = (d− 5)/6.20 Therefore the propagator and vertex contributions
to EE with this derivative interaction is given by either of the following two forms,

SEE = − Vd−1

6

∫ 1/ϵ dd−1k∥

2(2π)d−1 tr
(
S log

[
Ĝ−1

0 − λ̂Σ̂(g)
])

=Vd−1

6

∫ 1/ϵ dd−1k∥

2(2π)d−1 tr
(
S log

[
Ĩ + λ̂Ĝ

])
, (II.5.44)

where

S =


1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 (d− 5)

 , Ĩ =


0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1

 , λ̂ =


1 0 0 0
0 0 −λ∂ 0
0 −λ∂ 0 0
0 0 0 −λ∂/2

 ,

Ĝ =


G 0 0 0
0 Gϕ2ϕ2 Gϕ2(∂ϕ)2 0
0 G(∂ϕ)2ϕ2 G(∂ϕ)2(∂ϕ)2 0
0 0 0 G(ϕ∂µϕ)(ϕ∂µϕ)

 . (II.5.45)

S is an additional coefficient due to the spin. Here we have summed over (d + 1)-
dimensional vector contributions, but generally speaking, it is more convenient to write a
matrix corresponding to each irreducible representation of the 2-dimensional rotation with

20See Appendix B.3 for more detail.
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spin s. According to [124], the coefficient c for fermions with odd half-integer spin s is
given by cfermion

eff (s) = −1/3. Thus if we treat each 2-dimensional spin component as an
independent field, the diagonal component of the matrix S/6 is given by cboson/fermion

eff (s)
for each spin s field.

II.5.6 Interactions with higher spin fields – Generalities

General interactions involving higher spin fields similarly add an additional coefficient due
to spins. A twisted propagator with a spin-s field φs is accompanied with a rotation in
the internal space:

G
(M)
φs 0(x, y) =

M−1∑
m=0

e−2iθmM(s)
1,d+1 Gφs 0(ĝmx− y). (II.5.46)

Here, M(s)
1,d+1 is one of the generators of SO(d + 1) in the spin-s representation, which

drives a rotation on a plane spanned by x⊥ (1-direction) and τ ((d+ 1)-direction). For
example, the propagator for a Dirac fermion is given by

G
(M)
fermion(x, y) =

M−1∑
m=0

eθmγ1γd+1

∫ d2k

(2π)2
dd−1k∥

(2π)d−1
ik · γ + ik∥ · γ∥ −m0

k2 +m2
0

ei(k·ĝmx−k·y+k∥·(x∥−y∥))

(II.5.47)

with γ = (γ1, γd+1) and γ∥ = (γ2, · · · , γd−2).21

In a bubble diagram, each propagator has such an additional rotational factor. However,
since an interaction vertex is rotationally invariant, it is still invariant under ZM rotation
and consequently invariant under an overall twist of the adjacent propagators.22 Suppose
that we have a multi-point vertex of fields with spins sq (q = 1, 2, · · · ) and the coefficient
is given by Ci1i2···. The ZM invariance of the vertex is written as

Ci1i2···δ
2(p1 + p2 · · · ) = (e2iθmM(s1)

1,d+1) j1
i1 (e2iθmM(s2)

1,d+1) j2
i2 · · ·Cj1j2···δ

2(ĝm(p1 + p2 · · · )).
(II.5.48)

By decomposing each field into irreducible representations of SO(2), this simply means that
a sum of SO(2) spins vanish at each vertex. Due to the invariance, the basic framework
of ZM gauge theory on Feynman diagrams is not changed. Namely, we can classify ZM

invariant configurations of twists in terms of fluxes in plaquettes as before. The additional
phase associated with spins can be calculated by taking a special gauge of ZM fluxes
because of their gauge invariance. Furthermore, for fermions, we have to replace the twist

21See Appendix B.3 for details.
22A simple example is a vertex in the U(1) gauge theory, (γµ)αβ . It has one vector field and two spinor

fields and is invariant under simultaneous rotations of the fields.
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operator ĝ with ĝ2 due to the anti-periodic boundary condition. In this case, M should be
considered as an odd integer.

As far as the contributions from the propagators and vertices are concerned, it is
sufficient to consider a twist of a particular propagator of fundamental or composite
operators. For the propagator contributions from a general bosonic or fermionic field φs

with spin s, we can formally write down the free energy:

F̃ 2PI
φs,prop = Vd−1

2M

M−1∑
m=1

1
4 sin2 θm

Tr
[
e2iθmM(s)

1,d+1

∫ dd−1k∥

(2π)d−1 log G̃φs(0, k∥)
]

(for bosons),

(II.5.49)

F̃ 2PI
φs,prop = −Vd−1

2M

M−1∑
m=1

1
4 sin2 2θm

Tr
[
e4iθmM(s)

1,d+1

∫ dd−1k∥

(2π)d−1 log G̃φs(0, k∥)
]

(for fermions).

(II.5.50)

“Tr” here represents the trace over the internal space. For vertex contributions, we need
to pay further attention as they involve composite operators. When one considers a
general composite operator such as :φsφ′

s′ :, it is generically in a reducible representation
of SO(d+ 1). We should first decompose it into irreducible components, each of which
corresponds to a different composite operator, then assign the rotational factor due to
spins for each representation.

If we reduce (II.5.49) and (II.5.50) to the free field cases, we can easily evaluate the
trace because both the rotational factor and G̃φ 0(0; k∥) are diagonalized in the basis
of the eigenstates for SO(2). The resulting EEs coincide with those in [124]. On the
other hand, for interacting cases, G̃φ(0; k∥) has off-diagonal components and we need to
take a trace of the product of the rotational factor and the matrix-valued logarithmic
terms in a nontrivial way. While the computation becomes technically cumbersome, we
can still conclude that the non-Gaussian part in EE is understood as contributions from
renormalized two-point functions of composite operators while the Gaussian part is a
contribution from the fundamental fields.

II.6 Multiple twist contributions

II.6.1 Numerical computation for a figure-eight diagram

So far we have focused on contributions from a single twist of either a propagator or a
vertex. For a complete evaluation of EE in generic QFTs, we also need to consider multiple
twist configurations. Naively, each summation of twists gives an (M2 − 1) factor and in
total O ((M2 − 1)2) for multiple twist configurations. Then, these do not contribute to EE.
However, they cannot be independent in general; this expectation fails. In this section, we
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present a numerical result for the figure-eight diagram (Fig.II.10) with nonzero m1 and
m2 and a fixed integer M to see how the multiple twist contribution behaves as a function
of M .

Performing the integration of (II.3.7), we have∫
dd+1x G0(ĝm1x, x)G0(ĝm2x, x)

= Vd−1

16π

∫ dd−1k∥d
d−1p∥

(2π)2(d−1)
1

sin2 θm1M
2
k∥

− sin2 θm2M
2
p∥

log
sin2 θm1M

2
k∥

sin2 θm2M
2
p∥

 . (II.6.1)

EE is obtained by the analytical continuation of M and calculating the coefficient of the

F[M]

G[M]
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Fig. II.22 F (M) is a sum of the integrand of (II.6.1) over m1,m2 = 1 · · ·M − 1 for d = 1.
Vertex contributions (m,±m) are subtracted in G(M).

first derivative at M = 1. To see the behavior of M -dependence of (II.6.1), let us focus
on the d = 1 case for simplicity. Summation over nonzero m1 and m2 can be explicitly
evaluated and plotted in Fig.II.22. F (M) in Fig.II.22 is a sum of the integrand of (II.6.1)
over m1,m2 = 1, · · · ,M − 1. They include 2-loop vertex corrections (m1,m2) = (m,±m).
G(M) is plotted without the vertex corrections. If we can simply interpolate the free
energy to continuous M near M = 1, the first derivative seems to be dominated by the
vertex contributions. Of course, it is not sufficient but we expect that EE of the figure-eight
diagram is dominantly given by twisting the propagators, (m, 0) and (0,m), and the vertex
(m,±m). As long as we calculate the multiple twist contributions for a fixed integer M ,
we cannot be sure whether these contributions are absent in EE or not. In the next section,
we consider the EE in the effective field theory in the IR limit instead of the explicit
computation of the multiple twist contributions. In this limit, we expect these multiple
twist contributions become less and less dominant.
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II.7 Wilsonian RG and entanglement entropy in ef-
fective field theories

We discussed that the non-Gaussian contributions to EE can be understood in terms of
the two-point functions of composite operators. As explained in Appendix B.5, a twisted
propagator is pinned with loose ends reflecting quantum correlations between two spatial
regions. From this observation, it is tempting to expect that the vertex contributions
to EE from composite operators reflect the emergent vertices in the low-energy effective
theory. Indeed, in the framework of the Wilsonian RG, the effective action (EA) changes
as the energy scale is changed, and the EA contains infinitely many vertices. Thus EE
would also follow the same RG flow. This is similar to the statement of the entropic
c-function, where the central charge c in a d = 2 CFT or analogous quantities in higher
dimensions is defined from EE. However, the usual entropic c-theorem is a weak version,
i.e. the c-function is compared between the UV and IR fixed point CFTs and not in the
middle.23 Our formula of EE allows us to compute from the Lagrangian and the QFT is
not limited to CFTs. While it is interesting to study the monotonicity of EE using our
formula, there are remaining, not evaluated contributions from multiple twists. Therefore,
we consider in this section if there is any regime along the RG flow such that these multiple
twist contributions are negligible. In this section, we give a conjecture that the IR part
of EE is exhausted by summing all the vertex contributions (together with propagator
contributions) constructed from the IR Wilsonian effective action.

II.7.1 More properties of vertex contributions to entanglement
entropy

First, note that the leading order term of the vertex contribution corresponding to
composite operators {On} is perturbatively given by expanding the logarithm as

Svertex = Vd−1

12

∫ dd−1k∥

(2π)d−1 tr λ̂Σ̂(g)(k = 0, k∥)

= Vd−1

12

∫
d2r

∑
m,n

(λ̂)mn⟨On(−r

2 , x∥ = 0)Om(r

2 , x∥ = 0)⟩(g). (II.7.1)

The integral in the second line reflects the property of a twisted propagator that its center
coordinate is pinned at the boundary x∥ = 0 with two loose ends. For instance, when
O = [ϕ2], the leading perturbative term is given by using the renormalized propagator G

23The existing proof of monotonicity of the entropic c-function along the RG flow relies on the strong
subadditivity of EE. Since this is the monotonicity with respect to the length scale of the subregion, not
the UV cutoff scale itself, it is not clear if this really proves the strong version of the c-theorem far from
the conformal fixed points.
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of the fundamental field ϕ as

Svertex ∼ Vd−1

6

∫
d2r

(
−3λ4

2

)
G(r, 0)2. (II.7.2)

−3λ4/2 is the component of λ̂ which associates [ϕ2] to [ϕ2]. If we consider an operator
such as O = [ϕn], the integrand is proportional to G(r, 0)n and decays faster for a larger
n. This means that at least perturbatively, higher-dimensional composite operators tend
to contribute less to EE.

Another important point to note in (II.5.41), particularly for its vertex part, is that if
some composite operators in λ̂Ĝ dominates 1 in the logarithm in a strong coupling region,
the contribution from the composite operator can be approximated as

tr log
(
1̂ + λ̂Ĝ

)
∼ tr log

(
Ĝ
)

(II.7.3)

up to a constant depending on the coupling constant. Then, EE can be written as a
logarithm of renormalized correlators similar to the fundamental field. There is no explicit
dependence on the coupling constant other than the overall factor and its dependence is
only given through the renormalization of correlators.

II.7.2 Wilsonian RG and entanglement entropy: free field theo-
ries

Now we discuss the issue of other contributions to EE besides the propagators and vertices.
For this purpose, it is convenient to utilize the concept of the Wilsonian RG to the
effective field theory in the IR region [131, 132].24 In the Wilsonian RG, we first divide
the momentum domain into low and high regimes. Schematically,

k ∈ [0,Λ] = [0, e−tΛ] + [e−tΛ,Λ] (II.7.4)

with t > 0 and then, integrate quantum fluctuations over the high regimes. Then, we
rescale the momentum k → k′ = etk so that k′ ∈ [0,Λ]. In this procedure, the original
parameters in the action are renormalized, e.g.,

m → m′, λ4 → λ′
4. (II.7.5)

24A modern approach for the Wilsonian RG is given by the functional RG, also known as the exact RG,
method [133, 134].
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In addition, new interaction terms appear, e.g., in the ϕ4 theory in (3 + 1) dimensions,

λ6
ϕ6

Λ2 , λ∂
(ϕ∂ϕ)2

Λ2 , λ8
ϕ8

Λ4 · · · . (II.7.6)

First, let us look at what happens for a free theory. For a free scalar field with a mass
m, EE is simply given by

SEE(Λ) = −Vd−1

12

∫ Λ dd−1k∥

(2π)d−1 log
[
(k2

∥ +m2)/Λ2
]
. (II.7.7)

By integrating the high momentum region, nothing happens except fluctuations of that
region are discarded:

SEE(e−tΛ) = −Vd−1

12

∫ e−tΛ dd−1k∥

(2π)d−1 log
[
e2t(k2

∥ +m2)/Λ2
]
. (II.7.8)

Then, we rescale the momentum as k′ = etk to obtain

S ′
EE(Λ) = −Vd−1

12

∫ Λ dd−1k′
∥

e(d−1)t × (2π)d−1 log
[
(k′2

∥ + e2tm2)/Λ2
]
. (II.7.9)

Of course, for a free field theory, it is equal to (II.7.7) with the integration range [0, e−tΛ].
For an interacting theory, it is different since high and low momentum modes are entangled.
We continue the integration over high momentum modes until e−tΛ = m. Then, EE is
given by (II.7.7) with the integration range [0,m]. It gives the IR part of the EE at the
scale m, and the discarded parts in higher momentum are UV cut-off dependent. By
performing the momentum integration, the EE at the scale m is now given by

SIR
EE(m)≡ −Vd−1

12

∫ m dd−1k∥

(2π)d−1 log
[
(k2

∥ +m2)/Λ2
]

(II.7.10)

= NeffVd−1

12 md−1 log
[
Λ̃2/m2

]
, (II.7.11)

where Λ̃ is proportional to the UV cutoff as Λ̃ = Λ exp
[
Φ(−1, 1, d+1

2 )/2
]
/
√

2. Φ(z, s, α) ≡∑∞
n=0 z

n/(n + α)s is the Lerch transcendent. For example, in d = 3, it is given by
Λ̃ = e1/2Λ/2. (II.7.11) coincides with the ordinary universal term in even spacetime
dimensions. Vd−1 is the area of the boundary and

Neff =
(1

2

)d−1 1
π(d−1)/2Γ((d+ 1)/2) (II.7.12)

is the effective number of degrees of freedom that can contribute to EE in the IR. The result
of (II.7.11) indicates that the universal part of EE originates in the quantum correlations
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G�2�2(x � y) = ++ + · · ·=
x y x y

x y

x y

IR limit

G�2�2(x � y) = =
x y x y
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tree (classical term) loop diagrams (quantum correction)

Fig. II.23 The upper figure shows Feynman diagrams constituting Gϕ2ϕ2 . Only the leading
diagram survives in the IR limit.

of fields whose length scale is larger than the typical correlation length ξ = 1/m of the
system. SIR

EE(m) becomes larger for smaller masses m.

II.7.3 Wilsonian RG and entanglement entropy: interacting field
theories

In the free case, the Wilsonian RG can extract the IR behavior of EE that is independent
of the UV cutoff. In the Wilsonian RG, quantization is gradually performed from high
momentum to low, and in the IR limit, all fluctuations are integrated out so that all the
loop effects are incorporated in the Wilsonian effective action (EA).25 The Wilsonian
EA becomes more and more complicated as radiative corrections are gradually taken
into account. Thus we can expect that all the contributions to EE are encoded in the
Wilsonian EA. We conjecture that EE is given by a sum of all the propagator and vertex
contributions in the Wilsonian EA.

In the following, we focus on the IR limit of the Wilsonian EA. Let us recall a simple
case in (II.5.18). The correlator Gϕ2ϕ2 is graphically given by the upper figure of Fig.II.23
and the first term is given by (II.7.2). This diagram is present even in the IR limit where
all the fluctuations are integrated out since it is simply connected by the propagators
of the fundamental field. The other terms vanish in the IR limit of the Wilsonian RG
since they are quantum corrections to the first classical term. After all the fluctuations
are integrated out, further quantum corrections should be absent because such effects are
already absorbed in the Wilsonian EA. Thus we expect that the vertex contributions of
the composite operator, e.g. ϕ2, are drastically simplified in the IR limit in which we can
replace the Green function Gϕ2ϕ2 by the leading diagrams as shown in the lower figure of

25Strictly speaking, the EA explained here is a 1PI EA instead of Wilsonian EA. The tree-level diagrams
gives the exact free energy in the former while we need to still perform the path integral in the latter.
Nevertheless, the difference must be negligible in the IR limit since we are considering massive QFTs and
they always have a finite IR cutoff. See [135] for further details.
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Fig.II.23. After all, the vertex contribution in (II.5.18) becomes

Svertex = −Vd−1

12

∫ Λ dd−1k∥

(2π)d−1 log
[
1 + 3λ4

∫ dd+1p

(2π)d+1G(p)G(−p, k∥ − p∥)
]

(II.7.13)

in the IR limit. The coupling constant λ4 is the renormalized one since it is a coefficient of
Wilsonian EA in the IR limit.26 As in the free case, we separate the vertex contributions
into IR and UV parts. The IR part is defined similarly by restricting the integration
range from k∥ ∈ [0,Λ] to [0,m]. Instead, we may integrate up to 1/ξϕ2 where ξϕ2 is the
correlation length of the operator [ϕ2]. The difference is a matter of definition of the IR
universal part of EE and we need a precise prescription to subtract the cutoff dependent
terms in EE. For example, we may take a variation with respect to the mass m and then
integrate to obtain the universal part of EE. In this definition, we need to know how ξϕ2

and m are related. This issue should be explored in future.
In general, of course, we need to take operator mixings into account but the generaliza-

tion is straightforward. The final question is whether there are contributions to EE other
than the vertex contributions in the Wilsonian EA. In the formulation of EE based on the
ZM gauge theory on Feynman diagrams, vertex contributions are only a part of all the
contributions to EE. But, in the IR limit of Wilsonian RG, all the quantum fluctuations
are integrated out and we would not need to evaluate loop diagrams: all the Feynman
diagrams are tree diagrams. Thus, the vertex contributions, as well as the propagator
contributions, to EE must suffice for the IR behavior of EE.

26We have already taken quantum fluctuations into account and eliminated the UV divergences in
coupling constants and observables in the IR limit, but another UV divergences appear in the calculation
of EE since we need to sum all the momentum modes. It is also necessary even for the free theory and
indeed we extracted the IR universal part by subtracting cutoff dependent terms.





Chapter III

Holography, AdS/CFT, and
AdS/BCFT

This chapter reviews holography from a bottom-up perspective by inspecting both sides. The
purpose of this chapter is to make this dissertation self-contained about holography with
a sufficient number of references and let readers prepare for the next chapter. Starting
from the original proposal of the AdS/CFT correspondence, we review the bottom-up
AdS3/CFT2 correspondence and the AdS/BCFT correspondence by adding a boundary.
We also review holographic entanglement entropy formula for each. Useful reviews on the
AdS/CFT correspondence include [37, 33, 31, 38, 39]. We review CFT and some results
are presented without a derivation to avoid unnecessary complications. See [41] for more
details; in particular, [45] for higher-dimensional CFTs and [43] for two-dimensional CFTs.

In this chapter, we provide an extensive review of holography, mainly focusing on the
bottom-up approaches by inspecting the gravity side and field theory side, respectively.
Section III.1 gives the outline of holography. It also explains the original proposal by
Maldacena. While his conjecture is top-down, we avoid using string theory as much as
possible and only discuss the parameter dependence and its consequence. Section III.2 and
Section III.3 review various asymptotically anti-de Sitter (AdS) spacetimes. In particular,
the coordinate transformations among them will be important in the next chapter. Section
III.4 reviews conformal field theory (CFT) in general dimensions. Based on the last three
sections, Section III.5 presents the (traditional) AdS/CFT correspondence between the
large-N gauge theory and Einstein gravity on AdS. The topics included here are: the
dictionary between these two; some examples of deformations; the parameter dependence of
operators; the reason why interactions are negligible in AdS; the geodesic approximation to
the two-point function of heavy operators; holographic method for stress tensor; holographic
entanglement entropy. The last three subsections Section III.5.5, III.5.6, and III.5.7 are
relevant to Chapter IV. Next, in Section III.6, we focus on the AdS3/CFT2 case and provide
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explanations on why these dimensions are special and important. Features we discussed
are: uniqueness of three-dimensional gravity solution; all solutions with a constant negative
cosmological constant are locally AdS; eliminating higher curvature corrections; symmetry
enhancement in CFT2; conformal blocks; operator product expansion (OPE) with the
stress tensor; replica trick in CFT2; first law of entanglement entropy. Various results
from this section, in particular the CFT part, will be used in Chapter IV. Then, in
Section III.7 we define two-dimensional holographic CFTs, which are often characterized
differently compared to higher-dimensional cases (Section III.7.1). Then, in the second
subsection Section III.7.2, we discuss its consequence in more detail. This involves the
result of the semiclassical conformal blocks, which will be used in Chapter IV. Furthermore,
the Ryu-Takayanagi formula is demonstrated in a simple example in the last subsection
Section III.7.3. The last two sections are applications and generalizations of the AdS/CFT
correspondence, which will be very important in Chapter IV. In Section III.8, we review
the gravity dual of the local operator quench in CFT2. This gives us the foundation for
the discussion in Chapter IV. We avoid using CFT techniques, instead, we derive the black
hole threshold and explain the reason why heavy operators are dual to black hole from
thermodynamics, in particular, the eigenstate thermalization hypothesis (ETH). In Section
III.9, we explain the AdS/BCFT correspondence, i.e. the AdS/CFT correspondence with
boundaries. We review the boundary CFT (BCFT) briefly in the first subsection Section
III.9.1 and then we define the AdS/BCFT correspondence (Section III.9.2), where the
end-of-the-world (EOW) brane is introduced. Finally, in Section III.9.3, we discuss how the
RT formula is extended in this case. The remaining last subsection addresses some known
subtleties regarding the AdS/BCFT correspondence. In Appendix C.1, we show QFT
two-point function can be written as the transition amplitude of a relativistic point particle.
In Appendix C.2, we explicitly confirm the geodesic approximation gives the correct CFT
two-point function. In Appendix C.3, we present a standard AdS gravity action including
the boundary term and counterterms. We discuss the meaning of counterterms in the
context of holographic renormalization. In Appendix C.4, we derive the conformal Ward
identity. In Appendix C.5, we calculate the energy-momentum tensor in the replicated
space.

III.1 Holography – overview

III.1.1 Generalities

Holographic principle, or in short holography, is a duality between a (d+1)-dimensional
quantum gravity defined on a manifold Σ and a d-dimensional QFT on its boundary
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∂Σ [136, 137].1 The gravitating spacetime is often called a bulk while the dual QFT is said
to live on the boundary. It simply means the dual QFT is defined on a fixed background
spacetime, which coincides with the boundary of the bulk. Holography is motivated by
the study of black hole, where its degrees of freedom counted by entropy comes from its
area rather than its volume. This is known as the Beckenstein-Hawking entropy. We
will briefly revisit this using a microscopic analysis based on holography in Section III.8.2.
For more details, see [138] and references therein.

A concrete realization was provided first by Maldacena, now known as the AdS/CFT
correspondence or gauge/gravity duality [1, 139].2 In the AdS/CFT correspondence,
a gravitational theory (e.g. string theory) on (d+ 1)-dimensional asymptotically anti-de
Sitter (AdS) spacetime is dual to a d-dimensional CFT on the boundary.3 The original
proposal by Maldacena states that N = 4 super-Yang-Mills (SYM)4 (i.e. non-Abelian
gauge) theory with the SU(N) gauge group in four dimensions is dual to type-IIB
superstring theory on AdS5×S5.5 Later, the original proposal has been extended
to various dimensions, collectively denoted as the AdSd+1/CFTd correspondence.
In this chapter, we mainly focus on the lower dimensional case, namely, AdS3/CFT2

correspondence and its extension. The readers may wonder why we consider such a low-
dimensional case although our spacetime dimension is four. In fact, this low-dimensional
setup leads to various simplifications retaining rich, nontrivial spacetime structures. It
is a good playground to investigate holography in detail and guess higher-dimensional
extensions.

We will first give a brief overview of the original proposal by Maldacena. Then, we in-
troduce the AdS3/CFT2 correspondence and illustrate its difference from the simplification.
Finally, we consider its extension by introducing boundaries.

III.1.2 Maldacena’s proposal

In this section, we will briefly review the original proposal of the AdS/CFT correspondence
by Maldacena [1].6 The CFT is given by N = 4 SU(N) SYM in four dimensions, whose

1Quantum gravity here means a perturbative quantum theory of gravity on a fixed background like
a perturbative string theory. We are still yet to achieve a nonperturbative formulation of quantum gravity,
in which the background independence of quantum gravity is manifest.

2See [36, 140] and [141] for early-time reviews and lecture notes.
3Caveat: Recently, people found an ensemble average of many theories is dual to the Jackiw-

Teitelboim (JT) gravity in a two-dimensional (nearly) AdS spacetime. Without averaging, we do not
have a semiclassical geometric dual [142]. Some people point out we need some type of random CFTs for
pure AdS3 gravity [143–145]. In this dissertation, we do not consider any ensembles.

4N = 4 means we have four spinor supercharges.
5The vanishing conformal anomaly of the string worldsheet CFT requires the Ricci-flat condition.

This is not contradicting with having AdS since the Ricci-flatness is imposed for a non-compact six-
dimensional cone over the five-dimensional compactified space [146].

6Here we focus on the limits of parameters and do not follow the actual derivation from D-branes as
they do not play an important role in our discussion for the AdS3/CFT2 correspondence.
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gauge field part of the action is given by

LSYM = − 1
2g2

YM

FµνaF
µν
b tr

[
tatb

]
(III.1.1)

= − 1
4g2

YM

FµνaF
µν
a . (III.1.2)

This is conjectured to be dual to type-IIB superstring on AdS5 × S5, whose worldsheet
action (in the Nambu-Goto form) is given by

Istring = − 1
2πα′

∫
d2σ

√
−h, (III.1.3)

where h is the determinant of the worldsheet metric and σ’s are the worldsheet coordinates.
The prefactor 1/(2πα′) ≡ m2

s/(2π) equals the string tension. The gravitational sector of
its ten-dimensional effective action is given by

ISUGRA = 1
(2π)7α′ 4

∫
d10x

√
−g10e

−2ϕ [R10 +O(α′)] , (III.1.4)

where g10 is the ten-dimensional metric determinant from the supergravity solution and
its Ricci scalar is given by R10. ϕ is the dilaton field, whose vacuum expectation value ϕ0

gives string coupling constant gs ∼ eϕ0 . In this AdS5/CFT4 case, which is derived from
D3-branes, the on-shell dilaton value is constant over AdS [36]. Thus, it can be treated as
a true constant independent of coordinates. O(α′) contains higher curvature terms like
R2

10.
To gain an intuition of why this correspondence can hold, one very enlightening piece

of evidence is symmetry. The N = 4 SYM is invariant under the conformal group
SO(4, 2) as we can see from its vanishing β-function in the ’t Hooft limit (explained later)

β(gYM) ≡ µ
dgYM
dµ

(III.1.5)

= −g3
YMN

48π2

(
11 − 2nf − 1

2ns
)

(III.1.6)

= 0, (∵ nf = 4, ns = 6) (III.1.7)

where nf is the number of Weyl fermions and ns is the number of real scalars. AdS5

also exhibits the same symmetry. It is the only solution with the SO(4, 2) isometry,
in which the metric does not change locally under its group. Besides, we need a five-
dimensional compactified spacetime in addition for a consistent string theory. S5 has
a global symmetry SO(6). This is reflected in the fact that N = 4 SYM has a global
SU(4) ≃ SO(6) R-symmetry.7

7These symmetries combined with 16 supercharges constitute a superconformal group PSU(2, 2|4).
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This correspondence is achieved by taking two limits, the large-N (’t Hooft)
limit [147] and the large ’t Hooft coupling λ ≡ g2

YMN = gsN . In the large-N limit, it
suppresses the quantum effect due to the worldsheet branching controlled by gs in string
theory (gravity) while it suppresses non-planar diagrams, which cannot be put on a sphere,
in gauge theory.8 This is a saddle-point approximation valid under N → ∞ or gYM → 0
with λ fixed, suppressing the higher-genus terms. In the large ’t Hooft coupling limit,
it suppresses the massive modes peculiar to string oscillations controlled by α′ in both
classical and quantum string theory9 while it leads to a strongly-coupled (λ → ∞) theory
in gauge theory, in which diagrams with many vertices nonperturbatively contribute.10 By
taking these two limits simultaneously, it suggests a duality between semiclassical gravity
like Einstein gravity and strongly-coupled large-N gauge theory.

Indeed, these two limits lead to the semiclassical approximation of Einstein gravity.
Since any higher curvature contributions from the α′ correction are suppressed in the large
λ limit and the dilaton is constant, the effective supergravity action (III.1.4) becomes
Einstein gravity

1
16πG(10)

N

∫
d10x

√
−g10R10, (III.1.8)

where the ten-dimensional Newton’s constant scales as G(10)
N ∼ g2

sα
′ 4. Next, let us consider

its dimensional reduction to five dimensions. The ten-dimensional metric (near the
D3-branes) is AdS5 × S5:

ds2
10 = r̄2

R2ηµνdx
µdxν + R2

r̄2 dr̄
2 +R2dΩ2

5, (III.1.9)

where ηµν = diag(−1, 1, 1, 1) and the AdS radius is related to the parameters of the theory
as R = 4

√
λα′ 2 . Since the radius of the compactified S5 is R, the gravity action (III.1.8)

after the compactification is

R5Ω5

16πG(10)
N

∫ √
−g5(R5 + · · · ), (III.1.10)

where the five-dimensional Newton’s constant is G(5)
N ≡ G

(10)
N /(R5Ω5) = g2

sα
′ 4/(R5Ω5).

Since
G

(5)
N

R3 ∼ g2
s

(
α′ 2

R4

)2

= 1
N

(
∵
R4

α′ 2 = λ = gsN

)
, (III.1.11)

8This limit is also good for D-branes. Since their mass is proportional to 1/gs, they become non-
dynamical as gs → 0.

9Since α′ = l2
s , a square of string length is dimensionful, its suppression must be compared to some

characteristic length scale like the curvature radius of spacetime. In this case, this is given by the AdS
radius R, which appears from supergravity. See the next footnote.

10In string theory, this corresponds to the low energy limit for an observer at infinity. Near a stack of
D3-branes, the supergravity solution becomes AdS. All modes are blueshifted as they approach the center
of AdS due to its hyperbolicity. This results in the full string theory in AdS.
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the large-N limit is equivalent to the valid semiclassical approximation G
(5)
N ≪ R3.

The AdS/CFT correspondence is very powerful and promising as we could investigate
a very difficult parameter regime in gravity such as quantum gravity correction from a
finite-N analysis and highly stringy correction from a perturbative analysis. For further
information, refer to to [36] and related literature.

If one does not restrict the bulk theory to the Einstein gravity, the dual CFTs are
not necessarily strongly coupled; an ensemble average of free, Narain CFTs and the
U(1) gravity [148, 149]; higher-spin gravity in AdS4 (Vasiliev theory) and O(N) vector
model [150].11

III.2 Anti-de Sitter (AdS) spacetime

In this section, we define the AdS spacetime and introduce some useful choices of its
coordinate systems. AdS is the maximally symmetric spacetime with constant negative
curvature. We will review what “maximally symmetric” means later in Section III.6.1.
To see the global nature of AdS, it is useful to employ the embedding formalism, i.e.
embedding AdS into one higher dimension. AdSd+1 is a codimension-one hypersurface in a
(d+ 2)-dimensional flat spacetime with two temporal directions R2,d:

ds2 = −dX2
0 − dX2

d+1 +
d∑
i=1

dX2
i (III.2.1)

−R2 = −X2
0 −X2

d+1 +
d∑
i=1

X2
i , (III.2.2)

where R is the AdS radius, which is related to the Ricci scalar R and the cosmological
constant Λ as12

R = −d(d+ 1)
R2 = 2(d+ 1)

d− 1 Λ, (III.2.3)

which is indeed a negative constant. The embedding coordinates are useful to compute
coordinate-independent quantities such as geodesic length (Appendix C.6). After the
Wick rotation X(E)

d+1 ≡ iXd+1, the Euclidean AdS is a hyperbolic space Hd+1, a space with
the constant negative curvature R. Hd+1 is invariant under rotation SO(1, d+ 1). Back
to the original signature, AdS is invariant under SO(2, d). Its generators are given by
LAB = XA ∂

∂XB
−XB ∂

∂XA (A,B = 0, · · · , d+ 1).
The AdS asymptotic boundary is obtained by sending XA’s homogeneously to infinity.

More precisely, it is given by the ϵ → 0 limit with a fixed null projective cone, whose
coordinates are PA ≡ ϵXA. It is convenient to introduce various coordinate systems so

11It is worth noting that the three-dimensional Vasiliev theory is dual to the WN minimal model [151].
12We omit the dimension index of curvatures hereinafter.
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that the location of the asymptotic boundary becomes more intuitively understandable
and the boundary topology is fixed.

III.2.1 Global coordinates

In global coordinates, the embedding coordinates are parametrized as

X0 = R cosh ρ̃ cos τ
Xd+1 = R cosh ρ̃ sin τ
Xi = R sinh ρ̃Ωi (i = 1, · · · , d),

(III.2.4)

where Ωi is the spherical coordinate of Sd−1 and ∑d
i=1 Ω2

i = 1. To cover the entire
hyperboloid once, we need ρ ≥ 0 and τ ∈ [−π, π). However, we consider the universal
covering of AdS by taking τ ∈ (−∞,∞) to obtain a causal spacetime, avoiding closed
timelike curves. This is commonly referred to as global AdS.

The AdS metric (III.2.1) in global coordinates (III.2.4) is

ds2 = R2
(
− cosh2 ρ̃dτ 2 + dρ̃2 + sinh2 ρ̃dΩ2

d−1

)
. (III.2.5)

The asymptotic boundary is at ρ̃ → ∞, where the metric diverges. The boundary topology
is Rτ × Sd−1.

The constant-τ surface is a hyperbolic space. Defining dΘ = dρ̃/ sinh ρ̃, i.e. tan(Θ/2) =
tanh(ρ̃/2), we can put the entire AdS on a finite disk. This is known as the Poincaré
disk representation.

It is also common to reparametrize ρ̃ by r = R sinh ρ̃. The corresponding embedding
coordinates are

X0 =
√
R2 + r2 cos τ

Xd+1 =
√
R2 + r2 sin τ

Xi = rΩi (i = 1, · · · , d).
(III.2.6)

The transformed metric is

ds2 = −(r2 +R2)dτ 2 + R2

r2 +R2dr
2 + r2dΩ2

d−1. (III.2.7)

This is sometimes called static coordinates. The asymptotic boundary is given by
r → ∞.
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III.2.2 Conformal coordinates

Just like the Penrose diagram of Minkowski spacetime, we can put the entire AdS to a
finite region by r = tan θ̃ (0 ≤ θ̃ < π/2). The metric after this coordinate transformation
is

ds2 = 1
cos2 θ̃

(−dτ 2 + dθ̃2 + sin2 θ̃dΩ2
d−1). (III.2.8)

These are called conformal coordinates. The AdS boundary is now located at a finite
distance, θ̃ = π/2. After a local conformal transformation removing the Weyl factor 1

cos2 θ̃
,

the resulting topology is that of a solid cylinder, whose boundary is again Rτ × Sd−1. This
means AdS acts like a finite box with a spatial boundary. It makes AdS special compared
to Minkowski spacetime, which is an infinite box with null infinities. For example, a large
Schwarzschild black hole in AdS has a positive heat capacity and is thermodynamically
stable while it is not in Minkowski; most importantly, AdS has a spatial boundary where
we can define a physically reasonable ‘clock’ and the dual field theory. A Cauchy surface
is not enough as initial data to describe the entire AdS; the boundary condition at its
asymptotic boundary must be specified.

III.2.3 Poincaré coordinates

We can parametrize the embedding coordinates differently. In Poincaré coordinates,
they are expressed as

X0 = R
α2 + z2 + x2 − t2

2αz
Xd+1 = R

t

z

Xī = R
xī

z
(̄i = 1, · · · , d− 1)

Xd = R
−α2 + z2 + x2 − t2

2αz ,

(III.2.9)

where x2 = ∑
ī(xī)2 and xī is Cartesian coordinates. α parametrizes a particular AdS

isometry SO(2, d). We have already seen Poincaré coordinates in a slightly different form.
(III.2.9) is equivalent to the first five-dimensional part of (III.1.9) by rewriting r̃ = R2/z.

Since X0 − Xd = Rα/z ≥ 0, Lorentzian Poincaré AdS only covers half of the global
one. t → ±∞ slices are causal horizons. Note that despite Lorentzian Poincaré AdS does
not cover the entire global AdS, Euclidean Poincaré AdS (t → tE = it) is the same space
as Euclidean global AdS (τ → τE = iτ) [36].

The Poincaré AdS has the metric

ds2 = R2 −dt2 + dx2 + dz2

z2 . (III.2.10)
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The asymptotic boundary is now located at z → 0. The boundary topology is R1,d−1. This
metric is particularly useful as various geometric calculations are simplified.

In Poincaré coordinates, the scale invariance is manifest. The metric (III.2.10) is
invariant under

t → λt; x → λx; z → λz. (III.2.11)

This means rescaling t and x requires the same rescaling in the radial coordinate z. This
leads to the idea of the scale/radius duality in the AdS/CFT correspondence, where the
IR cutoff of AdS z ≥ ϵ is equivalent to the UV cutoff of CFT Λ = 1/ϵ at its asymptotic
boundary with the topology Rd [152].

III.3 Asymptotically AdS spacetime

The AdS/CFT correspondence can also deal with asymptotically AdS spacetimes.
They approach pure AdS near the asymptotic boundary. In particular, when d+ 1 = 3, we
impose particular fall-off/boundary conditions for them [153, 154]. In general dimensions,
the asymptotically AdS spacetimes are described by the Fefferman-Graham coordinates,
which will be explained in Section III.5.6. Let us review some important examples for now
as asymptotically AdS spacetimes include many interesting geometries as we review in the
following.

III.3.1 Schwarzschild-AdS black hole

A Schwarzschild black hole in AdS (Schwarzschild-AdS black hole) is described by [155–
157]

ds2 = −
(
r2 +R2 − Md+1

rd−2

)
dτ 2 + R2

r2 +R2 − Md+1
rd−2

dr2 + r2dΩ2
d−1, (III.3.1)

where the mass parameter Md+1 is related to the black hole ADM mass m as [155, 156, 158]

Md+1 = 16πG(d+1)
N R2

(d− 1)Ωd−1
m =

8Γ
(
d
2

)
G

(d+1)
N R2

(d− 1)πd/2−1 m. (III.3.2)

The event horizon is defined from the outer radius r = r+ satisfying r2 +R2 − Md+1
rd−2 = 0.

Only in d + 1 = 3, we need M > R2 for the Schwarzschild-AdS black hole solution.13

By inspecting the periodicity of τE = iτ near the horizon, we can find the Hawking
13This three-dimensional black hole with a negative cosmological constant is called the Bañados-

Teitelboim-Zanelli (BTZ) black hole [159].
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temperature [38, 39]

βH = 1
TH

= 4πR2r+

(d− 2)R2 + dr2
+
. (III.3.3)

When d+ 1 = 3,

βH = 2πR2/r+ = 2πR2/
√
M −R2 (M ≡ M3). (III.3.4)

In the large mass limit, the horizon approaches the asymptotic boundary and the black
hole becomes planar. The planar Schwarzschild-AdS black hole is given by (rewriting
r → r̃ from (III.3.1))

ds2 = −
(
r̃2 − Md+1

r̃d−2

)
dτ 2 + R2

r̃2 − Md+1
r̃d−2

dr̃2 + r̃2dΩ2
d−1 (III.3.5)

= R2

z2

(
−R2d −Md+1z

d

R2d−2 dτ 2 +R2 R2d−2dz2

R2d −Md+1zd
+R2dΩ2

d−1

)
(r̃ = R2/z). (III.3.6)

When the black hole mass is small enough, a different phase called thermal AdS
is preferred. This can be understood by comparing each gravitational free energy. Such
a thermodynamic phase transition is known as the Hawking-Page transition [160].
The metric of thermal AdS is the same as the pure AdS, however, Euclidean time has a
periodicity corresponding to the inverse temperature. We will not go into details here.

In higher dimensions d > 3, a horizon can be non-spherical. Such a solution is called a
black p-brane. p = 0 corresponds to black hole; p = 1 corresponds to black string, etc.

We can also consider rotating and/or charged black holes. They are important in
the program of microstate counting [161]. A charged black hole is called the Reissner-
Nordstrøm black hole and a rotating black hole is called the Kerr black hole. A charged,
rotating black hole is called the Kerr-Newman black hole.

III.3.2 Conical deficit geometry

When d+ 1 = 3, rd−2 = 1. In such a case, there can be no solution for the horizon. This
happens when M ≡ M3 < R2. This case is interpreted as a massive particle rather than a
black hole.14 The metric after taking into account the gravitational backreaction of this
massive particle is given by

ds2 = −(r2 +R2 −M)dτ 2 + R2

r2 +R2 −M
dr2 + r2dθ2, (III.3.7)

14We restrict to three dimensions just for the later purpose. Of course, there exists a conical deficit
solution itself in higher dimensions [162].
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where θ has the periodicity 2π as −π ≤ θ < π. This is the same as (III.3.1) when d+1 = 3
but with M < R2. The mass parameter M is related to the mass m via

M = 8GNR
2m (III.3.8)

as in the case of black hole (III.3.2). Note that the temperature (III.3.4) becomes pure
imaginary, in this case, M −R2 < 0.

The geometry (III.3.7) can be transformed into the metric15

ds2 = −(r̃2 +R2)dτ̃ 2 + R2

r̃2 +R2dr̃
2 + r̃2dθ̃2, (III.3.9)

via the map

τ̃ = χτ, θ̃ = χθ, r̃ = r

χ
, where χ =

√
R2 −M

R2 . (III.3.10)

Even though this looks like a global AdS3, there is a deficit angle at r = 0 since the
periodicity of the new spatial coordinate is θ̃ is

−χπ ≤ θ̃ < χπ, χ < 1. (III.3.11)

III.4 Conformal field theory (CFT)

In this section, we review some basic properties of CFTs. Important properties which will
not be addressed here include CFTs as UV/IR fixed points of renormalization group flow.
For these directions, see [32] and references therein.

III.4.1 Conformal symmetry

A d-dimensional conformal field theory (CFT) is highly constrained by its conformal
symmetry SO(2, d). Its generators are

JAB =


0 D 1√

2(Pµ −Kµ)
−D 0 1√

2(Pµ +Kµ)
1√
2(Pµ −Kµ) 1√

2(Pµ +Kµ) Lµν

, (III.4.1)

15This can also be worked out directly from a particular parametrization of embedding coordinates [33].
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where

D = xµ
∂

∂xµ
(dilatation)

Pµ = −i ∂
∂xµ

(translation)

Kµ = −i
(

2xµxν
∂

∂xν
− xνxν

∂

∂xµ

)
(special conformal transformation)

Lµν = i

(
xµ

∂

∂xν
− xν

∂

∂xµ

)
(Lorentz transformation so(1, d− 1))

(III.4.2)

as differential operators. µ, ν = 0, · · · , d are Lorentz indices for the d-dimensional flat
spacetime where the CFT lives.

JAB (III.4.1) satisfies the so(2, d) commutation relation

[JAB, JCD] = i(ηADJBC + ηBCJAD − ηACJBD − ηBDJAC), (III.4.3)

where ηAB = diag(−1,−1, 1, · · · , 1), two temporal coordinates (−1)’s and d spatial coor-
dinates 1’s. We can easily check this by directly plugging (III.4.2) and (III.4.1) into the
commutator. Note that Pµ and Kµ are transformed as vectors under Lνρ and [Kµ, Pν ] can
be calculated from the Jacobi identity.

Since the special conformal transformation is a composition of inversion-translation-
inversion, a CFT is naturally defined on spacetime including infinity. This is the reason
why we can map an infinite plane to a sphere and vice versa. (The bulk counterpart will
be the coordinate transformation between Poincaré and global AdS.) All the conformal
transformations preserve the ‘shape’ of the transformed object; angles are locally preserved.
In other words, a conformal transformation is a Weyl transformation, gµν(x) →
Λ(x)gµν(x). This is the reason why they are ‘conformal’ transformations.

III.4.2 Primary operator

In CFT, it is useful to work in the eigenbasis of dilatation D. An operator O∆ is called a
primary operator or in short, primary when

DO∆(0) |0⟩ = ∆O∆(0) |0⟩ , KµO∆(0) |0⟩ = 0. (III.4.4)

The eigenbasis |O∆⟩ ≡ O∆(0) |0⟩ is called a primary state. ∆ ≥ 0 is the scal-
ing/conformal dimension. This is because a primary operator transforms under
scaling as

O(x) → O′(λx) = λ−∆O(x). (III.4.5)
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(When d = 2, as there is a separation into left and right moving sectors, the scaling
dimension is given by the sum of holomorphic and anti-holomorphic conformal weights:
∆ = h + h̄.) O∆(0) |0⟩ is called a primary state. A primary operator and a primary
state are in a one-to-one correspondence because of the state/operator correspondence, i.e.
dilatation can shrink arbitrary path-integrated region defining a state to a point defining
an operator.

Kµ acts like a lowering operator. Pµ acts like a raising operator:

D (PµO∆(0)) |0⟩ = (∆ + 1) (PµO∆(0)) |0⟩ . (III.4.6)

States with Pµ’s acting on a primary state, PµPν · · ·O(0) |0⟩, are called descendant
states.

III.4.3 Correlation functions

From conformal symmetry, correlation functions are highly constrained. Since correlators
of descendant operators can be obtained by differentiating those of primary operators, we
focus on primary operators. Furthermore, for simplicity, we consider only scalars. For
more details such as cases involving higher spin fields, see [41, 45, 43].

A two-point function of primary operators is completely fixed by conformal symmetry
as

⟨O∆1(x)O∆2(y)⟩ = δ∆1∆2

|x− y|∆1+∆2
(III.4.7)

up to normalization. This can be derived by using scaling (III.4.5) and translational
invariance. Similarly, a three-point function is also fixed except for the operator product
expansion coefficient described below.

Higher-point functions are not fully determined by symmetry. However, its functional
form is still constrained. For example, a four-point function is written as

⟨O1(x1)O2(x2)O3(x3)O4(x4)⟩ = g(u, v)
x∆1+∆2

12 x∆3+∆4
34

(
x24

x14

)∆12(x14

x13

)∆34

(Oi ≡ O∆i
),

(III.4.8)
where xij ≡ |xi − xj|, ∆ij = ∆i − ∆j, u and v are cross ratios defined as

u = x2
12x

2
34

x2
13x

2
24
, v = x2

14x
2
23

x2
13x

2
24
, (III.4.9)

and g(u, v) is the only component that is not determined from symmetry. In CFT, an
operator product expansion (OPE)

O1(x1)O2(x2) =
∑

Ok∈primaries
c12k(x12, iPµ)Ok(x2) (III.4.10)
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is possible as a consequence of the state/operator correspondence. c12k(x12, iPµ) is the OPE
coefficient, which is completely determined from conformal symmetry [45]. By applying
the OPE to the four-point function (III.4.8), we obtain

g(u, v) =
∑
Ok

c12kc34kg
∆12,∆34
∆k,sk

(u, v), (III.4.11)

where sk is the spin of the operator Ok appearing in the intermediate state of OPE.
g∆12,∆34

∆k,sk
(u, v) is called the conformal block.16 In the above expansion, we applied OPE

to O1 · O2 and O3 · O4 but expanding in a different channel O1 · O3 and O2 · O4 should
also give the same result. This is known as the crossing symmetry and the constraint
equation is called the conformal bootstrap equation. The conformal bootstrap is a
program for investigating the conformal block using the constraint equations.

III.5 AdS/CFT correspondence in general dimensions

In this section, we discuss some basic statements and known results of the AdS/CFT
correspondence in general dimensions.

III.5.1 GKP-Witten relation

The AdS/CFT correspondence is a duality between theories. The Gubser-Klebanov-
Polyakov-Witten (GKP-Witten) relation claims the gravitational (on-shell) partition
function of the AdS spacetime perfectly matches the corresponding CFT (which we call
holographic CFT) partition function [139, 140]:1718

ZAdS[ϕi|ϕi(z = ϵ) ∝ ϕ0 i] =
〈
ei
∫
dd+1xOi(x)ϕ0i(x)

〉
CFT

, (III.5.1)

where i denotes the Lorentz index µ (e.g. Jµ) or the flavor index (e.g. ϕi in the O(N)
vector model).19 ϕ0 i is the external source field and specifies the boundary condition of
the bulk field at the asymptotic boundary. We will later make a more precise statement
including the prefactor. By differentiating the free energy with respect to ϕ0i, we can
obtain correlators of Oi. In the following, we mostly consider single-flavor cases.

16Note that one can always map four points onto some two-dimensional plane by a suitable conformal
transformation. Then, we can take a complex coordinate on it such that x1 = 0, x2 = 1, x3 = z, x4 = ∞.
The cross ratios are related to z simply by u = |z|2 and v = |1 − z|2.

17There is no √
−g since the CFT lives on flat spacetime.

18Although we focus on the zero-temperature case, a finite-temperature case can be also dealt with
by considering a (mixed-state) black hole [163]. Its purification is the TFD state (I.2.3) and dual to the
two-sided eternal black hole [164]. This is the Hartle-Hawking(-Israel) wave functional prepared
by a Euclidean path integral [165, 166].

19This is different from the color index (e.g. SU(N) for N = 4 SYM. Since ϕi in gravity is gauge singlet,
Oi must also be singlet like Tr F 2.
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Caveat: Although (III.5.1) is written in the Lorentzian signature, there is a subtlety in
this signature compared to the Euclidean one [167]. Precisely speaking, states should be
prepared in the Euclidean signature and they are analytically continued to the Lorentzian
signature at the time-reflection symmetric slice [168].

For simplicity, let us restrict to a scalar operator. An operator O in a holographic CFT
couples to a scalar field ϕ in the bulk (III.5.1). Recall that ∆ gives the scaling dimension
of the operator. In the AdS/CFT correspondence, the bulk field ϕ ∼ z∆ as it approaches
the asymptotic boundary z → 0 (r → 0) in the same way as the CFT operator O does.
By plugging this into the bulk equation of motion (assuming free QFT in the bulk20), the
conformal dimension ∆ of the CFT operator O must be either

∆± ≡ d+ 1
2 ±

√√√√(mR)2 +
(
d+ 1

2

)2

⇔ (mR)2 = ∆±(∆± − (d+ 1)), (III.5.2)

where m is the mass of the bulk scalar field ϕ. The conformal dimension ∆ is constrained
by the unitarity bound, e.g. ∆ ≥ (d− 1)/2 for a scalar operator21 [169, 45]. When the
mass is above the Breitenlohner-Freedman (BF) stability bound [170, 171]

(mR)2 ≥ −
(
d+ 1

2

)2

, (III.5.3)

we can take either ∆− or ∆+ as ∆ without violating the unitarity bound.22 This allows
various possibilities for boundary conditions, however, let us focus on the case ∆ = ∆+,
which does not violate the unitarity bound for any values of the mass. As the bulk field
approaches the asymptotic boundary, we have a linear combination of the two independent
solutions (as the equation of motion is second-order)

ϕ(z, x) → z∆−A(x) + z∆+B(x), z → 0. (III.5.4)

The first term dominates as z → 0. This is referred to as the non-normalizable mode.
The second term is referred to as the normalizable mode. The boundary condition is
now fixed as

ϕ(z = ϵ) = ϵ∆−ϕ0, (III.5.5)

where we put the UV cutoff as z = ϵ ≪ R (the metric is fixed by the Dirichlet boundary
condition). This means we have

A(x) = ϕ0(x). (III.5.6)
20This assumption will be justified later in Section III.5.4.
21This comes from the non-negativity of norms.
22Note that unless d = 1, bulk fields within the BF bound are tachyonic. When d = 1, the operator

dual to the bulk massless scalar can have a conformal dimension ∆ = ∆− = 0. This is the only operator
satisfying the BF bound.
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The non-normalizable mode diverges as z → 0. It cannot be quantized and should be
treated as a source

∆S =
∫
dd+1xO(x)ϕ0(x). (III.5.7)

Such a modification of the theory is called non-normalizable deformation. Given the
boundary condition, (III.5.5) or (III.5.6), we can write the bulk field ϕ(x, z) by dressing
with the bulk-to-boundary propagator K∆(z, x; y)23

ϕ(x, z) =
∫
dd+1y K∆(z, x; y)A(y), (III.5.8)

where the bulk-to-boundary propagator is obtained as

K∆(z, x; y) = Γ(∆)
π(d+1)/2Γ(∆ − (d+ 1)/2)

(
z

z2 + (x− y)2

)∆

(III.5.9)

from the Green function [173, 174, 31]. Under the non-normalizable deformation (III.5.7),
the bulk-to-boundary propagator K(z, x; y) is completely determined. By expanding
ϕ(x, z) around z = 0, we obtain

B(x) = ⟨O(x)⟩A(x) , (III.5.10)

where ⟨O(x)⟩A(x) is the one-point function in the presence of the source A(x).
This is not the end of the story. Since there are two independent solutions (III.5.4),

we can actually choose the coefficient of the normalizable mode independently by adding
another normalizable mode z∆+B̃(x) [175]. Since the normalizable mode can be quantized
and does not deform the theory at the asymptotic boundary, it corresponds to deforming a
state without modifying the theory, i.e. an excited state with finite energy. In particular, we
call it a local operator quench if the state is excited by a local (external) operator [176,
177].24

In the absence of the source, ϕ → z∆B(x) as z → 0. B(x) is finite even at the
asymptotic boundary and is directly related to the one-point function if the source is
present. This indicates the dual CFT operator can be alternatively defined from the bulk
field at the operator level as

O(t, x) = lim
ϵ→0

ϕ(t, z, x)
z∆

∣∣∣∣∣
z=ϵ

(III.5.11)

23This is different from the smearing function in the global bulk reconstruction. See Section 3.2 in [172].
24Other types of local quenches include joining/splitting quenches, which involve merging and

splitting states. They have been studied both in CFTs [178] and holography [179]. We may also consider
a global quench, where a ground state is suddenly evolved by a different Hamiltonian [180–183].
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instead of the correlators from the GKP-Witten relation (III.5.1). This is known as
the extrapolate dictionary or the Banks-Douglas-Horowitz-Martinec (BDHM)
formula [184]. The same correlators can be obtained either from the generating functional
in the GKP-Witten relation (III.5.1) or the extrapolate dictionary (III.5.11). For its proof,
see [185] as well as Section 12.1 in [37].25

After all, the GKP-Witten relation (III.5.1) holds beyond the vacuum case by evaluating
the right-hand side with a nontrivial excited state (but in the original theory). The problem
is what is the gravity dual to evaluate the on-shell action in the saddle-point approximation
of the left-hand side. The geometry is asymptotically AdS but not pure AdS due to the
backreaction from the excitation. In the later sections, we discuss such a case explicitly in
lower dimensions.

III.5.2 Deformation from CFT

The source term can deform the CFT action to make the theory non-conformal. The bulk
geometry can be drastically different depending on the dimensionality of the deformed
operator. When ∆ < d, O is relevant; the deformation becomes stronger as we go deep
into the IR. This means we still have an asymptotically AdS spacetime, however, the
bulk interior is different from the pure AdS. From (III.5.2), this case corresponds to a
tachyonic bulk field (m2 < 0).26 Recently, relevant deformations are important in discussing
traversable wormholes. See an original proposal by Gao, Jafferis, and Wall [188] as well
as its boundary CFT analog [189]. When ∆ = d, O is marginal.27 Finally, when ∆ > d,
O is irrelevant; the deformation is strong in the UV. This implies the UV theory must
be renewed. In the bulk, it means the deformation grows as we approach the asymptotic
boundary and the asymptotic geometry can be very distinct from pure AdS. To list a few
examples, the T T deformation proposed to be dual to a finite cutoff AdS, in which the
CFT lives on a boundary at a finite distance z > ϵ [191, 192]; a mass deformation of the
N = 4 SYM by the Konishi operator Tr

(
ϕIϕI

)
(I is the SO(6) index), whose conformal

dimension ∆ ∼ msR ∼ R/α′ ∼ λ1/4 (from (III.5.2)) is large in the usual holographic
limit [173].28

25It is notable these two approaches can give a different answer in the dS/CFT correspondence [186, 187],
an analytical-continued version of the AdS/CFT correspondence [185].

26A tachyonic field is allowed above the BF stability bound (III.5.3).
27Recently, it has been discussed that a marginal deformation can add strongly-coupled matter fields in

the bulk without being suppressed as GN → 0 [190].
28The Konishi operator does not belong to the short representation of the superconformal algebra. Thus,

it is not dual to a supergravity field around pure AdS and is expected to correspond to a massive mode in
the string spectrum.
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III.5.3 Generalized free field

From the extrapolate dictionary (III.5.11), CFT correlators can be calculated from bulk
field correlators. To calculate the bulk correlators, we need to consider QFT on AdS,
which is what we expect from holography as an effective description of quantum gravity.
When the bulk QFT is free, the CFT correlator must obey Wick’s theorem, in which any
multi-point functions factorize into a product of two-point functions. This is remarkable
from the CFT perspective! We know a strongly-coupled theory does not usually have
such a simple factorization. In the large-N theory,29 it can be shown that all the non-
factorized terms are suppressed as N → ∞ for any operators with ∆ ∼ O(N0) and the
number of such operators is O(N0) [194, 172]. For example, see Section 6.6 in [37] for
an illustration. Wick’s theorem holds when N is strictly infinite.30 This is known as the
large-N factorization.

The restriction ∆ ∼ O(N0) is very important. These operators dual to free bulk fields
are called generalized free fields. The corresponding CFT sector is called the generalized
free CFT. Note that the generalized free CFT cannot be a complete theory alone. What
about ∆ ∼ O(N)? Such operators cannot be dual to free bulk fields on pure AdS. They
are heavy enough to backreact on the geometry. The bulk is no longer pure AdS but an
asymptotically AdS like a black hole. In the next section, we will see an explicit example
of such situations in the AdS3/CFT2 correspondence.

Since there is a large ‘gap’ between the low-energy operators with ∆ ∼ O(N0) and
high-energy (stringy) ones with ∆ ∼ O(N), holographic CFTs are also called the large-N
gapped CFTs.31 This is also referred to as a sparse (low-lying) spectrum.32 This is
expected from the Hawking-Page transition [160], in which the thermodynamic entropy
counting the number of microstates jumps from O(N0) to O(N) ∼ O(1/GN). For more
details, see Section 1.1.4 of [168].

III.5.4 Interactions in AdS

In the above discussion, we have neglected interactions among the bulk fields without
justifications. (Gravitational interactions are an exception. They are already taken
into account as backreaction.) We can show that interacting terms are suppressed in
the small-GN (large-N) limit for the semiclassical gravity. Let us assume there is no
dimensionful coupling constant other than mass and Newton’s constant. Recalling that
the mass dimension of a scalar field ϕ is (d− 1)/2 and that of the gravitational constant

29For large-N theories, [193] provides an excellent, comprehensive review.
30Note that there is also a subtle difference in the strictly infinite N versus a large but finite N from

the von Neumann algebra of QFT [195–197]. See [198, 199] for reviews.
31In addition, we need the theory to be strongly-coupled to have a large gap [39, 168].
32This terminology is mostly used in two-dimensional holographic CFTs, in which sparseness is more

precisely defined [200, 201].
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GN is −(d− 1), the action is given by [202]

I = 1
16πGN

∫
dd+1x

√
−g

[
R +GN

(
(∇ϕ)2 +m2ϕ2

)
+ λ3G

3/2
N ϕ3 + · · · + λkG

(k+2)/2
N ϕk + · · ·

]
,

(III.5.12)
where λk denotes a dimensionless coupling constant for the k-th interaction. Although
we restricted to a scalar QFT for simplicity, a similar expansion can be done for other
fields. From the above equation, we can straightforwardly see the effect of interactions is
suppressed in the small-GN (i.e. large-N) limit. Thus, as long as we focus on the leading
order in GN , we can neglect interactions in AdS.

III.5.5 Geodesic approximation

The AdS/CFT correspondence tells us the CFT two-point function is calculated from
the bulk two-point function. In the worldline formalism (cf. Appendix C.1), it can be
written as a propagation of a relativistic point particle. Since its action is proportional to
mass, which is dual to the conformal dimension, the two-point function of heavy fields
∆ ≫ 1 can be well approximated by the saddle point, the geodesics. In this limit, ∆ ≈ mR

from (III.5.2). It follows that the Euclidean two-point function of bulk fields is given by 33

⟨ϕ(XA)ϕ(YB)⟩ ≈ Γ(∆)
Γ(∆ + 1 − d/2)e

−∆d(A,B)/R, (III.5.13)

where d(A,B) is the geodesic distance between A and B in Euclidean AdS (Appendix
C.6). This is called the geodesic approximation [204, 205]. Appendix C.2 shows that
this correctly reproduces the CFT two-point function.

III.5.6 Holographic stress tensor

Since the energy-momentum tensor comes from the variation with respect to the metric
perturbation, we first need to introduce coordinates describing an asymptotically AdS
spacetime, namely, the Fefferman-Graham (FG) coordinates [206, 207].

33The prefactor is determined from the normalization of the Green’s function. The Klein-Gordon
operator in AdS is essentially equal to the quadratic Casimir operator of SO(2, d), from which we can
compute the Green’s function with this prefactor. For more details, see Section 3.2 of [203].
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Following the notation in [155], an asymptotically AdS spacetime is expressed by the
following metric34:

ds2 = R2dz
2 + gab(z, x) dxa dxb

z2 ≡ R2dz
2

z2 + γab dx
a dxb , (III.5.15)

where the asymptotic boundary is located at z → 0. The metric perturbation behaves
around z = ϵ → 0 like

gab(z, x) = ηab + tab(x) zd +O(zd+1). (III.5.16)

Coefficients of the FG expansion (III.5.16) can be calculated order by order from the
Einstein’s equation.

By plugging the FG expansion into the action, we can compute the counterterm action
to remove divergences as ϵ → 0. This is known as holographic renormalization. For
more details, see Appendix C.3. The entire gravity action is given by the sum of the
Einstein-Hilbert term, the Gibbons-Hawking boundary term, and the counterterm at the
asymptotic boundary. By taking its variation with respect to the metric, we obtain the
expectation value of the energy-momentum tensor (we omit the bracket)35:

Tab = lim
z→0

(
Rd−1

8πGNzd−1 (Kab − γabK) − 2√
−γ

δIct
δγab

)
. (III.5.18)

The contribution from the Einstein-Hilbert action vanishes from the equation of motion.
The counterterm contribution depends on the spacetime dimension. At least up to d = 4,
they are a linear combination of the induced metric γab and the Einstein tensor for the
induced metric. When the asymptotic boundary is flat like the FG coordinates, which
we are interested in now, the Einstein tensor (proportional to the boundary cosmological
constant) and higher curvature terms vanish. This yields a universal expression

Tab = lim
z→0

[
Rd−1

8πGNzd−1

(
Kab − γabK − d

R
γab

)]
. (III.5.19)

34It is often expressed as

ds2 = R2 dρ2

4ρ2 + gab(ρ, x) dxa dxb

ρ
(III.5.14)

by taking ρ = z2/R2 [174, 31].
35We define the energy-momentum tensor by

Tab = − 2√
−γ

δI

δγab
, T ab = 2√

−γ

δI

δγab
. (III.5.17)
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By plugging (III.5.14) with (III.5.16) into the above expression, we obtain the holographic
stress tensor

Tab = (d+ 1)Rd

16πGN

tab. (III.5.20)

From the FG expansion, tab should have mass dimension d. This can be confirmed from
the dimensional analysis as follows. First, Tab integrated over a time slice of the asymptotic
boundary must have mass dimension of energy.36 This means [Tab] = M−1−(d−1) = Md.
Recalling [GN ] = M−(d−1), (III.5.20) yields [tab] = Md. We will use (III.5.20) later for a
consistency check of holography.

III.5.7 Holographic entanglement entropy – formula

In the AdS/CFT correspondence, EE can be calculated in the bulk as the area of an
extremal surface homologous to the asymptotic boundary subregion [2–4].37 The original
proposal is called the Ryu-Takayanagi (RT) formula [2, 3] and derived in [209]. This
states

SA = min
γ

Area(γ)
4GN

, (III.5.22)

where the minimization is taken over all possible codimension-two spacelike surfaces such
that ∂γ = ∂A and homologous to the subregion A. The minimal surface γ is called the RT
surface and the region enclosed by the RT surface with the asymptotic boundary is called
the entanglement wedge [210, 211]. The RT formula works only when the spacetime is
static or the RT surface is evaluated at the time reflection symmetric time slice; otherwise
one needs to use its covariant version, Hubeny-Rangamani-Takayanagi (HRT) for-
mula [4]. When the bulk matter fields are also present, we need to extremize both the area
term and the matter entropy at the same time. These two terms are called generalized
entropy [212] and extremizing over the generalized entropy is the most general scheme so
far.38 This is called quantum extremal surface prescription [214]. These holographic
calculations of EE are collectively referred to as holographic EE (HEE). A series of
related references can be found in Section 2 of [215]. Also, there are several equivalent
formulations such as bit thread [216–218] or the maximin construction [219, 220].

36Let us denote the bulk Cauchy surface by Σ and its asymptotic boundary counterpart by ∂Σ. Given
the Arnowitt-Deser-Misner (ADM) decomposition of the metric on ∂AdS γab dxa b dxb = −N2 dt2 +
σij(dxi + N i dt)(dxj + N j dt), where N is a lapse and N i are shift functions and σij is the space metric
on ∂Σ, the ADM energy is defined as ∫

∂Σ
dd−1x

√
σNϵ, (III.5.21)

where ϵ is a timelike unit normal vector to ∂Σ [208].
37If there are several extremal surfaces, one chooses the minimum-area surface.
38In lower dimensions, there is some recent progress such as islands or replica wormholes [213, 8].
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III.6 Toward AdS3/CFT2 correspondence

In this dissertation, we focus on low-dimensional holography, in particular, the AdS3/CFT2

correspondence. It is a good laboratory for higher-dimensional holography as it is
nontrivial enough to contain black holes, branes, etc. while it is much simpler than
higher-dimensional cases.39 By utilizing the (enhanced) symmetry, we can compute various
quantities analytically, and obtain universal results independent from the details of the
theory. In this section, we start with inspecting AdS and CFT separately (neglecting the
effect of compactified spacetimes) although it is worth noting that the Poincaré AdS3 can
appear from string theory by taking the near horizon limit of the D1-D5 system [222].

III.6.1 AdS3

Three-dimensional gravity is simpler than higher-dimensional gravity as there are no
propagating degrees of freedom like graviton (except at the asymptotic boundary, depending
on the boundary condition), i.e. the Weyl tensor vanishes. This implies the Riemann
tensor is completely fixed by the Ricci tensor. As a consequence, the Riemann tensor is
always written as

Rµνρσ = Λ(gµρgνσ − gµσgνρ) (Rµν = 2Λgµν), (III.6.1)

where Λ is a real-valued constant representing the cosmological constant. A spacetime
satisfying (III.6.1) is called maximally symmetric spacetime.

What is special about three-dimensional gravity is that these maximally symmetric
spacetimes are unique solutions to Einstein’s equation. They are classified into AdS
(Λ < 0), dS (Λ > 0), and Minkowski (Λ = 0). For holography, we consider AdS. Since
Einstein’s equation determines the local structure, all three-dimensional gravity solutions
with Λ < 0 are locally AdS. Nevertheless, there are nontrivial as we have seen in Section
III.3 since their global structure can be different by identifications (quotienting) [159, 223].

Since all solutions with Λ < 0 are locally AdS, we can always perform a coordinate
transformation so that the metric becomes that of pure AdS. This greatly simplifies various
calculations. Furthermore, this indicates AdS isometry SO(2, d) is enhanced. Indeed,
the Killing vector fields of the asymptotic symmetry generate an infinite-dimensional
algebra [153, 224].

One may worry about suppressing higher curvature terms from stringy corrections.
However, as we have discussed, three-dimensional gravity can be entirely written as
non-Riemann curvatures (III.6.1) and they can be removed via field redefinitions and

39In higher dimensions, supersymmetry constrains the possible forms of interactions [221]. In the
AdS3/CFT2 correspondence, supersymmetry is not mandatory as the enhanced conformal symmetry is
strong enough for computations in many cases.
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renormalization of Λ, resulting in pure Einstein-Hilbert action with cosmological constant
and (gravitational) Chern-Simons action40 [225–227]

ICS = K
∫
d3x ϵµνρ

(1
2Γτµσ∂νΓσρτ + 1

3ΓτµσΓσνκΓκρτ
)
, (III.6.2)

where K is a constant (typically of order O(α′)). When the AdS radius is constant, the
variation of the Chern-Simons action vanishes. Thus, it does not play any role as long as
we stick to the on-shell action.

III.6.2 CFT2

In the following subsections, we review some basic properties of two-dimensional CFTs.
These notes are based on [43, 31] but all the basic materials are also available in standard
textbooks like [41, 28].

Two-dimensional CFT is very special. By taking a complex coordinate for R2 ≃ C

together with ∪{∞} (known as CP1), the holomorphic (z) and anti-holomorphic (z̄) parts
of any conformal transformations (more precisely, the Weyl transformation) are factorized.
Thus, all holomorphic/anti-holomorphic coordinate transformations are conformal. This
fact greatly simplifies the calculation of correlation functions among arbitrary spacetime
points and on various path integral geometries. In the following discussion, we mostly
focus on the holomorphic sector unless noted.

The miraculous property of two-dimensional CFT is not only the factorization. The
conformal symmetry is enhanced to infinite-dimensional Virasoro symmetry. Originally,
conformal transformations are just SO(2, 2) ≃ SL(2,C). These are global conformal
transformations, where they are holomorphic on the entire plane. In particular, finite
global conformal transformations on CP1 are written as the Möbious transformation

z 7→ z′ = az + b

cz + d
, (III.6.3)

where a, b, c, d ∈ C and ad− bc = 1. On the other hand, we can consider local conformal
transformations z 7→ z′ = f(z); z̄ 7→ z̄′ = ¯f(z) ≡ f̄(z̄). They are responsible for the
enhancement of symmetry.

Operators

Now, let us take a closer look at the operator transformation. As we have mentioned, since
conformal transformations are factorized into holomorphic and anti-holomorphic sectors, we
can also treat a (primary) operator as if it is factorized into a product O(z, z̄) = O(z)Ō(z̄)

40In the presence of matter fields, there can be a gauge Chern-Simons term. Supersymmetry can relate
the coefficient of these Chern-Simons terms to the cosmological constant. See references in [225].
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as long as we consider a conformal transformation.41 The conformal dimension is also split
into holomorphic and anti-holomorphic conformal weights: ∆ = h+ h̄. For operators
with zero spins, s = h− h̄ = 0 thus h = ∆/2.

In two-dimensional CFT, a primary operator is an operator which transforms as42

O(z) = O′(z′)
(
dz′

dz

)h
(h : conformal weight of O) (III.6.4)

under an arbitrary holomorphic function (i.e. local conformal transformation). When
(III.6.4) holds only for global conformal transformations, O is called a quasi-primary
operator. (III.6.4) reproduces (III.4.5), the transformation rule for primary operators in
CFTd. Note that (III.4.4) is the necessary and sufficient condition for O to be primary in
CFTd≥3 but not in CFT2. They are only the necessary condition. Quasi-primary operators
do satisfy (III.4.4) but not primary since by definition (III.6.4) does not hold for them
unless f(z) is a global conformal transformation.

Let us consider when the local conformal transformation is infinitesimal, z′ ≡ z+ ϵz(z),
where ϵz(z) is an infinitesimally small holomorphic function. If we choose ϵz(z) = ϵln ≡
ϵzn+1, i.e.

z′ = z + ϵzn+1 (n ∈ Z), (III.6.5)

where ϵ ≪ 1 is an infinitesimal parameter, the transformation law (III.6.4) becomes

δϵO(z) ≡ O′(z′) −O(z) = ϵ
[
zn+1∂zO(z) + h(n+ 1)znO(z)

]
. (III.6.6)

Virasoro algebra

From the infinitesimal local conformal transformations (III.6.6), we can construct an
algebra generating them. They are called the Virasoro algebra. The constituting
operators are Virasoro operators {Ln}, which follow (III.6.6):

[Ln, O(z)] = zn+1∂zO(z) + h(n+ 1)znO(z). (III.6.7)

Since the infinitesimal transformation of translation corresponds to n = −1, that of
rotation and dilatation corresponds to n = 0, and that of special conformal transformation
corresponds to n = 1, L±1 and L0 generate global conformal transformations.

We can now examine the Virasoro algebra by considering how a primary operator
transforms with the action [Lm, Ln]. One would expect the commutation relation is given
by

[Lm, Ln] ?= (m− n)Lm+n. (III.6.8)
41We do not mean the operator is really factorized. It is just a convenient choice for calculations.
42We sometimes call

(
dz′

dz

)h

a conformal/Weyl factor.
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Is this the Virasoro algebra? No! This is known as the Witt algebra. The Virasoro algebra
is actually its central extension. We know adding c-numbers to the element does not
change (III.6.7). This means we are free to add a c-number on the right-hand side of the
commutation relation. To determine the central extension term, we need to know which
operator in CFT generates the variation of fields under conformal transformations. From
the conformal Ward identity (Appendix C.4), we know the energy-momentum tensor
generates a conformal transformation:

δϵO(zi) = 1
2πi

∮
zi

dz ϵz(z)T (z)O(zi). (III.6.9)

Plugging in (III.6.9) a specific transformation ϵz(z) = ϵzn+1 should give us the Virasoro
operator Ln in terms of the energy-momentum tensor. If we always take the radial ordering,
we have δϵO = LnO for the choice of ϵ. Equating these two, they are related at the operator
level as

Ln = 1
2πi

∮
dz zn+1T (z), ∀n ∈ Z. (III.6.10)

This indicates {Ln} are nothing but the Laurent expansion coefficients of T (z). The correct
commutation relation defining the Virasoro algebra is derived from the commutator of the
energy-momentum tensor. The details will be discussed later in this subsection. For a
moment, we just introduce Virasoro algebra; the commutation relation is

[Lm, Ln] = (m− n)Lm+n + c

12m(m2 − 1)δm+n,0. (III.6.11)

c is called the central charge. It is known that c counts the number of degrees of freedom,
thus it is a monotonically decreasing function along the RG flow (c-theorem) [228].43 We
will comment on this aspect more in the next section.

States

Since L0 corresponds to dilatation, the (quasi-)primary state |O⟩ ≡ O(0) |0⟩ should satisfy
(III.4.4). In Virasoro algebra, this is translated to

L0 |O⟩ = L0O |0⟩ = ([L0, O] +OL0) |0⟩ = lim
z→0

(z∂zO(z) + hO(z)) |0⟩ = h |O⟩ (III.6.12)

and
L1 |O⟩ = 0. (III.6.13)

Note that the CFT vacuum |0⟩ is invariant under the global conformal transformation, i.e.
L0 |0⟩ = 0. In fact, (III.6.13) can be extended to ∀n ≥ 1.

43For example, c = N for the N free boson system.
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In CFT2, it is convenient to use the radial quantization, in which operators are
quantized according to radially growing time on the complex plane. By a conformal
transformation z = eiw, the origin z = 0 is mapped to w = i∞; the infinity z = ∞
is mapped to w = −i∞. If we parametrize w by w = θ − iτE, we have the following
correspondence:

z = 0 (origin at plane) ⇔ τE = −∞ (infinite past on cylinder) (III.6.14)
z = ∞ (infinity at plane) ⇔ τE = ∞ (infinite future on cylinder). (III.6.15)

Note that since z = eiw has a 2π-periodicity along θ, w-coordinates live on a cylinder
R × S1. From the correspondence, it is manifest that the radial quantization is equivalent
to the usual quantization on the cylinder. The ket state is defined by the Euclidean path
integral from infinite past on the cylinder, i.e. z = 0 in the original coordinates as we have
seen. On the other hand, the bra state is defined from infinite future, i.e. z = ∞. By
mapping to its reciprocal, we can define the bra vector at the origin. Back to the original
coordinates, we need the conformal factor corresponding to inversion:

⟨O| ≡ lim
z→∞

z2h ⟨0|O(z). (III.6.16)

Note that ⟨0| satisfies ⟨0|Ln = 0 for ∀n ≤ −1. This can be understood from holomorphicity
around z = ∞. From (III.6.10), if there is no operator insertion, the residue at z = ∞
becomes zero whenever n ≤ −1. A similar argument holds for |0⟩ by discussing Ln around
z = 0.

Primary operators

Correlators of primary operators are similar to the higher dimensional cases. The two-point
function of primary operators is

O(z)O(w) ∼ 1
(z − w)2h . (III.6.17)

The three-point function is completely fixed except for the OPE coefficients.
As we have seen, the four-point function is governed by two cross ratios. This is also

true for the two-dimensional case. We can always move three points to a desired location
by a global conformal transformation. The canonical choice of four-point correlator is

⟨O1(z1, z̄1)O2(z2, z̄2)O3(z3, z̄3)O4(z4, z̄4)⟩ 7→ G(z, z̄) ≡ ⟨O4(∞)O3(z, z̄)O2(1)O1(0)⟩ .
(III.6.18)

This is possible by
z 7→ z3 − z1

z3 − z4

z − z4

z − z1
≡ z′. (III.6.19)
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Indeed, this is a global conformal transformation (III.6.3). z is related to the cross ratios
(III.4.9), |z′|2 = u−1 and |1 − z′|2 = v−1.44 Furthermore, using OPE twice, we can expand
into conformal blocks as we have discussed earlier. The difference from previous cases is
that the holomorphic and anti-holomorphic sectors are factorized [229, 230]:

G(z, z̄) =
∑
p

apF(c, hp, hi, 1 − z)F(c, h̄p, h̄i, 1 − z̄), (III.6.20)

where p labels the intermediate operator, hp is its conformal weight, hi collectively denotes
all the conformal weights of external operators O1,2,3,4, and ap is a product of OPE
coefficients c12pc34p. F is known as the Virasoro conformal block or conformal
partial wave.

Energy-momentum tensor

Other important correlators are those involving the energy-momentum tensor (also known
as stress (energy) tensor). The trace of the energy-momentum tensor vanishes classically
due to the Weyl invariance. However, at the quantum level, it can have a finite value
depending on the spacetime curvature

〈
T µµ
〉

≡
〈

−gµν 2√
−g

δI

δgµν

〉
= gµν

2√
−g

δW

δgµν
= 1

2π
c

12R, (III.6.21)

where W = − logZ. This is known as the trace or Weyl anomaly. It is proportional to
the central charge c. From this, it follows that

⟨δI⟩ = 1
2

∫
ddx

√
−g ⟨T µν⟩ δgµν (III.6.22)

=
∫
ddx

√
−gσ(x) c

24πR(x) (III.6.23)

for a Weyl transformation δgµν = 2σ(x)gµν(x).45 Thus, even if the trace part of the
energy-momentum tensor vanishes on the flat spacetime, it can be nonzero after a local
conformal transformation, which distorts the metric.

A slight generalization of (III.6.21) leads to
〈
T µµX

〉
= − c

12R ⟨X⟩ . (III.6.24)

for some field X. By rewriting the curvature in terms of the metric perturbation, we can
derive OPEs for T (z)O(z′), T (z)T (z′), etc [43]. The correlation function made of multiple

44One can remove the inverse by an additional global conformal transformation.
45It is worth noting that when σ(x) is constant, (III.6.23) is proportional to c times the Euler number

χ since
∫ √

−gR = 4πχ. This is common for four dimension cases, which will be briefly commented in
Section III.7.
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energy-momentum tensors can be generated by taking a variation with respect to the metric.
Without derivations, we list a few important OPEs related to the energy-momentum tensor:

T (z)O(w) ∼ h

(z − w)2 + ∂wO(w)
z − w

(O: primary operator) (III.6.25)

T (z)T (w) ∼ c/2
(z − w)4 + 2T (w)

(z − w)2 + ∂wT (w)
z − w

, (III.6.26)

where ∼ indicates the expansion when z ≈ w and all regular terms are omitted. We may
define the central charge with (III.6.26). From (III.6.26), we know the energy-momentum
tensor is not primary but quasi-primary since its two-point function does not obey (III.6.17).
Thus, the transformation rule for the energy-momentum tensor also deviates from (III.6.4).
As a local conformal transformation is generated by the energy-momentum tensor, we can
read off its finite transformation rule from (III.6.26):

⟨T (w)⟩ =
(
dw′

dw

)2 (
⟨T ′(w′)⟩ − c

12{w;w′}
)
, (III.6.27)

where

{w;w′} ≡ ∂3
w′w

∂w′w
− 3

2

(
∂2
w′w

∂w′w

)2

(III.6.28)

is the Schwarzian derivative.46 The Schwarzian term represents the deviation from the
transformation law of primary operators, i.e. the Schwarzian derivative vanishes for global
conformal transformations. From this, even if the energy-momentum tensor vanishes on
the plane,47 it may not vanish after a local conformal transformation. One example is
z = eiw, mapping from plane to cylinder. From (III.6.27), we have

⟨T ′(w)⟩ = −z2 ⟨T (z)⟩ + c

24 = c

24 . (III.6.30)

46The Schwarzian satisfies
{w; z} = −

(
dw

dz

)2
{z; w} (III.6.29)

so that (III.6.27) can be reversed.
47This is because the vacuum on the plane satisfies

Ln≥−1 |0⟩ = 0 = ⟨0| Ln≤1 ⇔ ⟨0|L∀n|0⟩ = 0.

This implies ⟨0|T (z)|0⟩ = 0 since T (z) =
∑

n Ln/zn+2.
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Then, the energy density on a cylinder is48

⟨Tττ ⟩ = ⟨Tww⟩ +
〈
T̄w̄w̄

〉
= − 1

π
⟨T (w)⟩ = − 1

2π
c

12 , (III.6.31)

where we used ⟨T (w)⟩ = −2π ⟨Tww⟩ =
〈
T̄ (w̄)

〉
= −2π

〈
T̄w̄w̄

〉
for the second equality. The

energy density is negative as we expect from the Casimir energy.

III.6.3 Replica trick in two-dimensional CFTs

As we have discussed in Section II.1.1, EE can be calculated from Tr ρnA. In CFT, it is
useful to reduce the problem to the calculation of correlators, which are highly constrained
by symmetry. In fact, Tr ρnA can be mapped to a two-point function on a single complex
plane after a local conformal transformation. The following review is based on [14, 83, 26].

Instead of considering an n-sheeted Riemann surface, let us consider replica fields on
a single complex plane. We consider the case when the subregion is an interval, whose
endpoint is z = u and z = v. Then, Tr ρnA is interpreted as a Euclidean partition function
on a single complex plane with n replica fields {ϕ(k)}k=1,··· ,n with the boundary conditions

ϕ
(k)(e2πi(z − u)) = ϕ(k+1)(z − u)
ϕ(k)(e−2πi(z − v)) = ϕ(k+1)(z − v)

(k = 1, · · · , n), (III.6.32)

where ϕ(n+1) ≡ ϕ(1). These boundary conditions can be imposed as a monodromy around
operators inserted at each endpoint z = u, v. Such operators are called twist operators,
σn and σ̃n. Using them, it follows that

Tr ρnA = ⟨σn(u)σ̃n(v)⟩ . (III.6.33)

To compute this two-point function, we need to know the conformal dimension of twist
operators. Recall that conformal weights can be read from the OPE with the energy-
momentum tensor T (z) (III.6.25). There are n replica fields and each has the corresponding
T (z). Since the theory is CFTn/Zn,49 we can just consider a single energy-momentum
tensor and multiply by n.50 In the original picture, it is just a single insertion of the

48Here the circumference is 2π since Re w ∼ Re w + 2π. If the circumference is taken to be 2πR, we
need a further rescaling w 7→ w′ = Rw. Then, the total vacuum energy density becomes − c

12
1

2πR2 and

the total energy is given by − c

12R
.

49We need to divide by Zn since we assume all the replicas are identical (the replica symmetry). Note
that if we take n → 0 instead of n → 1 to compute free energy, it is known that the replica symmetry
breaking (RSB) happens in the spin-glass theory [61, 231, 232]. For interested readers in quantum gravity
community, see [233] for a recent discussion in the context of gravitational path integral.

50This means the central charge of n-replicated theory is cn.
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energy-momentum tensor in the n-sheeted Riemann surface Σn, we have

⟨T (z)⟩(with replicas)
C ≡ ⟨T (z)σn(u)σ̃n(v)⟩C

⟨σn(u)σ̃n(v)⟩C

= n ⟨T (z)⟩Σn
, (III.6.34)

where we denoted the complex coordinates on Σn by w. To compute the right-hand side,
we need to find a conformal map from Σn to C. The glued interval can be mapped to a
semi-infinite line by moving one endpoint to the origin and the other endpoint to infinity:

z 7→ z − u

z − v
. (III.6.35)

The resulting Euclidean path integral looks like the right of Fig.II.3. Then, we can just
take the n-th root so that the periodicity around the origin is 2π. To summarize, the
conformal map

z 7→
(
z − u

z − v

)1/n
≡ w (III.6.36)

maps Σn to C. Applying this conformal map to (III.6.27), we obtain

⟨T (z)⟩Σn
= c

24

(
1 − 1

n2

)(
u− v

(z − u)(z − v)

)2

. (III.6.37)

For a more detailed calculation, see Appendix C.5.
Plugging (III.6.37) into (III.6.34), we obtain

⟨T (z)σn(u)σ̃n(v)⟩C = c

24

(
n− 1

n

)(
u− v

(z − u)(z − v)

)2

⟨σn(u)σ̃n(v)⟩C . (III.6.38)

By taking z → u or v, we can compare the equation to the OPE (III.6.25) to find

∆n = hn + h̄n = c

12

(
n− 1

n

)
(III.6.39)

for both σn and σ̃n.
Finally, EE (II.1.1) is calculated as

SEE = − lim
n→1

∂

∂n
[TrA ρnA] (III.6.40)

= − lim
n→1

∂

∂n
⟨σn(u)σ̃n(v)⟩ (III.6.41)

= − lim
n→1

∂

∂n
(l/ϵ)− c

6(n− 1
n) (III.6.42)

= c

3 log l
ϵ
, (III.6.43)
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where |u− v| = l. This completes the derivation of EE of a single interval in CFT2, known
as the Calabrese-Cardy formula.

Although we have calculated EE on an infinite line, we can compactify it to S1 with a
finite circumference L by a conformal map z 7→ tan(πz/L). EE is given by [14]

SEE = c

3 log
[
L

πϵ
sin

(
πl

L

)]
. (III.6.44)

If one increases the interval size from l = 0, EE grows from zero and becomes maximal at
l = L/2, when the interval size is just a half of the total size. Then, EE decreases and
eventually goes to zero at l = L, which is expected from the pure state nature. Such
behavior is called a Page curve.

III.6.4 First law of entanglement entropy

While EE is an information-theoretic quantity, it can be related to a physical quantity,
energy. A primitive example is thermodynamic entropy. It can be regarded as EE by
considering a TFD state. We know the first law of thermodynamics relates entropy to
energy: ∆S = β∆E. This idea can be generalized to entanglement entropy as well. The
Bisognano-Wichmann theorem [81] tells us the modular Hamiltonian for a half-space is
the boost Hamiltonian (II.1.12)

KA = 2π
∫
x0=0.x⊥≥0

dd−1x⊥ x1T
00. (III.6.45)

This indicates entanglement entropy is thermodynamic entropy for an accelerated observer
(Unruh effect). Can we go beyond this specific subregion choice? The answer is yes for
CFTs. In CFTs (not limited to two dimensions), one can conformally map a half space to
a spherical region. This is known as the Casini-Huerta-Myers (CHM) map [234].

While these arguments can relate EE itself to the canonical energy, we need to consider
their difference from a reference state like the vacuum to discuss the first law of EE.
Originally, the first law of EE was proposed in [235] based on the holographic calculation.
Their conjecture was

∆SA = 2π
d+ 1 l∆EA (III.6.46)

for a sufficiently small subregion A. ∆ means a difference between the vacuum and a
slightly excited state. SA is EE for a spatial subregion A on a (d− 1)-dimensional time
slice and EA is the canonical energy defined as

∆E =
∫
A
dd−1x ⟨T00⟩ . (III.6.47)
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While this seems to be true, it was not clear whether we can discuss the first law without
taking a small subregion limit.

Later, a more general version of the first law was discussed by [236] based on quantum
information. More specifically, their conclusion stems from the non-negativity of relative
entropy,

S(ρ+ δρ||ρ) = − tr [(ρ+ δρ)[log ρ− log(ρ+ δρ)]], (III.6.48)

and the first law was generalized for generic states ρ and its perturbation δρ to first order.
We will briefly review the information-theoretic first law by [236], then see how it

is consistent with (III.6.46) proposed by [235] by using the modular Hamiltonian of a
spherical subregion [234]. In the following, we omit the subregion subscript A.

The modular Hamiltonian is defined as K = − log ρ. We denote its expectation
value under the variation of the state by

∆ ⟨K⟩ ≡ tr [(δρ)K]. (III.6.49)

EE is defined as S = tr(ρK), thus its variation is given by

∆S(= − tr [(ρ+ δρ) log(ρ+ δρ) − ρ log ρ])
= tr [(δρ)K] + tr(ρ∆K)
= ∆ ⟨K⟩ + ⟨∆K⟩ . (III.6.50)

The relative entropy is given by

S(ρ+ δρ||ρ) = tr [(ρ+ δρ)(log(ρ+ δρ) − log ρ)] (III.6.51)
= tr(ρ∆K) + tr [(δρ)∆K]. (III.6.52)

From (III.6.49) and (III.6.50),

S(ρ+ δρ||ρ) = ∆S − ∆ ⟨K⟩ + tr [(δρ)∆K] (III.6.53)
= ∆S − ∆ ⟨K⟩ +O

(
(δρ)2

)
. (III.6.54)

Since the relative entropy is non-negative (see [20] for its proof using Klein’s inequality),
it must be positive for both positive and negative δρ to the first order. This means the
first-order relative entropy ∆S − ∆ ⟨K⟩ must vanish. This is the first law of EE.

In general, the modular Hamiltonian is very complicated, however, using a special
conformal transformation as well as translation, one can map a half space to a spherical
subregion. (II.1.12) is mapped to [234]

K = 2π
∫
A
dd−1x

l2 − r2

2l T00, (III.6.55)
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where l is the radius of the spherical subregion A. Now we would like to evaluate this with
respect to an excited state and the vacuum. Since the vacuum energy on a plane is zero,
⟨K⟩ = ∆ ⟨K⟩. From the first law of EE, we have

∆S = 2π
∫
A
dd−1x

l2 − r2

2l ⟨T00⟩ . (III.6.56)

When ⟨Ttt⟩ is approximately constant, we can evaluate the above integral. This happens
when the subregion size is sufficiently small. Under this approximation,

∆S ≈ 2π ⟨T00⟩
∫
A
dd−1x

l2 − r2

2l = 2π∆E
|A|

l|A|
d+ 1 = 2π

d+ 1 l∆E, (III.6.57)

where we introduced the canonical energy ∆E ≡
∫
A d

d−1x ⟨T00⟩ ≈ |A| ⟨T00⟩. |A| is the
volume of the spherical subregion, i.e. |A| = ld−1Ωd−2/(d − 1). (III.6.57) is nothing but
(III.6.46). The first law of EE is often useful for a consistency check for holographic
duality as EE and energy-momentum tensor are calculated separately (both in the bulk
and boundary).

III.7 Holographic CFT2

Holographic CFT is characterized by a large degree of freedom and strong coupling. When
its spacetime dimension is two, it is more useful to characterize it by the large central
charge c ≫ 1 and a sparse spectrum [200]. This is a necessary and sufficient condition for
two-dimensional holographic CFTs. This enables us to discuss quite generic features of
holography from CFT without assuming the existence of gauge symmetry.

III.7.1 Defining holographic CFT2

Holographic CFT is said to be large-c and sparse. In this subsection, we explain what
these jargons mean and why they appear as conditions for holographic theories.

Large c

The intuitive explanation why the large-c limit corresponds to the large-N limit is that
both count the number of degrees of freedom of the theory. This becomes clear by
considering how the four-dimensional central charge a analogous to the two-dimensional
central charge c is related to N . Recall that c appears as a coefficient in the Weyl anomaly
(III.6.23) in CFT2. To find a, it is reasonable to similarly consider the Weyl anomaly. In
four dimensions, it is characterized by two parameters a and c called the Weyl anomaly
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coefficients:
δS =

∫
d4x

√
−gσ(aEuler − cWeyl2) (δgµν = 2σgµν), (III.7.1)

where Euler = R2
µνρσ − 4R2

µν + R2 is the Euler density, whose volume integral equals
the Euler number, and Weyl2 = R2

µνρσ − 2R2
µν + R2/3 is the squared Weyl tensor, which

multiplied by √
−g is conformal invariant. The a-theorem [237, 238] tells us that a is a

monotonically decreasing function along the RG flow like c in two dimensions. Furthermore,
the coefficient of the universal, logarithmic term of EE is proportional to a as the two-
dimensional EE is proportional to c. Thus, it is reasonable to identify a as the number of
degrees of freedom of a four-dimensional CFT. Since the a = (N2 − 1)/4 for the N = 4
SU(N) SYM, the large-N limit is equivalent to large-a. Thus, the corresponding limit in
CFT2 should be the large-c limit.

Similar to the case of large N , the large-c limit validates the semiclassical approximation.
For the AdS3/CFT2 correspondence, it can be shown that the asymptotic symmetry51

generator of AdS3 constitutes two copies of Virasoro algebra (corresponding to holomorphic
and anti-holomorphic sectors) [153]. See Section 3.3 of [33] for a review. From the
equivalence, we can read off a relation between (both chiral and anti-chiral) Virasoro
central charge c and three-dimensional Newton’s constant GN :

c(= c̄) = 3R
2GN

. (III.7.2)

This is the celebrated Brown-Henneaux central charge. From this, it is apparent the
large-c limit is equivalent to the small-GN limit (GN ≪ R).

Sparse spectrum

The density of low-lying states with ∆ < c
12 ∼ O(c) is given by [200]52

ρ
(

∆ <
c

12

)
≲ e2π∆ < O(c) (III.7.3)

while ρ(∆ ≥ c/12) ∼ O(ec) (black hole microstates). We call such a spectrum sparse. For
a sparse spectrum, we generally expect a strongly-coupled theory otherwise there are too
many light operators.53 Sparseness comes from the fact the thermodynamic entropy in the
microcanonical ensemble has a phase transition from O(1) to O(c) at ∆ = c/12. This is
exactly what we mentioned in Section III.5 regarding the gap between generalized free

51Since the bulk diffeomorphism is not a gauge symmetry at the asymptotic boundary, it constitutes
the global asymptotic symmetry. Thus, diffeomorphism at the asymptotic boundary maps a physical state
in the dual CFT to another inequivalent one.

52Note that E = ∆ − c/12 in [200].
53For example, the free scalar theory has infinitely many conserved integer spin currents [239, 240].
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fields and others. We will revisit the calculation of the thermodynamic entropy from an
interplay between the microcanonical and canonical ensemble in Section III.8.

III.7.2 Consequence of large c and sparseness

Operators

As we have discussed in Section III.5, we can classify operators of holographic CFTs based
on their order in c. Operators with ∆ = O(c0) ≡ O(1) are generalized free, whose
correlation functions are factorized into a product of two-point functions. We will later
see that the factorization property can be explicitly confirmed from the large-c conformal
block. The other class of operators has a conformal dimension that scales with the central
charge c, i.e. ∆/c is held fixed. We further classify them into two subclasses: (i) light
operators such that 1 ≪ ∆ ≪ c and (ii) heavy operators such that 1 ≪ ∆ ∼ O(c).54

An example of light operators is a twist operator σn around n = 1 since its conformal
dimension vanishes at n = 1 although it is proportional to c.

Large-c conformal block

In the large-c, sparse CFTs, we can say a bit more about the conformal blocks (III.6.20)
appearing in the expansion of a four-point function. There are mainly two approaches [241]:
(i) direct summing over the intermediate states using the so-called graviton basis and
(ii) the monodromy method. We briefly review them in the following. A more detailed
summary is provided in Section 4.2 of [242] and Section 1 of [243].

The first method (i) can deal with generalized free fields or light fields, i.e. hi/c ≪ 1
while c → ∞. One can focus on either the identity (vacuum) conformal block [241],
where the intermediate operator Op is identity or its descendants, or the global conformal
block (also known as semiclassical conformal block) [244, 245], where we only consider
SL(2,C) (global conformal transformation) descendants, corresponding to neglecting
backreaction and taking only AdS isometry into account. They are expanded in the graviton
“basis” and the identity Virasoro block has been calculated in this regime [241, 230].55

The second method (ii) is what we focus on later [246, 201]. It deals with the large-c
limit with hi/c and hp/c fixed. Although it has not been proven rigorously, it is believed
that in this limit the Virasoro conformal block exponentiates [247, 229]:

F(c, hp, hi, x) ≈ exp
[
− c

6f
(
hp
c
,
hi
c
, x

)]
. (III.7.4)

54Sometimes we refer to both generalized free and light operators as simply ‘light’.
55The reason we quoted “basis” is that these graviton states are orthogonal to each other only when

c → ∞.
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One piece of evidence for this exponentiation is that this happens in the semiclassical limit
of the Liouville theory.

Assuming the exponentiation, we need to sum over these exponentials in the four-point
function. At least when z → 1, the largest contribution is dominated by the identity block,
i.e. Op = 1 ⇒ ap = 1. Since the identity operator corresponds to the vacuum state via the
operator/state correspondence, this observation is called the vacuum block dominance.
The problem is reduced to solving for f0(hi/c, x) ≡ f(0, hi/c, x). When we discuss EE,
the conformal dimension of the twist operator becomes light. Then, it enables us to
perform perturbation theory in ∆n/c (n → 1) but nonperturbatively for the other external
operator appearing in the conformal block. This is known as the heavy-heavy-light-light
(HHLL) identity block [241, 246].

From the conformal Ward identity (C.4.1) for a so-called level-2 null field ψ(z), we
obtain a second-order ordinary differential equation for ψ(z). By analyzing the monodromy
property around its singularity, i.e. the choice of OPE channels, we can obtain the functional
form of the conformal block. See Section 5.2 of [33] for a brief review and see appendices
of [241] for comprehensive reviews on conformal blocks.

After all, the holomorphic part of the HHLL correlator (h1 = h4 = hO and h2 = h3 =
hn ≪ c) becomes [246]

Gn(z) ≈ F
(
c, 0, hO

c
,
hn
c
, z

)
(III.7.5)

≈ exp
[
− c

6f0

(
hO
c
,
hn
c
, 1 − z

)]
(III.7.6)

=
[
z1−αO(1 − zαO)2

α2
O

]−hn+O((n−1)2)
, (III.7.7)

where

αO =
√

1 − 24hO
c

. (III.7.8)

The first approximation comes from picking identity only and the second approximation
is about the exponentiation, which should be accompanied by an O(c0) correction in
the exponent. Instead of explaining all the details of the monodromy method deriving
this result, we will give another explanation for why (III.7.8) appears from a different
perspective in the next section (Section III.8). Surprisingly, this is related to switching
between microcanonical and canonical ensembles.

III.7.3 Holographic entanglement entropy – demonstration

In Section III.5.7, we discussed the holographic entanglement entropy proposal, in particu-
lar, the RT formula (III.5.22). As a simple example, let us demonstrate how the minimal
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surface in AdS3 leads to EE in CFT2 (III.6.43). The codimension-two minimal surface
in AdS3 is nothing but geodesics. Suppose the subregion is an interval from x = −l/2 to
x = l/2. Since the AdS geodesics is given by z2 + x2 = (l/2)2 in Poincaré coordinates, its
length γA is

γA = 2
∫ l/2

ϵ
dz

ds

dz
(III.7.9)

= 2R
∫ l/2

ϵ
dz

√
1 + x′(z)2

z
(III.7.10)

= 2R
∫ l/2

ϵ
dz

1
z

√√√√1 + z2

(l/2)2 − z2 (III.7.11)

= 2R l2

∫ l/2

ϵ
dz

1
z
√

(l/2)2 − z2
(III.7.12)

= 2R log l
ϵ

+O(1). (III.7.13)

Then, from the Brown-Henneaux relation (III.7.2), holographic EE in the leading order in
ϵ is

γA
4GN

= c

3 log l
ϵ
. (III.7.14)

This is indeed vacuum EE of an interval [−l/2, l/2] in CFT2 (III.6.43).
In other coordinates, the geodesic distance can be a bit complicated. In such a case, it

is sometimes clearer to use the embedding space formalism . See Appendix C.6.

III.8 Holographic local operator quench

III.8.1 Gravity dual of heavy primary operator

In this section, we consider the gravity dual of a heavy operator insertion in CFT. Although
we consider only the AdS3/CFT2 correspondence here for simplicity, higher dimensional
discussions are also available [248].

First, let us consider a gravity dual of the CFT primary state |O∆⟩. Identifying
the radial quantizing direction as a global time in global coordinates, the state is time-
translation invariant. Thus, it is an energy eigenstate in global coordinates. Since we want
to consider a nontrivial gravitating spacetime, we assume the conformal dimension is large
enough ∆ ∼ O(c). Then, the dual bulk geometry must be backreacted from pure AdS.
Furthermore, since the state is rotationally invariant, the bulk geometry must be something
in the center of AdS. We already know such bulk geometries. In Section III.3, we discussed
the conical deficit (massive particle) geometry (III.3.7) and the Schwarzschild-AdS black
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hole (III.3.1). Both have a massive object in the center of AdS and are rotationally
invariant.

How can we justify they are really dual to heavy primary states? The key observation
is the geodesic approximation (Section III.5). Since we are considering a heavy state,
the geodesic approximation must be valid. The ket/bra primary state is located at the
past/future infinity. Thus, the geodesic connecting these infinities is just a straight line
going up in the global coordinates! The straight line should be placed in the center to
preserve the rotational symmetry although it can be moved by AdS isometry.
Caveat: One might worry whether a nice gravity dual exists for a single energy eigenstate
|E = ∆ − c/12R⟩. What we should really do is averaging over microstates with the same
energy. However, followed by the eigenstate thermalization hypothesis (ETH) explained
later, the deviation from the mean value is exponentially suppressed.

The conical deficit geometry and Schwarzschild-AdS black hole have a transition point
Mcrit = R2. Beyond this point, a horizon is formed. In terms of the particle mass, it
equals mcrit = 1/(8GN). From the holographic dictionary (III.5.2), mass is related to
the conformal dimension of the dual operator as ∆ = mR.56 Using this relation, the
critical conformal dimension is ∆crit = R/(8GN ) = c/12. This is known as the black hole
threshold. The black hole temperature (III.3.4) is related to the mass and conformal
dimension by

β = 2πR2
√
M −R2

= 2πR√
8GNm− 1

= 2πR√
12∆
c

− 1
. (III.8.1)

How can we understand the transition from CFT? One way is just comparing various
quantities from AdS and CFT such as the energy-momentum tensor and EE [155]. This
approach will be one of the main calculations in this chapter. In this section, we try to
clarify the physical meaning of the transition and the relation between ∆ and β (III.8.1)
without being mystified by a cumbersome calculation.

III.8.2 Eigenstate thermalization hypothesis and Cardy formula

It is mysterious at first glance that both a finite-temperature CFT and an energy eigenstate
can have the same gravity dual – black hole. This suggests that in the large-c (small-GN)
saddle point approximation, these CFT states are indistinguishable. The eigenstate
thermalization hypothesis (ETH) helps us to discuss this on firm ground. It has
been argued that ETH holds for large-c, sparse CFTs in the thermodynamic limit [249]57

(see [252] for the large-N CFTs and [253] for analysis in the finite-c regime).
56Since ∆ ∼ O(c), we dropped a subleading O(1) constant.
57Here we only consider global ETH while recent studies focus on the subsystem ETH (ETH within a

subregion) [250, 251].
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ETH is a conjecture in which (almost)58 all energy eigenstates look identical to
the corresponding (microcanonical) thermal states when they are probed by few-body
operators [254, 255]. (See [256, 257] for reviews.) More explicitly, it postulates that a
matrix element of a local operator O in the energy eigenbasis is almost diagonal up to a
nonperturbative correction, i.e.

⟨Ei|O|Ej⟩ = O(Ei)δij + e
−S
(

Ei+Ej
2

)
/2
f(Ei, Ej)Rij, (III.8.2)

where O(E) ≡ ⟨E|O|E⟩ and f(E,E ′) are some real smooth functions and Rij is a
complicated, complex-valued O(1) function. Since the second term is O(e−S/2), it is
exponentially suppressed in the semiclassical limit S ∼ O(1/GN ) ∼ O(c). O(E) is related
to the equilibrium value in a canonical ensemble ⟨O⟩β by

⟨O⟩β ≡
tr
(
e−βHO

)
tr e−βH =

∫
dE ρ(E)e−βEO(E)∫
dE ρ(E)e−βE +O

(
e−S/2

)
, (III.8.3)

where we used (III.8.2) in the last equality. ρ(E) is the density of states within a small
energy window around E and related to the microcanonical (Boltzmann) entropy as59

ρ(E) ≡ eS(E) =
∑
i

δ(E − Ei). (III.8.4)

After all, ETH postulates any local operators in the energy eigenbasis are almost diagonal
and their elements are given by the microcanonical average.60 In other words, combining
(III.8.2) and (III.8.3),

⟨E|O|E⟩ = ⟨O⟩β(E) +O(e−S/2), (III.8.5)

where β(E) is determined from β such that ⟨H⟩β = E.
Now we would like to find explicit formulae for the microcanonical thermodynamic

entropy in CFT2 (also known as the Cardy formula) and the relation between β and E

(canonical and microcanonical ensemble). As we have discussed, the partition function is
calculated as

Z(β) =
∑
i

e−βEi =
∑
i

∫
dE δ(E − Ei)e−βE =

∫
dE ρ(E)e−βE =

∫
dE eS(E)e−βE.

(III.8.6)
In the equilibrium case, this partition function is calculated in the saddle point approxi-
mation: Suppose the saddle point is E = E∗(β), the partition function is approximated

58Strong ETH refers to all energy eigenstates while weak ETH refers to almost all energy eigenstates.
59Precisely speaking, the delta function must be smeared to avoid divergence.
60From this, it immediately follows that its long-time average thermalizes (although this does not explain

all thermalization phenomena), i.e. the long-time averaged one-point function obeys the microcanonical
ensemble and the variance after averaging is suppressed exponentially.
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as61

e−βF (E∗) = Z(β) = eS(E∗)−βE∗ . (III.8.7)

By taking logarithms on both sides, we obtain the familiar Legendre transform in thermo-
dynamics bridging microcanonical and canonical ensembles. The saddle point equation
defining E∗(β) is given by

S ′(E∗) = β. (III.8.8)

(Note that in the original setup, the parameter we give first is the energy E∗ of the energy
eigenstate, not the inverse temperature β. In this case, we should regard (III.8.8) as a
defining equation for β = β(E∗).)

To proceed with the saddle-point analysis, we need a functional form of S(E). For a
moment, we focus on the low and high temperature (energy) limits with c fixed (Cardy
limit). Since we are interested in the O(c) transition in entropy, it must be sufficient to
compare those two extreme limits.62 In a two-dimensional CFT, we can easily calculate
the partition function in the high-temperature limit from the low-temperature limit using
the modular invariance.63 The following analysis is based on Section 25.3 of [39].

In the low-temperature limit β → ∞, the partition function is dominated by the
vacuum contribution:

Z(β) ≈ e−βEvac , (III.8.9)

where Evac = − c
12R (III.6.31). Since CFT2 has modular invariance, the partition functions

in the low-temperature limit and high-temperature limit are related to each other by
β ↔ 4π2R2/β. The partition function in the high-temperature limit (β → 0) is dominated
by

Z(2π2R2/β) ≈ exp
[
−2π2R2

β
Evac

]
= exp

[
π2cR

3β

]
. (III.8.10)

From these, the thermodynamic entropy64 and energy are calculated as follows:

(S(β), E(β)) =


(
O(1),− c

12R

)
(β → ∞)(

2π2cR

3β ,
π2cR

3β2

)
(β → 0)

, (III.8.11)

61We slightly changed the definition for the free energy as F = − 1
β log Z as usual in thermodynamics

from F = − log Z in Chapter II.
62This is actually different from the usual large-c limit, where ∆ ∼ O(c) is fixed. Nevertheless,

the same logic applies to the usual limit and in the holographic case, we have a sharp transition at
∆ = E + c/12 = c/12. See Section 4.2 of [200] for more details.

63Although it has been much less explored, modular invariance indeed exists in higher dimensions as
well. [258] argues that the modular invariance put a stringent constraint on a possible holographic CFT.

64Surprisingly, the thermodynamic entropy in the Cardy limit equals the Beckenstein-Hawking entropy
for the BTZ black hole [259].
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where
S = (1 − β∂β) logZ; E = −∂β logZ. (III.8.12)

By eliminating E from (III.8.11), we obtain

S(E) =


O(1), β → ∞

2π
√
c

3RE β → 0
. (III.8.13)

This is equivalent to solving the saddle-point equation (III.8.8). In the Cardy limit, where
E → ∞ with c fixed, we can clearly see the phase transition of entropy as expected.
S(E) ∼ 2π

√
c
3RE in the high energy limit is known as the Cardy formula.

Our goal was to express the canonical inverse temperature β in terms of energy E in a
microcanonical ensemble. By inverting (III.8.11), we have

β = π

√
cR

3E . (III.8.14)

In CFT2, ER = L0 − c/24 = h− c/24, EL = L̄0 − c̄/24, and E = EL+ER. As the operator
(state) we are considering is non-chiral, EL = ER. On the energy eigenstate |O∆⟩, we have
E = ∆ − c/12. Finally, we obtain

β = π

√√√√ cR

3
(
∆ − c

12

) = 2πR√
12∆
c

− 1
. (III.8.15)

This is exactly equal to (III.8.1).
To summarize, from ETH, we could explicitly show the CFT heavy primary state is

the energy eigenstate dual to the microcanonical black hole and its energy is related to
the canonical temperature through the Legendre transformation. When ∆ ≤ c/12, the
canonical ensemble is no longer applicable as the temperature becomes imaginary. (This
is what we have already discussed in the conical deficit geometry!) The relation of the
temperature and conformal dimension can be purely derived from the conformal block as
well [246].65 The underlying principle for this miraculous matching is the ETH.

65Caveat: The Cardy limit used here and the large-c limit are actually slightly different. The high
energy regime in the Cardy limit is much higher than the black hole regime. Nevertheless, it can be
shown the lower bound for its validity is extended and this comparison is justified [200]. This led to the
microscopic derivation of the black hole entropy by Strominger [259].
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III.8.3 Gravity dual of local operator quench

Writing the two-dimensional coordinates as (t, x), we define a local operator quench by a
state

e−αHO(x = 0, tE = 0) |0⟩ (tE = it), (III.8.16)

where the conformal dimension of the operator is O(c) and α is a regularization param-
eter [176, 260, 230, 246]. This is a locally excited state smeared over O(α) width. Its
gravity dual was discussed by [155]. The key is again the geodesic approximation. The
unnormalized partition function

〈
Oe−2αHO

〉
is a two-point correlator separated by 2α.

In the Euclidean Poincaré AdS, its gravity dual is a massive particle propagating along
z2 + t2E = α2. By a Wick rotation, it gives the trajectory

z2 − t2 = α2, x = 0, (III.8.17)

of a massive particle dual to the time-evolved state e−iHte−αHO(0) |0⟩. The mass of the
particle is again related to O’s conformal dimension by ∆ ≃ mR. Recalling the gravity
dual of a heavy primary state, the dual geometry of a local operator quench must be an
infalling massive particle or an infalling black hole along (III.8.17).

In general, the backreaction of a bulk infalling particle in the Poincaré AdS can be
obtained by pulling back a spacetime with a massive static particle in global AdS [248].
Consider the AdS3 in the Poincaré metric (III.2.9),

ds2 = R2
(
dz2 − dt2 + dx2

z2

)
. (III.8.18)

This is transformed into the global AdS3 with the metric (III.2.7)

ds2 = −(r2 +R2)dτ 2 + R2

r2 +R2dr
2 + r2dθ2, (III.8.19)

via the following map:66

√
R2 + r2 cos τ = Rα2 +R(z2 + x2 − t2)

2αz ,

√
R2 + r2 sin τ = Rt

z
,

r sin θ = Rx

z
,

−r cos θ = −Rα2 +R(z2 + x2 − t2)
2αz . (III.8.20)

66Here we identified the angular coordinates as Ω1 = sin θ and Ω2 = cos θ in (III.2.9).
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We chose the range −π ≤ θ < π for the spatial coordinate of the global AdS. The parameter
α is an arbitrary real number, corresponding to a particular isometry of AdS. In this map,
the time slice t = 0 in Poincaré AdS is mapped into τ = 0 in global AdS.

Using this map (III.8.20) we can map the asymptotically global, conical deficit geometry
(III.3.7)

ds2 = −(r2 +R2 −M)dτ 2 + R2

r2 +R2 −M
dr2 + r2dθ2, (III.8.21)

into an asymptotically Poincaré AdS background [248]. As identified in [155], this is a
time-dependent background with a local operator insertion at t = x = 0 i.e. given by the
local operator quench state (III.8.16). The parameter α in (III.8.20) is exactly equal to
the regularization parameter in (III.8.16) such that the particle trajectory (III.8.17) to
the center of AdS r = 0 for any τ . Alternatively, the entire metric can be transformed
into the pure one (III.3.9) by a coordinate rescaling (III.3.10). Instead, it will make the
periodicity of the angular coordinate to be 2π to 2χπ < 2π. In this way, the conical deficit
around the massive particle is manifest.

Moreover, as can be found by taking the AdS boundary limit r → ∞ and z → 0, the
above transformation (III.8.20) corresponds to the following conformal transformation in
the CFT dual

t± x = α tan
(
τ ± θ

2

)
. (III.8.22)

This indeed maps local operators at tE = it = ±α, x = 0 to τE = iτ = ±∞, θ = 0, where
primary operators for the bra and ket states are located.

Holographic EE is evaluated by calculating geodesics in this deficit background [246].
See Appendix C.6 for the geodesic calculation in general. We will perform almost identical
calculations in the presence of a brane later (Section IV.4.2). Note that we need to choose
an appropriate OPE channel when we approximate the four-point function by the vacuum
block. This corresponds to the choice of the geodesic windings around the heavy operators
when the twist operators come close to each other [246]. This is an important point in the
calculation in the Euclidean signature. We should be also careful about the choice of the
branch when we analytically continue the result to the Lorentzian signature. There is also
subtlety in the order of limits, c → ∞ and n → 1. This is discussed in Section 2.2 of [201]
and Section 5.2 of [261].
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III.9 AdS/BCFT correspondence

We are interested in the AdS/BCFT correspondence [18, 46, 262] as it is capable of
describing various spacetimes as brane worlds [263, 264]. In particular, we can realize the
big-bang/big-crunch universe described by the Friedman-Robertson-Walker (FRW) metric
on the brane dual to the so-called regulated boundary state. This is why the AdS/BCFT
correspondence is of interest to the author of this dissertation. The gravity picture was
already addressed by [265] even before the discovery of the AdS/BCFT correspondence or
the Ryu-Takayanagi formula. After a decade, [183] first proposed this picture realizing it
in the AdS/BCFT correspondence. Later on, this setup has been investigated in detail,
e.g. the SYK model [266] and the double trace deformation [267]. Recently, Raamsdonk
and his collaborators clarified the induced metric on the brane takes the form of FRW
metric describing the big-bang/big-crunch universes in general dimensions and tension (a
parameter in the AdS/BCFT correspondence) [268, 269]. Further extensions to address
gravity localization with an AdS-Reissner-Nordström black hole [270].

Another reason for the importance of the AdS/BCFT correspondence is that the
brane-world holography predicts that the dynamics of end-of-the-world (EOW)
branes is dual to that of quantum gravity [263, 264, 271, 272]. These two different
interpretations of the EOW branes: the AdS/BCFT and the brane world. They are
expected to be equivalent. This is manifest in the calculation of entanglement entropy,
i.e. the holographic entanglement entropy formula for AdS/BCFT in the presence of
EOW branes [18, 46] takes the identical form as the island formula [273, 274, 7, 213, 8]
which computes the entanglement entropy in the presence of gravity. This correspondence
can be regarded as an equivalence between a BCFT and a CFT coupled to gravity,
as systematically studied recently in [275] (see also [276, 277] for related studies from
conformal field theoretic approaches). In this way, these ideas of EOW branes are deeply
connected at the bottom and their further understanding is expected to be a key ingredient
to quantum gravity.

Before stating the claim of the AdS/BCFT correspondence, we first review boundary
conformal field theory (BCFT). Then, we discuss the proposed gravity dual to BCFTs and
give an example of holographic EE in BCFTs. We will also make several remarks specific
to the AdS/BCFT correspondence. Although we focus on the bottom-up construction of
the AdS/BCFT correspondence in this dissertation, it is worth noting that there exists a
construction of the AdS/BCFT correspondence from string theory [46, 269, 278, 279].

III.9.1 Boundary conformal field theory (BCFT)

Boundary CFT (BCFT) is CFT with conformal boundaries. It was originally considered
by Cardy [280, 281]. For reviews, see [282–284]. BCFT is constructed from CFT by adding
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boundaries without breaking conformal symmetry as much as possible. In the following,
let us consider a BCFT defined on the upper half plane (UHP) Im z ≥ 0 of a complex
plane z ∈ C. The boundary extending on the real axis Im z = 0 obviously breaks the
translational symmetry perpendicular to the boundary. But the introduced boundary does
not break conformal symmetries parallel to the boundary. In general, if a p-dimensional
conformal defect is introduced to (Euclidean) CFT, i.e. defect CFT (DCFT)67, the
conformal symmetry becomes partially broken:

SO(1, d+ 1) → SO(1, p+ 1) × SO(d− p). (III.9.1)

When p = d − 1, the DCFT becomes BCFT and the defect is called the conformal
boundary.

Boundary condition and doubling trick

Since the boundary should be mapped to itself under any infinitesimal local conformal
transformations, the mapping function must be a real, analytic function on the boundary.
Furthermore, the reality condition for the field transformation implies

T (z) = T̄ (z̄) ⇔ TxtE = 0 (III.9.2)

on the boundary (Im z = 0) from (C.4.1) and its anti-holomorphic counterpart. This implies
no energy flux flow across the boundary. (III.9.2) is called the conformal boundary
condition.

From the Schwarz reflection principle, a holomorphic function f(z) on UHP which is
real-valued on the real axis can be extended to the entire complex plane by

f(z̄) = f(z). (III.9.3)

Since infinitesimal conformal transformations are real on the real axis, they can be extended
to the entire complex plane. This is known as the doubling trick [282]. For example,

⟨O(z)⟩UHP = ⟨O(z)O(z̄)⟩chiral
C ∝ 1

(2 Im z)2h (III.9.4)

for an ambient68 primary operator O(z). As for the conformal Ward identity for n primary
fields on UHP, the contour for T (z) in UHP is reflected in lower half plane (LHP). Since

67When two or more different CFTs are glued at some interfaces, they are called interface CFTs (ICFT).
When all the CFTs are the same, ICFT reduces to DCFT.

68Here we used “ambient” to denote that the operator is not located on the boundary (Im z > 0).
Usually, such an operator is called bulk primary, however, we avoid this terminology as it may be confusing
with the bulk in holography.
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the mirrored contour is clockwise, one can merge it with the original contour, which is
counterclockwise. Then, the big single contour surrounds 2n (reflection-symmetric) chiral
primary fields, i.e.〈

T (z)
∏
j

O(zj, z̄j)
〉

UHP

=
∑
j

(
h

(z − zj)2 + 1
z − zj

∂zj
+ h̄

(z − z̄j)2 + 1
z − z̄j

∂z̄j

)〈∏
j

O(zj, z̄j)
〉

UHP

.

(III.9.5)

In free theory, the Dirichlet and Neumann boundary condition satisfy the conformal
boundary condition (III.9.2), however, their two-point functions and energy-momentum
tensor, which can be obtained from the conformal Ward identity in UHP (IV.5.17), are
different since a two-point function on UHP becomes a chiral four-point function on C

via the doubling trick and it is not completely fixed by conformal symmetry. This will be
explicitly demonstrated in the latter part of Section IV.5.3.

Boundary operators

The conformal boundary condition (III.9.2) yields the holomorphic sector equal to the
anti-holomorphic sector on the boundary. Then, there is only one (chiral) Virasoro algebra
for the operators on the boundary. By inserting a boundary operator, one can change
the boundary condition. For example, a primary state can change the boundary condition
a on Re z < 0, Im z = 0 to b on Re z > 0, Im z = 0. Such an operator is also called the
boundary (condition) changing operator.

The boundary operator is unavoidable when we discuss the radial quantization. The
dilatation on the boundary generates time translation on an infinite strip. The (ADM)
energy in global coordinates should be read from the eigenvalue of the dilatation operator,
equal to the conformal dimension (defined as twice the chiral dimension also known as the
boundary scaling dimension h). Since any ambient states are generated from a dilatation
on the boundary state, any ambient operators can be expanded as a linear combination
of eigenstates of dilatation, i.e. boundary operators. This is known as the boundary
operator expansion (BOE).69 The BOE coefficients are related to the ambient OPE
coefficients via the calculation of correlation functions. Note that when a boundary
operator is involved in correlation functions, it should not be doubled when the doubling
trick is applied [283]. For more details, see [285, 279, 286] and Section 3.1 of [168].

69This is nothing but a consequence of the operator/state correspondence.
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Boundary entropy

In the radial quantization picture, the Euclidean path integral on a unit disk D with a
boundary condition a defines a transition amplitude

ga ≡ ⟨0|Ba⟩ , (III.9.6)

where |Ba⟩ is a boundary state satisfying the boundary condition,
(
T (z) − T̄ (z̄)

)∣∣∣
z∈∂D

|Ba⟩ = 0. (III.9.7)

The boundary entropy is defined as S(a)
bdy = log ga. It is named ‘entropy’ as it arises as

a constant offset in thermodynamic entropy from the cylinder amplitude (known as the
‘overlap’) due to the boundary [287, 282].

When we compute EE for an interval of length, the same contribution appears in
addition to the usual size-dependent term from the Calabrese-Cardy formula. Provided
the boundary is located at x = 0 in the two-dimensional BCFT and the subregion A is an
interval [0, l], EE is given by [14]

SA = c

6 log 2l
ϵ

+ Sbdy. (III.9.8)

Since EE in the BCFT is related to that in the chiral CFT via the doubling, the length
dependence must be 2l while the overall factor must be half of (III.6.43). Since Sbdy is
just a constant, we mostly focus on the first term in this dissertation.

III.9.2 Statement of the AdS/BCFT correspondence

Writing the two-dimensional coordinates as (t, x) of the CFT, we define our BCFT
by restricting the spacetime in the right half plane x > x0. Its gravity dual can be
found by inserting an end-of-the-world brane (EOW or ETW brane) appropriately in
the three-dimensional asymptotically AdS. This prescription is called the AdS/BCFT
correspondence [18, 46]. In the following, we consider the gravity sector only, i.e. constant
matter fields. For a discussion involving bulk matter fields, see [46, 275, 288] (see also [286,
289] for a nontrivial matter or defect on the brane, which may resolve some issues regarding
intersecting branes). The review in this section is mostly based on [46].

The AdS/BCFT correspondence states that the d-dimensional BCFT on a manifold
M is dual to the (d + 1)-dimensional asymptotically AdS spacetime on a manifold N
bounded by an EOW brane Q. The BCFT lives on the asymptotic boundary M such
that the EOW brane ends on the BCFT boundary, ∂M = ∂Q, when there is no other
boundary to end. The EOW brane bounds the AdS spacetime such that ∂N = M ∪Q.
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See Fig.1 of [46] for the illustration. Note that Q is not necessarily located on the
asymptotic boundary. This means Q is a gravitating system in contrast to the boundary
in the conventional AdS/CFT correspondence. The boundary data in the BCFT roughly
corresponds to the brane data in the AdS.

The (Lorentzian) gravity action is given by

I = 1
16πGN

∫
N
dd+1x

√
−g(R − 2Λ) + 1

8πGN

∫
Q
ddx

√
−h(K − T ), (III.9.9)

where hab is the induced metric on Q, Kab = ∇anb is the extrinsic curvature on Q (na

is a normal vector on Q), and T is the tension (cosmological constant) of the brane Q.70

We omitted the Gibbons-Hawking term at the asymptotic boundary and the counterterm
(cf. Appendix C.3). Λ is the AdS cosmological constant, which is related to the AdS radius
R as Λ = −d(d− 1)/(2R2).

By varying the action (III.9.9), the bulk part of the action can be eliminated by the
equation of motion after the integration by parts. The remaining part is given by

δI = 1
16πGN

∫
Q
ddx

√
−h(Kab −Khab + T hab)δhab. (III.9.11)

While we impose the Dirichlet boundary condition δhab = 0 at the asymptotic boundary, we
impose the Neumann boundary condition on Q so that the brane profile is dynamically
determined.71 The Neumann boundary condition read from (III.9.11) is given by

Kab −Khab = −T hab. (III.9.12)

By taking its trace, we obtain
K = d

d− 1T . (III.9.13)

Combined with (III.9.12), it implies

Kab = 1
d− 1T hab. (III.9.14)

To find the solution, it is useful to work in the Gaussian normal coordinates

ds2 = ±dn2 + habdx
adxb, (III.9.15)

70We can say this comes from a matter action IQ with the energy-momentum tensor

T Q
ab = 2√

−h

δIQ

δhab
= T

8πGN
. (III.9.10)

71It is also possible to impose different boundary conditions. See [290] and references therein. Here we
follow the original proposal by Takayanagi.
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where {xa} are coordinates on Q. The sign of the first term is − if Q is spacelike while +
if Q is timelike.72 In our cases, we focus on a timelike Q so the sign is +. The extrinsic
curvature in the Gaussian normal coordinates is known to be [295]

Kab = 1
2
∂hab
∂n

. (III.9.16)

From the Poincaré metric (III.8.18), we can bring the metric into

ds2 = dρ2 + cosh2 ρ

R

(
R2ηabdx

adxb

y2

)
(III.9.17)

by the following AdS slicing:73

z = y

cosh(ρ/R) , x− x0 = −y tanh ρ

R
, (III.9.18)

where y ≥ 0 and ρ ∈ (−∞,∞). In these coordinates, we can show ρ = ρ∗ (constant)
solves the Neumann boundary condition (III.9.12). Then, (III.9.17) is indeed in Gaussian
normal coordinates with

hab = R2

y2 cosh2 ρ

R
ηab. (III.9.19)

We can find its extrinsic curvature (III.9.16) to be

Kab = 1
R

tanh
(
ρ∗

R

)
hab, (III.9.20)

from which the tension T and the brane location ρ = ρ∗ are related to each other from
(III.9.14) as

T R = (d− 1) tanh ρ∗

R
. (III.9.21)

In the original Poincaré coordinates (III.8.18), the brane profile ρ = ρ∗ is given by

x− x0 = −λz, λ = sinh ρ∗

R
. (III.9.22)

The tension T is related to the slope λ as

T R = (d− 1) λ√
1 + λ2

. (III.9.23)

72The spacelike brane corresponds to the pre/post-section in CFT by a boundary state [291–294, 268,
269].

73Note that ρ > 0 corresponds to x < x0 region due to the sign. We chose this sign since we want to
parametrize the allowed bulk region as ρ = −∞ to some point. This is opposite to the setup in [18, 46].
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Fig. III.1 A constant time slice of the gravity dual of BCFT (the blue curve) in the Poincaré
coordinates (left) and global coordinates (right). The EOW brane is drawn as a red curve.

In the following discussions, we set x0 = 0 for simplicity unless noted. The EOW brane
(III.9.22) corresponds to the following profile in the global AdS3 (III.8.19):

r sin θ = −λR, (III.9.24)

which is depicted in Fig.III.1. Note that the brane always extends to the antipodal
point θ = π in this time-independent setup. A brane cannot bend more because of the
holographic g-theorem, which can be proven by imposing the null energy condition on
Q [46].

III.9.3 Holographic entanglement entropy in the AdS/BCFT
correspondence

When CFT has no boundary, the RT formula (III.5.22) tells us EE is given by the length
of the minimal geodesic. The essence does not change even after introducing boundaries,
however, we need to take into account geodesics which end on the EOW brane [18, 46].
This leads to multiple candidates of geodesics for holographic EE (Fig.III.2). One is the
“connected geodesic” ΓconAB, which literary connects these two boundary points A and B.
The other is the “disconnected geodesics” ΓdisAB which consist of two disjoint pieces, one
connects the boundary point A and a point on the EOW brane, and the other connects B
and ends on the EOW brane. The net result for the holographic entanglement entropy is
given by taking the minimum of these two contributions,

SAB = Min
{
SconAB , S

dis
AB

}
, (III.9.25)

where
SconAB = L(ΓconAB)

4GN

, SdisAB = L(ΓdisAB)
4GN

. (III.9.26)
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Fig. III.2 Two phases of holographic EE in the AdS/BCFT correspondence: connected (left)
and disconnected (right). Since the smaller one gives EE, a small subregion corresponds to
the connected geodesics and a large subregion corresponds to the disconnected geodesics.

L(Γ) denotes the length of the geodesic Γ. By this modification to the RT formula, the
result agrees with the BCFT calculation (III.9.8) when the state is vacuum [14].74 Each
phase can be computed in the BCFT as a chiral four-point function of twist operators. A
particular choice of OPE channels corresponds to each phase.

In the following, we consider a case when the subregion I is an interval, whose boundary
point is x = 0 and x = l, with the BCFT boundary at x = 0. In this case, the disconnected
geodesic is just a single curve emanating from x = l. We restrict T to a certain parameter
region where the connected geodesic does not have an intersection with the EOW brane
as it may cause a problem [296]. We demonstrate below that the holographic calculation
in AdS3 reproduces the BCFT result (III.9.8). The geodesic is given by z2 + x2 = l2. This
is translated to the AdS slicing coordinates (III.9.18) as

y = l. (III.9.27)

Then, the UV cutoff z = ϵ on the (disconnected) geodesic is equivalent to

ρ∞ = R arccosh l
ϵ

= R log 2l
ϵ

(l/ϵ → ∞). (III.9.28)

Since the geodesic is exactly lying on the constant-y (and t) surface, holographic EE is
easily calculated as

SA = 1
4GN

∫ ρ∗

−ρ∞
dρ = ρ∗ + ρ∞

4GN

= c

6 log l
ϵ

+ Sbdy, (III.9.29)

where we used the Brown-Henneaux relation (III.7.2). This is always smaller than the
connected entropy c

3 log l
ϵ

(III.6.43). Thus, the holographic EE perfectly reproduces (III.9.8)
by defining the boundary entropy as

Sbdy = ρ∗

4GN

= c

6arctanh(RT ) = c

6arcsinhλ. (III.9.30)

74In the case of non-vacuum states, matching the BCFT result with gravity dual calculations is very
nontrivial and needs fine-tuning [285].
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This definition can be confirmed by other definitions of the boundary entropy like the disk
partition function. Geometrically, the boundary entropy comes from the length of the
geodesic to the left of the center up to the brane. This is perfectly consistent with the
intuition of the boundary entropy counting the boundary degrees of freedom. The location
of the brane with no Sbdy corresponds to the center and the boundary degrees of freedom
is describing the region going beyond the center.

III.9.4 Subtleties regarding the AdS/BCFT correspondence

In this subsection, we briefly review some known subtleties which will not be mentioned in
detail in the following sections. Despite these subtleties, the AdS/BCFT correspondence
shows universal results regarding EE. Thus, we focus on its gravitational sector only in
this dissertation.

It is not trivial which BCFT has a holographic dual a priori. In [285, 279, 168], it has
been studied what is necessary for a BCFT to have a gravity dual in the spirit of [297]
(see a conjectured definition for holographic BCFTs given in [279]). In fact, holographic
BCFTs are very special among BCFTs. According to these papers, both the ambient and
boundary channel vacuum-block dominance are required and it leads to a particular sparse
spectrum. Furthermore, the conformal bootstrap assuming vacuum dominance yields a
particular randomness in the OPE coefficients from ETH (III.8.2) as well as a similar
sparseness condition [277] (see also [296]).

The specialty of (purely gravitational) holographic BCFTs also stems from the vanishing
one-point function [275]. This is because the excitation we consider is only the metric in
gravity. This means the only nonzero expectation value (one-point function) is the stress
tensor [248] and otherwise zero:

⟨O⟩ = 0 (O ̸= Tµν).

From the geodesic approximation, the one-point function should be described by a geodesic
extending from the asymptotic boundary to somewhere else. Unless the field is sourced by
the EOW brane (cf. Section 8.1 of [46]), the one-point function should vanish. When the
EOW brane sources the matter field, we need to add the matter field on the brane. This
is highly model-dependent. Said conversely, the validity of the geodesic approximation
constrains the field dependence on the brane [298].



Chapter IV

Holographic local operator quench in
BCFTs

This chapter follows my own work with members at YITP, Tadashi Takayanagi, who is my
host faculty during the atom-type fellow, Tomonori Ugajin, whom I mainly performed CFT
calculations with, and their graduate students Taishi Kawamoto and Yu-ki Suzuki [50].
It is recommended to read Chapter III before this chapter, yet, it is still possible to gain
comprehension by consulting referred sections as needed. The author of this dissertation
has contributed to realizing and justifying the modified relation between the deficit angle and
the conformal dimension of the inserted operator, the overall BCFT calculation including
the energy-momentum tensor and entanglement entropy, and writing the corresponding
part of the paper.

In Chapter II, we considered vacuum entanglement entropy in massive, interacting QFTs,
which are non-conformal. In this chapter, we begin with holography but add additional
factors: conformal boundaries and excitation. This leads to a time-dependent setup in
contrast to the vacuum case while we can make use of a part of conformal symmetries and
holographic formulae. However, a naive extension of the original AdS/CFT correspondence
involves several problems. We provide a correct prescription for the gravity dual of the
operator local quench (excitation) in BCFTs and argue it perfectly resolves the problems.

This chapter is organized as follows. In Section IV.1, we explain the setup of holographic
local operator quench in BCFTs. In Section IV.2, we present our gravity dual of the
local operator quench by introducing a localized excitation in the AdS/BCFT. This is
achieved by a combination of coordinate transformations. We also describe the folding
brane problem and the induced boundary problem due to a naive application of the
AdS/CFT dictionary. We propose a resolution to eliminate an induced boundary by
rescaling. In Section IV.3, we calculate its holographic stress tensor in this model and
show the result matches a naive expectation using a correct prescription. We also examine
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a coordinate transformation that helps us to identify its BCFT dual. Importantly, we show
our prescription modifies the black hole threshold so that the folding problem is avoided.
In Section IV.4, we compute the holographic entanglement entropy in our holographic local
quench model. In Section IV.5, we provide the BCFT description of our local operator
quench and compute the stress tensor. We compare the results in the gravity dual with
those in the BCFT. In Section IV.6, we compute entanglement entropy in the BCFT and
observe a consistent result with the identified gravity dual. In Appendix C.6, we compute
the geodesic distance in the embedding space formalism. In Appendix C.7, we derive
(IV.2.6) by analyzing the branch, from which we obtain the correct black hole threshold.
In Appendix C.8, we perform the monodromy analysis to determine the branch of cross
ratios in (IV.6.17) and (IV.6.26).

IV.1 Setup

In this chapter, we consider timelike boundary cases but with a large and inhomogeneous
excitation. This is because studies of EOW branes so far have mainly been limited to
holographic setups at zero or finite temperatures. This raises a basic question of whether
the holographic duality of AdS/BCFT works successfully in time-dependent backgrounds.
It is also interesting for our ultimate goal of realizing our universe since this setup is
time-dependent and some nontrivial backreactions like a conical defect and black hole are
involved.

We focus on an analytical model where the excitation is created by a massive particle
in three-dimensional AdS geometry. Via the AdS/BCFT duality, this is dual to a local
operator quench in the holographic two-dimensional BCFT:1

|Ψ(t)⟩ = e−itHO(x = xa, tE = −α)|0⟩, (IV.1.1)

where H is the CFT Hamiltonian, tE = it, and α is a regularization parameter [176, 260,
230, 246] (refer also to [300] for an earlier analysis of local operator quench in BCFTs).
Our gravity model is obtained by introducing an EOW brane in the holographic local
quench model [155] discussed in Section III.8. The shape of the EOW brane is deformed
by the local excitation via the gravitational backreaction, which gives novel dynamics
of the local quench in the BCFT. Via the double holography, this model is also closely

1In this section, our two-dimensional BCFT has either a single boundary at x = 0 or two boundaries
(one at x = 0 and the other at a specific time-dependent location x = Z(t)). Although in the former
case, in which H|0⟩ = 0 holds, the definition (IV.1.1) is equivalent to the usual definition of the local
quench |Ψ(t)⟩ = e−itHe−αHO(x = xa)|0⟩, we need to modify this for the latter case, in which H|0⟩ ≠ 0,
as the time evolution is not unitary but isometry as in [299]. As we will discuss later, (IV.1.1) is the
correct definition for the local quench dual to what is discussed in this chapter. (For an advanced reader:
precisely speaking, the operator O must be treated as a boundary operator and its chiral dimension is
related to the bulk mass [288]. However, our result is shown to be consistent with this treatment.)
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related to the local quench in a two-dimensional gravity studied in [301] as a model of
black hole evaporation. We analyze the system both from the gravity dual calculations
and from the direct computations in BCFT.

Our local quench model is analytically tractable both from the gravity side and the
BCFT side. The former can be found by finding the correct asymptotically AdS spacetime
with an EOW brane and a massive particle. This gravity dual geometry allows us to
calculate the holographic stress tensor [208] and holographic entanglement entropy [2–
4]. On the other hand, the latter can be analyzed via direct conformal field theoretic
computations by employing a suitable conformal map. We will note that a careful choice
of the coordinate system in the gravity dual is important when we compare the results of
the former with those of the latter. Eventually, we will find complete matching between
the gravity dual results and the BCFT ones in the large-c limit.

IV.2 Coordinate transformations

In this section, we perform coordinate transformations to find a gravity dual of CFT with
both boundaries and a heavy excitation.

IV.2.1 Recap: Coordinates for holographic local quench

Let us briefly recap what we have seen in Section III.3 and III.8. By (III.8.20), we can
derive the geometry dual to the local operator quench in BCFT by pulling back the
backreacted global coordinates (III.3.7)

ds2 = −(r2 +R2 −M)dτ 2 + R2

r2 +R2 −M
dr2 + r2dθ2, (IV.2.1)

where θ has the periodicity 2π as −π ≤ θ < π, to the asymptotically Poincaré AdS
describing the infalling particle (Fig.IV.1). The line x = 0 at the boundary z = 0 in
Poincaré AdS is corresponds to θ = 0. Since the excitation is at τ = ±α on the asymptotic
boundary z = 0, the massive particle is dual to a local operator excitation given by (IV.1.1)
with xa = 0, where the mass m is related to the conformal dimension ∆ of the primary
operator O(x) via ∆ ≃ mR as identified in [155].

IV.2.2 Profiles of EOW branes

We are interested in the effects of the presence of a boundary in the aforementioned local
quench, i.e. the profile of the EOW brane and its dynamics. In the following sections,
we focus on the case T ≠ 0 so that the falling particle is off the EOW brane. Since
the backreacted metric due to the local quench is locally pure global AdS in the tilded
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t
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ParticleEOW brane

Fig. IV.1 A sketch of the coordinate transformation from the Poincaré AdS into a global
AdS in the presence of a massive particle (the red arrow) and an EOW brane (the red
surface).

global coordinates (III.3.9), it is convenient to use the map (III.3.10). For 0 < M < R2, it
rescales to the global AdS with a conical deficit (III.3.9)

ds2 = −(r̃2 +R2)dτ̃ 2 + R2

r̃2 +R2dr̃
2 + r̃2dθ̃2. (IV.2.2)

The new angular coordinate θ̃ has a deficit angle 2πχ as we have seen in (III.3.11). For
M > R2, the geometry (III.3.7) describes a BTZ black hole, where the horizon is situated
as r =

√
M −R2.

Recall that the EOW brane (III.9.22) corresponds to the following profile in the global
AdS3 (III.8.19):

r sin θ = −λR, (IV.2.3)

where we set the boundary location x0 = 0. We can specify the brane profiles in the
time-dependent geometry by applying the chain of diffeomorphisms. We begin with the
profile of the EOW brane in the transformed geometry (III.3.9),

r̃ sin θ̃ = −λR. (IV.2.4)

Thus for 0 ≤ M < R2, the EOW brane profile is found in the original coordinates as

r sin (χθ) = −λ
√
R2 −M. (IV.2.5)

For λ > 0, the EOW brane extends from θ = 0 to θ = −π
χ

≃ 2π − π
χ

as depicted in
the middle panel of Fig.IV.2. When M = 0, the brane intersects with the asymptotic
boundary at θ = 0 and θ = π. As we increase the mass of the bulk particle, the brane
profile is eventually bent, and the coordinate distance between the two endpoints gets
closer.
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For λ < 0, the EOW brane extends from θ = 0 to θ = π
χ

≃ π
χ

− 2π as shown in Fig.IV.3.
In contrast to the λ > 0 cases, the dual gravity region does not include the falling particle
but is affected by its backreaction.

We would like to note that if M is large enough such that M > 3
4R

2, then the EOW
brane gets folded as in the right panel of Fig.IV.2 and the gravity dual does not seem to
make sense. As discussed in [268] (see also [302, 303]), this kind of folded solution implies
that the hard wall approximation is no longer valid in the presence of strong backreaction.
Nevertheless, as we will see later, suitable treatment of the AdS/BCFT yields M is always
less than or equal to 3

4R
2, given a conformal dimension less than the black hole threshold.

By applying the map (III.8.20), assuming 0 < M < 3
4R

2, we find that the BCFT dual
to the Poincaré patch has two boundaries which are the two intersections of the AdS
boundary z = 0 and the EOW brane: x = 0 and

x = ±

α
γ

+

√√√√α2

(
1 + 1

γ2

)
+ t2

 ≡ ±Z(t), Z(t) > 0, (IV.2.6)

where

γ = tan
(
π

χ

)
. (IV.2.7)

The + sign corresponds to the λ > 0 case while the − sign corresponds to the λ < 0 case.
The BCFT lives on the spacetime defined by 0 ≤ x ≤ Z(t) for λ > 0 and {0 ≤ x, x ≤ Z(t)}
for λ < 0. In the following discussions, we focus on the λ > 0 case, though, the λ < 0 case
is treated in the same manner.

We plot the time evolution of a massive particle and the EOW brane, see Fig.IV.4. We
can see that the EOW brane bends toward the conformal boundary due to the massive
particle.

In summary, the BCFT lives on the spacetime defined by 0 ≤ x ≤ Z(t) (for λ > 0).
This geometry at the AdS boundary is depicted in the left panel of Fig.IV.2. Note that
the location of the second boundary is time-dependent and at late times it almost expands
at the speed of light. As we will see later, this geometry naturally arises from a conformal
transformation in a two-dimensional BCFT.

In principle, it is also possible to shift the location of the EOW brane for x0 < 0 in
(III.9.22). It is given by the surface

r̃

R
sin θ + x0

Rα
(
√
R2 + r̃2 cos τ̃ + r̃ cos θ̃) + λ = 0. (IV.2.8)
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Fig. IV.2 Cross sections at constant τ for the backreacted geometry with a mass and a
positive tension λ > 0. We depicted the EOW brane as red curves. The light green regions
are the gravity duals in the AdS/BCFT. Though for M > 3

4R
2, the EOW brane gets

folded and the gravity dual does not make sense, we do not need this range of the mass
when we consider the BCFT dual as we explain around (IV.3.10).
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Fig. IV.3 Cross sections at constant τ for the backreacted geometry with a mass and a
negative tension λ < 0. We depicted the EOW branes as red curves. The light green
regions are the gravity duals of the BCFT.
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Fig. IV.4 Time evolution of an EOW brane and a massive particle in the Poincaré
coordinates with α = 0.1, χ = 0.9, and λ = 2. The vertical line is z axis (the bulk
direction) and the horizontal line is x axis (the boundary spatial direction). The green
region represents the gravity dual region of the BCFT and the red dot represents the
position of the massive particle. The EOW brane attaches at the boundary at x = 0 and
x = Z(t). We chose the time to be t = 0, 3 and 5 in the left, middle and right panels. As
time evolves the EOW brane probes deeper in the bulk.

This is dual to a local operator quench (IV.1.1) at xa = −x0, by shifting the location
of the boundary from x = x0 to x = 0. Since this gives a complicated time-dependent
spacetime, we will not discuss this further.

On the other hand, for M > R2, the spacetime (III.3.7) describes a BTZ black hole.
We can still analytically continue the expression (III.3.10) and (IV.2.4), we obtain

r sinh
(√

M −R2

R
θ

)
= −λ

√
M −R2. (IV.2.9)

This EOW brane extends from the AdS boundary to the black hole horizon. We will not
get into this black hole setup in more detail as our comparison with the CFT result can
be done with the deficit angle geometry.

IV.2.3 Coordinate transformation

As we have found in the previous section, for 0 < M < 3
4R

2, the AdS/BCFT setup is given
by the boundary surface (IV.2.5) in the deficit angle geometry (III.3.7). Via the coordinate
transformation (III.8.20), it is mapped into the asymptotically Poincaré AdS geometry
whose boundaries consist of two segments x = 0 and x = Z(t) (IV.2.6) as depicted in
the right of Fig.IV.5. The appearance of the second boundary may not be surprising
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ｔ

x

BCFT

ｔ

x

BCFT

Fig. IV.5 The left picture sketches the setup of BCFT in the presence of the two bound-
aries: x = 0 and (IV.2.6). We may try to remove the right boundary by a coordinate
transformation (right picture).

because the massive particle in the center of the global AdS attracts the EOW brane
toward the center and this backreaction bends the brane such that its intersection with the
AdS boundary gets shifted toward the first boundary x = 0. Originally, however, we have
intended a local operator quench in a BCFT on a half place (the right panel of Fig.IV.5),
instead of the region surrounded by two boundaries (the left one of Fig.IV.5).

To resolve this issue, we would like to perform the following rescaling of the global AdS
coordinates:

θ′ = ηθ, τ ′ = ητ, r′ = r/η. (IV.2.10)

Applying this to the metric (III.3.7) gives

ds2 = −(r′2 +R2 −M ′)dτ ′2 + R2

r′2 +R2 −M ′dr
′2 + r′2dθ′2, (IV.2.11)

where

M ′ = M

η2 +R2
(
1 − η−2

)
. (IV.2.12)

Note that this is equivalent to

χ =
√
R2 −M

R2 → χ

η
=
√
R2 −M ′

R2 . (IV.2.13)

Since the asymptotically AdS region surrounded by the surface Q (IV.2.5) is given by
0 < θ <

(
2 − 1

χ

)
π, if we choose

η ≥ η0 ≡ 1
2 − 1/χ, (IV.2.14)
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then the range of the new angular coordinate θ′ takes 0 < θ′ < θ′
max with θ′

max ≥ π on the
asymptotically AdS boundary.2 When η = η0, we have θ′

max = π.
Therefore, if we apply the coordinate transformation3 (III.8.20) with (r, θ, τ) and

(z, x, t) replaced with (r′, θ′, τ ′) and (z′, x′, t′) with η ≥ η0, then the resulting asymptotically
Poincaré AdS, given by the coordinate (z′, x′, t′), includes only a single boundary x′ = 0
since the Poincaré patch only covers the regime −π ≤ θ′ < π. While the falling particle
trajectory remains the same z′ =

√
t′2 + α2, the shape of EOW brane gets modified. In

this way, we can realize the gravity setup dual to the local operator quench on a half
plane by choosing η ≥ η0. Especially when η = η0, the entire BCFT and its gravity dual
region is covered even after the Poincaré patch. We will justify this correspondence after
the rescaling by comparing the bulk calculation with that in the holographic CFT in the
subsequent sections.

IV.3 Holographic stress tensor

One way to check the validity of the dual CFT interpretation is to compute the holographic
stress tensor (III.5.20) [208]. The value of the holographic stress tensor in our setup before
we perform the coordinate transformation (IV.2.10) is exactly the same as that without
the boundaries, which was computed in [155]:

T−−(M) = Mα2

8πGNR ((t− x)2 + α2)2 , T++(M) = Mα2

8πGNR ((t+ x)2 + α2)2 ,(IV.3.1)

where x± = x± t. The mass M is related to the mass m of the particle via (III.3.8). One
might expect that the conformal dimension of the dual operator O(x) for the local quench is
given by mR via the familiar correspondence rule. However, this is not completely correct
due to the reason we will explain soon later. Instead, we introduce ∆AdS to distinguish
this from the correct conformal dimension ∆O of the dual primary operator in the BCFT
and write as follows:

mR ≃ ∆AdS. (IV.3.2)

Indeed, the result of energy fluxes may look confusing at first because the holographic
expression (IV.3.1) looks identical to that without any EOW brane inserted. For a local
operator quench in the presence of a boundary, we actually expect that the energy fluxes
will be doubled due to the mirror charge effect as explained in Fig.IV.6. As we will confirm

2Notice that even when λ < 0, this rescaling by η ≥ η0 takes the second boundary θ = −
(

2 − 1
χ

)
π to

θ′ ≤ −π. Thus, by the same coordinate transformation, the BCFT with a negative tension becomes a half
space.

3Here we mean r′ sin θ′ = Rt′

z′ for example.
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from the CFT calculation later, even though the boundary x = 0 produces the doubled
flux, the presence of the other boundary (IV.2.6) reduces the energy fluxes, which is
analogous to the Casimir effect.

This also gives another motivation for performing the previous coordinate transforma-
tion (IV.2.10) as this removes the extra boundary from the dual BCFT. The energy flux
after the transformation is simply given by (IV.3.1) with M replaced with M ′ in (IV.2.12).
This leads to a class of asymptotically Poincaré AdS solutions with an EOW brane which
is specified by the two parameters M and η. The energy flux is obtained by replacing M
in (IV.3.1) with M ′ given by (IV.2.12), which is a monotonically increasing function of η.
Note that M is related to ∆AdS via (IV.3.2) and (III.3.8):4

M

R2 = 12∆AdS

c
, (IV.3.3)

which leads to the following holographic stress tensor in the BCFT language:

T±±(M ′) = sAdS(∆AdS, η) · α2

π ((t± x)2 + α2)2 ,

sAdS(∆AdS, η) ≡ ∆AdS

η2 + c

12

(
1 − 1

η2

)
. (IV.3.4)

It is also useful to note that the energy density Ttt is given by5

Ttt = T++ + T−− = 2sAdS(∆AdS, η) ·H(t, x),

H(t, x) = α2 ((t2 + x2 + α2)2 + 4t2x2)
π ((x2 − t2 − α2)2 + 4α2x2)2 . (IV.3.5)

On the other hand, the other parameter η describes the degrees of freedom of gravita-
tional excitations dual to those of descendants in the BCFT and this affects the shape
of EOW brane. In other words, η corresponds to a conformal transformation. Since the
cylinder coordinates and the plane coordinates are related by the conformal transformation
(III.8.22), changing η induces further conformal transformation:

t′ ± x′ = α tan
(
τ ′ ± θ′

2

)
= α tan

(
η(τ ± θ)

2

)
. (IV.3.6)

The stress tensor is generated from this via the Schwarzian derivative term. This is dual
to the descendant excitations of the two-dimensional CFT. Note that if the two solutions

4It is useful to note that χ =
√

R2−M
R2 =

√
1 − 12 ∆AdS

c from (IV.3.3).
5In previous chapters, we denoted the energy density by T00. In this chapter, we denote it by Ttt to

emphasize that it is the energy with respect to time in global coordinates.
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(M1, η1) and (M2, η2) satisfies

R2 −M1

η2
1

= R2 −M2

η2
2

, (IV.3.7)

or equally χ1/η1 = χ2/η2, then the stress tensors become identical. This means that the
asymptotic metric near the AdS boundary is the same. However they are different globally,
because of the different deficit angle due to the massive particle.

In particular, when η = η0 (IV.2.14), the energy flux gets minimized among those dual
to a geometry with a single boundary x = 0 and thus we expect η = η0 corresponds to the
BCFT with a local operator excitation without any other excitations. In this case, the
stress tensor is given by (IV.3.4) with sAdS(∆AdS, η0) takes

sAdS(∆AdS, η0) = c

3

√
1 − 12∆AdS

c

1 −
√

1 − 12∆AdS

c

 . (IV.3.8)

We argue that in this case η = η0, sAdS is directly related to the conformal dimension of
the primary O(x) in the dual BCFT by

sAdS(∆AdS, η0) = 2∆O. (IV.3.9)

This is because this setup is the BCFT defined on the right half plane x > 0 and the
energy flux should be simply twice of that in the same CFT without any boundary. We
will show that this is true from the explicit CFT calculation in §IV.5.3. It is also useful to
note that this relation between ∆O and ∆AdS can be expressed as follows:

2
√

1 − 12∆AdS

c
− 1 =

√
1 − 24∆O

c
, (IV.3.10)

and when ∆O,∆AdS ≪ c, we find

∆AdS

c
= ∆O

c
+ 3

(
∆O

c

)2

+ · · ·. (IV.3.11)

It is also helpful to note that the standard range of primary operator below the black
hole threshold given by 0 < ∆O <

c
24 corresponds6 to the range 1

2 <
√

1 − 12∆AdS

c
= χ < 1.

This is consistent with the previous observation7 that the EOW brane configuration makes
sense only when 0 < M < 3

4R
2 in order to avoid the self-intersection of the brane (folding

6Notice that ∆O is the total conformal dimension i.e. the sum of chiral and anti-chiral conformal
dimension.

7This bound is equivalent to ∆AdS < c/16 given in [303] by replacing ∆bcc in their paper with ∆AdS .
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Fig. IV.6 The energy fluxes from an excitation (red point) in the presence of a boundary.
When the excitation coincides with the boundary, the energy flux is doubled as in the
right picture.

problem).8 One important difference, which has been confused previously, is that this
bound ∆O < c

24 is exactly equivalent to the black hole threshold for 2∆O through the
correct relation (IV.3.10). Indeed, the dimension gets actually doubled in the presence
of the boundary due to the mirror effect as we will explain from the BCFT viewpoint
in section 4. Notice also that we can in principle extend to the heavier excitation with
∆O ≥ c

24 by analytically continuing the formula (IV.3.10), where ∆AdS and therefore the
mass M gets complex valued.

IV.4 Time evolution of holographic entanglement en-
tropy

In this section, we calculate the time evolution of the holographic entanglement entropy in
our gravity dual of the local operator quench in the BCFT. We can analytically obtain
results since the holographic setup is related to a global AdS3 with an EOW brane and a
deficit angle through the chain of coordinate transformations, as we saw in the previous
section.

Our goal is to calculate the holographic entanglement entropy in the asymptotically
Poincaré AdS3 background. On this boundary, we define a subsystem I to be an interval
I between two points A and B at each time t. We write the spatial coordinate of A and
B as xA and xB, respectively, assuming xA < xB. Then we follow the time evolution of
the entanglement entropy SAB in our BCFT as a function of the boundary time t.

The entanglement entropy SAB is defined as usual by first introducing the (time-
dependent) reduced density matrix ρAB(t) by tracing out the complement Ic of the interval

8The self-intersection problem also appears in higher dimensions [304]. Although our analysis focus on
d = 2, a similar analysis may circumvent the problem likewise.
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Fig. IV.7 A sketch of calculation of holographic entanglement entropy in AdS/BCFT
with local quench. We showed that the connected geodesic ΓconAB (brown curve) and the
disconnected geodesics ΓdisAB (purple curves) for a boundary subsystem given by an interval
I between A amd B.

I = [xA, xB] from the density matrix for the operator local quench state (IV.1.1):

ρAB(t) = TrIc [|Ψ(t)⟩⟨Ψ(t)|] . (IV.4.1)

The entanglement entropy is defined by the von-Neumann entropy as a function of time t:

SAB(t) = −Tr[ρAB(t) log ρAB(t)]. (IV.4.2)

IV.4.1 Holographic entanglement entropy in AdS/BCFT

As we have reviewed in the latter part of Section III.7, the holographic entanglement
entropy in AdS3/CFT2 is computed by the length of geodesics which anchor the boundary
points A : (z = ϵ, x = xA, t) and B : (z = ϵ, x = xB, t), where ϵ is the UV cutoff surface [2–
4]. We discussed in Section III.9.3 that the formula is modified in the AdS/BCFT setup
so that the geodesics can end on the EOW brane. There are two phases and we need to
take the minimum of those (III.9.25) (Fig.IV.7).

Below we separately compute these two contributions, then find the actual value of
the entropy. We initially do not perform the rescaling (IV.2.10), i.e. we set η = 1, where
the gravity dual is given by the BCFT on 0 < x < Z(t), where Z(t) is given in (IV.2.6).
Later, we will extend our analysis to η > 1 case.

IV.4.2 Connected entropy

First, we would like to calculate the connected entropy SconAB . As we review in Appendix
C.6, an efficient way to compute the length of a geodesic in AdS3 is using its embedding
to flat space R2,2, where we derive the detailed formula. Below we show only the results.
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The geodesic length connecting two boundary points A : (θA, τA, rA) and B : (θB, τB, rB)
in the metric (III.3.7) is obtained by rescaling (C.6.22) by (III.3.10). The corresponding
holographic entanglement entropy reads

SconAB = c

6 log
[

2rArB
R2χ2 (cos(χ(τA − τB)) − cos(χ(θA − θB))

]
, (IV.4.3)

where

χ =
√
R2 −M2

R2 =
√

1 − 12∆AdS

c
, (IV.4.4)

as we have introduced (III.3.10) and c is the central charge c = 3R
2G of the dual CFT

(III.7.2).
Although we presented the formula for the holographic entanglement entropy in global

coordinates, ultimately we are interested in its expression in the Poincaré coordinates where
the setup of the local quench is introduced. By restricting the coordinate transformation
(III.8.20) at the AdS boundary z = ϵ, we obtain the boundary map:

eiτ = α2 + x2 − t2 + 2iαt√
(x2 − t2)2 + 2α2(t2 + x2) + α4

,

eiθ = α2 − x2 + t2 + 2iαx√
(x2 − t2)2 + 2α2(t2 + x2) + α4

,

r = R

2αϵ
√

(x2 − t2)2 + 2α2(t2 + x2) + α4. (IV.4.5)

Mapping the end points A = (xA, tA, ϵ) and B in the Poincaré coordinates by the above
transformation to those in the global AdS coordinates, we can calculate the geodesic length
from the formula (IV.4.3). Note that we need to choose A and B within the region of
BCFT i.e. 0 < xA < xB < Z(t). Refer to Fig.IV.8 for an explicit plot.

We plot the time evolution of the connected entanglement entropy with a given interval
for χ = 0.9 and χ = 0.6 in Fig.IV.9. We can see that there is a peak when the shock
wave from the falling particle hits the center of the interval I i.e.

√
α2 + t2 ≃ xA+xB

2 [155].
Moreover the final value is given by the vacuum entanglement entropy [13]

SAB = c

3 log
[
xB − xA

ϵ

]
. (IV.4.6)

It is also useful to examine the first law of entanglement entropy [235, 236], which
states that the growth of the entanglement entropy ∆SAB, defined by the difference of the
entanglement entropy of an excited state and that of the CFT vacuum, is directly related
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Fig. IV.8 Plot of the physical region 0 < x < Z(t) of our BCFT in (x, t) plane. We chose
χ = 0.9 in the left plot and χ = 0.6 in the right plot. Again we chose R = 1 and α = 0.1.

to the energy density Ttt in the small subsystem limit |xA − xB| → 0 via

Ttt(xA, t) = lim
|xA−xB |→0

3
π|xA − xB|2

· ∆SAB(xA, xB, t). (IV.4.7)

In this short subsystem limit, we find after some algebra that our holographic entanglement
entropy (IV.4.3) behaves as

∆SconAB = c

6 log
[

cos(χ(τA − τB)) − cos(χ(θA − θB))
χ2 (cos(τA − τB) − cos(θA − θB))

]

≃ c

18(1 − χ2)H(t, xA)(xA − xB)2, (IV.4.8)

where H(t, x) is defined in (IV.3.5). Thus, we can confirm that the first law (IV.4.7)
perfectly reproduces the stress tensor (IV.3.4) and (IV.3.5) at η = 1.
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Fig. IV.9 Time evolution of the connected entanglement entropy SconAB . In the left plot,
we chose χ = 0.9 and (xA, xB) = (0.1, 0.5). In the right one, we chose χ = 0.6 and
(xA, xB) = (0.005, 0.05). In both, we took R = c = 1, ϵ = 0.0001 and α = 0.1.
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IV.4.3 Disconnected entropy

Next, we will consider the disconnected contribution SdisAB. We will work in the tilde
coordinates again. This time, we consider the geodesics that stick to the EOW brane
perpendicularly. The formula for the disconnected entropy is obtained in the tilde Poincaré
coordinates, where the EOW brane is simply given by the plane x̃ = −λz̃. In this tilde
coordinates, we can employ the known result [18, 46]

SdisAB = c

6 log 2l
ϵ

+ Sbdy, (IV.4.9)

for each of the disconnected geodesics, where Sbdy is the boundary entropy given by
c
6 sinh−1 λ (III.9.30). However, we have to keep in mind that in this tilde Poincaré
coordinates we need to care about the periodicity of θ due to the conical defect. A careful
consideration results in the following expression,

SdisAB = c

6 log
(

2rA
Rχ

sin
(
χθmin

A

))
+ c

6 log
(

2rB
Rχ

sin
(
χθmin

B

))
+ c

3 sinh−1 λ, (IV.4.10)

where θmin is defined as the smaller angle measured from x = 0 or x = Z(t):

θmin = min
[
θ,

(
2 − 1

χ

)
π − θ

]
. (IV.4.11)

We note that we should take the minimum of θ because in the disconnected case we have
two extremal values of the geodesics due to the deficit angle at the center.

The resulting holographic entanglement entropy is plotted in Fig.IV.10 (χ = 0.9)
and Fig.IV.11 (χ = 0.6). Under the time evolution, SdisAB gets initially increasing since
the EOW brane extends toward the inner region and the disconnected geodesics get
longer. We can also note a peak around the time t ≃

√
x2
B − α2 since the falling particle

crosses the disconnected geodesics which extend from B. However, the actual holographic
entanglement entropy is dominated by SconAB after some critical time. In early time regime,
SdisAB is smaller and this is analogous to the setup of global quantum quenches [305]. We
can also understand the plots of holographic entanglement entropy with respect to the
subsystem size. It grows initially and reaches a maximum in a middle point, during which
SconAB dominates. After that it starts decreasing, and is eventually dominated by SdisAB. If
we choose xA = 0, then we will end up with SdisAB = 0 and this may be a sort of the Page
curve behavior, because the total system is defined as an interval 0 < x < Z(t).
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Fig. IV.10 Plots of connected entropy SconAB (blue curves) and disconnected entropy SdisAB
(orange curves) for χ = 0.9. The left panel shows the time evolution of them for the interval
(xA, xB) = (0.1, 0.5). The right one describes their behaviors as functions of x when we
chose the subsystem to be (xA, xB) = (0.1, x) at t = 0. In both, we took R = c = 1,
ϵ = 0.0001, λ = 1 and α = 0.1.
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Fig. IV.11 Plots of connected entropy SconAB (blue curves) and disconnected entropy SdisAB
(orange curves) for χ = 0.6. The left panel shows the time evolution of them for the
interval (xA, xB) = (0.005, 0.05). The right one describes their behaviors as functions of
x when we chose the subsystem to be (xA, xB) = (0.005, x) at t = 0. In both, we take
R = c = 1, ϵ = 0.0001, λ = 1 and α = 0.1.

IV.4.4 Consideration of the parameter η

As we have seen, We can introduce the parameter η in addition to the mass parameter M ,
via the coordinate transformation (IV.2.10). We can calculate the holographic entanglement
entropy with η ̸= 1 by shifting χ into χ|M→M ′ = χ/η in (IV.4.3) and (IV.4.10). This allows
us to realize a gravity dual of local operator quench on a half plane x > 0, by pushing the
second boundary to x = ∞. For example, it is straightforward to confirm that the first
law relation (IV.4.7) perfectly reproduces the stress tensor (IV.3.4) for any η.

When η = η0, we plotted the behavior of the holographic entanglement entropy in
Fig.IV.12. This setup is expected to be dual to the BCFT only with the excitation
by a local operator at x = 0 and t = 0. The profile of SconAB is qualitatively similar to
that at η = 1. On the other hand, SdisAB at η = η0 has two peaks at t =

√
x2
A − α2 and

t =
√
x2
B − α2, which is because the falling massive particle crosses each of the disconnected
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Fig. IV.12 Plots of SconAB (blue) and SdisAB (orange) for η = η0(= 1.125) and χ = 0.9. The
left panel shows the time evolution of them for the interval (xA, xB) = (0.1, 3). The
right one describes their behaviors as functions of x when we chose the subsystem to be
(xA, xB) = (0.1, x) at t = 0. In both, we took R = c = 1, ϵ = 0.0001, λ = 1 and α = 0.1.

geodesic. By taking the minimum, SdisAB is favored. This matches the BCFT dual because
one part of the entangled pair created by the local excitation is reflected at the boundary
x = 0 and merges with the other of the pair. Since both parts come together to the
subsystem, the entanglement entropy for the subsystem does not increase except that
there is a width α of flux of excitations. This means that the entanglement entropy can
increase only at the end points A and B for a short time of order α. This fits nicely with
the behavior of SdisAB.

As we noted in (IV.3.7), there is one parameter family of (M, η) which gives the same
stress tensor. As such an example, we can consider the case χ = 0.99 and η = 1.1η0,
which should have the same energy flux in the case χ = 0.9 and η = η0. Indeed, we
plotted in Fig.IV.13, the connected entropy SconAB is precisely identical to that in Fig.IV.12.
This confirms that the three-dimensional metric in a neighborhood of the AdS boundary
coincides. However, this is not actually physically equivalent because the global structure,
especially the monodromy around the massive particle is different. This is simply because
the mass of the particle is determined by M . Therefore, if we consider a geodesic which
goes around the particle, its geodesic length depends on the value of M . On the other
hand if we consider a geodesic which does not go around the particle, its length does not
depend on M . This monodromy clearly affects only the disconnected geodesics. This
explains the reason why SdisAB in Fig.IV.13 is more enhanced than that in Fig.IV.12. In
the latter, the disconnected geodesic length is reduced due to the larger deficit angle. By
taking a minimum between them, the resulting holographic entanglement entropy gets
largely increased in the early time regime. In the BCFT side, this enhancement is due to
the descendant excitations.
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Fig. IV.13 Plots of SconAB (blue) and SdisAB (orange) for η = 1.1η0(≃ 1.12375) and χ = 0.99.
The graph of SconAB is identical to that in Fig.IV.12, while SdisAB is not. The left panel shows
the time evolution of them for the interval (xA, xB) = (0.1, 3). The right one describes
their behaviors as functions of x when we chose the subsystem to be (xA, xB) = (0.1, x) at
t = 0. In both, we took R = c = 1, ϵ = 0.0001, λ = 1 and α = 0.1.

IV.5 The BCFT calculation – stress tensor

In the last section we studied the local quench process in the presence of boundaries
through the dual gravitational setup. In this section, we study the same quench process
by purely boundary CFT means. In particular, we perform the BCFT calculations of
the stress tensor. In the calculations of the previous section, we made use of the fact
that the bulk geometry with an infalling particle is related to the pure AdS3 via a simple
diffeomorphism. In this section and the next we study the quantities of our interest directly
in the BCFT side by relating the Euclidean setup with the time-dependent boundary
to the upper half plane via a conformal mapping. This makes explicit the one-to-one
correspondence between each step of calculations on the gravity side and the CFT side.

Since the BCFT setup involves an additional boundary x = Z(t) (IV.2.6), we consider
the BCFT between these two boundaries. This setup is related to the upper half plane
(UHP), as we summarize in Fig.IV.5). To see this, we conformally map the original region
to a wedge-like region (the third figure in Fig.IV.5), which is further mapped to the UHP.

IV.5.1 Conformal map to the upper half plane

The region on which we define the BCFT is surrounded by two boundaries. The left
boundary is static

x = 0, (IV.5.1)
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Fig. IV.14 A sequence of conformal maps from the original semi-disk region to the upper
half plane: The leftmost figure shows the original Lorentzian region of the BCFT. The
second leftmost figure shows the corresponding region on the w-plane after Wick rotation.
The third figure from the left shows the wedge-like region on the w′-plane obtained by a
global conformal transformation. The rightmost figure shows the upper half plane (UHP)
on the u-plane obtained by a further local conformal transformation. A similar sequence
of conformal transformations is discussed in [303].

whereas the right boundary x = Z(t) is time dependent, given by
(
x− α

γ

)2

= α2
(

1 + 1
γ2

)
+ t2. (IV.5.2)

This corresponds to the leftmost figure in Fig.IV.14.
A BCFT on this region can be efficiently studied by mapping the region to the UHP.

To do this, we perform the Wick rotation it = tE to make the hyperbolic boundary into a
semi-circle. (IV.5.2) is now given by

(
x− α

γ

)2

+ t2E = α2
(

1 + 1
γ2

)
(IV.5.3)

and is depicted in the second leftmost figure in Fig.IV.14. We denote this region by SD
(semi-disk). The semicircle intersects with x = 0 at tE = ±α.

We then perform two conformal transformations to map the SD to the UHP. First,
we consider a global conformal transformation such that in the complex coordinates
w = x + itE, w̄ = x − itE, one of the intersections of two boundaries w = iα is mapped
to the infinity, the other w = −iα is mapped to the origin. We also require the circle
boundary comes to the real axis. Such a map is given by

w′ = w + iα

w − iα
e−iφ, (IV.5.4)

where

tanφ = γ. (IV.5.5)
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The resulting region is shown in the second rightmost figure of Fig.IV.14. Although there
is an ambiguity of choosing φ, we choose 0 ≤ φ < π so that the γ → 0 ⇔ M → 0 limit
covers the whole region as expected. As we discussed in Section IV.3 (and (C.7.9)), we
have 1/2 < χ =

√
(R2 −M2)/R2 ≤ 1.9 This determines the value of φ uniquely as

φ = π

√ R2

R2 −M
− 1

 = π

(
1
χ

− 1
)
. (IV.5.6)

We then map the wedge region to UHP. This is achieved by

u = w′κ (IV.5.7)

by suitably choosing κ. In order to obtain a unique κ, we need to specify the branch. Let
us take 0 ≤ arg u ≤ π. Then, since 0 ≤ φ < π, κ is determined as

κ(π − φ) = π ⇔ κ = 1
1 − φ

π

. (IV.5.8)

Note that we simply find κ = η0, where η0 was introduced as a critical rescaling parameter
in (IV.2.14). The conformal map (IV.5.7) creates a deficit angle at w = 0 and w = ∞,
which indeed corresponds to the intersection of the deficit angle in the AdS3 with the AdS
boundary in our gravity dual.

Finally, we comment on the case with λ < 0. Even in this case, the same conformal
transformation can be used. Since the original BCFT region with λ < 0 is given by the
complement region with the parity in the x direction reversed in FigIV.14, the resulting
region becomes the lower half plane instead of the UHP. Therefore, the calculation of the
stress tensor and entanglement entropy in the subsequent sections is exactly the same for
λ < 0.

IV.5.2 Stress tensor without a local operator

In this section, we compute the one-point function of the stress tensor at (w, w̄) =
(x− t, x+ t) in the SD and intend to compare it with the holographic result (IV.3.1). We
only take the boundary effect into account in this section and no local operator is being
inserted. The conformal transformations (Fig.IV.14) yield

⟨T (w)⟩SD =
(
dw′

dw

)2

⟨T (w′)⟩wedge (IV.5.9)

9Note that due to this condition, we always have a finite region after this conformal transformation.
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and

0 = ⟨T (u)⟩UHP =
(
dw′

du

)2 (
⟨T (w′)⟩wedge − c

12{u;w′}
)
, (IV.5.10)

where

{u;w′} = ∂3
w′u

∂w′u
− 3

2

(
∂2
w′u

∂w′u

)2

(IV.5.11)

is the Schwarzian derivative. From this we can read off the holomorphic part of the stress
tensor as

⟨T (w)⟩SD = c

6α
2(κ2 − 1) 1

((x− t)2 + α2)2 , (IV.5.12)

Next, we would like to compare it with the holographic result (IV.3.1) for T−−. The
holomorphic part of the stress tensor computed above is related to the holographic
convention by ⟨T (w)⟩ = −2πT−−.10 Therefore, we find the energy flux reads

TBCFT
±± = − c

12(κ2 − 1) · α2

π((x± t)2 + α2)2 . (IV.5.13)

Note that the coefficient is negative and this is because the existence of two boundaries
leads to the Casimir energy. The functional form of (IV.5.13) agrees with the holographic
result (IV.3.1). We will see in the next subsection, the coefficient also perfectly agrees
with the holographic result.

IV.5.3 Stress tensor with a local excitation

In the previous subsection, we computed the one-point function of the stress tensor without
any insertions of local operators. In this subsection, we evaluate the one-point function
of the stress tensor of an excited state by a primary operator O(x), in the BCFT setup.
We denote its conformal weight (h, h̄). For simplicity, we focus on a scalar operator, i.e.
h = h̄ = ∆O/2. Such a state has the following form,

|Ψ(t)⟩ = N e−itHe−αHO(t = 0, x = ϵ̃)eαH |0⟩
= N e−itHO(tE = −α, x = ϵ̃)|0⟩, (IV.5.14)

where N is a normalization coefficient to ensure ⟨Ψ(t)|Ψ(t)⟩ = 1, and α plays a role of
a UV regulator. Note that as mentioned in the footnote 1, the UV regulator α for the

10The stress tensor is here defined as Tµν = 2√
|g|

δW
δgµν (III.5.17), where W is the free energy defined via

the partition function Z = e−W . The convention here follows [41] and same as [155].
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quench is written as the imaginary time position of the operator while the (Lorentzian)
time evolution cannot as H|0⟩ ≠ 0 due to the existence of the time-dependent boundary.11

The spatial location of the local operator is arbitrary, however for a comparison with
the holographic setup, we place it at x = ϵ̃ ≪ 1, as we are interested in the limit where
the local operator is inserted at the boundary x = 0. Thus the location of the operator
insertion on the Euclidean SD is given by w2 = ϵ̃+ itE 2 = ϵ̃− iα. Similarly, the bra state
is given by

⟨Ψ(t)| = N ⟨0|eαHO(t = 0, x = ϵ̃)e−αHeitH

= N ⟨0|O(tE = α, x = ϵ̃)eitH . (IV.5.15)

We denote the insertion point corresponding to this as w1 = ϵ̃ + iα. Let us consider
measuring the holomorphic energy momentum tensor at w = x − t, that is, discussing
its time evolution in the Heisenberg picture. By employing the series of conformal
transformations, we have

⟨Ψ(t = 0)|T (w = x− t)|Ψ(t = 0)⟩

=⟨O(w1, w̄1)T (w)O(w2, w̄2)⟩SD

⟨O(w1, w̄1)O(w2, w̄2)⟩SD

=
(
dw′

dw

)2
( du

dw′

)2 ⟨O(u1, ū1)T (u)O(u2, ū2)⟩UHP

⟨O(u1, ū1)O(u2, ū2)⟩UHP
+ c

12{u;w′}

 , (IV.5.16)

where ui = u(wi) and ūi = ū(w̄i). To compute the first term in the brackets, we employ
the conformal Ward identity in the UHP [282]
〈
T (u)

∏
j

O(uj, ūj)
〉

UHP

=
∑
j

(
h

(u− uj)2 + 1
u− uj

∂uj
+ h̄

(u− ūj)2 + 1
u− ūj

∂ūj

)〈∏
j

O(uj, ūj)
〉

UHP

. (IV.5.17)

This expression is further simplified by using the doubling trick [280, 283]. This trick
relates a correlator on the UHP to a chiral correlator on the entire plane C. For example,
we have

⟨O(u1, ū1)O(u2, ū2)⟩UHP = ⟨O(u1)O(ū1)O(u2)O(ū2)⟩cC. (IV.5.18)

The superscript c means the correlator is chiral.
11This is apparent if we consider the Euclidean path integral representation of the state.
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Using this relation as well as the detailed expression of the conformal map, we get

⟨Ψ(t = 0)|T (w = x− t)|Ψ(t = 0)⟩

= − 4α2κ2

(w2 + α2)2
1

⟨O(u1)O(ū1)O(u2)O(ū2)⟩cC[
u2

2∑
i=1

{
h

(
1

(u− ui)2 + 1
(u− ūi)2

)
+ 1
u− ui

∂ui
+ 1
u− ūi

∂ūi

}
− c

24

(
1 − 1

κ2

)]

⟨O(u1)O(ū1)O(u2)O(ū2)⟩cC. (IV.5.19)

Stress tensor in holographic CFT

Let us evaluate the stress tensor in the holographic CFT dual to our AdS/BCFT model. In
our analysis of the dual gravitational setup, we assumed that the EOW brane does not have
any source to the bulk scalar field dual to the local operatorO(u) (for the analysis in the pres-
ence of non trivial scalar field configuration, refer to [275]). This means that its one-point
function in the UHP vanishes: ⟨O(u, ū)⟩UHP = 0. Therefore ⟨O(u1)O(ū1)O(u2)O(ū2)⟩cC is
factorized into the product of two point functions ⟨O(u1)O(u2)⟩ · ⟨O(ū1)O(ū2)⟩ for any
parameter region of u1 and u2. This leads to the conclusion

⟨O(u1)O(ū1)O(u2)O(ū2)⟩cC ∝ 1
|u1 − u2|∆O |ū1 − ū2|∆O

. (IV.5.20)

Notice that this is equivalent to the chiral two-point function with the doubled conformal
dimension ∆̃ ≡ 2∆O. (Fig.IV.15) This can be understood as follows. The primary
operators O at the origin and the infinity constituting the ket and bra states are doubled
via the doubling trick, up to the normalization. Let us denote these doubled states as
|Ψ⟩ → |ΨΨ∗⟩ and ⟨Ψ| → ⟨ΨΨ∗|. Then, the equivalence between the four-point correlator
and the two-point correlator with a doubled conformal dimension implies that we should
regard the local operator and its mirror, |ΨΨ∗⟩ and ⟨ΨΨ∗|, as composite operators |Ψ̃⟩ and
⟨Ψ̃|, where tilded operators have a double conformal dimension ∆̃ = 2∆O than the original
ones. As we will see, this identification is necessary for the first law of entanglement
entropy and the correct correspondence with the holographic calculation.

Since we take the limit ϵ̃ → 0 which leads to w1 → −iα and w2 → iα in the w-plane,
we find u1 → 0 and u2 → ∞. Thus, this leads to the following result at any time t by
plugging (IV.5.20) into (IV.5.19):

⟨T (w)⟩ = cα2(κ2 − 1)
6(w2 + α2)2 − 4∆Oα

2κ2

(w2 + α2)2 . (IV.5.21)
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Fig. IV.15 Left: The two-point function in the BCFT equals to the chiral four-point
function. Middle: Since the holographic dual in concern has a vanishing one-point function,
the contractions of operators in dashed circles cannot contribute to the correlator on their
own. Right: The primary operator Ψ and its mirror operator Ψ∗ should be regarded as a
single operator Ψ̃, whose conformal dimension is ∆̃ = 2∆O.

This leads to the stress tensor in Lorentzian signature via T−− = − 1
2πT (w):

T−− = sBCFT (∆O) · α2

π((x− t)2 + α2)2 ,

sBCFT (∆O) ≡ − c

12(κ2 − 1) + 2κ2∆O = κ2∆̃ + c

12(1 − κ2). (IV.5.22)

Notice that the part − c
12(κ2 − 1) in sBCFT can be regarded as the Casimir energy part

which is negative and the other part 2κ2∆O corresponds to the local operator excitation.
It is also useful to note that when the local excitation is light ∆O ≪ c, we find

sBCFT (∆O) ≃ ∆O. (IV.5.23)

Now we would like to compare the BCFT result (IV.5.22) with the gravity dual result
(IV.3.4) at η = 1. It is straightforward to see that these two are identical sBCFT (∆O) =
sAdS(∆AdS, 1) = ∆AdS via the relation (IV.3.10). Furthermore, by solving (IV.5.22) for
∆̃ = 2∆O and using the fact κ = η0, we obtain12

2∆O = ∆̃ = sAdS(sBCFT (∆O), η0) = sAdS(∆AdS, η0). (IV.5.24)

This is nothing but (IV.3.9). In this way, we can perfectly reproduce the previous
holographic stress tensor from the present BCFT approach.

Stress tensor in the free scalar CFT

It is also helpful to compare our energy flux in the holographic CFT with that in a free
scalar CFT. Consider the c = 1 CFT of an uncompactified scalar in two dimensions. The
real scalar field ϕ(u, ū) has the operator product expansion (OPE) in the presence of the

12It is worth to note that sBCF T and sAdS |η=η0 as a function of ∆̃ and ∆AdS respectively are inverse
to each other.
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boundary (the real axis in the u coordinates) with the Neumann boundary condition:

⟨ϕ(u, ū)ϕ(u′, ū′)⟩N = − log |u− u′|2 − log |u− ū′|2. (IV.5.25)

For the Dirichlet boundary condition, we have

⟨ϕ(u, ū)ϕ(u′, ū′)⟩D = − log |u− u′|2 + log |u− ū′|2. (IV.5.26)

For the local primary operator we choose,

O(u1, ū1) = eikϕ(u1,ū1), O†(u2, ū2) = e−ikϕ(u2,ū2), (IV.5.27)

both of which have the conformal dimension ∆O = 2h = k2.
The two-point functions for these boundary conditions read

⟨O(u1, ū1)O†(u2, ū2)⟩N = |u1 − ū1|∆O |u2 − ū2|∆O

|u1 − u2|2∆O |u1 − ū2|2∆O
,

⟨O(u1, ū1)O†(u2, ū2)⟩D = |u1 − ū2|2∆O

|u1 − u2|2∆O |u1 − ū1|∆O |u2 − ū2|∆O
. (IV.5.28)

The expectation value of the stress tensor T (u) = −1
2∂uϕ∂uϕ is evaluated for each

boundary condition as follows

⟨T (u)⟩N = ∆O

2

( 1
u− u1

+ 1
u− ū1

− 1
u− u2

− 1
u− ū2

)2
,

⟨T (u)⟩D = ∆O

2

( 1
u− u1

− 1
u− ū1

− 1
u− u2

+ 1
u− ū2

)2
. (IV.5.29)

They perfectly agree with those obtained from the two point functions (IV.5.28) by applying
the conformal Ward identity (IV.5.17).

By taking our limit u1 → 0 and u2 → ∞, we obtain

⟨T (u)⟩N ≃ 2∆O

u2 , ⟨T (u)⟩D ≃ 0. (IV.5.30)

They take different values when compared with the previous holographic BCFT result
(obtained by plugging (IV.5.20) in (IV.5.19) and take the u1 → 0 and u2 → ∞ limits):

⟨T (u)⟩Hol ≃ ∆O

u2 . (IV.5.31)

Finally, by using the conformal map of the stress tensor (IV.5.19), or explicitly

⟨T (w)⟩ = − 4α2κ2

(w2 + α2)2

[
u2⟨T (u)⟩ − c

24(1 − κ−2)
]
, (IV.5.32)
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we obtain the physical stress tensor ⟨T (w)⟩. In this way we found that the energy flux is
sensitive to both the types of CFTs and the boundary conditions.

IV.5.4 Stress tensor after rescaling by η

The stress tensor in the holographic CFT matches the holographic computation given in
(IV.3.4) even after the rescaling by an arbitrary η (IV.2.10).

The rescaling by η maps χ and κ = η0 to χ/η and κη ≡ κ/η respectively since M
in χ becomes M ′ (IV.2.12) and the location of the induced boundary θ = π/κ becomes
θ′ = ηπ/κ.13 This is consistent with (IV.6.20).

After replacing κ in (IV.5.22) by κη = κ/η, we exactly reproduce (IV.3.4) through
(IV.3.9).

Alternatively, this can be explicitly confirmed by the conformal mapping (IV.3.6)

wη = α tan
(
η arctan

(
w

α

))
, w̄η = α tan

(
η arctan

(
w̄

α

))
(IV.5.33)

where wη = x′−t′, the w coordinates after the rescaling by η (same for the anti-holomorphic
one). Then,

⟨T (wη)⟩ =
(
dw

dwη

)2

⟨T (w)⟩ + c

12{w;wη}

=
[
κ2

η2 ∆̃ + c

12

(
1 − κ2

η2

)]
−2α2

(w2
η + α2)2 . (IV.5.34)

This is nothing but κ → κ
η

in (IV.5.22) as mentioned above.
In particular, when η = η0 = κ,

sBCFT (∆O) = 2∆O (IV.5.35)

and (IV.3.9) is readily confirmed.

IV.6 The BCFT calculation – entanglement entropy

In this section, we calculate entanglement entropy in the holographic BCFT of concern. In
the first part, we compute the vacuum entanglement entropy with the induced boundary
x = Z(t) (IV.2.6) as well as the original boundary x = 0. Then, in the second part, we
discuss entanglement entropy with both the boundaries and a local operator insertion.

13Note that even though κη=1 ≡ κ is written as a function of χ ((IV.5.6) and (IV.5.8)), κη does not
equal to κ|χ→χ/η. This is because κ is defined as a location of the boundary, which is directly rescaled by
η, not a mere function of χ.
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Finally, we comment on the behavior of the entanglement entropy after the generic rescaling
by η (IV.2.10). We will see that all of these calculations perfectly reproduce the holographic
results obtained in section 3.

IV.6.1 Entanglement entropy without a local operator

In this section, we compute the vacuum entanglement entropy on the SD, i.e. only take
the (induced) boundary effect into account, and compare it with the holographic result
discussed in Section IV.4. By using the conformal map (Fig.IV.14), entanglement entropy
of an interval I = [xA, xB] (0 < xA < xB < Z(t)) at time t is given by

SAB no op. = lim
n→1

1
1 − n

log TrρnAB no op., (IV.6.1)

where

TrρnAB no op. = ⟨0|σn(wA, w̄A)σn(wB, w̄B)|0⟩SD

=
 du

dw

∣∣∣∣∣
u=uA

dū

dw̄

∣∣∣∣∣
ū=ūA

du

dw

∣∣∣∣∣
u=uB

dū

dw̄

∣∣∣∣∣
ū=ūB

∆n/2

⟨0|σn(uA, ūA)σn(uB, ūB)|0⟩UHP

(IV.6.2)

in terms of the reduced density matrix defined in (IV.4.1). ∆n = c
12

(
n− 1

n

)
is the conformal

weight of the twist operators σn. Each twist operator is inserted at the endpoints of the
interval I: wA,B = xA,B + itE = xA,B − t, w̄A,B = xA,B + t. The u’s are coordinates after
the conformal transformation, i.e. uA,B = u(wA,B) and ūA,B = ū(w̄A,B).

To compute a correlation function on the UHP, we use the doubling trick [280, 283]:

⟨σn(uA, ūA)σn(uB, ūB)⟩UHP = ⟨σn(uA)σn(ūA)σn(uB)σn(ūB)⟩cC. (IV.6.3)

Assuming the CFT is holographic, this four-point function can be evaluated via the vacuum
conformal block in the large central charge limit [201, 246]. The two possible OPE channels
correspond to the connected and disconnected geodesics in the holographic calculation.

The entanglement entropy reads SAB no op. = min{SconAB no op., S
dis
AB no op.}, where

SconAB no op. = c

6 log |uA − uB|2

ϵ2|u′
A||u′

B|
,

SdisAB no op. = c

6 log |uA − ūA||uB − ūB|
ϵ2|u′

A||u′
B|

+ 2Sbdy, (IV.6.4)

where uA,B = u(wA,B) and u′
A,B = du

dw

∣∣∣
w=wA,B

. Sbdy is the boundary entropy and ϵ is the
UV cutoff.
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Fig. IV.16 Plots of the entanglement entropy (IV.6.4) in the BCFT. We chose α = 0.1,
χ = 0.9, and ϵ = 0.0001, where we have Z(0) = α

tan φ
2

≃ 0.567. In the left and middle plot,
we chose I = [0.1, 0.25] and I = [0.1, 0.5], respectively and we showed the entanglement
entropy as a function of the time t. The blue and orange graph describe SconAB and SdisAB (we
set Sbdy = 0), respectively. In the right panel we plotted SconAB at t = 0 for the subsystem
I = [x, x+ 0.01] as a function of x. In these plots, we set c = 1 and Sbdy = 0.

We plotted the behavior of the entanglement entropy in Fig.IV.16. The connected
entanglement entropy SconAB for an interval [xA, xB] shows a dip around the time t ∼ xA+xB

2 .
This can be interpreted as the shock wave of negatve energy flux emitted by the falling
massive object in AdS, whose trajectory looks like x ∼ t. On the other hand, the
disconnected entanglement entropy SdisAB increases until the massive falling particle crosses
the second minimal surface when t ∼ xB.

The rightmost plot is proportional to the behavior of the negative energy flux at t = 0
as predicted by the first law of entanglement entropy (IV.4.7). Indeed we can confirm that
in the small subsystem size limit |xA − xB| → 0, we have

∆SconAB ≃ c

18(1 − κ2)H(t, xA)(xA − xB)2, (IV.6.5)

which is completely in accord with the result for the energy momentum tensor (IV.5.13).14

IV.6.2 Entanglement entropy with a local excitation

In this section, we discuss entanglement entropy of a single interval I = [xA, xB], taking
the effect of the local operator insertions as well as the induced boundary into the account.

Factorization of entanglement entropy

Entanglement entropy is calculated from

TrρnAB = ⟨Ψ|σ(wA, w̄A)σ(wB, w̄B) |Ψ⟩SD

14To derive this, it is useful to see H(t, x) = α2

π

(
1

(w2+α2)2 + 1
(w̄2+α2)2

)
. Note that since ∆Scon

AB =
− c

72 |xA − xB |2 ({uA wA} + {ūA w̄A}), the first law holds for any conformal map u(w). Thus, even after
the rescaling by η, it continues to hold.
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=
[
(2κα)4 uAūAuBūB

(w2
A + α2)(w̄2

A + α2)(w2
B + α2)(w̄2

B + α2)

]∆n/2

⟨Ψ|σ(uA, ūA)σ(uB, ūB) |Ψ⟩UHP

=
[
(2κα)4 uAūAuBūB

(w2
A + α2)(w̄2

A + α2)(w2
B + α2)(w̄2

B + α2)

]∆n/2

⟨ΨΨ∗|σ(uA)σ(uB)σ(ūA)σ(ūB) |ΨΨ∗⟩cC .

(IV.6.6)

(IV.6.6) is written in terms of the chiral eight-point function and we cannot obtain
a simple analytic form even in the large central charge limit in general. However, when
the subregion size is sufficiently small or large, there exists two phases corresponding
to the connected and disconnected geodesics in the holographic entanglement entropy.
The holographic entanglement entropy predicts the connected entropy dominates at early
time and the disconnected entropy dominates at late time (Fig.IV.10, IV.11). The former
corresponds to xA (xB) ≫ xB − xA or equivalently, uA ∼ uB (and ūA ∼ ūB), while the
latter corresponds to xA (xB) ≪ xB − xA or equivalently, uA,B ∼ ūA,B. In terms of the
OPE channels, they correspond to

⟨Ψ|

⟨Ψ∗|

σ(uA) σ(ūA)σ(uB) σ(ūB)

|Ψ⟩

|Ψ∗⟩
(connected phase) (IV.6.7)

and

⟨Ψ|

⟨Ψ∗|

σ(uA) σ(uB)σ(ūA) σ(ūB)

|Ψ⟩

|Ψ∗⟩
(disconnected phase). (IV.6.8)

As we discussed in Fig.IV.15, we can regard |ΨΨ∗⟩ and ⟨ΨΨ∗| as excited states created
by a single primary operator |Ψ̃⟩ and ⟨Ψ̃|, whose conformal dimension is ∆̃ = 2∆O as we
are considering the BCFT dual of the spacetime without the bulk matter profile and there
is no source for the matter field on the EOW brane. The limits xA (xB) ≫ xB − xA and
xA (xB) ≪ xB − xA imply σ(uA)σ(uB) ∼ 1 and σ(uA)σ(ūA) ∼ 1 respectively. Then, the
orthogonality of the two point function in any CFTs leads [306]

⟨ΨΨ∗|σ(uA)σ(uB)σ(ūA)σ(ūB) |ΨΨ∗⟩cC =
〈
Ψ̃
∣∣∣σ(uA)σ(uB)σ(ūA)σ(ūB)

∣∣∣Ψ̃〉c
C

=
∑
α

〈
Ψ̃
∣∣∣σ(uA)σ(uB) |α⟩cC⟨α|σ(ūA)σ(ūB)

∣∣∣Ψ̃〉c
C
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≈
〈
Ψ̃
∣∣∣σ(uA)σ(uB)

∣∣∣Ψ̃〉c
C

〈
Ψ̃
∣∣∣σ(ūA)σ(ūB)

∣∣∣Ψ̃〉c
C

(IV.6.9)

for the connected entropy and

⟨ΨΨ∗|σ(uA)σ(uB)σ(ūA)σ(ūB) |ΨΨ∗⟩cC =
〈
Ψ̃
∣∣∣σ(uA)σ(ūA)σ(uB)σ(ūB)

∣∣∣Ψ̃〉c
C

=
∑
α

〈
Ψ̃
∣∣∣σ(uA)σ(ūA) |α⟩cC⟨α|σ(uB)σ(ūB)

∣∣∣Ψ̃〉c
C

≈
〈
Ψ̃
∣∣∣σ(uA)σ(ūA)

∣∣∣Ψ̃〉c
C

〈
Ψ̃
∣∣∣σ(uB)σ(ūB)

∣∣∣Ψ̃〉c
C

(IV.6.10)

for the disconnected entropy, where ∑α |α⟩⟨α| = 1. After all, when we take n → 1
the chiral eight-point function factorizes into the product of the heavy-heavy-light-light
(HHLL) correlator in the connected and disconnected limits.

Note that (IV.6.9) is a chiral correlator multiplied by its conjugate. This equals to
the nonchiral, ordinary HHLL correlator, which indicates that only the operator insertion
affects EE in the connected phase and the boundary effect plays no role other than doubling
the conformal dimension due to the mirror operator. This picture is consistent with the
holographic result.

Computation of the chiral identity conformal block

In the previous subsection, we have seen the entanglement entropies in the connected/
disconnected limits are given in terms of the chiral HHLL correlator

〈
Ψ̃
∣∣∣σnσn ∣∣∣Ψ̃〉c

C
. In

this subsection, we employ the identity block approximation as we discuss entanglement
entropy, where n → 1 [246, 306, 285]. We denote the chiral identity conformal block as
Gn(z) ≡

〈
Ψ̃
∣∣∣σ(z)σ(1)

∣∣∣Ψ̃〉c
C

∝ ⟨Ψ̃(∞)σ(z)σ(1)Ψ̃(0)⟩cC.15

We will hereon focus on ∆ S
(n)
AB

∣∣∣
SD

, the difference of (Rényi) entanglement entropy
from that of the vacuum on the SD region SAB no op.. The vacuum entanglement entropy
in the SD (i.e. the entanglement entropy without a local operator but with the induced
boundary) is already computed in the previous section (IV.6.4).16 The conformal factors
cancel out in ∆ S

(n)
AB

∣∣∣
SD

and is given by the logarithm of the ratio of the chiral identity
conformal blocks:

∆ S
(n)
AB

∣∣∣
SD

= 1
1 − n

log Tr ρnAB|SD

Tr ρnAB,vac

∣∣∣
SD

15z in this subsection is the cross ratio and obviously different from z in the Poincaré coordinates.
16Note that this is different from the vacuum entanglement entropy in the CFT without boundaries;

∆SAB ̸= ∆SAB |SD. This distinction becomes crucial when we discuss the first law of entanglement.
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= 1
1 − n

log



∣∣∣∣∣ Gn(zcon)
G

(0)
n (zcon)

∣∣∣∣∣
2

(connected phase)

Gn(zA)
G

(0)
n (zA)

Gn(zB)
G

(0)
n (zB)

(disconnected phase)
, (IV.6.11)

where G(0)
n (z) = ⟨0|σ(z)σ(1) |0⟩cC and the cross ratio zcon, zA,B is respectively given by

uB/uA and ūA,B/uA,B.
Since the holomorphic and anti-holomorphic parts are factorized in the Virasoro block

[241], the chiral identity block is just a square root of the usual identity block. The ratio
is given by [246]

Gn(z)
G

(0)
n (z)

=
 1

|αO|2
|z|1−αO

∣∣∣∣∣1 − z1−αO

1 − z

∣∣∣∣∣
2
−∆n/2

=
∣∣∣∣∣ zαO/2 − z−αO/2

αO(z1/2 − z−1/2)

∣∣∣∣∣
−∆n

, (IV.6.12)

where αO =
√

1 − 12 ∆̃
c

=
√

1 − 24∆O

c
. Here we emphasize again that the conformal

dimension in αO is twice as large as the one discussed in [246, 201] since the local operator
in the HHLL correlator in concern is Ψ̃, whose conformal dimension is ∆̃ = 2∆O.

By rewriting z = eiω and z̄ = e−iω̄,17 (IV.6.12) reduces to

Gn(z)
G

(0)
n (z)

=
(

sin αOω
2

αO sin ω
2

sin αOω̄
2

αO sin ω̄
2

)−∆n/2

. (IV.6.13)

Connected entropy

When z = uB/uA ≡ zcon (connected phase), after the analytical continuation to the
Lorentzian time, we have

zcon =
(
xA − t+ iα

xA − t− iα

xB − t− iα

xB − t+ iα

)κ
. (IV.6.14)

Similarly, by replacing t → −t,

z̄con =
(
xA + t+ iα

xA + t− iα

xB + t− iα

xB + t+ iα

)κ
. (IV.6.15)

17ω̄ is not the complex conjugate of ω but is defined from z̄.
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Using the coordinate transformation (IV.4.5), the cross ratios can be written in terms of
the global coordinates:

zcon =
(
ei(θA−θB)

ei(τA−τB)

)κ
, z̄con =

(
ei(θA−θB)ei(τA−τB)

)κ
. (IV.6.16)

We can immediately read out ω and ω̄ from this. Assuming the trivial branch, we can
show

Gn(zcon)
G

(0)
n (zcon)

=
[

cos(αOκ(τA − τB)) − cos(αOκ(θA − θB))
α2
O (cos(κ(τA − τB)) − cos(κ(θA − θB)))

]−∆n/2

. (IV.6.17)

by some simple trigonometric algebra.
This analysis leads to the final expression of the growth of connected entanglement

entropy:

∆Scon,CFTAB = c

6 log
 |u1||u2|

|w1 − w2|2|u′
1||u′

2|α2
O

·
∣∣∣∣∣
(
u1

u2

)αO
2

−
(
u1

u2

)− αO
2
∣∣∣∣∣
2 . (IV.6.18)

On the other hand, our previous gravity dual result (IV.4.3) can be rewritten as follows:

∆Scon,AdSAB = c

6 log


∣∣∣∣(u1
u2

) χ
2κ −

(
u1
u2

)− χ
2κ

∣∣∣∣2
χ2
∣∣∣∣(u1
u2

) 1
2κ −

(
u1
u2

)− 1
2κ

∣∣∣∣2
 . (IV.6.19)

The BCFT result (IV.6.18) exactly agrees with the holographic one by identifying the
parameters as follows: (IV.6.19)

αO = χ

κ
. (IV.6.20)

Since κ = η0, this is precisely what we have observed for χ under the rescaling by η0

(IV.2.13). Thus, it implies 12 ∆̃
c

= M ′

R2 when η = η0. This is exactly equivalent to the
relation we argued (IV.3.9). In this way, We have explicitly confirmed the perfect matching
between the BCFT and the gravity dual by looking at entanglement entropy as well as
the stress tensor.

To see the first law of entanglement, we need to subtract the vacuum contribution in
the CFT given by

SvacAB = c

6 log |xB − xA|2

ϵ2 (IV.6.21)

from the connected entropy discussed above.18 What we computed in this subsection is
∆ SAB|SD, which is the full contribution SAB minus the contribution with the induced
boundary but with no operator SAB no op.. We can explicitly confirm that ∆SAB =

18The vacuum contribution is equivalently given by the full contribution with ∆O = 0 and κ = 1.
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∆O SAB|SD + SAB no op. − SvacAB in the short distance limit satisfies the first law with the
stress tensor (IV.5.22) within the current CFT. Via the first law (IV.4.7), (IV.6.18) leads
to the energy density

Ttt = c

π

[
−1

6(κ2 − 1) + 4κ2 ∆O

c

]
·H(t, x), (IV.6.22)

which perfectly agrees with the stress tensor (IV.5.22), which was directly computed from
the CFT.

Disconnected entropy

When z = ū/u ≡ zdis (disconnected phase), after the analytical continuation to the
Lorentzian time, we have

zdis = z̄−1
dis =

(
x− t− iα

x− t+ iα

x+ t− iα

x+ t+ iα
e−2iφ

)κ
(IV.6.23)

Using the coordinate transformation (IV.4.5), the cross ratio can be written in terms
of the global coordinates. In contrast to the connected entropy, we leave the branch choice
from w′ to u and the cross ratio unspecified. Then,19

zdis = e2κi(θ+φ−lπ)e−2πm ⇒ ωdis = 2κ
(
θ + φ− πl − π

κ
m
)

(l,m ∈ Z). (IV.6.24)

It follows that

Gn(zdis)
G

(0)
n (zdis)

=

 sin αOωdis2
αO sin ωdis2

sin αOω̄dis2
αO sin ω̄dis2


−∆n/2

=

 sin
(
αOκ

(
θ − πl + φ− π

κ
m
))

αO sin
(
κ
(
θ − πl + φ− π

κ
m
))


−∆n

(IV.6.25)

=


sin αO(−ωdis)

2
αO sin −ωdis

2

sin αO(−ω̄dis)
2

αO sin −ω̄dis
2


−∆n/2

=

 sin
(
αOκ

(
πl − θ − φ+ π

κ
m
))

αO sin
(
κ
(
πl − θ − φ+ π

κ
m
))


−∆n

.

(IV.6.26)

As we have discussed for the connected entropy, the identification (IV.6.20) αO = χ/κ

reproduces the holographic result for the disconnected entropy as well by choosing (l,m) =
19Although z and z̄ can independently have a different branch, we consider ω = ω̄ here, which turns out

to be the one corresponding to the holographic entanglement entropy.
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(−1, 1) for (IV.6.25) and (l,m) = (1, 0) for (IV.6.26); each choice of the branch corresponds
to θmin = θ and (2 − 1/χ)π − θ, respectively. l corresponds to choosing an appropriate
branch so that 0 ≤ arg u ≤ π is satisfied; This is nothing but choosing an appropriate
θmin. To justify the branch choices of m within the CFT, we need a careful consideration
of the monodromy, which we discuss in Appendix C.8.

IV.6.3 Entanglement entropy after rescaling by η

As it has been mentioned in the previous sections, entanglement entropy after an arbitrary
rescaling by η (IV.2.10) is simply given by the replacement χ → χ/η. Since the entangle-
ment entropy is written in terms of αOκ, it becomes αOκ/η and this is consistent with χ

becoming χ/η in holographic entanglement entropy.





Chapter V

Entanglement in quantum many-body
systems

This chapter contains both reviews and original materials. Useful reviews on tensor net-
works include [21, 22]. Section V.2 is mostly reprinted from my second-year student
research report and devoted to the review of tensor networks. Section V.3 and subsequent
sections follow our original work with Hidetaka Manabe, who mainly performed numerical
simulations, and Hiroaki Matsueda [51]. The author of this dissertation has contributed
to the original proposal of geometric entanglement distillation by pushing the bond cut
surface to the minimal surface, revealing its relation to entanglement distillation from
pseudo entropy, analytic calculations in multi-scale entanglement renormalization ansatz
and matrix product states, proposing a numerical setup, leading the project as a first author,
and writing the paper.

So far we consider modifications of field theories by adding mass and interactions, or
boundaries and excitations. In this chapter, we are motivated to reformulate holography
itself based on tensor network from an operational perspective rather than making modifi-
cations. Our guiding principle is holographic entanglement entropy (III.5.22), however,
this formula itself only tells us about entanglement entropy (EE) and no more. Thus, it is
interesting to consider if we can geometrically realize some information-theoretic operations
to see the structure of entanglement shared among unit cells of quantum many-body states.
As a first step, we carefully examine the relationship between the geometry of tensor
networks and the entanglement structure and interpret a certain geometric operation as
entanglement distillation. We also consider a measure for how well the geometric operation
can serve as entanglement distillation. Note that our target is arbitrary states represented
by tensor networks and not limited to ground states.

In this chapter, we relate a geometric procedure using tensor networks to an operation of
concentrating entanglement, namely, entanglement distillation [51]. Section V.1 provides
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our motivation to discuss tensor networks from an operational perspective toward a
generalization of holography. We will also give a short summary of previous attempts
and missing pieces. Section V.2 is devoted to the review of tensor network methods.
We provide definitions for matrix product states (MPS), projected entangled-pair states,
and multi-scale entanglement renormalization ansatz (MERA). Next, in Section V.3, we
introduce our geometric distillation method using MERA as an example. We introduce
reduced transition matrices and pseudo entropy to justify our proposal as an approximate
entanglement distillation. We also propose a quantitative measure to evaluate how well
this geometric approach works as entanglement distillation. Then, in Section V.4 we
numerically demonstrate our proposal in the random MERA. In the last section Section
V.5, we extend our proposal to an MPS in a canonical form and point out the structural
similarity with MERA. Appendix D.1 explains the diagrammatic notations used in this
chapter.

V.1 Motivation for the operational aspects of tensor
networks

Holographic duality was strongly motivated by the Ryu-Takayanagi (RT) formula (III.5.22),
where EE in holographic QFT is proportional to the area of the minimal surface in its gravity
dual called the RT surface [2]. The RT formula is essentially a holographic extension of the
famous Bekenstein-Hawking formula for black hole entropy [307–309]. A very important
feature of a black hole is the presence of radiation of Hawking pairs inside and outside
the event horizon. Then, the theory is described by the Bogoliubov transformation in
superconductivity to connect both sides of the event horizon. Thus, the RT surface should
be characterized by the condensation of entangled pairs from elementary objects, which
have critical information about the holographic spacetime. Meanwhile, as we have seen in
Section I.4, EE can be defined operationally in quantum information. Entanglement entropy
of a state asymptotically equals the number of extractable Einstein–Podolsky–Rosen (EPR)
pairs via LOCC in the limit of a large number of state copies. This procedure of extraction
is called entanglement distillation (I.4.17).

To further clarify the information-theoretic aspect of holography, it is important to
understand how the RT formula is derived from the operation-based definition of EE.
However, the previous derivation of the RT formula [209] relies on the state-based definition
and the relation to the operational definition remains unclear (although see [310] for some
progress regarding one-shot entanglement distillation). The bit thread formalism, a
mathematically equivalent formulation of the RT formula, suggests EPR pairs across the
RT surface [216]. While this picture supports the operational definition in holography,
the physical origin of the EPR pairs is still unknown in contrast to the case of a black
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hole. Although the RT formula is derived in holography based on the gravitational path
integral [209], such an operational derivation of the RT formula has not been accomplished
(although see [310] for some progress regarding one-shot entanglement distillation). The
mathematically equivalent formulation of the RT formula called bit threads [216] supports
this operational picture where EPR pairs are condensed across the RT surface, nevertheless,
the physical origin of these pairs is not clear in contrast to the case of black hole. In this
chapter, we address this issue in terms of quantum operational techniques based on tensor
networks, which we will describe in Section V.2.

A recent proposal for a better understanding of the RT surface stated that the maximally
entangled states characterize the surface [216, 218, 311–314]. The proposal suggests that
the surface may emerge from entanglement distillation by a deformation of the boundary.
One of the goals of this chapter is to provide a concrete method to achieve this procedure
in the MERA and discuss a possible extension to other tensor networks such as MPS. In
special circumstances, previous literature has established the relation between the discrete
version of the RT formula and a (one-shot) entanglement distillation in tensor networks.
These tensor networks are perfect [315] or special tree tensor networks [310, 316–318].
Using the isometric property of their composing tensors, we can show the state equals
a collection of EPR pairs across the minimal surface via the so-called greedy algorithm.
However, these tensor networks are still inadequate to achieve conformally invariant states,
which are usually assumed in holography. For instance, a correlation function in perfect
tensor networks does not decay as the distance increases and its entanglement spectrum is
flat. This is contradictory to the result for CFTs. Thus, we mainly focus on MERA in
this chapter as it is known to efficiently approximate critical ground states. Furthermore,
it has a capacity to express various wave functions via a variational optimization, which is
also missing in the holographic tensor network toy models in previous literature. Despite
MERA being neither a perfect nor a tree tensor network, our method enables us to discuss
entanglement distillation in the MERA. Moreover, we claim that the methodology is also
applicable to an MPS. There is no direct bulk/boundary correspondence in MPS since it
lives on the lattice of our target model. Nevertheless, when we define a partial system,
a minimal bond cut surface can always be defined as the edge of the partial system. By
appropriately distilling over each matrix, we can find a state close to the EPR pair. Our
goal is to show analytical and numerical evidence for these procedures in relation to a
minimal bond cut surface and EPR pairs.
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V.2 Tensor networks

In this section, we briefly review the tensor network method, a geometrical representation
of variational wave functions.1 Refer to Appendix D.1 for the definition of the graphical
expressions employed in this chapter.

V.2.1 Quantum many-body system

A quantum many-body system is described by a linear combination of a tensor
product of states at each site. In this report, we consider a finite-dimensional Hilbert
space unless otherwise noted. Each site j on a lattice (composed of N sites) is a d-level
quantum system equipped with d dimensional Hilbert space Hj (for instance d−1

2 -spin
system2) with the basis {|sj⟩}sj=1,2,···d, called qudits3. Then any pure state ρΨ = |Ψ⟩⟨Ψ|
of the lattice is given by

|Ψ⟩ =
d∑

s1,···sN =1
Ψs1···sN

⊗
j

|sj⟩ where
⊗
s

|sj⟩ ≡ |s1⟩ ⊗ |s2⟩ ⊗ · · · ⊗ |sN⟩ (V.2.1)

≡ |s1s2 · · · sN⟩ .

|Ψ⟩ is characterized by dN complex coefficients Ψs1···sN
∈ C. This is nothing but the

many-body wave function in the basis {⊗s |sj⟩}j. We can regard these coefficients as a
rank N tensor if the basis is fixed4. As long as the basis is fixed and known, specifying
this tensor determines the target pure state. We intend to decompose the tensor into some
pieces of smaller tensors. This collection of tensors is called tensor network (TN) . The
motivation of tensor network is originally an economical computation of wave functions
of interest. As we can see from the rank of the tensor in (V.2.1), the computational cost
of any observables in a many-body system, such as a norm, correlation functions and
expectation values, scales exponentially with the system size. The purpose of the tensor
network representation of wave functions (mostly in condensed matter physics and the
lattice gauge theory) is to suppress the exponential cost to a polynomial order.

Although a typical usage of tensor networks in condensed matter physics is reducing
the cost in numerical computations, the philosophy of tensor networks is very useful
in examining the entanglement structure even analytically. A tensor network can be

1We focus on the Hamiltonian formulation here. But we can make a similar discussion in the Lagrangian
formalism by considering a cut in the partition function to define a reduced density or transition matrix
(which will be defined later).

2The representation of the state is of course not restricted to SU(2).
3They are called qubits in d = 2 and qutrits in d = 3.
4Usually there is a U(dN ) gauge redundancy of the basis transformation. If we stick to the site-basis

representation of the state, then the state is already gauge fixed site by site thus we only need U(d) gauge
fixing.
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constructed by contracting internal bonds between tensors defined on each lattice site of
our model system. The hidden degrees of freedom carried by the internal bonds represent
how nonlocal quantum entanglement is shared between two distant sites. By controlling
the dimension, we can sequentially increase the resolution of the variational optimization
to obtain the true ground state. Mathematically, the network of the tensors is reformulated
as projected entangled-pair states (PEPS) [319], in which we define maximally entangled
states among artificial degrees of freedom on each bond and then take some physical
mapping on each site. The well-known matrix product state (MPS) is a one-dimensional
(1D) version of PEPS. Since holography, in particular, the RT formula also suggests
encoding the entanglement structure into some geometry, it has been discussed if a certain
class of tensor networks can simulate the structure of holography, e.g. see [320, 315, 321].
Our intention is to study tensor networks from an entanglement perspective to discuss a
more general framework of holography, not limited to the aforementioned specific models.
For this purpose, we review several representative classes of tensor networks in the following
subsections. We mostly focus on the (1 + 1)-dimensional systems for simplicity.

V.2.2 Matrix product states (MPS)

In this section, the most fundamental class of tensor network called a matrix product
state (MPS) [322] is introduced.

The singular value decomposition (SVD) (I.1.4) can decompose each tensor into smaller
tensors. By performing the SVDs n times on a one-dimensional n-body state, we obtain a
chain of matrices. This class of tensor network is called a matrix product state (MPS).
By truncating the bond dimension, i.e., essentially applying low-rank approximations
to each matrix, the MPS becomes an efficient representation to some one-dimensional
quantum system. The procedure is as follows [22].

1. Consider a one-dimensional n-body state. Each external leg shows the degrees of
freedom at each site.

|ψ⟩ =
d−1∑

s1,···sN =0
ψs1···sN

⊗
j

|sj⟩ =  (V.2.2)

2. Perform the SVD (ψ as a d× dN−1 matrix) from the left and separate the leftmost
site from others:

 = R(1)λ(1)M(1) . (V.2.3)

3. In the same manner, perform the SVD (R(1) as a dr(1) × dN−2 matrix) to separate
the leftmost site in R(1) (r(1) is the dimension of the internal leg between M (1) and
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R(1)):

R(1)λ(1)M(1) = R(2)λ(1) λ(2)M(1) M(2) . (V.2.4)

4. Repeat the procedure above until all sites are separated:

R(2)λ(1) λ(2)M(1) M(2) = M(3)λ(1) λ(2) λ(3)M(1) M(2) M(4) .

(N = 4 case) (V.2.5)

5. Finally merge a singular value matrix λ(i) into each nearest matrix M (i) at each site5.

A(1) A(2) A(3) A(4)
(V.2.6)

6. To reduce the exponential cost, we truncate the dimension of all the internal legs by
the bond dimension χ ≤ mini(r(i)).

Although in the procedure above, we performed the SVDs from the left, it does not matter
where one starts the SVD from.

To sum up, the MPS approximation with the bond dimension χ of a n-body state
(including the summation of external legs with the basis) is given by

|ψ⟩1···N =
d−1∑

s1,···sN =0

χ∑
α1,···αN =1

A(1) s1
α1A

(2) s2 α1
α2 · · ·A(N−1) sN−1 αN−1

αN
A(N) sN αN |s1s2 · · · sN−1sN⟩1···N ,

(V.2.7)
where A(i) si α

β is a projector at site i from two virtual indices α and β to a physical index
si. When the external indices are fixed, the wave function (a component of a state) is a
matrix product of A’s This is why the state is called the matrix product state. Strictly
speaking, two A’s at two endpoints are vectors, not matrices. We often split the leftmost
and rightmost vectors into sets of a matrix and a vector:

A(1) s1
α1 =: Bα0A

(1) s1 α0
α1 , (V.2.8)

where ⟨B0| = ⟨e|α0 Bα0 is the leftmost boundary covector, which specifies the left boundary
condition. Similarly,

A(N) sN αN =: A(N) sN αN
αN+1

BαN+1 , (V.2.9)

5One could merge λ(i) into M (i−1) or
√

λ(i) into both M (i−1) and M (i) instead.
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where |BN+1⟩ = BαN+1 |e⟩αN+1
is the rightmost boundary vector, which specifies the right

boundary condition.
In this way we can separate the boundary expressed as two vectors at the end from

the bulk expressed as a chain of matrices with external legs {si}:

|ψ⟩1···N =
d−1∑

s1,···sN =0

χ∑
α0,···αN+1=1

⟨B0|A(1) s1 · · ·A(N) sN |BN+1⟩ |s1 · · · sN⟩1···N , (V.2.10)

where ⟨B0| and |BN+1⟩ are the boundary vectors with one virtual bond; A(1) s1 · · ·A(N) sN

are the bulk described by a product of matrices with virtual bonds, which are implicitly
contracted, and an external leg (physical degrees of freedom) for each; |s1s2 · · · sN−1sN⟩ is
the bulk basis vector.6

MPS with a mixed boundary state conditions

So far we considered a state with an open boundary condition. For the MPS with a general
boundary condition, a probabilistic mixture of boundary states, i.e., a mixed boundary
state Q = |e⟩αN+1

QαN+1
α0 ⟨e|α0 , gives the most general setup for the MPS state. It is

important to include this boundary operator Q to the variational parameters. This makes
the MPS representation nontrivial: For example, even if the system is translationally
invariant, each tensor component is not translationally invariant. Q consists of some
important information about the state such as the quantum number.

Definition V.2.1. The matrix product state (MPS) with a boundary condition given
by a boundary operator Q is given by

|ψ⟩1···N =
d−1∑

s1,···sN =0
Trbond(A(1) s1 · · ·A(N) sNQ) |s1 · · · sN⟩1···N . (V.2.11)

This definition of the MPS naturally includes a state with an open boundary condition
when Q is a pure state, Q = |BN+1⟩ ⟨B0|, and a periodic boundary condition when Q is a
completely mixed state, Q = 1.

Normalization and canonical form in MPS

When a tensor network contains no loop, the normalization condition ⟨ψ|ψ⟩ = 1 can be
made into a local condition. For example, the norm of a MPS with an open boundary

6The terminology bulk and boundary here is obviously different from that in holography.
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condition |ψ⟩ given in (V.2.11) is

⟨ψ|ψ⟩1···N

=
d−1∑

s1,···sN =0
⟨B∗

0 |A(1)†
s1 · · ·A(N)†

sN

∣∣∣B∗
N+1

〉
⟨B0|A(1) s1 · · ·A(N) sN |BN+1⟩

= (⟨B0| ⊗ ⟨B∗
0 |)
 d−1∑
s1=0

A(1) s1 ⊗ A(1)†
s1

 · · ·

 d−1∑
sN =0

A(N) sN ⊗ A(N)†
sN

(|BN+1⟩ ⊗
∣∣∣B∗

N+1

〉)
.

(V.2.12)

Note † is taken for the physical indices only, otherwise it is just a complex conjugation.
Graphically, the norm is first given by

A(1) A(2) A(3) A(4)

A(1)† A(2)† A(3)† A(4)†
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. (V.2.13)

(The boundary vectors are absorbed into the bulk matrices at the end.) Then, we
contracted physical indices first and took the trace of a matrix product of χ2 ×χ2 matrices
{∑d−1

si=0 A
(i) si ⊗ A(i)†

si
}:

A(1) A(2) A(3) A(4)

A(1)† A(2)† A(3)† A(4)†
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. (V.2.14)

We can compute the norm efficiently by gauge fixing, i.e., imposing a local normalization
condition on ∑d−1

si=0 A
(i) si ⊗A(i)†

si
. We restrict to the case of an MPS with an open boundary

condition. Although it is necessary to use the SVD for the gauge fixing to a canonical
form as follows, we cannot divide the tensor network in two if the tensor network has a
loop. Since the periodic MPS involves a loop, no canonical form is possible.

• Left-canonical form
We can perform the SVD on the leftmost vector as d × χ matrix by the gauge
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redundancy. It gives

=
d−1∑
s1=0

As1
α ⊗ A†

s1 β (V.2.15)

= U γ̃
α σγ̃V

† s1
γ̃ V ρ̃

s1 σρ̃U
†
ρ̃ β (V.2.16)

=
(∑

bond
σ2
α̃

)
1bond =

(∑
bond

σ2
α̃

)
. (V.2.17)

Then we can ‘close the zipper’ from left to right, iteratively using (V.2.17) every
time. After the first SVD, the tensor contraction involves one additional internal leg
contraction. We regard A as dχ× χ matrix for the SVD. From the normalization
condition ⟨ψ|ψ⟩ = 1, we can fix the numerical factor (∑bond σ

2
α̃)N = 1. As a

result, we have the left-canonical form, in which each matrix is imposed the left
normalization (V.2.17) as a gauge fixing condition (the left gauge). (V.2.17)
implies A after gauge fixing is an isometric tensor A†A = 1. Thus the left-canonical
form is also known as the left-isometric form. By the QR decomposition, in
which a matrix is decomposed into a product of an isometric matrix Q and an
upper-triangular matrix R, one can similarly show we can take the left-canonical
form for any MPS7.

• Right-canonical form
Where one starts gauge fixing is arbitrary. If one starts from the rightmost matrix,
one obtains the right-canonical or right-isometric form. The right gauge is
given by the right normalization:

= . (V.2.18)

• Mixed-canonical form
Similarly, one can start gauge fixing from the both ends. Finally one ends up one’s
contraction at a site or on a bond in the middle. The former is called the (site-
centered) mixed-canonical form or site-canonical form and the latter is called
the (bond-centered) mixed-canonical form or bond-canonical form [323].
The site or bond in the middle is known as the orthogonality center or center
of orthogonality. The mixed-canonical form is commonly used in numerical
computations.

7Usually, the QR decomposition is computationally faster than the SVD.
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Any canonical forms are of course equivalent under the gauge transformations (by matrix
multiplications and matrix redefinitions). Gauge fix to these canonical forms drastically
reduce the computational cost to solve the norm of a state, the expectation value of an
operator, the correlation function, etc. Note that these gauges are partial gauge fixing.
The unitarity is used in the derivation and thus there still exists a gauge freedom of local
basis transformations by a unitary matrix. This remaining freedom is used to increase
numerical stability.

The MPS representation reduces the computational cost instead of allowing some
approximation errors due to the truncation by the bond dimension χ. The error by the
SVD is evaluated as follows. Consider the SVD of a matrix ψ:

ψ = M (1) s1
α1 λα1R

(1) s2···sN α1 . (V.2.19)

The approximation error is∥∥∥∥∥∥ψ −
χ∑

α1=1
M (1) s1

α1 λα1R
(1) s2···sN α1

∥∥∥∥∥∥ =
∥∥∥∥∥∥

dN∑
α1=χ+1

M (1) s1
α1 λα1R

(1) s2···sN α1

∥∥∥∥∥∥ (V.2.20)

<

∥∥∥∥∥∥
dN∑

α1=χ+1
M (1) s1

α1 λχ+1R
(1) s2···sN α1

∥∥∥∥∥∥ (V.2.21)

≤ λχ+1 × (const.). (V.2.22)

where the norm is defined by the Hilbert-Schmidt or Frobenius norm (with respect to
the physical indices), i.e. ∥A∥ ≡ TrA†A. This error bound is known as Eckart-Young
theorem8. The error is O(λχ+1). When λχ+1 = 0, the result is error-free. In general, we
set the bond dimension as the ansatz and do not know the exact values of singular values.
Thus we extrapolate in 1/χ and the convergence of the result should be checked.

How much cost is reduced by the MPS? By construction, we obtain the maximum
Schmidt rank=the maximum number of singular values (parameters)=dN/2, for an MPS
when we decompose the middle tensor. Hence, the bond dimension χ is usually taken
to be subexponential in N : O(poly(N)) or O(1). We evaluated the deviation by this
truncation above and confirmed the error is small enough, however, does this truncation
really suppress the exponential computational cost? The complete N-body wave function
is specified by dN tensor components. Therefore a naive computation takes an exponential
time with respect to the system size. In the MPS, each matrix has two virtual legs and
one physical leg; each matrix has O(χ2d) parameters. Since the N -body MPS has N
matrices, the total number of parameters cost is O(Nχ2d). As χ is subexponential in N,
the computational cost is indeed suppressed to be polynomial in N .

8This result is further generalized to all unitarily invariant norms by Mirsky [324].
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The MPS is based on the SVD between nearest two sites. Therefore the MPS is
an efficient representation for a one-dimensional quantum system in which the nearest
neighbor interaction (entanglement) is dominant.9 Indeed, EE of the ground state of a
gapped system is roughly a constant [325], consistent with the area law.

V.2.3 Projected Entangled-Pair States

The projected entangled-pair state (PEPS) is another type of tensor networks [326–
328]. For a spatially one-dimensional system, it equals MPS. In the following, we show
how to construct a one-dimensional PEPS. One can readily see the PEPS is equivalent
to the MPS from the final expression. Also, one will find no difficulty to generalize the
procedure to the higher dimensional case; the PEPS in more than one dimension can be
made in the same manner.

1. First, prepare a virtual, maximally entangled pair |ϕ⟩i,i+1 ∈ H ⊗2
χ (e.g. singlet) over

each nearest two sites.

|ϕ⟩i,i+1 =
χ∑
α=1

1
√
χ

|α⟩i ⊗ |α⟩i+1, up to a unitary transformation (V.2.23)

= . (V.2.24)

2. Then, apply a projector from two virtual degrees of freedom at each physical site
onto a physical (real) degrees of freedom Pi : H ⊗2

χ → Hdi
.

|ψ⟩ = χN/2 (P1 ⊗ P2 ⊗ · · · ⊗ PN) (|ϕ⟩1,2 ⊗ |ϕ⟩2,3 ⊗ · · · ⊗ |ϕ⟩N,1) (V.2.25)

(when the periodic boundary condition is imposed).

Fig. V.1 The one-dimensional PEPS with physical degrees of freedom shown by orange
dots

9We say a class of tensor network efficiently describes the ground state of a quantum system if the
tensor network representation with a finite, O(1) or O(poly(N)), bond dimension well approximates the
ground state with a small error than other classes of tensor network.
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3. If one explicitly writes down the component of the projector, one can see the whole
PEPS equals to the MPS.

Pj =
d∑

sj=1

χ∑
α,β=1

(
A(j) sj

)
αβ

|sj⟩j ⊗ ⟨α|j ⊗ ⟨β|j, (V.2.26)

where span({|sj⟩j}) = Hdj
, a physical Hilbert space at site j, and span({|α⟩j}) = Hχ,

a virtual Hilbert space at site j.

Since the PEPS prepares the maximally entangled state between nearest-neighbor sites and
then ‘reduces’ entanglement by a projector at each site, the PEPS formalism is suitable
for a ground state of a Hamiltonian dominated by short-range interactions.

Although we considered the finite PEPS so far, we can consider an infinitely long
PEPS known as the infinite PEPS (iPEPS). If one chooses a fundamental unit cell,
ABC in an MPS for example, then one can repeat the sequence infinitely many times
· · ·ABCABCABC · · · to get the iPEPS which describes the ground state of the thermo-
dynamic limit of the system.

The PEPS construction is closely related to the idea mentioned in Section V.1: the
condensation of entangled pairs at the RT surface in holography, except that the PEPS
do not contain the extra holographic dimension. However, the multi-scale entanglement
renormalization ansatz (MERA) [329] has an extra holographic dimension representing
the coarse graining of information. Such tensor networks on a hyperbolic lattice with
an extra dimension have been proposed to be toy models of holography [320, 330, 331,
315, 332–334, 321, 335–337, 310, 338–342] and have facilitated an information-theoretic
understanding of holography. Thus, we will examine the formulation of MERA in the next
subsection.

V.2.4 Multi-scale Entanglement Renormalization Ansatz (MERA)

The multi-scale entanglement renormalization ansatz (MERA) is a class of tensor
network proposed by Vidal [329, 343, 344, 328]. The MERA has an efficient expression for
other systems which the MPS nor the PEPS is not suitable for. The MERA is depicted in
Fig.V.2. If one sees this tensor network from bottom to top, the original sites in bottom
(UV) get renormalized to top (IR) (in the sense of entanglement). In this sense, the MERA
is a real-space renormalization group flow. This is why this network is called MERA.
The MERA consists of three kinds of tensors: The blue square denotes the disentangler,
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a χ2 × χ2 two-body unitary matrix

U†

U
= , (V.2.27)

which cuts short-range entanglement between two sites when the MERA is seen from
bottom to top10. The green triangle denotes an isometry (isometric tensor)

W†

W
= , (V.2.28)

in which three sites are coarse-grained into one effective site. The red circle denotes the
top tensor on top. From the other local normalization conditions of isometries and
disentanglers, the top tensor is also normalized. It is important that all tensors are locally
normalized so that the computational cost for the contractions in the calculation of the
norm and correlation functions can be efficiently performed. This is contrary to the PEPS,
in which the exact contraction takes an exponential cost.

Apparently, the MERA takes the long-range entanglement into account by its hierar-
chical structure. The network is scale invariant in infinite MERA (scale invariant MERA)
when all isometries/disentanglers are taken common. In the finite range MERA, the scale
invariance breaks down at the correlation length, a special length scale associated with
the number of layers. Also, the translational invariance is present by construction.

While the MPS and PEPS are efficient tensor network-represented states for a ground
state with short-range entanglement, the MERA provides an efficient expression for a
ground state with long-range entanglement, e.g. a ground state of a critical or gapless
system.

Not only the MERA describes a gapless ground state, the emergent direction in the
MERA is appealing. For example, although we deal with a spatially one-dimensional state,

10When the MERA is seen from top to bottom, the disentangler is sometimes called the entangler. In
this point of view, the MERA can be regarded as a quantum circuit when the isometries are unitarized
with additional ancillae (reference states) |0⟩. The MERA as a quantum circuit entangles a separable
input |0⟩ ⊗ · · · ⊗ |0⟩ and outputs a nontrivially entangled state. Because of the tensor properties in the
MERA, an operator expectation value or a correlation function is efficiently computable, in contrast to
the usual quantum circuits, in which the contractions of unitaries within the causal cone of the operator(s)
gives an exponential cost [345].
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γA γĀ

A ĀĀ

=

=†

Fig. V.2 A MERA tensor network is composed of binary unitaries (blue squares), isometries
(green triangles), and a top tensor (red circle). Yellow circles represent physical indices. A
and Ā denote a subregion and its complement, respectively. For this symmetric bipartition,
both γA and γĀ become minimal bond cut surfaces γ∗.

the MERA has a logarithmic scale extending vertically (Fig.V.2). This reminds us of the
holographic emergent spacetime and its hyperbolicity in the AdS/CFT.

V.3 Entanglement distillation for MERA

In the following sections, we define geometric operations in a tensor network and relate it
with entanglement distillation. We focus on MERA in this and next sections. We consider
a binary MERA state |Ψ⟩ represented by Fig.V.2. The isometric regions shaded blue in
Fig.V.3 are called future or exclusive causal cones [329, 346, 347, 333]. We denote them
by C(A) for a subregion A and C(Ā) for the complement Ā. Their edges are denoted
by γA ≡ ∂C(A) and γĀ ≡ ∂C(Ā). We call the smaller one, a minimal bond cut surface
γ∗ = min(γA, γĀ). This surface γ∗ in MERA corresponds to the RT surface, a minimal
surface in a holographic spacetime. From the PEPS perspective, there are EPR pairs
across the surface. Since isometries do not affect entanglement, the EPR pairs carry all
of the entanglement of the state if all the projection tensors are isometries. This is true
for a perfect tensor network [315], which consists of isometries. In contrast, MERA has
nontrivial projection degrees of freedom carried by each tensor. As a result, this naive
view of EPR pairs across the surface becomes subtle.

When the state is described by a MERA, given the fixed bond dimension χ, entangle-
ment entropy satisfies the following inequality:

S(ρA) ≤ (# of bond cuts by γ∗) × logχ. (V.3.1)

When (V.3.1) is saturated, it is interpreted as a discrete version of the RT formula (III.5.22).
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Fig. V.3 In a MERA tensor network, the future or exclusive causal cone C(A) [C(Ā)] of a
subregion A [Ā] covers tensors that can affect only A [Ā] seen from the top to bottom.
The edge of C(A) [C(Ā)] is called a causal cut [333] or a minimal curve [320, 330] and is
denoted by ∂C(A) [∂C(Ā)]. In the aforementioned example, the minimal bond cut surface
γ∗ is given by γĀ.

In the following, we first present a way to define a state on a surface across internal
bonds in the MERA. Then, such a state is shown to preserve the amount of entanglement
with an appropriate choice of a family of bond cut surfaces. As the minimal bond cut
surface has the least number of bonds, we expect the entanglement per bond is concentrated
to be maximal. Thus, we identify pushing a bond cut surface toward the minimal surface
as entanglement distillation. We quantify the process by examining the trace distance
between each state and an EPR pair.

Given a MERA state |Ψ⟩ (Fig.V.2), its reduced density matrix ρA for a subregion A is
obtained by cutting the physical bonds on A in the norm ⟨Ψ|Ψ⟩ as shown in Fig.V.4 (a).

In the following, we consider a deformed surface γ from A such that the endpoints are
common, ∂γ = ∂A. This is a discrete version of the homology condition. We call such a
surface a foliation. As an initial condition, we have γ = A. A minimal bond cut surface
γ∗ equals a foliation with a minimum number of bond cuts, i.e. dim Hγ ≥ dim Hγ∗ , where
Hγ is the Hilbert space of bonds across γ.

Deforming γ from A, we obtain a norm ⟨Ψ|Ψ⟩ with bonds cut on γ. For example,
when we choose a foliation γ as shown in Fig.V.4 (b), the tensor network defines a reduced
transition matrix [348]

ργ = trĀ (|Ψ(γ)⟩ ⟨Φ(γ)|) ∈ L(Hγ), (V.3.2)

where L(H) denotes a set of linear operators on a Hilbert space H. Fig.V.5 shows
the states |Ψ(γ)⟩ ∈ Hγ ⊗ HĀ and ⟨Φ(γ)| ∈ H∗

γ ⊗ H∗
Ā

. It immediately follows that
⟨Φ(γ)|Ψ(γ)⟩ = tr ργ = 1 for an arbitrary foliation γ. ⟨Φ(γ)| and |Ψ(γ)⟩ are created by
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ρA =

(a) (b) (c)

ργ = γ ργA
=

γA

ργ′ 
=

γ′ 

(d)

ργĀ
=

γĀ

(e)

ρĀ =

(f)

Fig. V.4 Reduced transition matrices corresponding to various foliations. When the
subsystem A is half of the whole system, there are two minimal bond cut surfaces
γ∗ = γA, γĀ. (a) Cutting the physical bonds of A in ⟨Ψ|Ψ⟩ gives ρA. (b) The foliation γ is
pushed toward γA. (c) The foliation equals γA. (d) The foliation is pushed toward the
other minimal bond cut surface γĀ. (e) The foliation reaches γĀ. (f) Finally, the foliation
cuts the physical bonds in Ā and it gives the reduced density matrix ρĀ.

adding and removing tensors Mγ bounded by A and γ in the tensor network representation:

⟨Φ(γ)| = ⟨Ψ|Mγ,

Mγ |Ψ(γ)⟩ = |Ψ⟩ .
(V.3.3)

For example, if we consider a configuration shown in Fig.V.4 (b), Mγ = U1 ⊗ U2 where
U1,2 are shown in Fig.V.5 (b).

Using the relation (V.3.3), we can show that any reduced transition matrices ργ have
common positive eigenvalues with the original reduced density matrix ρA. This can be
shown as follows. We denote trĀ (|Ψ(γ)⟩ ⟨Ψ|) by Sγ and the positive eigenvalues and
eigenvectors of ργ are denoted by {λn}n and {|n⟩γ}n. Then,

ργ |n⟩γ = SγMγ |n⟩γ = λn |n⟩γ . (V.3.4)

By multiplying Mγ from the left, we obtain

MγSγMγ |n⟩γ = λnMγ |n⟩γ , (V.3.5)
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whereas MγSγ = trĀ (Mγ |Ψ(γ)⟩ ⟨Ψ|) = ρA from (V.3.3). Since (V.3.4) is by definition
nonzero, Mγ |n⟩γ ̸= 0. Therefore the positive eigenvalues of ρA coincide with those of ργ
for an arbitrary γ.

(a)

(b)
U1 U2

Fig. V.5 When the foliation γ is chosen as shown in Fig.V.4 (b), |Ψ(γ)⟩ is given by (a)
and ⟨Φ(γ)| is given by (b). They are related to the original state |Ψ⟩ by either removing
or adding tensors U1 ⊗ U2 ∈ L(HA).

Since ρA and ργ share common positive eigenvalues, it immediately follows that the von-
Neumann entropy of a reduced transition matrix S(ργ) known as pseudo entropy [348],
equals entanglement entropy:

S(ργ) = S(ρA), ∀γ s.t. ∂γ = ∂A. (V.3.6)

This identity is interpreted in two ways. The first is a type of the bulk/boundary
correspondence like the RT formula. While the right-hand side represents the entanglement
entropy of the boundary quantum state |Ψ⟩, the left-hand side is given as a function of an
operator in the bulk. The second is interpreted as a conservation of entanglement
during the deformation of γ. From the PEPS perspective, S(ργ) effectively counts the
amount of entanglement carried by bonds across γ. Then, the equality (V.3.6) indicates
the amount of entanglement across each foliation is retained during the deformation of γ.

Throughout the procedure, the number of bond cuts at γ changes and it minimizes at
a minimal bond cut surface γ∗. Thus, the diluted entanglement over |Ψ⟩ is concentrated
into a smaller number of strongly entangled bonds across γ∗. Next, we evaluate the degree
of this concentration in terms of the trace distance.
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Before moving on, let us comment on the similarities and differences between our
procedure and previous proposals. In our procedure, we define a reduced transition matrix
on each foliation and identify pushing the foliation as entanglement distillation. Compared
with the previous studies of entanglement distillation in holography [315, 310], pushing the
foliation can be regarded as a type of operator pushing. In [315], an operator pushing
of an operator O through an isometry Viso is defined by

OViso = VisoÕ, (V.3.7)

where Õ = V †
isoOViso. While O is usually state-independent, in our procedure, the pushed

operator is the reduced transition matrix defined from the state. The mapping between
two reduced transition matrices ργ and ργ′ on the foliations γ and γ′ respectively is an
operator pushing, i.e.

ργM = Mργ′ , (V.3.8)

where M represents tensors bounded by γ and γ′. Although our procedure can be
interpreted as a type of operator pushing, one important difference is that M is not
necessarily isometric while Viso was assumed to be isometric or unitary. This difference
arises because our procedure deals with a reduced transition matrix rather than a state
vector. For a state vector, the only operations that preserve entanglement entropy are
isometry and unitary ones. This requirement severely restricts possible tensor network
states. They must be composed of perfect tensors [315] or dual unitaries [349, 350] or
isometric tree tensor networks [310, 316–318]. Such states can be distilled by removing
the composing tensors by applying a greedy algorithm. In our procedure, we deal with
a reduced transition matrix. The operations that preserve entanglement (V.3.6) are not
limited to isometries. In this way, we can consider entanglement distillation using reduced
transition matrices on various bond cut surfaces in a more general tensor network like
MERA, which has nonisometric M . This enables us to consider a state on an arbitrary
bond cut surface even beyond the region a greedy algorithm can reach (called a bipartite
residual region [315] or causal shadow [351] in the literature) while retaining the
amount of entanglement S(ργ).

To evaluate how much entanglement is distilled from the original state |Ψ⟩, we should
quantify the closeness of a properly defined state across γ to a maximally entangled state
(the EPR pair). However, since ργ is an operator, we cannot compare it with the EPR
state directly. Thus, we define a distilled state on γ as a state vector in Hγ ⊗ Hγ using
the same idea with the purification (known as the Choi state),

∣∣∣ρ1/2
γ

〉
≡ Nγ

√
dim Hγ(ρ1/2

γ ⊗ 1) |EPRγ⟩ , (V.3.9)
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where Nγ =
[
tr
(
ρ† 1/2
γ ρ1/2

γ

)]−1/2
and |EPRγ⟩ = (dim Hγ)−1/2∑dim Hγ

i=1 |i⟩ ⊗ |i⟩. Then, we
can define the closeness between the distilled and EPR states as the trace distance
between them:

Dγ ≡
√

1 −
∣∣∣⟨EPRγ|ρ1/2

γ ⟩
∣∣∣2. (V.3.10)

On the basis of this trace distance, we propose that the minimal bond cut surface γ∗

provides entanglement distillation such that
∣∣∣ρ1/2
γ

〉
becomes closest to the EPR pair |EPRγ⟩

among other foliations γ.
For a later discussion, let us further rewrite (V.3.10). First, ρA is represented by

[ρA]IJ =
r∑

α′=1
SIα′σ2

α′S
†
α′J , (V.3.11)

where S is an isometry, σ is a singular value matrix of |Ψ⟩, and r is the Schmidt rank.
Note that r ≤ dim Hγ∗ . Then, as the positive eigenvalues are common between ργ and ρA,
the inner product in Dγ can be written as

⟨EPRγ|ρ1/2
γ ⟩ = Nγ√

dim Hγ

tr ρ1/2
γ

= Nγ√
dim Hγ

r∑
α′=1

σα′ (V.3.12)

≤ Nγ√
dim Hγ

r1/2

√√√√ r∑
α′=1

σ2
α′

= Nγ

√
r

dim Hγ

. (V.3.13)

The last line comes from the normalization tr ρA = 1. The inequality is saturated only
when σ ∝ 1. We can further rewrite (V.3.12) in terms of the n-th Rényi entropy

Sn ≡ 1
1 − n

log tr ρnA = 1
1 − n

log
r∑

α′=1
σ2n
α′ .

Since S1/2 = 2 log∑r
α′=1 σα′ , (V.3.12) is rewritten as

∣∣∣⟨EPRγ|ρ1/2
γ ⟩

∣∣∣2 =
N 2
γ

dim Hγ

eS1/2 . (V.3.14)

In any cases, the γ-dependence in Dγ only appears through Nγ and dim Hγ.
When γ ⊂ C(A) ∪ C(Ā), Mγ is either isometric or unitary. Thus, we can apply a

standard greedy algorithm in this case. Since the tensors inside the causal cones are
reduced to an identity after contractions, a removal of tensors in C(A) ∪ C(Ā) from a
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state is equivalent to pushing the foliation in C(A) ∪ C(Ā). This means we can perform
entanglement distillation that is perfectly consistent with the previous proposals. Let us
see this from the view point of the trace distance. By contracting isometries and unitaries
in the MERA, this indicates that

ρ†
γ = ργ ⇒ Nγ = 1. (V.3.15)

From these expressions, the following statements can be derived for ∀γ ⊂ C(A) ∪ C(Ā).
First, the inner product (V.3.12) monotonically increases as we push γ toward a minimal
bond cut surface γ∗. This is because log dim Hγ is proportional to the number of bonds
cut by γ. Then, from the definition (V.3.10), the trace distance monotonically decreases

Dγ′ −Dγ < 0 (V.3.16)

as we push γ to γ′ toward a minimal bond cut surface γ∗. Second,

γ ̸= γ∗ ⇒ Dγ > 0 (V.3.17)

since from (V.3.13)

⟨EPRγ|ρ1/2
γ ⟩ ≤

√
r

dim Hγ

< 1, (V.3.18)

where we used r ≤ dim Hγ∗ < dim Hγ. The first statement (V.3.16) supports distilling
a state closer to the EPR state by pushing γ toward γ∗. The second statement (V.3.17)
indicates that we cannot have Dγ = 0 (distillation of the EPR pair) unless γ = γ∗. The
vanishing trace distance is equivalent to either a flat entanglement spectrum

r = dim Hγ∗ and σ ∝ 1 (V.3.19)

from (V.3.13) or
S1/2 = log dim Hγ∗ (V.3.20)

from (V.3.14), which is expected from holography [310].

V.4 Numerical results for random MERA

In this section, we demonstrate the aforementioned procedure of entanglement distillation
in a particular MERA called the random MERA by again calculating a trace distance.
The random MERA is prepared with Haar random unitaries Uαβ

γδ , where each index
runs from 1 to χ. Isometries are given by Wα

βγ = Uα 1
βγ and the top tensor is given by

Tαβ = U11
αβ.
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The random MERA is particularly suitable to verify our proposal of entanglement
distillation. Preceding studies have pointed out that a random tensor network can
saturate (V.3.1) in the large bond dimension limit, realizing a discrete version of the RT
formula [321, 330, 338, 352]. The goal of our method is to extract pure EPR pairs on
γ∗ in this limit as expected from holography, and more importantly, whether this way of
entanglement distillation really works even in a finite bond dimension, which is less trivial.

Numerical calculations have been done for 8-site and 16-site random MERAs with
bond dimension χ. For the 8-site MERA, we choose a subregion A and foliations as
shown in Figs.V.2 and V.4. For the 16-site MERA, we choose 6-site and 8-site subregions
and foliations at their minimal bond cut surfaces. Then, we calculate the trace distance
(V.3.10) to investigate the closeness between each state and the EPR state. We change the
value of χ to see the trend of distillation in the large-χ limit. Tensor network contractions
were performed using quimb [353] and cotengra [354].
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Fig. V.6 Random-averaged trace distance Dγ for each foliation in Fig.V.4 with respect to
the bond dimension χ for the 8-site random MERA. The inset is Dγ on the minimal bond
cut surface for the 16-site random MERA (green dotted line with an 8-site subregion and
purple dashed line with a 6-site subregion).

Fig.V.6 shows the random-averaged trace distance Dγ for each foliation γ in the 8-site
random MERA. Each Dγ is calculated using ten samples. The trace distances for the
states on foliations (a) and (b) are the same due to the equivalence up to a unitary
transformation on ργ. The distances for the states on (a) and (f) are also the same as A
and Ā are complement to each other in the pure state. It is the same for (c) and (e) which
are related via a common unitary transformation from (a) and (f), respectively. The state
on foliation (d) corresponding to neither ρA, ρĀ nor ργ∗ has a trace distance in between
others. Note that any greedy algorithms can never reach foliation (d) but our method
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enables us to compute the trace distance even for such a case in a well-defined manner.
We can see the foliation γ = γ∗ (c,e) exhibits the smallest trace distance among all the
foliations for bond dimensions from 2 to 8. The trace distances for (c,e) monotonically
decrease as the bond dimension increases, which is consistent with [321]. These trends
are also seen in the situation of the 16-site random MERA (Fig.V.6 inset). This indicates
this distillation procedure succeeds on the minimal bond cut surfaces γ∗ for each bond
dimension even when the bond dimension is not large. However, the trace distance on the
other foliations increases as we increase the bond dimension. In this way, the minimal
bond cut surface can be characterized from the perspective of distillation.

The behavior in the large-χ limit can be analytically understood as follows. The
previous study [321] found

lim
χ→∞

Sn = log dim Hγ∗ (V.4.1)

for a non-negative integer. Assuming its analytical continuation to n = 1/2

lim
χ→∞

S1/2 = log dim Hγ∗ , (V.4.2)

holds as expected from holography [321], (V.3.14) and the Jensen’s inequality leads

lim
χ→∞

∣∣∣⟨EPRγ∗ |ρ1/2
γ∗ ⟩

∣∣∣2 = lim
χ→∞

1
dim Hγ∗

exp
(
S1/2

)
≥ lim

χ→∞

1
dim Hγ∗

exp
(
S1/2

)
= 1. (V.4.3)

Since the inner product between normalized states is at most one, we can conclude the
distilled state approaches the EPR state for a large bond dimension. Even at a finite
χ, the existence of a gap between the distance for γ = γ∗ and others is consistent with
(V.3.16).

V.5 Entanglement distillation for MPS

Numerically we have seen our distillation method indeed works for the random MERA. To
look for a possible extension to other classes of tensor networks, we focus on MPS, which
belongs to a different criticality from MERA.

An MPS with open boundaries is shown in the first and second lines in Fig.V.7. For
simplicity, we focus on the case when the subregion A is on the left and its complement Ā
is on the right. The boundary between A and Ā is denoted by γA. The bond dimension
for internal bonds is denoted by χ. Since we can always transform an MPS in a mixed
canonical form, the third line of Fig.V.7 follows. In the mixed canonical form, every matrix
is isometric except for the singular value matrix σ.
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Fig. V.7 A matrix product state |Ψ⟩ is shown in the first and second lines. The third line
represents its mixed canonical form [323] via a successive singular value decomposition for
each matrix. Every matrix in the form is isometric (green triangle) and the singular value
matrix σ is placed in the center. The boundary between A and Ā is denoted by γA.

Fig.V.8 shows a structural similarity between MPS in the form and MERA. The
isometric parts of the MPS, V ′,W ′, correspond to those of the MERA, V,W , in C(A), C(Ā).
The singular value matrix σ in the MPS corresponds to Σ̂ in the MERA (or the Python’s
lunch in a holographic context [355]). From this viewpoint, the MPS is not only another
class of tensor networks than MERA, but a simpler model sharing a common isometric
structure with the MERA. In the following, we will consider the MPS analogue of the
entanglement distillation in MERA and compare the results between the two.

Through the correspondence in Fig.V.8, we can consider foliations in MPS similar to
those within C(A) in MERA. Fig.V.9 shows a family of foliations {γ(τ)}τ in the MPS such
that their endpoints are always fixed at the boundary of the subregion ∂A. Then, γA can
be characterized as a minimal bond cut surface, a foliation that cuts the minimum number
of bonds in ⟨Ψ|Ψ⟩. The foliations are chosen so that the location of the internal bond cut
becomes monotonically closer to the minimal bond cut surface γA. The number τ specifies
the number of matrices between the foliation and γA, parametrizing each foliation γ(τ).
The previous discussion for the trace distance Dγ only relies on the diagonalization of ρA
and a similarity transformation between ργ. Thus, (V.3.14) is also applicable to MPS.
Given the Rényi-1/2 entropy S1/2 of ρA, the trace distances are

Dγ(τ) =

√√√√1 − eS1/2

χτ+1 , τ = 0, 1, 2 (V.5.1)

Dγ(3) = Dγ(2) (V.5.2)

since dim Hγ(τ) = χτ+1 for τ = 0, 1, 2 and dim Hγ(3) = dim Hγ(2). From this, it is apparent
that the distance Dγ decreases as the foliation approaches γA, i.e. τ decreases. However,
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†
σ

V′ W′ V W
Σ̂ ⟷

=

γA γĀ

σ

Fig. V.8 MERA can be divided into two isometries, V and W , and the remaining Σ̂. This
structure of MERA is in analogy with that of MPS, whose isometry on the left (right) of
σ is collectively denoted by V ′ (W ′). The lower right tensor network is equivalent to a
so-called one-shot entanglement distillation tensor network discussed in [310, 318].

Fig. V.9 Foliations interpolating the boundary subregion A and the minimal bond cut
surface γA are denoted by {γ(τ)}, where τ is an integer parametrizing each foliation.

for the MPS case, it is more explicit to check entanglement distillation by following a
state on each foliation. The resulting reduced transition matrix on γ(τ) is represented by
Fig.V.10. It can be written as

ργ(τ) = Vγ(τ)σ
2V †

γ(τ) (V.5.3)

using an isometry Vγ(τ) composed of τ layers of isometries. Since only isometries act on the
singular value matrix, the entanglement spectrum does not change while the size of each
ργ(τ) decreases during the distillation, which is in accordance with the necessary condition
for entanglement distillation. When the foliation is a minimal bond cut surface (τ = 0),
Vγ becomes an identity matrix. This indicates that the distilled state via our procedure
becomes diagonal ∑χ

α=1 σα |αα⟩ by removing isometric, redundant degrees of freedom from
the original state. In particular, the EPR state |EPRχ⟩ is distilled on γA whenever σ ∝ 1.
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Fig. V.10 Reduced transition matrix associated with the foliation γ(τ) in Fig.V.9.

Examples of such a state described by the MPS includes the thermodynamic limit of the
valence-bond-solid state, i.e. the ground state of a gapped Hamiltonian called the AKLT
model [356, 357].

Despite the difference of criticality, the distillation in MPS has common features
compared with that in MERA. In a general MERA, we discussed the monotonicity of
the trace distance (V.3.16) toward γ∗. Furthermore, the distillation of the EPR state
in MERA was equivalent to the flat entanglement spectrum (V.3.19). All of these were
shown for the MPS as well.

Overall, our distillation procedure in MERA can be extended to the MPS, where
pushing the foliation toward the minimal bond cut surface corresponds to removing extra
degrees of freedom, and a distillation of EPR pairs yields a flat entanglement spectrum.





Chapter VI

Conclusion and discussion

VI.1 Summary

In Introduction, we asked three questions:

Q1. How can entanglement entropy be evaluated in generic QFTs? (Chapter II)
Q2. Can we add any additional ingredients in the AdS/CFT correspondence to realize

more nontrivial spacetime and dynamics? How can we formulate it? (Chapter III,
IV)

Q3. Can we generalize the formalism of holography itself in light of the entanglement
structure? (Chapter V)

We answered these questions in this dissertation with help of QFTs, holography, and tensor
networks.

A1. We developed a new technique, the ZM lattice-like gauge theory on Feynman
diagrams, to compute entanglement entropy in generic interacting QFTs based
on the orbifold method in free QFTs. This enables us to calculate the single twist
contributions from flat-space propagators and vertices, where the latter contribution
is identified by us for the first time. These contributions are resummed to all orders
by considering the generalized 1PI diagrams. We found they are written in terms of
the renormalized two-point functions of fundamental and composite operators in the
end. The dominance of such contributions in entanglement entropy was discussed in
light of the Wilsonian renormalization group.

A2. Yes, the AdS/BCFT correspondence can realize a nontrivial spacetime on the EOW
brane. We studied a time-dependent setup by considering an operator local quench
in BCFTs. It has been pointed out that the ordinary prescription leads to a problem
of a self-intersecting brane and the breaking down of the correspondence itself.
However, we showed that the usual relation between the bulk and boundary is
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modified and our correct prescription solves the aforementioned problem by creating
a black hole before the problem occurs. We checked our prescription by matching
the energy-momentum tensor and entanglement entropy in the AdS and BCFTs
through careful treatment of the boundary excitation.

A3. Probably yes. Given a tensor network representation of quantum many-body states,
we established a systematic, quantitative way to investigate how geometry of tensor
networks is related to entanglement from an operational perspective. Using the
concept of pseudo entropy, we showed that the geometry is linked to entanglement
distillation. This enables us to geometrically concentrate entanglement of the
original state without being destroyed or created. We also evaluated this geometric
entanglement distillation quantitatively and showed that the relation holds in various
tensor networks.

VI.2 Future work

There are several possible directions. We list a few in the following subsections.

VI.2.1 Calculation of multiple twist contributions

In Chapter II, we discussed single twist contributions. Computing multiple twist contribu-
tions in entanglement entropy is difficult since multiple complex integrals or sums in them
make the analytical continuation intractable. However, there is room to relax this difficulty
by considering the ’continuum’ limit M → ∞. Then, one could replace the summation over
the twist kj ≡ 2πj/M by integration of k. This is just like a discrete Fourier transform to
a continuous Fourier transform. However, this will only compute Renyí-0 (max) entropy,
not entanglement entropy.1 Interestingly, we have a formula relating entanglement entropy
to a slightly modified version of the Renyí-0 entropy of the n copies of the state. This is
known as the asymptotic equipartition property (AEP) [358–360]:

lim
ε→0

lim
N→∞

1
N
Sε0(ρ⊗N

A ) = S(ρA). (VI.2.1)

1This calculation is still very ambiguous due to the infinite-dimensional nature of the QFT Hilbert
space. Since entanglement entropy itself depends on the regularization scheme, it is not clear how to
regulate the divergent integrals. One possibility is to use the same cutoff regularization as the free QFTs.
Another possibility is to consider the problem in the original picture of the Riemann surface. The M → ∞
limit corresponds to zero periodicity in the conical picture. This naively suggests that one can compute
Renyí-0 entropy from a dimensional reduction. As we will discuss shortly, this regularization scheme
dependence is basically equivalent to the choice of the smoothness parameter ε and we expect the scheme
dependence to be small enough for the calculation of entanglement entropy.
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Sε0 is the ε-smoothed max entropy is defined as the infimum of the Renyí entropy for
an ε-separated reduced density matrix σ [360–363]

Sε0(ρ) = inf
σ∈Bε(ρ)

S0(σ), (VI.2.2)

where infimum ranges over all possible σ within an ε-ball Bε(ρ). The distance measure
is usually a trace distance but other choices are also valid up to O(ε) [360]. Intuitively,
an ε-separated reduced density matrix is given by cutting off small eigenvalues less than
ε. Then, it is straightforward to show such a state has an O(ε) trace distance from the
original reduced density matrix. Since (VI.2.1) involves multiple copies of the original
state and a homogeneous cutoff ϵ on its eigenvalues, we anticipate we could calculate the
left-hand side by promoting the theory to the O(N) vector model for instance, and put a
UV cutoff to the collective momentum. This smoothing procedure makes entanglement
entropy UV finite even in QFTs (see [360] and (11) in [364]). The remaining subtlety
is the infimum in (VI.2.2). Since the state after such a momentum regularization is not
guaranteed to be the infimum, we can only give an upper bound to entanglement entropy.
Nevertheless, we expect the deviation to be only O(ε) and in particular, negligible in the
leading order in GN for holographic theories [365, 310].

If we could resolve the issues related to the regularization scheme, we would be in
principle able to compute entanglement entropy in generic interacting QFTs order by
order. It is also interesting if this type of smoothed entropies can be also resummed to all
orders and expressed in terms of renormalized quantities.

VI.2.2 Application of the AdS/BCFT correspondence to quan-
tum cosmology

The AdS/BCFT correspondence guides us to a holographic realization of the brane world,
which might describe our universe [269, 270, 366]. But how probable does our universe
emerge on the brane? To answer this, we consider the bubble nucleation in the five-
dimensional spacetime due to vacuum decay [367] to realize our universe on the domain
wall. In such models, we can explicitly compute the nucleation rate by the semiclassical
analysis based on the Euclidean gravitational action. However, there remains a subtlety in
the calculation due to the presence of gravity. By using the AdS/BCFT correspondence, we
intend to study it from a UV-complete BCFT and possibly its quantum gravity correction
as well. To realize a bubble in the AdS/BCFT setup, we glue two spacetimes together on
the brane [368–372]. The advantage of this construction method is the model independence
by the thin-wall approximation. Hence, we expect we can obtain a universal expression
for the nucleation rate independent of the details of theories. The nucleation rate can be
computed from the partition function of the BCFTs. Although similar analyses based
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on holography have been done ([373, 374] for examples), they are either focusing on the
gravitational calculation in the asymptotically AdS spacetimes or before the invention of
the AdS/BCFT correspondence thus the CFT dual calculation was unclear.

What is even more exciting and of great relevance to our work [50] is the catalytic
effect induced by black holes. It has been discussed that the existence of black holes
catalyzes bubble nucleation. In this dissertation, we discussed a local operator quench
in the AdS/BCFT correspondence, in which the conformal dimension of the operator is
below the black hole threshold. We intend to extend this to the black hole regime and
study the catalytic effect from BCFTs. These studies are work in progress with Naritaka
Oshita and Issei Koga.

VI.2.3 Communication between brane and bulk through the
AdS/BCFT correspondence and the intermediate picture

The AdS/BCFT correspondence allows us to consider a brane world in a holographic
setup. If we integrate out the bulk, we obtain a brane coupled to a bath at the asymptotic
boundary. This picture is called a brane perspective or the intermediate picture. In
particular, if the CFT on the brane is also holographic, we can think three descriptions
are equivalent: the bulk, the dual BCFT, and the intermediate picture. This doubly
holographic setup has also been discussed in the context of black holes and the island
formula (AMMZ model [7, 274]).23 Physics on the brane is obviously constrained by
the bulk causality. Suppose an observer on the brane wants to communicate with the
other observer on the asymptotic boundary to complete a certain quantum task between
those two. The time for its completion is bounded by the bulk causality. Then, from
double holography, we are interested in understanding it from the brane causality, which
is more nontrivial due to the existence of the bulk shortcut and nonlocality in its effective
theory [380].

Furthermore, there are some cases where signals cannot meet each other in the in-
termediate picture while they can in the bulk. Then, how can the quantum task be
possible in the intermediate picture? To answer this question, we think the “connected
wedge theorem” proposed in [381] and later extended in [382–385] is useful. In these
papers, quantum tasks whose inputs and outputs are at the asymptotic boundary are
discussed. From quantum cryptography, it is known that we need a certain amount
of mutual information to complete the task whenever signals cannot meet each other.
Holography tells us this is equivalent to a connected entanglement wedge [210, 211] for some

2For reviews of recent progress in quantum gravity, in particular black holes related to replica wormholes,
island, and JT gravity, see [6, 375–378] as well as the original articles, often referred to as the east coast
paper [213] and the west coast paper [8].

3There is a proposal in string theory as well as these bottom-up constructions [379].
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regions. This has been proven with the focusing conjecture in AdS [382]. These studies
indicate that general relativity knows quantum information and vice versa. However,
they are limited to cases with asymptotic observers. We intend to study how quantum
tasks can be realized in holographic QFTs and also from the perspective of a brane
observer [386, 387, 380, 275, 7] by investigating whether the connected wedge theorem
holds in this case. Mutual information is expected to be calculated by the RT formula,
however, the standard prescription no longer applies as the subregions we need to consider
on the brane and the asymptotic boundary are not connected by the usual entanglement
wedge enclosed by geodesics. Since the connectedness of the entanglement wedge has more
information compared to entanglement entropy, this direction is also intriguing from the
perspective of understanding the entanglement structure. We are currently working in
this direction with Beni Yoshida.

Since a brane can be behind the black hole horizon, we could also consider a case
in which some portion of signals is scrambled inside the black hole for an evaporating
black hole. This case is harder than the abovementioned case as it inevitably includes
a backreaction to spacetime. We think the generic behavior can be captured from the
out-of-time-ordered correlators (OTOCs) in CFTs [388] as well as a measurement-
device-independent quantum key distribution in quantum cryptography [389]. We strongly
believe these information-theoretic analyses help solve all the research challenges and
understand holographic spacetime from observers.

VI.2.4 Tensor network-based entanglement harvesting in quan-
tum circuits and relativistic quantum information

The geometric entanglement distillation presented in Chapter V can be implemented in
quantum circuits [390]. For example, a MPS can be written as unitary operators acting
on some qubits and ancillary qubits with some postselections4 by maximally entangled
states (Fig.VI.1). Using this implementation, we can rewrite the geometric distillation
in MPS at the minimal surface (Fig.V.9) as a unitary process with postselections on the
ground state. See Fig.VI.2 for the case of χ = 2. Note that we do not need to express
the ground state by MPS anymore. Instead, we need to optimize the unitaries so that
the resulting state becomes close to the EPR state. Since this uses the ground state as a
resource like quantum annealing [391, 392] while the operations are gate-based [393],
it is a hybrid style of quantum computations assisted by tensor network, which has not
been explored much.

The parameter optimization is expected to be completed by classical communications
since the parameters are just c-numbers. The unitaries and postselections are local within
each subregion. After all, we expect this indeed provides a variational LOCC algorithm for

4Note that postselections can be realized probabilistically by a projective measurement.
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Fig. VI.1 A MPS can be written as suitable one-qubit and two-qubit unitaries acting on
and postselected by some ancillary qubits and maximally entangled states (D.1.8).

Fig. VI.2 A geometric distillation at the minimal bond cut surface in MPS can be recast
as a unitary evolution and postselections on the ground state. RA and RĀ denote the
Hilbert space of one of the qubits of the auxiliary EPR state within the subregion A and
Ā, respectively. After the postselections, we have two qubits belonging to RA and RĀ that
are originally in the reference system.
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the entanglement extraction. As an entanglement distillation protocol, this is not efficient
as it consumes two EPRs to generate one EPR. Instead, this operation transfers the internal
bipartite entanglement in a many-body ground state to maximal entanglement between
auxiliary qubits. Thus, we think this is a tensor network example of entanglement
harvesting from a many-body ground state, which in most cases has been discussed in
relativistic quantum information utilizing the Unruh-de Witt-type detectors [394–400].
We hope this new perspective from tensor networks can help construct a better detector
and discuss information-theoretic bounds for the amount of extractable entanglement. We
are working in this direction with Erickson Tjoa.

VI.2.5 The continuum limit of geometric distillation

Although we revealed the relation between geometry and entanglement distillation in
Chapter V, the geometry is discrete. This is unsatisfactory from the original motivation of
extending holography. Our universe is continuous (at least up to the Planck scale)! What
would be the counterpart of entanglement distillation in tensor network? One possibility is
to take the tensor network picture seriously. In particular, MERA has some interpretations
as a series of discrete conformal transformations [339, 401, 402]. Since the previous study
considers a homogeneous conformal transformation, it is anticipating an inhomogeneous
deformation like the sine-square deformation (SSD) [403]. Another possibility is
an inhomogeneous TT deformation [191] as its holographic dual is expected to be a
finite radius CFT obtained by ’pushing’ the boundary into the bulk, which resembles the
geometric distillation procedure in tensor networks.





Appendix A

Appendices for Chapter I

A.1 Quantum states

Say H is n-dimensional complex vector space Cn, a set of normalized states spans complex
codimension-one unit sphere S2n−1 in Cn. Normalized pure states are rays, obtained
from S2n−1 with suitable identification i.e. the projective Hilbert space P (Hn).

Definition A.1.1. A (projective) ray [|ψ⟩] is an equivalence class of state vectors (ket)
in a complex Hilbert space H defined by

|ψ⟩ ∼ λ |ψ⟩ , λ ∈ C. (A.1.1)

For a normalized (⟨ψ|ψ⟩ = 1) state, it is simply an equivalence class up to a global phase:

|ψ⟩ ∼ e−iα |ψ⟩ , α ∈ R. (A.1.2)

Bra vectors can be defined in the same way but with a dual Hilbert space, H∗ : H → C,
instead of H.

Definition A.1.2. The projective Hilbert space P (H) of a (complex) Hilbert space
H is the set of rays. In terms of mathematics, it is projectivization of H.

Therefore, a pure state is not an element of H. Nevertheless, throughout the thesis,
we simply denote a pure state as |ψ⟩ ∈ H. This abuse of notation is just for the sake of
simplicity.

While pure states are commonly used in quantum mechanics and isolated quantum
systems, quantum states are not limited to those. When one tries to describe a mixed
state, a probabilistic mixture of pure states, the notion of density matrices is necessary.
In the following, a set of linear operators on H is denoted by L(H).
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Definition A.1.3. A density matrix (operator) is an element of state space defined
below.

State space S(H) is a subset of all Hermitian operators1 ρ ∈ L(H)h satisfying two
following conditions:

1. ρ ≥ 0,

2. Tr ρ = 1.

In short,
S(H) := {ρ ∈ L(H)h|ρ ≥ 0,Tr ρ = 1}, (A.1.3)

where ρ is called a density matrix.

A density matrix can describe a probabilistic mixture (or statistical ensemble). This
becomes clear from the alternative definition below.

Theorem A.1.1. Definition of density matrix as a probabilistic mixture
Instead of the Definition A.1.3, a density matrix can be alternatively defined as a

probabilistic mixture (convex combination) of pure states (projection operators on each
basis) |ϕi⟩ ⟨ϕi|:

ρ =
∑
i

pi |ϕi⟩ ⟨ϕi| , (A.1.4)

where pi ∈ R≥0 is a probability of obtaining ρ = |ϕi⟩ ⟨ϕi| after a basis measurement (one
of the projective measurements); consequently, ∑i pi = 1 and ∑i |ϕi⟩ ⟨ϕi| = 1.

Proof.

(1) Definition A.1.3⇒Theorem A.1.1

Since ρ ≥ 0, ρ ∈ S(Hd) can be expressed as ρ = ∑d
i=1 pi |ϕi⟩ ⟨ϕi| , ∀pi ≥ 0 (eigenvalue

decomposition) with a complete basis set {|ϕi⟩}i=1,···d. The normalization, Tr ρ = 1,
yields ∑d

i=1 pi = 1.

(2) Theorem A.1.1⇒Definition A.1.3

For any vector |ξ⟩ ∈ H,

⟨ξ| ρ |ξ⟩ =
∑
i

pi| ⟨ϕi|ξ⟩ |2 ≥ 0 ⇒ ρ ≥ 0. (A.1.5)

Since |ϕi⟩ is normalized, Tr ρ = 1 is equivalent to ∑i pi = 1.

1A Hermitian operator A is defined as a linear operator on a complex Hilbert space s.t. A† = A
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Under this definition (A.1.4), ρ is a mixed state if each probability is strictly less than
1. It is written as a strictly (convex combination) or nontrivial probabilistic combination
of other pure states.2

Mixed states are states other than pure states. Thus it is necessary to redefine a pure
state as density matrix. The density matrix formalism naturally involves above mentioned
pure states as ρ = |ψ⟩ ⟨ψ| ∈ S(H). Equivalent definitions for pure states are as follows:

1. ρ is a pure state: ρ = |ψ⟩ ⟨ψ|

2. ρ2 = ρ

3. The purity is unity: Tr ρ2 = 1

4. ρ ∈ Hd has one eigenvalue (probability) 1 and (d− 1)-degenerate eigenvalues 0

5. ρ is an extreme point of S(H).

From #1, the pure density matrix is apparently a projector. (#1⇒#2) From the nor-
malization, #2⇒#3. #4 is understood as #1 in (A.1.4). #5 follows from reductio ad
absurdum.

A.2 Quantum measurements

The most generic measurement process in quantum theories is known as positive operator
valued measure (POVM) measurements. For its proof, refer [20]. Here we intend to
how quantum measurements are described in the POVM formalism.

Quantum measurements are specified by a set of POVM elements {Em ∈ L(H)}m.
m ∈ M is a label for the measurement outcomes M. The probability of outcome m under
a state ρ, Prob(m|ρ), is given by

Tr(Emρ). (A.2.1)

Thus, Em span all possible measurements, i.e. the completeness relation

∑
m

Em = 1 (A.2.2)

holds, and they are positive operators such that Em ≥ 0.
√
Em is called a measurement

operator.
In a direct measurement of an observable Â ∈ L(H)h, the probability of outcome m

is the probability of obtaining an eigenvalue am under a state ρ. This follows the Born
rule,

Prob(m|ρ) = Tr
(
P̂mρ

)
, (A.2.3)

2S(H) is a convex set of the real vector space L(H)h.
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where P̂m is a projection operator onto the eigenspace of Â with eigenvalue am. Note that
the observable Â has a spectral decomposition

Â =
∑
m

amP̂m. (A.2.4)

Since every POVM element is a projector in a direct measurement, this is classified as a
projection valued measure (PVM) measurement or a projective measurement.
When the eigenvalues are nondegenerate, the spectral decomposition equals the eigenvalue
decomposition. Such a measurement is called the basis measurement.

On the other hand, when not all the POVM elements are projectors, this is not a PVM
measurement. For example, in a qubit system, a measurement with the POVM elements

E1 = |0⟩⟨0| , E2 = |+⟩⟨+| = (|0⟩ + |1⟩)(⟨0| + ⟨1|)
2 , E3 = 1 − E1 − E2, (A.2.5)

is not a PVM measurement.
In an indirect measurement, the measurement process is truly described by the

POVM formalism, not by the PVM formalism, when we focus on the target system. This
is actually a very common measurement in experiments, where we couple the target system
to an ancillary system like a detector. What we really measure is observables for the
ancilla (meter observable). The indirect measurement is described as follows. First,
besides the target system S, prepare an ancillary system R. Then, the initial state ρ⊗ σ

for the entire system S ∪R evolves by a unitary evolution operator U(t),

ρ⊗ σ 7→ U(t)(ρ⊗ σ)U(t)†. (A.2.6)

Followed by the tensor network representation introduced in Appendix D.1, the state after
time t is
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<latexit sha1_base64="zNYE3v4ieRIfj5Yhy3AhFN7z2fY=">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</latexit>

[⇢⌦ �] (t)SR =

<latexit sha1_base64="IoRcX38gy/jjv9P3Zip18MAN39s=">AAAGW3ichVTNbtNAEJ62NJRSaAtCQuIS0QZaKUQbVH4EilRASJxQ0zRtpbSKbGeTrOLYlu2kSqO+AFxBHDhRiQPiMbjwAhx64AEQxyJx4cC3Y/cnlLq2bM/Ozs8334zX9GwVhELsDQ2PnBtNnR+7MH5x4tLlyanpK6uB2/EtWbZc2/XXTSOQtnJkOVShLdc9Xxpt05ZrZuuZ3l/rSj9QrrMS9jy52TYajqorywihKpaqUzMiJ/hKnxTysTBD8bXkTg/v0gbVyCWLOtQmSQ6FkG0yKMBdoTwJ8qDbpD50PiTF+5J2aBy+HVhJWBjQtvBuYFWJtQ7WOmbA3hay2Hh8eKYpI76JT2JffBWfxQ/x59RYfY6hsfTwNSNf6VUnX10v/T7Tq41vSM0jr0TMIdXpIWNVwO6xRldhRf7d7Xf7pUfLmf4tsSt+Av8HsSe+oAKn+8v6WJTL7xPwmMCSxJhCLgP8aHZreNdxayQe0PfgofVBQoR+jDWIGc5AdqFLM+9ttta9M7l3adrijE1Ibe6vQqRtrOZohV7iOxh9PiHvAcch8ugOJ6PUleiMGsUWV9U6o6oIme7AkdWB1uaKfJ7MHkdvQvZ45rKs9YFpi1cepICrVpAc7nGDrTqMParDgMaMMTTYuwO7GkewuEMWJImdbMxpyCsnse7KQBcK+Kty/Aju8UE1d9BziTocxuJwvEwC794xdiJLEzsNruwoqscsh4jix3+ttjw+LX3czxlVFiwf36ke/sMFuk1P8GgLmy2q4FrbKORw+dzQ7FR5twH/AqrL0b0Bjy5zFZ0h/7feOUSo57fGs2rwHM8h/zy+fZrFbpe7q1nRPbUZwSx8H5/wrjCXVoy2wJV1eGI3B2JXwUH+MIMaiCZ5Bk7lFOdu/t9T9qSwejeXv59bKC7MLD6NT+AxukE3kT1PD2iRXtASlRFX0mt6Q29Hv6dGUuOpich0eCj2uUoDV+raX0UpSCA=</latexit>

S
<latexit sha1_base64="4ERW1hSVYM+NatiGyNuCNfBlYxM=">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</latexit>

R

<latexit sha1_base64="IoRcX38gy/jjv9P3Zip18MAN39s=">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</latexit>

S
<latexit sha1_base64="4ERW1hSVYM+NatiGyNuCNfBlYxM=">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</latexit>

R

. (A.2.7)



A.2 Quantum measurements 191

Then, the probability of outcome m upon the projective measurement of the ancilla R is
given by

<latexit sha1_base64="BsAPsLEbatcP9YQD01RILs8Yvh0=">AAAGnXichVRLaxNRFD6tGmt9tNWN4MJgG02ghhupD5RAqxRcSOm7hSSEmcnNZOi8mJmkpLF/wD/gwpUFEfFnuHHjUqU/QVxWcOPC756ZPmLtdIaZe+655/Gd79x7dd+2wkiI3YHBM2fPZc4PXRi+eOnylZHRsaurodcODLlieLYXrOtaKG3LlSuRFdly3Q+k5ui2XNM3nqn1tY4MQstzl6OuL2uOZrpW0zK0CKr66EzV0aJW4PTmA0/frtqyGeWdlzxWstWg5VW9yHJkmK2GluloUFlmK6rlo0IsFcr10XFRFPxkjwulRBin5Jn3xgZ3qEoN8sigNjkkyaUIsk0ahXgrVCJBPnQ16kEXQLJ4XdI2DcO3DSsJCw3aDfxNzCqJ1sVcxQzZ20AWG18AzyzlxFfxQeyJz+Kj+CH+nBirxzEUli5GPfaVfn3k1fWl36d6ORgjah16pWKOqEmPGKsF7D5rVBVG7N/Zer239Hgx17stdsRP4H8rdsUnVOB2fhnvFuTimxQ8OrCkMWYhlwZ+FLsN/Jt4FRIf6LvwUPowJUIvwRomDOcge9BlmXeHrVXvdO5dljY5YwuSw/21EGkLszwt0xzG/uiFlLz7HEfIozqcjlJVojIqFJtc1cYpVcXIVAcOrfa1NlcU8M7scvQWZJ/33CRrA2Da5JkPKeSqLUgu99hkqzZjj+vQoNETDCZ7t2HX4AgGd8iAJLEymXAa8cxNrbvS14UyTlWRP8E93q/mLnouUYfLWFyOl0vh3T/CTmypY8Xkyg6j+sxyhChBcmqV5dHd0sM7y6gmwfLRlfrBGS7THZrBpyxstqiDa2VjIYfH94Zip86rJvzLqK5I9/s8OsxVfIf833r7AKHavw3eqxrv4zzyFzD2aAKrHe6uYkX11GYEE/B9csy7wlwaCdoyV9bmHVvri10HB6WDDFZfNMl74EROce+W/r1ljwur94qlB8Wphanx6afJDTxEN+gWspfoIU3Tc5qnFcR9T1/oG33P3MzMZl5k5mLTwYHE5xr1PZm1v5g1YkQ=</latexit>

Prob (m| [⇢⌦ �] (t)) =
<latexit sha1_base64="fDU19C00kxDvywJoMEEsNXpMd9o=">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</latexit>⇢ <latexit sha1_base64="BrKawIl7nrvOKts9/2/3O1MDXi8=">AAAGYHichVRLb9NAEJ4WGkp5pIELgktEG2ilEm1QeQgUqYCQOKG+WymtItvZOkv9ku2kSqP+AU7cEHCiEgfEz+DCH+DQKzfEsUhcOPDt2H2Etq4t27Oz8/jmm/GagaOiWIidvv4zZwdy5wbPD124eOlyfrhwZTHyW6ElFyzf8cNl04ikozy5EKvYkctBKA3XdOSSuf5M7y+1ZRgp35uPO4FcdQ3bU2vKMmKoFlciZbtGfXhElAVfxaNCJRVGKL2m/UL/Nq1Qg3yyqEUuSfIohuyQQRHuGlVIUADdKnWhCyEp3pe0RUPwbcFKwsKAdh1vG6taqvWw1jEj9raQxcETwrNIJfFdfBa74pv4In6KvyfG6nIMjaWDr5n4yqCef31t7s+pXi6+MTUPvDIxx7RGDxmrAvaANboKK/Fvb77dnXs0W+reEtviF/B/FDviKyrw2r+tTzNy9kMGHhNYshhTyGWAH81uA+813BpJAPQdeGh9lBGhm2KNUoZLkH3oisy7y9a6dyb3rkgbnLEJyeX+KkTaxGqM5uklvr3RxzPy7nEcI4/ucDZKXYnOqFFscFXrp1SVINMdOLDa0zpcUciT2eHoTcgBz9wEa0Ng2uBVACniqhUkj3tss1WLsSd1GNCYKQabvVuwa3AEiztkQZLYmUg5jXnlZdZd6+lCFX9VmR/BPd6r5g56LlGHx1g8jlfK4D04xE5iaWLH5soOogbMcowoYfrXasvD09LF/ZxRTYDlwzv1/X+4SrfpCR5t4bBFHVxrG4UcPp8bmp0679rwr6K6Mt3r8WgzV8kZcrz11j5CPb8NnlWD53gM+cfx7dIodtvcXc2K7qnDCEbh+/iId425tFK0Va6sxRO72hO7Dg4q+xlUTzTJM3Aipzh3K/+fskeFxbvlyv3y5MzkyNTT9AQepBt0E9kr9ICm6AVN0wLivqI39I7eD/zIDebyuUJi2t+X+lylnit3/R+j10ps</latexit>�

<latexit sha1_base64="IoRcX38gy/jjv9P3Zip18MAN39s=">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</latexit>

S

<latexit sha1_base64="IoRcX38gy/jjv9P3Zip18MAN39s=">AAAGW3ichVTNbtNAEJ62NJRSaAtCQuIS0QZaKUQbVH4EilRASJxQ0zRtpbSKbGeTrOLYlu2kSqO+AFxBHDhRiQPiMbjwAhx64AEQxyJx4cC3Y/cnlLq2bM/Ozs8334zX9GwVhELsDQ2PnBtNnR+7MH5x4tLlyanpK6uB2/EtWbZc2/XXTSOQtnJkOVShLdc9Xxpt05ZrZuuZ3l/rSj9QrrMS9jy52TYajqorywihKpaqUzMiJ/hKnxTysTBD8bXkTg/v0gbVyCWLOtQmSQ6FkG0yKMBdoTwJ8qDbpD50PiTF+5J2aBy+HVhJWBjQtvBuYFWJtQ7WOmbA3hay2Hh8eKYpI76JT2JffBWfxQ/x59RYfY6hsfTwNSNf6VUnX10v/T7Tq41vSM0jr0TMIdXpIWNVwO6xRldhRf7d7Xf7pUfLmf4tsSt+Av8HsSe+oAKn+8v6WJTL7xPwmMCSxJhCLgP8aHZreNdxayQe0PfgofVBQoR+jDWIGc5AdqFLM+9ttta9M7l3adrijE1Ibe6vQqRtrOZohV7iOxh9PiHvAcch8ugOJ6PUleiMGsUWV9U6o6oIme7AkdWB1uaKfJ7MHkdvQvZ45rKs9YFpi1cepICrVpAc7nGDrTqMParDgMaMMTTYuwO7GkewuEMWJImdbMxpyCsnse7KQBcK+Kty/Aju8UE1d9BziTocxuJwvEwC794xdiJLEzsNruwoqscsh4jix3+ttjw+LX3czxlVFiwf36ke/sMFuk1P8GgLmy2q4FrbKORw+dzQ7FR5twH/AqrL0b0Bjy5zFZ0h/7feOUSo57fGs2rwHM8h/zy+fZrFbpe7q1nRPbUZwSx8H5/wrjCXVoy2wJV1eGI3B2JXwUH+MIMaiCZ5Bk7lFOdu/t9T9qSwejeXv59bKC7MLD6NT+AxukE3kT1PD2iRXtASlRFX0mt6Q29Hv6dGUuOpich0eCj2uUoDV+raX0UpSCA=</latexit>

S

<latexit sha1_base64="4ERW1hSVYM+NatiGyNuCNfBlYxM=">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</latexit>

R

<latexit sha1_base64="4ERW1hSVYM+NatiGyNuCNfBlYxM=">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</latexit>

R

<latexit sha1_base64="YfWSaKJlnKkEH6UP4tMFN1oALrU=">AAAGXnichVRLb9NAEJ4WGkqhpIVLJS4RbaCVQrRB5SFQpAJC4oT6SlspVJHtbJJVHNuynVRp1D/AgWuROFGJA+JncOEPcOiNK+JYJC4c+HbsNgmlri3bs7Pz+Oab8ZqerYJQiMOR0QsXx1KXxi9PXLk6eS09NX19I3DbviVLlmu7/pZpBNJWjiyFKrTlludLo2XactNsPtf7mx3pB8p11sOuJ7dbRt1RNWUZoVaV5sOFytSsyAu+MqeFQizMUnwtu9OjB/SaquSSRW1qkSSHQsg2GRTgLlOBBHnQbVMPOh+S4n1JezQB3zasJCwMaJt417Eqx1oHax0zYG8LWWw8PjwzlBXfxCdxJL6Kz+KH+HNmrB7H0Fi6+JqRr/Qq6Tcza7/P9WrhG1Kj75WIOaQaPWKsCtg91ugqrMi/s7t/tPZ4Ndu7LQ7ET+D/IA7FF1TgdH5ZH1fk6vsEPCawJDGmkMsAP5rdKt413BqJB/RdeGh9kBChF2MNYoazkF3oMsx7i61170zuXYZ2OGMDUov7qxBpF6t5WqdX+A5HX0jIe8xxiDy6w8kodSU6o0axw1U1z6kqQqY70Lc61tpckc+T2eXoDcgez1yOtT4w7fDKgxRw1QqSwz2us1WbsUd1GNCYMYY6e7dhV+UIFnfIgiSxk4s5DXnlJNZdHupCEX9Vnh/BPT6u5i56LlGHw1gcjpdN4N0bYCeyNLFT58r6UT1mOUQUP/5rteXgtPRwv2BUObA8uFM5+YeLdIee4tEWNltUwLW2Ucjh8rmh2anwbh3+RVSXp/tDHh3mKjpD/m+9d4JQz2+VZ9XgOZ5H/gV8ezSH3Q53V7Oie2ozgjn4PjnlXWYurRhtkStr88RuD8WugIPCSQY1FE3yDJzJKc7dwr+n7Glh416+8CC/uLI4u/QsPoHH6SbdQvYCPaQleknLVGKkb2mf3o19T6VSk6l0ZDo6EvvcoKErNfMXZkNJBQ==</latexit>

U(t)

<latexit sha1_base64="RLSEemdR0wB31PEK4RWcB/sTc1c=">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</latexit>

U(t)†

<latexit sha1_base64="IoRcX38gy/jjv9P3Zip18MAN39s=">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</latexit>

S
<latexit sha1_base64="4ERW1hSVYM+NatiGyNuCNfBlYxM=">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</latexit>

R

<latexit sha1_base64="IoRcX38gy/jjv9P3Zip18MAN39s=">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</latexit>

S
<latexit sha1_base64="4ERW1hSVYM+NatiGyNuCNfBlYxM=">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</latexit>

R

<latexit sha1_base64="5Lq4MWHKexjU0wyk/fXWZ2YNNeA=">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</latexit>

P̂m

<latexit sha1_base64="UxkSUBmEmVcSEB+ftjc4DlR0hJk=">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</latexit>

=: Tr(Em⇢) . (A.2.8)

Consequently, the POVM element is

<latexit sha1_base64="BrKawIl7nrvOKts9/2/3O1MDXi8=">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</latexit>�

<latexit sha1_base64="IoRcX38gy/jjv9P3Zip18MAN39s=">AAAGW3ichVTNbtNAEJ62NJRSaAtCQuIS0QZaKUQbVH4EilRASJxQ0zRtpbSKbGeTrOLYlu2kSqO+AFxBHDhRiQPiMbjwAhx64AEQxyJx4cC3Y/cnlLq2bM/Ozs8334zX9GwVhELsDQ2PnBtNnR+7MH5x4tLlyanpK6uB2/EtWbZc2/XXTSOQtnJkOVShLdc9Xxpt05ZrZuuZ3l/rSj9QrrMS9jy52TYajqorywihKpaqUzMiJ/hKnxTysTBD8bXkTg/v0gbVyCWLOtQmSQ6FkG0yKMBdoTwJ8qDbpD50PiTF+5J2aBy+HVhJWBjQtvBuYFWJtQ7WOmbA3hay2Hh8eKYpI76JT2JffBWfxQ/x59RYfY6hsfTwNSNf6VUnX10v/T7Tq41vSM0jr0TMIdXpIWNVwO6xRldhRf7d7Xf7pUfLmf4tsSt+Av8HsSe+oAKn+8v6WJTL7xPwmMCSxJhCLgP8aHZreNdxayQe0PfgofVBQoR+jDWIGc5AdqFLM+9ttta9M7l3adrijE1Ibe6vQqRtrOZohV7iOxh9PiHvAcch8ugOJ6PUleiMGsUWV9U6o6oIme7AkdWB1uaKfJ7MHkdvQvZ45rKs9YFpi1cepICrVpAc7nGDrTqMParDgMaMMTTYuwO7GkewuEMWJImdbMxpyCsnse7KQBcK+Kty/Aju8UE1d9BziTocxuJwvEwC794xdiJLEzsNruwoqscsh4jix3+ttjw+LX3czxlVFiwf36ke/sMFuk1P8GgLmy2q4FrbKORw+dzQ7FR5twH/AqrL0b0Bjy5zFZ0h/7feOUSo57fGs2rwHM8h/zy+fZrFbpe7q1nRPbUZwSx8H5/wrjCXVoy2wJV1eGI3B2JXwUH+MIMaiCZ5Bk7lFOdu/t9T9qSwejeXv59bKC7MLD6NT+AxukE3kT1PD2iRXtASlRFX0mt6Q29Hv6dGUuOpich0eCj2uUoDV+raX0UpSCA=</latexit>

S

<latexit sha1_base64="IoRcX38gy/jjv9P3Zip18MAN39s=">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</latexit>

S

<latexit sha1_base64="4ERW1hSVYM+NatiGyNuCNfBlYxM=">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</latexit>

R

<latexit sha1_base64="4ERW1hSVYM+NatiGyNuCNfBlYxM=">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</latexit>

R

<latexit sha1_base64="YfWSaKJlnKkEH6UP4tMFN1oALrU=">AAAGXnichVRLb9NAEJ4WGkqhpIVLJS4RbaCVQrRB5SFQpAJC4oT6SlspVJHtbJJVHNuynVRp1D/AgWuROFGJA+JncOEPcOiNK+JYJC4c+HbsNgmlri3bs7Pz+Oab8ZqerYJQiMOR0QsXx1KXxi9PXLk6eS09NX19I3DbviVLlmu7/pZpBNJWjiyFKrTlludLo2XactNsPtf7mx3pB8p11sOuJ7dbRt1RNWUZoVaV5sOFytSsyAu+MqeFQizMUnwtu9OjB/SaquSSRW1qkSSHQsg2GRTgLlOBBHnQbVMPOh+S4n1JezQB3zasJCwMaJt417Eqx1oHax0zYG8LWWw8PjwzlBXfxCdxJL6Kz+KH+HNmrB7H0Fi6+JqRr/Qq6Tcza7/P9WrhG1Kj75WIOaQaPWKsCtg91ugqrMi/s7t/tPZ4Ndu7LQ7ET+D/IA7FF1TgdH5ZH1fk6vsEPCawJDGmkMsAP5rdKt413BqJB/RdeGh9kBChF2MNYoazkF3oMsx7i61170zuXYZ2OGMDUov7qxBpF6t5WqdX+A5HX0jIe8xxiDy6w8kodSU6o0axw1U1z6kqQqY70Lc61tpckc+T2eXoDcgez1yOtT4w7fDKgxRw1QqSwz2us1WbsUd1GNCYMYY6e7dhV+UIFnfIgiSxk4s5DXnlJNZdHupCEX9Vnh/BPT6u5i56LlGHw1gcjpdN4N0bYCeyNLFT58r6UT1mOUQUP/5rteXgtPRwv2BUObA8uFM5+YeLdIee4tEWNltUwLW2Ucjh8rmh2anwbh3+RVSXp/tDHh3mKjpD/m+9d4JQz2+VZ9XgOZ5H/gV8ezSH3Q53V7Oie2ozgjn4PjnlXWYurRhtkStr88RuD8WugIPCSQY1FE3yDJzJKc7dwr+n7Glh416+8CC/uLI4u/QsPoHH6SbdQvYCPaQleknLVGKkb2mf3o19T6VSk6l0ZDo6EvvcoKErNfMXZkNJBQ==</latexit>

U(t)

<latexit sha1_base64="RLSEemdR0wB31PEK4RWcB/sTc1c=">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</latexit>

U(t)†

<latexit sha1_base64="IoRcX38gy/jjv9P3Zip18MAN39s=">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</latexit>

S
<latexit sha1_base64="4ERW1hSVYM+NatiGyNuCNfBlYxM=">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</latexit>

R

<latexit sha1_base64="IoRcX38gy/jjv9P3Zip18MAN39s=">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</latexit>

S
<latexit sha1_base64="4ERW1hSVYM+NatiGyNuCNfBlYxM=">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</latexit>
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Em = . (A.2.9)

Thus, indirect measurements are POVM measurements. Conversely, any POVM measure-
ments can be realized by an indirect measurement [19].

So far we have discussed the measurement process itself. What will be the state
after the measurements? There are two types of measurements. One is the selective
measurement, where you obtain information on the outcome. In particular, if the
POVM element is a projection operator P̂m (i.e. a PVM measurement), the state after
the measurement of outcome m under a state ρ is given by

ρm ≡ P̂mρP̂m

Tr
(
P̂mρ

) . (A.2.10)

This is also known as the von Neumann’s projective measurement.3 The other type of
measurements is the non-selective measurement, where you do not obtain information
on the outcome. Instead, the state after the measurement process is given by a probabilistic

3P̂iP̂j = P̂iδij is implicity assumed. If not, the selective measurement is called the Lüder’s projective
measurement.
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mixture
ρ 7→ ρ′ =

∑
m

Prob(m|ρ)ρm. (A.2.11)

Note that POVM itself does not tell us states after the measurement. It only tells
us about the probability distribution of obtaining outcome. We could have two different
POVMs describing the same physical measurement process. To precisely discuss states
after measurements and evolutions, we should better use the notion of CP-instruments,
which will be explained in Appendix A.4.

A.3 Quantum channels

Any quantum evolutions Λ must map a density matrix to another. In quantum information
theory, it is called a quantum channel in general. In the following, we discuss the
necessary and sufficient conditions for a map to be a quantum channel and how it can
be understood as a quantum evolution naturally. Note that quantum evolutions involve
measurement processes described in the previous section as well [24].

A.3.1 Completely positive trace-preserving (CPTP) maps

When we allow discarding a part of the system (e.g. environment) or measurements via a
detector, the space of the initial density matrix S(HA) need not coincide with the final
one S(HB). The addition and multiplication rules of probability lead to the affinity of Λ.

Definition A.3.1. Affinity of a quantum channel Λ
For any ρ, σ ∈ S(HA) and p ∈ [0, 1], the affinity of a quantum channel Λ : S(HA) →

S(HB) means
Λ(pρ+ (1 − p)σ) = pΛ(ρ) + (1 − p)Λ(σ) ∈ S(HB). (A.3.1)

This is also called a convex-linear map on the set of density matrices [20].

Although Λ is defined only on the set of density matrices S(HA), one can find a natural
extension to a set of linear operators L(HA) by the following procedure.

First, we see any linear operators can be expressed as a linear combination of density
matrices. Given an orthonormal basis {|i⟩}i of HA, a linear operator Ô ∈ L(HA) is written
as

Ô =
∑
i,j

Oij |i⟩⟨j| . (A.3.2)
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The problem is whether we can express |i⟩⟨j| in terms of density matrices. Let us define
four state vectors,

|+⟩ij = 1√
2

(|i⟩ + |j⟩) (A.3.3)

|−⟩ij = 1√
2

(|i⟩ − |j⟩) (A.3.4)

|R⟩ij = 1√
2

(|i⟩ + i |j⟩) (A.3.5)

|L⟩ij = 1√
2

(|i⟩ − i |j⟩), (A.3.6)

and the corresponding density matrices ρ(φij) ≡ |φ⟩ij ⟨φ|ij, where φ = +,−, R, L. It can
be straightforwardly shown that

|i⟩⟨j| = ρ(+ij) − ρ(−ij) + i [ρ(Rij) − ρ(Lij)]
2 . (A.3.7)

By plugging this in (A.3.2), any linear operators can be expanded as a (complex) linear
combination of density matrices.

Second, this expansion can be used to naturally extend a quantum channel Λ : S(HA) →
S(HB) to Λ̃ : L(HA) → L(HB), a linear extension of Λ, as follows:

Λ̃(Ô) ≡
∑
i,j

Oij
Λ(ρ(+ij)) − Λ(ρ(−ij)) + i [Λ(ρ(Rij)) − Λ(ρ(Lij))]

2 . (A.3.8)

Then, Λ̃ becomes a linear map (A.3.1) with an arbitrary complex number p while Λ was
only defined for p ∈ [0, 1]. Note that for ρ ∈ S(HA), Λ̃(ρ) = Λ(ρ) [24].

Based on the linear extension of the quantum channel, Λ̃ is a trace-preserving map
for any linear operators. This follows from the linearity of the trace operation and

TrB(Λ̃(ρ)) = TrB(Λ(ρ)) = 1 = TrA(ρ), ∀ρ ∈ S(HA). (A.3.9)

Furthermore, Λ̃ maps a positive operator to another positive operator. Mathematically, it
is called a positive map. The positivity is shown as follows. Any positive operator Â can
be written as aρ, where a = Tr Â and ρ = Â/a. From the positivity, ρ is a density matrix.
From the affinity,

Tr
[
Λ̃(Â)

]
= aTr[Λ(ρ)] ≥ 0. (A.3.10)

In addition, we require that the positivity of Λ̃ holds for a composite system for a consistent
description of the quantum evolution. In other words, Λ̃ ⊗ 1 is a positive map for any
linear operators on HA ⊗ HR, where 1 denotes the identity map on the reference system R.
The identity operation should not do anything, thus Λ̃ ⊗ 1 should be also a valid quantum
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channel that maps a density matrix to another. A map with this type of positivity is
called a completely positive (CP) map.4 Overall, a general quantum channel is a
completely positive, trace-preserving (CPTP) map.5

A.3.2 Kraus representation

One of the useful representations of a CPTP map is known as the Kraus representation.
Λ̃ : L(HA) → L(HB) is CP if and only if there exists a Kraus operator Vk : HA → HB

such that Λ̃ has a Kraus representation,

Λ̃(Ô) =
∑
k

VkÔV
†
k , ∀Ô ∈ L(HA). (A.3.11)

In addition to this, trace preservation requires

∑
k

V †
k Vk = 1A. (A.3.12)

One can confirm a Kraus representation of Λ̃ is indeed CP by diagonalizing Vk. See [19, 24]
for proof that any CPTP maps have a Kraus representation.

In the context of measurement processes, Vk is a measurement operator. For
instance, the measurement operator for the projective measurement (A.2.10) is P̂m.

A.3.3 Stinespring representation

At first sight, it is not so obvious whether the CPTP map or equivalently, a Kraus
representation really describes a generic quantum evolution. In this section, we see this
is indeed true by rewriting a Kraus representation as a unitary evolution of a composite
system.

A Kraus representation is equivalent to a so-called Stinespring representation
[19, 24],

Λ(ρ) = TrAR
[
U(ρ⊗ σ ⊗ ρR)U †

]
, (A.3.13)

where R is a reference system. σ is an initial state of B. ρR is an initial state of R,
which can be taken to be pure. U is a unitary evolution on the joint system ABR. The
Stinespring representation indicates that any CPTP maps are interpreted as a unitary
evolution of some joint system and vice versa. In the tensor network representation, it can
be easily seen that Kraus and Stinespring representations correspond to each other [22].

4Note that even if a map is positive, it is not necessarily completely positive. One such example is
partial transpose, which is used to define entanglement negativity [20, 19].

5It is sometimes called a trace-preserving, completely positive (TPCP) map.
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Let us choose the initial state for R a pure state ρR = |0⟩⟨0|. Then,

Λ(ρ) = TrAR
[
U(ρ⊗ σ ⊗ ρR)U †

]

=
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<latexit sha1_base64="Dlu6qtpKR12KUagoUTF83Lpi98g=">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</latexit>

U
<latexit sha1_base64="T6jqQMtutkCI1EbJrwGlC82MtJo=">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</latexit>

A

<latexit sha1_base64="9jfhRQGfjVr9luFZhkY4MyBwhX4=">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</latexit>

U †<latexit sha1_base64="BrKawIl7nrvOKts9/2/3O1MDXi8=">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</latexit>�
<latexit sha1_base64="T6jqQMtutkCI1EbJrwGlC82MtJo=">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</latexit>

A
<latexit sha1_base64="T6jqQMtutkCI1EbJrwGlC82MtJo=">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</latexit>

A
<latexit sha1_base64="T6jqQMtutkCI1EbJrwGlC82MtJo=">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</latexit>

A

<latexit sha1_base64="hq8qLwxULiJYQF/UXjYXzvXp+ZM=">AAAGW3ichVTNThNRFD6AVEQU0JiYuGksVUhqc2vwJ5omiDFxZShQIKmkmZleyk2nM5OZaUlpeAHdaly4ksSF8THc+AIuWPgAxiUmblz43TMDbUWGmczMueeen+9858w1PVsFoRAHQ8Mj50ZT58cujF+cuHR5cmr6ylrgtnxLli3Xdv0N0wikrRxZDlVoyw3Pl0bTtOW62Xiq99fb0g+U66yGHU9uNo26o7aUZYRQlRarUxmRF3ylTwqFWMhQfC2508P79JJq5JJFLWqSJIdCyDYZFOCuUIEEedBtUhc6H5LifUl7NA7fFqwkLAxoG3jXsarEWgdrHTNgbwtZbDw+PNOUFd/EJ3EovorP4of4c2qsLsfQWDr4mpGv9KqTr66v/D7Tq4lvSNs9r0TMIW3RQ8aqgN1jja7Civzbu+8OVx4tZ7u3xL74CfwfxIH4ggqc9i/rY0kuv0/AYwJLEmMKuQzwo9mt4b2FWyPxgL4DD60PEiJ0Y6xBzHAWsgtdmnlvsrXuncm9S9MOZ9yG1OT+KkTaxWqWVukFvoPR5xLyHnEcIo/ucDJKXYnOqFHscFWNM6qKkOkO9KyOtDZX5PNkdjj6NmSPZy7HWh+YdnjlQQq4agXJ4R7X2arF2KM6DGjMGEOdvVuwq3EEiztkQZLYycWchrxyEuuuDHShiL8qz4/gHh9Vcwc9l6jDYSwOx8sm8O71sRNZmtipc2W9qB6zHCKKH/+12rJ/Wrq4nzGqHFju36ke/8NFuk1P8GgLmy2q4FrbKORw+dzQ7FR5tw7/IqrL070BjzZzFZ0h/7feO0ao57fGs2rwHM8i/xy+XZrBbpu7q1nRPbUZwQx8H5/wrjCXVoy2yJW1eGI3B2JXwUHhOIMaiCZ5Bk7lFOdu4d9T9qSwdjdfuJ+fL81nFhbjE3iMbtBNZC/QA1qg57REZcSV9Jre0NvR76mR1HhqIjIdHop9rtLAlbr2F9+zSA8=</latexit>

B
<latexit sha1_base64="hq8qLwxULiJYQF/UXjYXzvXp+ZM=">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</latexit>

B
<latexit sha1_base64="hq8qLwxULiJYQF/UXjYXzvXp+ZM=">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</latexit>

B
<latexit sha1_base64="hq8qLwxULiJYQF/UXjYXzvXp+ZM=">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</latexit>

B

<latexit sha1_base64="zyjaJ3PDrHBrT381fphtutnxpO4=">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</latexit>|0i <latexit sha1_base64="lXKFYjtyqgmrOeG35K7EcvaQYU8=">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</latexit>h0|

=

<latexit sha1_base64="BrKawIl7nrvOKts9/2/3O1MDXi8=">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</latexit>�
<latexit sha1_base64="hq8qLwxULiJYQF/UXjYXzvXp+ZM=">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</latexit>

B
<latexit sha1_base64="hq8qLwxULiJYQF/UXjYXzvXp+ZM=">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</latexit>

B<latexit sha1_base64="4ERW1hSVYM+NatiGyNuCNfBlYxM=">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</latexit>

R
<latexit sha1_base64="4ERW1hSVYM+NatiGyNuCNfBlYxM=">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</latexit>

R

<latexit sha1_base64="fDU19C00kxDvywJoMEEsNXpMd9o=">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</latexit>⇢

<latexit sha1_base64="Dlu6qtpKR12KUagoUTF83Lpi98g=">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</latexit>

U
<latexit sha1_base64="T6jqQMtutkCI1EbJrwGlC82MtJo=">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</latexit>

A

<latexit sha1_base64="9jfhRQGfjVr9luFZhkY4MyBwhX4=">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</latexit>

U †
<latexit sha1_base64="T6jqQMtutkCI1EbJrwGlC82MtJo=">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</latexit>

A

<latexit sha1_base64="T6jqQMtutkCI1EbJrwGlC82MtJo=">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</latexit>

A
<latexit sha1_base64="T6jqQMtutkCI1EbJrwGlC82MtJo=">AAAGW3ichVTNThNRFD6AVEQU0JiYuGksVUhqc2vwJ5omoDFxZShQIKmkmZleyk2nM5OZaUlpeAHdaly4ksSF8THc+AIuWPgAxiUmblz43TMDbUWGmczMueeen+9858w1PVsFoRAHQ8Mj50ZT58cujF+cuHR5cmr6ylrgtnxLli3Xdv0N0wikrRxZDlVoyw3Pl0bTtOW62Xiq99fb0g+U66yGHU9uNo26o7aUZYRQlRarUxmRF3ylTwqFWMhQfC2508P79JJq5JJFLWqSJIdCyDYZFOCuUIEEedBtUhc6H5LifUl7NA7fFqwkLAxoG3jXsarEWgdrHTNgbwtZbDw+PNOUFd/EJ3EovorP4of4c2qsLsfQWDr4mpGv9KqTr66v/D7Tq4lvSNs9r0TMIW3RQ8aqgN1jja7Civzbu+8OVx4tZ7u3xL74CfwfxIH4ggqc9i/rY0kuv0/AYwJLEmMKuQzwo9mt4b2FWyPxgL4DD60PEiJ0Y6xBzHAWsgtdmnlvsrXuncm9S9MOZ9yG1OT+KkTaxWqWVukFvoPR5xLyHnEcIo/ucDJKXYnOqFHscFWNM6qKkOkO9KyOtDZX5PNkdjj6NmSPZy7HWh+YdnjlQQq4agXJ4R7X2arF2KM6DGjMGEOdvVuwq3EEiztkQZLYycWchrxyEuuuDHShiL8qz4/gHh9Vcwc9l6jDYSwOx8sm8O71sRNZmtipc2W9qB6zHCKKH/+12rJ/Wrq4nzGqHFju36ke/8NFuk2LeLSFzRZVcK1tFHK4fG5odqq8W4d/EdXl6d6AR5u5is6Q/1vvHSPU81vjWTV4jmeRfw7fLs1gt83d1azontqMYAa+j094V5hLK0Zb5MpaPLGbA7Gr4KBwnEENRJM8A6dyinO38O8pe1JYu5sv3M/Pl+YzC0/iE3iMbtBNZC/QA1qg57REZcSV9Jre0NvR76mR1HhqIjIdHop9rtLAlbr2F9m8SA4=</latexit>

A
<latexit sha1_base64="4ERW1hSVYM+NatiGyNuCNfBlYxM=">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</latexit>

R
<latexit sha1_base64="4ERW1hSVYM+NatiGyNuCNfBlYxM=">AAAGW3ichVTNbtNAEJ62NJRSaAtCQuISkQZaKUQbVH4EilRASJxQ/9JWSqvIdjbJqo5t2U6qNOoLwBXEgROVOCAegwsvwKEHHgBxLBIXDnw7dpqGUteW7dnZ+fnmm/Ganq2CUIiDoeGRc6Op82MXxi9OXLo8OTV9ZS1wW74lS5Zru/6GaQTSVo4shSq05YbnS6Np2nLd3H6m99fb0g+U66yGHU9uNY26o2rKMkKolpYrUxmRF3ylTwqFWMhQfC2608P7tElVcsmiFjVJkkMhZJsMCnCXqUCCPOi2qAudD0nxvqQ9GodvC1YSFga023jXsSrHWgdrHTNgbwtZbDw+PNOUFd/EJ3EovorP4of4c2qsLsfQWDr4mpGv9CqTr66v/D7Tq4lvSI2+VyLmkGr0kLEqYPdYo6uwIv/27rvDlUfL2e4tsS9+Av8HcSC+oAKn/cv6uCSX3yfgMYEliTGFXAb40exW8a7h1kg8oO/AQ+uDhAjdGGsQM5yF7EKXZt6bbK17Z3Lv0rTDGRuQmtxfhUi7WM3SKr3EdzD6XELeHsch8ugOJ6PUleiMGsUOV7V9RlURMt2BvlVPa3NFPk9mh6M3IHs8cznW+sC0wysPUsBVK0gO97jOVi3GHtVhQGPGGOrs3YJdlSNY3CELksROLuY05JWTWHd5oAtF/FV5fgT3uFfNHfRcog6HsTgcL5vAu3eMncjSxE6dK+tH9ZjlEFH8+K/VlsenpYv7OaPKgeXjO5Wjf7hIt+kJHm1hs0UFXGsbhRwunxuanQrv1uFfRHV5ujfg0WauojPk/9Z7Rwj1/FZ5Vg2e41nkn8O3SzPYbXN3NSu6pzYjmIHv4xPeZebSitEWubIWT+zWQOwKOCgcZVAD0STPwKmc4twt/HvKnhTW7uYL9/PzS/OZhafxCTxGN+gmshfoAS3QC1qkEuJKek1v6O3o99RIajw1EZkOD8U+V2ngSl37Cz8ySB8=</latexit>

R<latexit sha1_base64="zyjaJ3PDrHBrT381fphtutnxpO4=">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</latexit>|0i <latexit sha1_base64="lXKFYjtyqgmrOeG35K7EcvaQYU8=">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</latexit>h0|
<latexit sha1_base64="hq8qLwxULiJYQF/UXjYXzvXp+ZM=">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</latexit>

B
<latexit sha1_base64="hq8qLwxULiJYQF/UXjYXzvXp+ZM=">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</latexit>

B

=

<latexit sha1_base64="4ERW1hSVYM+NatiGyNuCNfBlYxM=">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</latexit>

R
<latexit sha1_base64="4ERW1hSVYM+NatiGyNuCNfBlYxM=">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</latexit>

R

<latexit sha1_base64="fDU19C00kxDvywJoMEEsNXpMd9o=">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</latexit>⇢

<latexit sha1_base64="Dlu6qtpKR12KUagoUTF83Lpi98g=">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</latexit>

U
<latexit sha1_base64="T6jqQMtutkCI1EbJrwGlC82MtJo=">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</latexit>

A

<latexit sha1_base64="9jfhRQGfjVr9luFZhkY4MyBwhX4=">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</latexit>

U †
<latexit sha1_base64="T6jqQMtutkCI1EbJrwGlC82MtJo=">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</latexit>

A

<latexit sha1_base64="T6jqQMtutkCI1EbJrwGlC82MtJo=">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</latexit>

A
<latexit sha1_base64="T6jqQMtutkCI1EbJrwGlC82MtJo=">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</latexit>

A
<latexit sha1_base64="4ERW1hSVYM+NatiGyNuCNfBlYxM=">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</latexit>

R
<latexit sha1_base64="4ERW1hSVYM+NatiGyNuCNfBlYxM=">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</latexit>

R<latexit sha1_base64="zyjaJ3PDrHBrT381fphtutnxpO4=">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</latexit>|0i <latexit sha1_base64="lXKFYjtyqgmrOeG35K7EcvaQYU8=">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</latexit>h0|

<latexit sha1_base64="hq8qLwxULiJYQF/UXjYXzvXp+ZM=">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</latexit>

B
<latexit sha1_base64="hq8qLwxULiJYQF/UXjYXzvXp+ZM=">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</latexit>

B<latexit sha1_base64="zkV5KeRlqwQ0Pm5R5Xar2rPkiAI=">AAAGcHichVRLT9RQFD6gjIgPQF2QuHAURsHg5JbgI5pJUGPiyvCGZAYnbedOaegrbWfI0Mwf8A+4cKMkLtCf4cY/4IKfYNyJiRsXfvdMeYxIadP23HPP4zvfOb1G4NhRLMRuT++Zs325c/3nBy5cvHR5cGj4ynLkN0JTLpm+44erhh5Jx/bkUmzHjlwNQqm7hiNXjI3nan+lKcPI9r3FuBXINVe3PLtum3oMVXXoWiWyLVd/nVTqoW4mWjuZarerQ6OiKPjKHxe0VBil9Jr1h3u3qUI18smkBrkkyaMYskM6RbjLpJGgALo1SqALIdm8L6lNA/BtwErCQod2A28Lq3Kq9bBWMSP2NpHFwRPCM08F8U3siD3xVXwW38WfE2MlHENhaeFrdHxlUB18M7Lw+1QvF9+Y1g+9MjHHVKdHjNUG9oA1qgqz49/ceru38Hi+kNwW2+IH8H8Qu+ILKvCav8yPc3L+XQYeA1iyGLORSwc/it0a3nXcCkkA9C14KH2UESFJsUYpwwXIPnR55t1la9U7g3uXp03OuA7J5f7aiLSF1Tgt0it8u6NPZOTd5zhGHtXhbJSqEpVRodjkqjZOqaqDTHXg0Gpf63BFIU9mi6OvQw545iZZGwLTJq8CSBFXbUPyuMcWWzUYe6cOHRojxWCxdwN2NY5gcodMSBI7kymnMa+8zLrLXV0o4a8q8iO4x/vV3EPPJerwGIvH8QoZvAdH2OlYGtixuLLDqAGzHCNKmP61yvLotCS4XzCqSbB8dKd68A+X6A49xaMsHLaogmtlYyOHz+eGYqfKuxb8S6iuSPe7PJrMVecM+b91+wChmt8az6rOczyO/BP4JjSG3SZ3V7GieuowgjH4PjnmXWYuzRRtiStr8MSudcWuggPtIIPdFU3yDJzIKc5d7d9T9riwPFXUHhSn56ZHZ56lJ3A/XadbyK7RQ5qhlzRLS4i7Re9phz71/cyN5G7kbnZMe3tSn6vUdeXu/gXF5lDK</latexit>

�
1
2

<latexit sha1_base64="zkV5KeRlqwQ0Pm5R5Xar2rPkiAI=">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</latexit>

�
1
2

<latexit sha1_base64="hq8qLwxULiJYQF/UXjYXzvXp+ZM=">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</latexit>

B
<latexit sha1_base64="hq8qLwxULiJYQF/UXjYXzvXp+ZM=">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</latexit>

B

≡
∑
k

VkρV
†
k .

(A.3.14)

We changed the order of legs in the third line and we split the density matrix in half in
the fourth line. From this tensor network representation, we can straightforwardly obtain
the corresponding Kraus operator

Vk =

<latexit sha1_base64="4ERW1hSVYM+NatiGyNuCNfBlYxM=">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</latexit>

R

<latexit sha1_base64="Dlu6qtpKR12KUagoUTF83Lpi98g=">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</latexit>

U
<latexit sha1_base64="T6jqQMtutkCI1EbJrwGlC82MtJo=">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</latexit>

A

<latexit sha1_base64="T6jqQMtutkCI1EbJrwGlC82MtJo=">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</latexit>

A
<latexit sha1_base64="4ERW1hSVYM+NatiGyNuCNfBlYxM=">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</latexit>

R <latexit sha1_base64="zyjaJ3PDrHBrT381fphtutnxpO4=">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</latexit>|0i

<latexit sha1_base64="hq8qLwxULiJYQF/UXjYXzvXp+ZM=">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</latexit>

B <latexit sha1_base64="zkV5KeRlqwQ0Pm5R5Xar2rPkiAI=">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</latexit>

�
1
2

<latexit sha1_base64="hq8qLwxULiJYQF/UXjYXzvXp+ZM=">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</latexit>

B

<latexit sha1_base64="bLaMfI7PcqmP+inp3QENHllMKLg=">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</latexit>

k
<latexit sha1_base64="hq8qLwxULiJYQF/UXjYXzvXp+ZM=">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</latexit>

B

<latexit sha1_base64="gPwh9zK1xOpsVv3z+lK3Vx7FaBs=">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</latexit>

AR

. (A.3.15)
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The trace-preserving property is also evident since

∑
V †
k Vk =

<latexit sha1_base64="4ERW1hSVYM+NatiGyNuCNfBlYxM=">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</latexit>

R

<latexit sha1_base64="Dlu6qtpKR12KUagoUTF83Lpi98g=">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</latexit>

U
<latexit sha1_base64="T6jqQMtutkCI1EbJrwGlC82MtJo=">AAAGW3ichVTNThNRFD6AVEQU0JiYuGksVUhqc2vwJ5omoDFxZShQIKmkmZleyk2nM5OZaUlpeAHdaly4ksSF8THc+AIuWPgAxiUmblz43TMDbUWGmczMueeen+9858w1PVsFoRAHQ8Mj50ZT58cujF+cuHR5cmr6ylrgtnxLli3Xdv0N0wikrRxZDlVoyw3Pl0bTtOW62Xiq99fb0g+U66yGHU9uNo26o7aUZYRQlRarUxmRF3ylTwqFWMhQfC2508P79JJq5JJFLWqSJIdCyDYZFOCuUIEEedBtUhc6H5LifUl7NA7fFqwkLAxoG3jXsarEWgdrHTNgbwtZbDw+PNOUFd/EJ3EovorP4of4c2qsLsfQWDr4mpGv9KqTr66v/D7Tq4lvSNs9r0TMIW3RQ8aqgN1jja7Civzbu+8OVx4tZ7u3xL74CfwfxIH4ggqc9i/rY0kuv0/AYwJLEmMKuQzwo9mt4b2FWyPxgL4DD60PEiJ0Y6xBzHAWsgtdmnlvsrXuncm9S9MOZ9yG1OT+KkTaxWqWVukFvoPR5xLyHnEcIo/ucDJKXYnOqFHscFWNM6qKkOkO9KyOtDZX5PNkdjj6NmSPZy7HWh+YdnjlQQq4agXJ4R7X2arF2KM6DGjMGEOdvVuwq3EEiztkQZLYycWchrxyEuuuDHShiL8qz4/gHh9Vcwc9l6jDYSwOx8sm8O71sRNZmtipc2W9qB6zHCKKH/+12rJ/Wrq4nzGqHFju36ke/8NFuk2LeLSFzRZVcK1tFHK4fG5odqq8W4d/EdXl6d6AR5u5is6Q/1vvHSPU81vjWTV4jmeRfw7fLs1gt83d1azontqMYAa+j094V5hLK0Zb5MpaPLGbA7Gr4KBwnEENRJM8A6dyinO38O8pe1JYu5sv3M/Pl+YzC0/iE3iMbtBNZC/QA1qg57REZcSV9Jre0NvR76mR1HhqIjIdHop9rtLAlbr2F9m8SA4=</latexit>

A

<latexit sha1_base64="T6jqQMtutkCI1EbJrwGlC82MtJo=">AAAGW3ichVTNThNRFD6AVEQU0JiYuGksVUhqc2vwJ5omoDFxZShQIKmkmZleyk2nM5OZaUlpeAHdaly4ksSF8THc+AIuWPgAxiUmblz43TMDbUWGmczMueeen+9858w1PVsFoRAHQ8Mj50ZT58cujF+cuHR5cmr6ylrgtnxLli3Xdv0N0wikrRxZDlVoyw3Pl0bTtOW62Xiq99fb0g+U66yGHU9uNo26o7aUZYRQlRarUxmRF3ylTwqFWMhQfC2508P79JJq5JJFLWqSJIdCyDYZFOCuUIEEedBtUhc6H5LifUl7NA7fFqwkLAxoG3jXsarEWgdrHTNgbwtZbDw+PNOUFd/EJ3EovorP4of4c2qsLsfQWDr4mpGv9KqTr66v/D7Tq4lvSNs9r0TMIW3RQ8aqgN1jja7Civzbu+8OVx4tZ7u3xL74CfwfxIH4ggqc9i/rY0kuv0/AYwJLEmMKuQzwo9mt4b2FWyPxgL4DD60PEiJ0Y6xBzHAWsgtdmnlvsrXuncm9S9MOZ9yG1OT+KkTaxWqWVukFvoPR5xLyHnEcIo/ucDJKXYnOqFHscFWNM6qKkOkO9KyOtDZX5PNkdjj6NmSPZy7HWh+YdnjlQQq4agXJ4R7X2arF2KM6DGjMGEOdvVuwq3EEiztkQZLYycWchrxyEuuuDHShiL8qz4/gHh9Vcwc9l6jDYSwOx8sm8O71sRNZmtipc2W9qB6zHCKKH/+12rJ/Wrq4nzGqHFju36ke/8NFuk2LeLSFzRZVcK1tFHK4fG5odqq8W4d/EdXl6d6AR5u5is6Q/1vvHSPU81vjWTV4jmeRfw7fLs1gt83d1azontqMYAa+j094V5hLK0Zb5MpaPLGbA7Gr4KBwnEENRJM8A6dyinO38O8pe1JYu5sv3M/Pl+YzC0/iE3iMbtBNZC/QA1qg57REZcSV9Jre0NvR76mR1HhqIjIdHop9rtLAlbr2F9m8SA4=</latexit>

A
<latexit sha1_base64="4ERW1hSVYM+NatiGyNuCNfBlYxM=">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</latexit>

R <latexit sha1_base64="zyjaJ3PDrHBrT381fphtutnxpO4=">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</latexit>|0i

<latexit sha1_base64="hq8qLwxULiJYQF/UXjYXzvXp+ZM=">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</latexit>

B <latexit sha1_base64="zkV5KeRlqwQ0Pm5R5Xar2rPkiAI=">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</latexit>

�
1
2

<latexit sha1_base64="hq8qLwxULiJYQF/UXjYXzvXp+ZM=">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</latexit>

B

<latexit sha1_base64="hq8qLwxULiJYQF/UXjYXzvXp+ZM=">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</latexit>

B

<latexit sha1_base64="lXKFYjtyqgmrOeG35K7EcvaQYU8=">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</latexit>h0|
<latexit sha1_base64="4ERW1hSVYM+NatiGyNuCNfBlYxM=">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</latexit>

R

<latexit sha1_base64="T6jqQMtutkCI1EbJrwGlC82MtJo=">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</latexit>

A

<latexit sha1_base64="9jfhRQGfjVr9luFZhkY4MyBwhX4=">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</latexit>

U †

<latexit sha1_base64="zkV5KeRlqwQ0Pm5R5Xar2rPkiAI=">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</latexit>

�
1
2

=

<latexit sha1_base64="T6jqQMtutkCI1EbJrwGlC82MtJo=">AAAGW3ichVTNThNRFD6AVEQU0JiYuGksVUhqc2vwJ5omoDFxZShQIKmkmZleyk2nM5OZaUlpeAHdaly4ksSF8THc+AIuWPgAxiUmblz43TMDbUWGmczMueeen+9858w1PVsFoRAHQ8Mj50ZT58cujF+cuHR5cmr6ylrgtnxLli3Xdv0N0wikrRxZDlVoyw3Pl0bTtOW62Xiq99fb0g+U66yGHU9uNo26o7aUZYRQlRarUxmRF3ylTwqFWMhQfC2508P79JJq5JJFLWqSJIdCyDYZFOCuUIEEedBtUhc6H5LifUl7NA7fFqwkLAxoG3jXsarEWgdrHTNgbwtZbDw+PNOUFd/EJ3EovorP4of4c2qsLsfQWDr4mpGv9KqTr66v/D7Tq4lvSNs9r0TMIW3RQ8aqgN1jja7Civzbu+8OVx4tZ7u3xL74CfwfxIH4ggqc9i/rY0kuv0/AYwJLEmMKuQzwo9mt4b2FWyPxgL4DD60PEiJ0Y6xBzHAWsgtdmnlvsrXuncm9S9MOZ9yG1OT+KkTaxWqWVukFvoPR5xLyHnEcIo/ucDJKXYnOqFHscFWNM6qKkOkO9KyOtDZX5PNkdjj6NmSPZy7HWh+YdnjlQQq4agXJ4R7X2arF2KM6DGjMGEOdvVuwq3EEiztkQZLYycWchrxyEuuuDHShiL8qz4/gHh9Vcwc9l6jDYSwOx8sm8O71sRNZmtipc2W9qB6zHCKKH/+12rJ/Wrq4nzGqHFju36ke/8NFuk2LeLSFzRZVcK1tFHK4fG5odqq8W4d/EdXl6d6AR5u5is6Q/1vvHSPU81vjWTV4jmeRfw7fLs1gt83d1azontqMYAa+j094V5hLK0Zb5MpaPLGbA7Gr4KBwnEENRJM8A6dyinO38O8pe1JYu5sv3M/Pl+YzC0/iE3iMbtBNZC/QA1qg57REZcSV9Jre0NvR76mR1HhqIjIdHop9rtLAlbr2F9m8SA4=</latexit>

A

<latexit sha1_base64="4ERW1hSVYM+NatiGyNuCNfBlYxM=">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</latexit>

R <latexit sha1_base64="zyjaJ3PDrHBrT381fphtutnxpO4=">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</latexit>|0i

<latexit sha1_base64="hq8qLwxULiJYQF/UXjYXzvXp+ZM=">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</latexit>

B <latexit sha1_base64="zkV5KeRlqwQ0Pm5R5Xar2rPkiAI=">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</latexit>

�
1
2

<latexit sha1_base64="hq8qLwxULiJYQF/UXjYXzvXp+ZM=">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</latexit>

B
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A.4 CP-instrument

We classified various measurement processes in Appendix A.2. We also briefly mentioned
states after selective or non-selective measurements. To describe a state after an indirect
measurement, or more generally, all possible measurements including time evolutions
by CPTP maps, it is useful to introduce CP-instruments instead of a description by
measurement operators. For this purpose, it is essential to describe the measurement
process as a CPTP map.

Suppose we have a CPTP map Λ corresponding to a non-selective measurement (A.2.11)
whose outcomes are labeled by {m}. This indicates

Λ =
∑
m

Λm, (A.4.1)

where
Λm(ρ) = Prob(m|ρ)ρm. (A.4.2)

Note that even though Λ is CPTP, Λm is CP but not trace-preserving since Λm(ρ) is an
unnormalized density matrix. This type of maps is useful since it possesses affinity (A.3.1)
(or linearity in its linear extension). Formally speaking, any measurement processes are
described by a CP-instrument. It is a set of linear CP maps {Λm}m such that ∑m Λm is
a CPTP map.
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Using this, a non-selective measurement is specified by Λ while a selective measurement
is specified by Λm.

Since Λ has a Kraus representation, an element of the CP-instrument Λm also has the
following decomposition

Λm(ρ) =
∑
k

V
(m)
k ρV

(m) †
k (A.4.3)

with V
(m)
k : HA → HB From the trace preservation,

1A =
∑
m

∑
k

V
(m) †
k V

(m)
k . (A.4.4)





Appendix B

Appendices for Chapter II

B.1 Entanglement entropy as thermal entropy

When the subregion is a half space, the domain of dependence of the subregion is nothing
but the Rindler wedge. This choice of the subregion makes the computation of EE
manageable as we can identify the replica parameter n in the replica trick with the Rindler
temperature β, which is a period of the imaginary time around the origin [123]. This is why
EE of a half space is also known as the Rindler entropy [62]. When the original Rindler
wedge has the inverse temperature β = 2π, its n-fold cover has the inverse temperature
nβ. The thermal entropy is given by

S = −βF + βE

= logZ1(β) + β
∂

∂β
(βF )

= logZ1(β) − β
∂

∂β
logZ1(β)

=
[
logZn(β) − β

∂

∂β
(nβ) ∂

∂(nβ) logZn(β)
]∣∣∣∣∣
n→1

.

Since β is a constant,

S = logZ1(β) − ∂

∂n
logZn(β)

∣∣∣∣∣
n→1

. (B.1.1)

The last expression exactly equals that from the replica trick (II.1.3).
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B.2 The Euclidean partition function for various spin
fields

In this appendix, we calculate the 1-loop Euclidean partition function for scalar, vector,
and fermionic fields, following [117]. The Euclidean partition function is given by (II.1.4).
We drop the saddle-point contribution in the following discussion.

For a real scalar field with mass m0,

D̂ = −□ +m2
0 (B.2.1)

and
Z = det−1/2(−□ +m2

0). (B.2.2)

For the Abelian gauge field in the covariant gauge with an IR regulator m0, the partition
function is a product of two contributions. One comes from the spin-1 gauge field

det−1/2
[
gIJ(−□ +m2

0) −RIJ +
(

1 − 1
ξ

)
∇I∇J

]
(I, J = 1, · · · , d+ 1), (B.2.3)

where RIJ is the Ricci curvature tensor and gIJ is the metric tensor. The other comes
from the Faddeev-Popov ghost

det
[
−□ +m2

0

]
. (B.2.4)

When there is no curvature contribution, the partition function is just that of (d − 1)
((d+ 1) without ghosts) scalar fields, corresponding to the (d− 1) ((d+ 1) without ghosts)
physical polarizations of the gauge field. When the curvature contributes, the free energy
differs by the nonzero spin contribution.

For a fermionic field with mass m0,

Z =
∫

DψDψ̄e−
∫
ψ̄(i/∂−m0)ψ = det

(
i/∂ −m0

)
. (B.2.5)

Since (i/∂ −m0) is Hermitian,

Z = det1/2
[
(−i/∂ −m0)(i/∂ −m0)

]
= det1/2

[1
2
{
γI , γJ

}
∂I∂J +m2

0

]
. (B.2.6)

Since the gamma matrices satisfy the following Clifford algebra in the Euclidean signature
{
γI , γJ

}
= −2δIJ , (B.2.7)
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the partition function equals

Z = det1/2(−□ +m2
0). (B.2.8)

B.3 Spinor representation of SO(2) ⊂ SO(d + 1) and
the number of degrees of freedom for each spin

In this appendix, we present how the Dirac fermion transforms under the SO(2) ⊂ SO(d+1)
rotation around the x∥ axis. After the Wick rotation, we denote the gamma matrices for
x⊥, x∥, τ by γ1, γ2 to γd, γd+1, respectively.

The SO(d+ 1) rotation is driven by

exp
[
− i

2θIJS
IJ
]
, SIJ = i

4
[
γI , γJ

]
= i

2γ
IγJ . (B.3.1)

Then, for the SO(2) ⊂ SO(d+ 1) rotation by θ, it becomes

exp
[1
2θγ1γd+1

]
. (B.3.2)

By taking γ1 = iσx and γd+1 = iσy,1 we obtain the familiar SU(2) element

exp
[
− i

2θσz
]
. (B.3.3)

Note that when θ = 2πn/M ,

exp
[
πn

M
γ1γd+1

]
. (B.3.4)

In the calculation of EE, we need to count the number of components Ndof for each
spin after the irreducible decomposition [124]. Ndof for fermions is the number of Majorana
fermions. For real scalars, Ndof is just the number of fields. For a (d + 1)-dimensional
U(1) gauge field without ghosts, AI transforms as a vector for I = 1, d+ 1 and scalar for
I = 2, · · · , d. Thus, Ndof = d+1 while spins are s1 = 1, sd+1 = −1 and otherwise zero. For
the spin-2 tensor gIJ , it involves the rank-2 tensor gab, vectors gai, and scalars gij under
SO(2), where a = 1, d+ 1 and i = 1, · · · , d. The rank-2 tensor is further decomposed into
the sum of a traceless symmetric part (s = ±2) and a scalar proportional to the identity
(s = 0). The vectors gai have spins s = ±1 and Ndof = d− 1 for each s. The scalars gij

1This is valid as long as we consider the 2-rotation.
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have Ndof = (d− 1)d/2. In total, the number of components for each spin is

|s| = 2 : 2, |s| = 1 : 2(d− 1), s = 0 : d
2 − d+ 1

2 . (B.3.5)

B.4 Area laws for Rényi entropy and entanglement
capacity

In this appendix, we show that the area law2 SEE ∝ vol(∂A) (∼ Vd−1 in our setup) holds at
the level of Rényi entropy Sn ≡ 1

1−n log Tr ρnA. To apply the orbifold method introduced
in Section II.1.5, we rewrite Sn=1/M in terms of free energy F (M) on R2/ZM × Rd−1:

S1/M = 1
M − 1

(
F (1) −MF (M)

)
. (B.4.1)

Based on the ZM gauge theory on Feynman diagrams introduced in Section II.2.3, the
number of independent twists is given by the number of loops L in the Feynman diagrams
even though every propagator is originally twisted. Let us denote the number of initial
twists or equivalently the number of propagators by P . Twists other than the independent
ones can be eliminated by the redundancy at vertices. The number of such redundant
twists is given by P − L = V − 1, where the number of vertices is denoted by V . As
a result, the 1/M factor from each vertex is almost canceled except one by the trivial
summation for (V −1) redundant twists. Furthermore, the overall momentum conservation
yields the sum of L twisted momenta equal to the original one. In short, any Feynman
diagrams contributing to F (M) are expressed as

Vd−1

M

∑
{m}

∫ L∏
l=1

[
d2pl
(2π)2

]
I({p}; {m})δ2

(
L∑
l=1

(1 − ĝml)pl
)
, (B.4.2)

where ∑{m} is a summation over all twists; each from 0 to M − 1. I({p}; {m}) is some
function of momenta and twists.

When all m’s are zero, no momenta are twisted. Such diagrams constitute nothing
but F (1)/M . Although this contribution in F (M) is proportional to Vd+1 and seemingly
violates the area law, it is canceled in S1/M in (B.4.1). Other configurations of twists
include at least one nonzero twist. As a result, the argument of the delta function in
(B.4.2) is always nonzero and it combined with I carries a nontrivial dependence in M

after the summation over twists. Unless an explicit calculation is done, we do not know
the precise M dependence of (B.4.2) or S1/M . Nevertheless, since terms contributing to
S1/M always have nonzero arguments of the delta function, there is no more volume factor

2In general, the area law means O(|∂A|); the quantity scales at most as the area [404].
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other than Vd−1. If M can be analytically continued to M = 1/n, this completes the proof
of the area law for Rényi entropy Sn.

The proof above only depends on the technique of Feynman diagrams. Thus the area
law for Rényi entropy is proven for any locally interacting QFTs, given a half space as a
subregion.

It is worthwhile to note that the area law for Rényi entropy immediately implies the
area law for the capacity of entanglement [59, 60],

CA ≡ lim
n→1

n2 ∂
2

∂n2 log Tr ρnA

= ∂2

∂n2 [(1 − n)Sn]
∣∣∣∣∣
n→1

= 2 ∂S1/M

∂M

∣∣∣∣∣
M→1

(B.4.3)

as well as EE since CA is linear in Rényi entropy. Since CA is alternatively written as
the fluctuation of the modular Hamiltonian − log ρA, it is more sensitive to the change of
dominant contributions in the replicated geometry and recently discussed in the context
of the black hole evaporation [405–407]. It is interesting if we can compute such quantities
in interacting theories and follow the behavior of higher orders in M .

Although the area law itself is intuitive for physicists as entanglement across the
boundary ∂A should be dominant for any local QFTs, the proof of this is difficult; a
general proof is known only for gapped systems in (1 + 1) dimensions [408]; the area law
at the one-loop level is derived through a modified propagator [5, 409]. It is remarkable
that we can show the area law of both EE and Rényi entropy in any locally interacting
theories to all orders in the perturbation theory.

As a further generalization, it is intriguing to relax several assumptions and see how
the EE and Rényi entropy deviates from the area law. In our setup, ∂A is smooth, the
interactions are local, and the system is translationally invariant. Some cases are known
where the above features are not satisfied and the area law is violated. For example,
when the entangling surface ∂A has a singular geometry, a logarithmic correction appears
(see [410] for an example). For (non-)Fermi liquid theories [411], another logarithmic
violation of the area law is known. For nonlocal [412] or non-translationally invariant [413,
414] systems, the volume law instead of the area law of EE has been confirmed. To see
the transition from the area law to the volume law, Lifshitz theories [415–417] might be
an interesting playground as it possesses nonlocal features in some limit.
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B.5 Interpretation of a twisted propagator in position
space

In Section II.2.1, we discussed a twisted propagator in the position and momentum spaces.
The physical interpretation of the twisted propagator becomes clearer in the position space
compared to the momentum space. We demonstrate below that a twisted propagator is
pinned at the boundary. For this purpose, it is convenient to introduce the center-of-mass
and relative coordinates: X = (x+ y)/2, r = x− y. A twisted propagator with m ̸= 0 in
the position space is written as

G0(ĝmx− y) = G0(ĝm/2x − ĝ−m/2y; r∥) = G0(cos θmr + 2 sin θm(ϵX); r∥)

= ecot θmR̂X/2G0(2 sin θmX; r∥)

= ecot θmR̂X/2

4 sin2 θm

∫ dd−1k∥

(2π)d−1
eik∥·r∥

(−∂2
X/4 sin2 θm) +M2

k∥

δ2(X), (B.5.1)

where

[ϵX]i =
∑
j

ϵijXj (ϵij: the two-dimensional Levi-Civita symbol), (B.5.2)

R̂X = r · (ϵ∂X), θm = mπ

M
, M2

k∥
= k2

∥ +m2
0. (B.5.3)

(B.5.1) can be written in a derivative expansion on the delta function with respect to
∂2

X/M
2
k∥

. When we consider a diagram with a single twist m on a propagator, it is formally
written as ∫

dd+1x dd+1y G0(ĝmx− y)F (r), where r = x− y. (B.5.4)

The integrand other than the twisted propagator only depends on r due to the translational
invariance. With (B.5.1) and the partial integration, we can drop all the ∂X in the
expression. Therefore, in this case, we can replace the propagator in the diagram as

G0(ĝmx− y) → 1
4 sin2 θm

∫ dd−1k∥

(2π)d−1
eik∥·r∥

M2
k∥

δ2(X)

= 1
4 sin2 θm

Gbdry
0 (r∥)δ2(X). (B.5.5)

Gbdry
0 is an ordinary propagator but its propagation is restricted only to the directions

parallel to the boundary. Note that the area law of EE SA ∝ Vd−1 can be naturally
understood from the integration of the free transverse direction.
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Now the physical meaning of (B.5.5) is clear. Since the boundary of the subregion
rests at the origin of the orbifold, the midpoint X of the twisted propagator is constrained
on the boundary. Note that the propagator itself is not trapped on the boundary since the
relative coordinate r is not constrained at all. Rather, r-dependence completely disappears
from the twisted propagator. Hence, it can be seen as a “pinned propagator” with two
loose endpoints on A and Ā. This shows that the twisted propagator reflects a correlation
between two points that are symmetrically distant from the boundary (Fig.B.1). In this
sense, we can identify contributions to EE from a single twisted propagator as the quantum
correlation of two-point functions.

Fig. B.1 An illustrative picture of a propagator pinned on the boundary. Its midpoint
X = (x + y)/2 is constrained on the boundary ∂A while two end points move freely.

B.6 Proof of the EE formulae of the vertex contribu-
tions

In Section II.5.2 and its subsequent sections, we have used the general formula for the vertex
contributions to EE, such as (II.5.12). In this appendix, we prove that this formula gives
all the contributions of a single vertex twist. In the case of the propagator contributions,
the general formula is given by (II.4.8) and the proof that all the single twist contributions
are summarized by the 1-loop expression is given in the 2PI framework as discussed in
Section II.4.1. For the vertex contributions, when auxiliary fields can be introduced, the
proof is same, however, in general cases when various channels in the opened vertices are
mixed, we need a different proof. In this appendix, we give a diagrammatic proof.

First, let us remind of the redundancies of assigning the flux m of the plaquette to a
twist of the propagators in the 1-loop diagram in Fig.II.8. In this case, due to the ZM

gauge invariance at each vertex connecting propagators, the flux can twist only one of
the propagators; not more than one like (II.3.6), and this gives the coefficient 1/n in the
expansion of (II.4.8). The same happens for the vertex contributions. The configurations
illustrated in Fig.II.12 are interpreted as the vertex contributions to EE, but a similar
redundancy will occur when the corresponding composite operators form a 1-loop type
diagram. Thus, in order for the proof, we will take the following two steps: (i) summing
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all the vertex contributions as if all of them are independent and then, (ii) taking account
of the redundancies to obtain the correct vertex contributions. This two-step proof shows
that only the 1-loop type contributions in (II.5.40) survive. The proof is similar to the
one based on the 2PI formalism.

Let us begin with the fundamental relation between the free energy and an n-point
vertex. Suppose that we have an n-point interaction vertex whose action is given by

(action) = 1
2

∫
dd+1xϕG−1

0 ϕ+ · · · + λn
n

∫ n∏
i=1

dd+1xi Vn0(x1, · · · , xn)ϕ(x1) · · ·ϕ(xn),

(B.6.1)

Vn0(x1, · · · , xn) =
∫
dd+1y

n∏
i=1

δd+1(y − xi). (B.6.2)

Then, we have the equation

δF

δVn0(x1, · · · , xn) = λn
n

⟨ϕ(x1) · · ·ϕ(xn)⟩, (B.6.3)

where F is the free energy and the right-hand side is the exact n-point function multiplied
by the coupling constant.

In order to evaluate the EE contributions from twisting vertices, let us first sum all
the contributions as if they were independent. This can be done by taking a variation of
bubble diagrams (free energy) with respect to the tree-level interaction vertex, and then
reconnecting the endpoints by a set of free propagators as in the leftmost figure in Fig.B.2.
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Fig. B.2 Graphical expression of (B.6.5) and (B.6.6) for k = 2 in the ϕ4 theory. The gray
blob on the left-hand side is the exact four-point correlation function. The dotted line
denotes a twisted delta function to open the vertex. The twist of the diagram is given
by the flux m in the center circle. On the right-hand side, the twist is made associated
with the propagator of a composite operator in the opened vertex. If we would open all
the vertices on the circled line and take all the contributions to EE, it would give an
overcounting of EE.
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According to (B.6.3), if we naively summed all the contributions to EE from opening
all the λn-vertices, EE would be given by

S
(naive)
λn

= −
∫
dd+1x dd+1y ∂M

(
M−1∑
m=1

δd+1(ĝmx− y)
) ∣∣∣∣∣∣

M→1

× λn
n

1
2

{
C

(n)
2,n−2 ⟨ [ϕ2](x) [ϕn−2](y) ⟩ + C

(n)
3,n−3 ⟨ [ϕ3](x) [ϕn−3](y) ⟩ + · · ·

}
= − Vd−1

12

∫ dd−1k∥

(2π)d−1
λn
n

{
C

(n)
2,n−2 Gϕ2ϕn−2(0; k∥) + C

(n)
3,n−3 Gϕ3ϕn−3(0; k∥) + · · ·

}
,

(B.6.4)

where C(n)
2,n−2, C(n)

3,n−3, · · · are combinatorial factors to reconnect the endpoints. Endpoints
can be decomposed into two sets as in Fig.B.2 and then regarded as a composite operator.
In the definition of C(n)

2,n−2 etc., we distinguish the left and right sets of endpoints, x and
y, for later convenience, and thus divide by 2 in the second line of (B.6.4) to avoid an
overcounting.

Here note that we should not include a decomposition of n endpoints ϕn into (ϕ, ϕn−1)
because it does not correspond to opening a vertex, rather it generates a non-1PI diagram
in the ordinary sense. Such contributions would lead to an overcounting of the propagator
contributions. Also, note that we should not consider a reconnection of n endpoints in
which some of them do not participate in the propagation of the composite operator; e.g.
a diagram such that a pair of endpoints forms a closed loop and the other n− 2 endpoints
are decomposed into two sets to form the propagator of the composite operator. This kind
of diagram is absorbed into the renormalizations of the coupling constant λn−2.

Now let us go to step 2 to obtain the correct vertex contributions. S
(naive)
λn

is not
the correct one because of the redundancies we neglected. Let us consider the effects of
redundancies separately for each type of composite operator in (B.6.4).

For simplicity, let us consider the Gϕkϕk-type contribution in (B.6.4) which emerges
from a 2k-point vertex by decomposing into 2 sets of k and k. We simply assume it is
not mixed with other operators here. The simplest example is [ϕ2] in the ϕ4 theory, as
described in Section II.5.2. If the redundancies were neglected, the contribution to EE
from this operator naively would take the form

S
(naive)
λ2k

∣∣∣
ϕkϕk

= −Vd−1

12

∫ dd−1k∥

(2π)d−1
λ2k

2k C
(2k)
k,k Gϕkϕk(0; k∥). (B.6.5)

Reflecting the twisting of the composite operator, the Green function is restricted to
k = 0 modes. The Green function can be expanded with respect to the g-1PI self-energy
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introduced in Section II.5.2 as3

Gϕkϕk = Σ(g)
ϕkϕk + Σ(g)

ϕkϕk

(
−λ2k

2k C
(2k)
k,k

)
Σ(g)
ϕkϕk

+ Σ(g)
ϕkϕk

(
−λ2k

2k C
(2k)
k,k

)
Σ(g)
ϕkϕk

(
−λ2k

2k C
(2k)
k,k

)
Σ(g)
ϕkϕk + · · · . (B.6.6)

The correct formula must take the redundancies caused by ZM gauge invariance into
account. Such redundancies occur in (B.6.6) when there are more than one Σ(g)

ϕkϕk as shown
in Fig.B.2. The coefficients of these terms in (B.6.6) overcount the effects of the twist.

The resolution to avoid overcounting is simple. For the term consisting of m g-1PI parts
in (B.6.4), we should divide it by m (the divide-by-multiplicity method). Consequently,
by replacing Gϕkϕk in the naive estimation (B.6.5) with

Σ(g)
ϕkϕk + 1

2 Σ(g)
ϕkϕk

(
−λ2k

2k C
(2k)
k,k

)
Σ(g)
ϕkϕk

+ 1
3 Σ(g)

ϕkϕk

(
−λ2k

2k C
(2k)
k,k

)
Σ(g)
ϕkϕk

(
−λ2k

2k C
(2k)
k,k

)
Σ(g)
ϕkϕk + · · · , (B.6.7)

we get the correct contributions to EE as

Sλ2k
|ϕkϕk = −Vd−1

12

∫ dd−1k∥

(2π)d−1 ln
(

1 −
(

−λ2k

2k C
(2k)
k,k

)
Σ(g)
ϕkϕk

)
. (B.6.8)

This leads (II.5.18). In the 2PI formalism, the result is interpreted that only the 1-loop
diagram provides single twist contributions of propagators and all the other diagrams
cancel each other. In the above discussions, we did not separate diagrams into 1-loop and
others, but instead used the very basic relation of (B.6.3). Then, using the property of
the ZM redundancy, the logarithmic factor for the 1-loop diagram naturally appears.

The above discussion can be straightforwardly generalized to more general composite
operators with operator mixings. When we have a set of operators {Oa} by opening
vertices, we consider g-1PI self-energies Σ(g)

OaOb
and a matrix generalization of the nodal

structure of (λn/n) × C
(n)
ab . It is also straightforward when the fundamental fields are

mixed with other operators; it is sufficient to consider Σ̂(g)Ĝ0 in the formulation. As a
result, we arrive at the unified form of (II.5.40).

3For a consistent expansion, we have defined the combinatorics factors (C’s) by distinguishing the two
endpoints.



Appendix C

Appendices for Chapter III&IV

C.1 Worldline formalism of QFT

The worldline formalism [418] relates a usual second quantized formalism of QFT to
the first quantized formalism, i.e. a relativistic point particle. This is achieved by the
Schwinger proper time parametrization of the propagator and an auxiliary field (=Lagrange
multiplier) imposing the primary constraint. For simplicity, we focus on the free scalar
QFT.

The transition amplitude (propagator) and the Euclidean action of the relativistic
point particle are

⟨x(λ)|x(0)⟩ =
∫

Dxe−Ipart[x] (Dx = dx)

Ipart[x] = m
∫
ds = m

∫
dλ
√

−gµν ẋµẋν ≡
∫
dλLpart, (C.1.1)

where s is the proper distance and λ is an arbitrary choice of parametrization of the
particle trajectory xµ = xµ(λ). The conjugate momentum is given by

pµ = δLpart
δẋµ

= mẋµ√
−ẋ2

. (C.1.2)

The primary constraint is a constraint purely from the conjugate momentum: p2 +m2 = 0.
It must be imposed with the Lagrange multiplier. Denoting it by h, the action with the
explicit dependence on the conjugate momentum is given by

Ipart[x, p, h] =
∫
dλ

[
−p · ẋ+ h

2 (p2 +m2)
]
. (C.1.3)

(The signs in the action are determined from replacing iλL by λ in the Lorentzian action∫
dλL

[
pL · ẋ− h

2 (p2
L +m2)

]
, where pL is determined from the variation with respect to ∂λL

x.
We take the negative sign of the Lagrange multiplier so that the canonical Hamiltonian
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has a positive sign.) Indeed, we can obtain the original action (C.1.1) after eliminating
the auxiliary field h and integrating the conjugate momentum p out.

Our goal is to express the QFT propagator in terms of this new point particle action
(C.1.3). In the same manner as we did for the free energy in Section II.1.2, the QFT
propagator can be written as follows:

⟨ϕ(x)ϕ(x′)⟩ = ⟨x|
∫
dh e−hG−1 |x′⟩ (C.1.4)

=
∫
dh e−hm2 ⟨x|eh□|x′⟩ , (C.1.5)

where we denoted the bare mass by m here. We can further rewrite this using the conjugate
momentum p:

⟨ϕ(x)ϕ(x′)⟩ =
∫
dh
∫ dp

2πe
−ip(x−x′)−h(p2+m2) (C.1.6)

=
∫
dh
∫ dp

2πe
−
∫ 1

0 dλ[−p·ẋ+h(p2+m2)]
∣∣∣∣
x(0)=x′, x(1)=x

(C.1.7)

=
∫

x(0)=x′,
x(1)=x

Dx
∫

DhDp e−Ipart[x,p,e]
(

Dh = dh , Dp = dp

2π

)
. (C.1.8)

This is what we want. After integrating h and p, we can show (up to normalization)

⟨ϕ(p1)ϕ(p2)⟩ =
∫ p2

p1
Dpem

∫
ds[p], (C.1.9)

where p and p′ denote spacetime points.

C.2 Geodesic approximation of Euclidean two-point
function of CFT

The geodesic approximation [204] predicts the bulk two-point function is well approxi-
mated by the geodesics d(A,B) connecting two points A and B as follows (III.5.13):

⟨ϕ(XA)ϕ(YB)⟩ ≈ Γ(∆)
Γ(∆ + 1 − d/2)e

−∆d(A,B)/R, (C.2.1)

In this appendix, we demonstrate the above geodesic approximation correctly reproduces
the CFT two-point function (III.4.7) via the extrapolate dictionary (III.5.11). For a
detailed calculation on geodesics, see Appendix C.6.
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Since two points at the asymptotic boundary are largely separated due to hyperbolicity,
(C.6.18) is approximated by

d(A,B) ≈ R log 2
ξ

⇔ ed(A,B)/R ≈ 2
ξ
. (C.2.2)

Furthermore, it can be written in the Euclidean embedding coordinates, where X(E)
j = Xj

for j = 1, · · · , d− 1 and X
(E)
j = iXj for j = d+ 1 in (C.6.16):

1
ξ

= −XA ·XB

R2 = − 1
R2

(
−X+AX−B +X−AX+B

2 +
∑
i

X
(E)
i A X

(E)
i B

)
, (C.2.3)

where X± ≡ X0 ± Xd and i = 1, · · · , d − 1, d + 1. Using the extrapolate dictionary
(III.5.11), the (Euclidean) CFT two-point function is written as

⟨O(PA)O(PB)⟩ ≈ Γ(∆)
Γ(∆ + 1 − d/2)

(
ϵ2 2
ξ

)−∆

(C.2.4)

= Γ(∆)
Γ(∆ + 1 − d/2)

[
1
R2

(
P+AP−B + P−AP+B − 2

∑
i

Pi APi B

)]−∆

,

(C.2.5)

where P± ≡ limz→ϵ(ϵX±) and Pi ≡ limz→ϵ(ϵX(E)
i ) are the embedding coordinates specifying

the boundary points [37, 203, 419].1

To see whether (C.2.5) really reproduces the CFT two-point function (III.4.7), we
introduce a particular parametrization.2 Since the UV cutoff is simple in Poincaré
coordinates, we work in these coordinates. After Wick rotations X(E)

d+1 = iXd+1, tE = it,
(III.2.9) becomes

X0 = R
α2 + z2 + x2 + t2E

2αz

X
(E)
d+1 = R

t(E)

z

Xī = R
xī

z
(̄i = 1, · · · , d− 1)

Xd = R
−α2 + z2 + x2 + t2E

2αz .

(C.2.6)

1Note that while the bulk embedding coordinates X’s are divergent at the asymptotic boundary, P ’s
remain finite as ϵ → 0.

2We can instead work in the embedding coordinates at the asymptotic boundary P to derive the CFT
two-point function. While symmetry is manifest in this approach, here we stick to a particular coordinate
system to derive the familiar form (III.4.7).
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At the asymptotic boundary z = ϵ ≪ R, they become

P+ = ϵ
(
X0 +X

(E)
d+1

)∣∣∣
z=ϵ

= R
x2

α

P− = ϵ
(
X0 −X

(E)
d+1

)∣∣∣
z=ϵ

= Rα

Pi = Rxi (i = 1, · · · , d− 1, d+ 1)

, (C.2.7)

where xi = (xī, t(E)) and x2 = ∑
i(xi)2 = x2 + t(E) 2. Substituting these into (C.2.5), we

obtain
⟨O(PA)O(PB)⟩ ≈ Γ(∆)

Γ(∆ + 1 − d/2)
1

(xA − xB)2∆ , (C.2.8)

which is consistent with the CFT result (III.4.7) up to the normalization. If one takes the
∆ → ∞ limit, the prefactor approaches unity.

C.3 Gravity action for AdS

The Lorentzian gravity action of AdS is given by3

Igrav = 1
16πGN

∫
dd+1x

√
g

(
R + d(d− 1)

R2

)
+ 1

8πGN

∫
∂AdS

ddx
√
γK + Ict, (C.3.1)

where γ = det(γab) is the determinant of the induced metric at the asymptotic boundary
and K = γab∇anb is the extrinsic curvature (na is the normal vector to the asymptotic
boundary). The first term is the usual Einstein-Hilbert action with a cosmological
constant, the second term is the Gibbons-Hawking (GH) term. It is responsible for
canceling the terms involving the derivative of the metric perturbation when we consider
the variation of R [174, 295]. The remaining terms in the variation are proportional to
the metric perturbation, thus it vanishes if we impose the Dirichlet boundary condition at
the asymptotic boundary ∂AdS. (Later, we choose a different boundary condition on the
second boundary so that the variation from the GH term vanishes.) The counterterm
action Ict is determined so that it cancels divergences to all orders with a finite number of
counterterms at the asymptotic boundary [420]. This procedure is known as holographic
renormalization. For reviews, see [421], Section 5.5 and 6.3.2 of [174], and references
therein. For example, the IR divergence (infinite volume) of AdS (i.e. UV divergence in
the dual CFT) can be removed by

Ict = 1
8πGN

d− 1
R

∫
ddx

√
γ. (C.3.2)

3In the Euclidean signature, where tE = it and the Euclidean action is (−i) times the Lorentizian
action: IE = −iIL, the overall sign flips since iIL = i

∫
dt L = −

∫
dtE (−L).
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When d = 2, this is sufficient to remove all the divergences [208]. However, in higher
dimensions, this is not enough. When d ≤ 6, the counterterm action is given by

Ict = 1
8πGN

∫
ddx

√
γ

[
d− 1
R

+ R

2(d− 2)R − R3

2(d− 2)2(d− 4)

(
RabRab − d

4(d− 1)R2
)

+ · · ·
]
,

(C.3.3)
where curvatures are made of γab, to remove at least power-law divergences [34].

C.4 Derivation of conformal Ward identity

In the following, we derive the conformal Ward identity

1
2πi

∮
zi

dz ϵz(z)T (z)Φ(zi) = δϵΦ(zi). (C.4.1)

∮
z means the integration contour is a curve going around z counterclockwise. (We will

explain other notations later.)
Let us consider arbitrary field(s) X. Given the action I[ϕ, g] of the field ϕ and a

background metric gµν , the expectation value of X is given by

⟨X⟩ =
∫

DϕXe−I[ϕ,g]. (C.4.2)

This is equivalent to ∫
Dϕ′X ′e−I[ϕ′,g] (C.4.3)

as we just reparametrize the field (X ′ ≡ X(ϕ′)). If we choose ϕ′ = ϕ+ δϵϕ (field after an
infinitesimal conformal (Weyl) transformation z′ = z + ϵz(z)), (C.4.2) = (C.4.3) becomes

⟨X⟩ =
∫

Dϕ′(X + δϵX)e−I[ϕ+δϵϕ,g] (C.4.4)

=
∫

Dϕ(X + δϵX)e−I[ϕ+δϵϕ,g] (C.4.5)

=
∫

Dϕ(X + δϵX)e−I[ϕ,g]e−δϵI (C.4.6)

=
∫

Dϕ(X + δϵX)e−I[ϕ,g](1 − δϵI) (C.4.7)

= ⟨X⟩ + ⟨δϵX⟩ − ⟨δϵI⟩ . (C.4.8)

In the second line, we assumed the path integral measure is diffeomorphism invariant.4

Note that since the metric is not dynamical in the calculation,

δϵI = I[ϕ, g] +
∫
ddx

δI

δϕ(x)δϵϕ(x). (C.4.9)

4For advanced readers: This means the theory has no gravitational anomaly.
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Meanwhile, the variation of a CFT action should vanish when both the metric and
field are dynamical due to the diffeomorphism invariance:

0 = δI ≡ δϵI +
∫
d2x

δI

δgµν(x)δϵgµν(x). (C.4.10)

The infinitesimal diffeomorphism of the metric is written as5

δϵgµν = −(∇µϵν + ∇νϵµ). (C.4.11)

Furthermore, the variation of the action with respect to metric is related to the energy-
momentum tensor, defined as

T µν ≡ 2
√
g

δI

δgµν
. (C.4.12)

Then, taking the symmetric property of the energy-momentum tensor into account, (C.4.10)
is reduced to

0 = δϵI −
∫
d2x

√
g(∇µϵν)T µν . (C.4.13)

Substituting δϵI from the above equation into (C.4.8), we obtain

⟨δϵX⟩ =
∫
d2x

√
g∇µϵν(x) ⟨T µν(x)X⟩ . (C.4.14)

If we choose X = ∏n
i=1 Φi(xi), where Φi is a local (composite) field, we obtain

∑
i

⟨Φ1(x1) · · · δϵΦi(xi) · · · Φn(xn)⟩ =
∫
d2x

√
g∇µϵν(x)

〈
T µν(x)

∏
i

Φi(xi)
〉
. (C.4.15)

Let us consider a case where the nonzero component of the vector field ϵ is only ϵ =
ϵz∂z and otherwise zero. Then, it follows that for the flat Euclidean space ds2 =
d(x+ itE) d(x− itE) = dz dz̄, (C.4.15) is given by6

∑
i

⟨Φ1(z1, z̄1) · · · δϵΦi(zi, z̄i) · · · Φn(zn, z̄n)⟩ = 1
4i

∫
dz̄∧dz ∂z̄ϵz(z, z̄)

〈
T z̄z̄(z)

∏
i

Φi(zi, z̄i)
〉
,

(C.4.16)
where we used d2x ≡ dx ∧ dtE = 1

2i dz̄ ∧ dz.7

Let us consider a case ϵz is holomorphic everywhere except at insertion points
(z1, z̄1), · · · , (zn, z̄n). By using Stokes’ theorem, it reduces to a contour integral along

5The minus sign is due to the pullback for the variation of metric.
6From the metric, gzz̄ = gz̄z = 1/2 and ϵz̄ = gz̄zϵz = ϵz/2. Furthermore, the conformal invariance

implies the nonzero components of the energy-momentum tensor are T z̄z̄(z) and T zz(z̄).
7For a more pedagogical lecture, see Section 3.3 of [44].
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a curve C going around all the insertion points counterclockwise:8

∑
i

⟨Φ1(z1) · · · δϵΦi(zi) · · · Φn(zn)⟩ = 1
4i

∫
∂z̄

〈
ϵz(z)T z̄z̄(z)

∏
i

Φi(zi)
〉
dz̄ ∧ dz (C.4.17)

= 1
4i

∮
−C

dz

〈
ϵz(z)T z̄z̄(z)

∏
i

Φi(zi)
〉

(holomorphic part) .

(C.4.18)

Finally, defining the holomorphic energy-momentum tensor by T (z) = −2πTzz = −πT z̄z̄(z)/2,
we obtain

∑
i

⟨Φ1(z1) · · · δϵΦi(zi) · · · Φn(zn)⟩ = 1
2πi

∮
C
dz

〈
ϵz(z)T (z)

∏
i

Φi(zi)
〉
. (C.4.19)

The contour C can be divided into small pieces winding around each insertion point. Thus,
at the operator level, (C.4.1) holds.

C.5 Calculation of the energy-momentum tensor in
the replicated space

This section provides explicit calculations to derive (III.6.37). Starting from Σn, a replicated
space, we perform two conformal transformations:

z 7→ ζ ≡ z − u

z − v
, (C.5.1)

mapping to a conical geometry like the right of Fig.II.3. Then,

ζ 7→ w ≡ ζ1/n, (C.5.2)

mapping to a complex plane C. Since the Schwarzian term is generally cumbersome to
calculate, we consider composing two relatively simple conformal transformations. In the
following, we omit the superscript ’ showing the field transformation.

Since (C.5.2) is a bit simpler if we consider the w-derivatives of ζ = wn. Thus, we
want the Schwarzian to be {ζ;w}, not {w; ζ}. Following (III.6.27), we can simplify the
equation with ⟨T (w)⟩C = 0:

⟨T (ζ)⟩ = − c

12

(
dw

dζ

)2

{ζ;w} (C.5.3)

8Since we apply Stokes’ theorem to the region outside of insertion points, the contour runs counter-
clockwise for the outside region. This is the reason why we have −C in the second line.
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= − c

12
1

n2w2n−2

[
(n− 1)(n− 2)

w2 − 3
2

(
n− 1
w

)2]
(C.5.4)

= c

24

(
1 − 1

n2

) 1
w2n = c

24

(
1 − 1

n2

) 1
ζ2 = c

24

(
1 − 1

n2

) (z − v)2

(z − u)2 . (C.5.5)

Note that
(wn)(m+k)

(wn)(m) = (n−m) · · · (n− (m+ k − 1))
wk

. (C.5.6)

For (C.5.1), the calculation is very simple since it is a global conformal transformation
so that the Schwarzian vanishes. Aiming at equating with (C.5.5),

⟨T (ζ)⟩ =
(
dz

dζ

)2

T (z) (C.5.7)

= (z − v)4

(u− v)2T (z). (C.5.8)

By equating (C.5.8) and (C.5.5), we obtain (III.6.37).

C.6 Embedding the global AdS to the flat Space

The (d+ 2)-dimensional anti-de Sitter (AdS) spacetime is obtained as embedding to
flat spacetime R2,d+1 with

X⃗ · X⃗ = −(X0)2 − (Xd+2)2 + (X1)2 + · · · + (Xd+1)2 = −R2 (C.6.1)

The problem of finding geodesics X⃗(s) in AdS is thus a variational problem with the
constraint (C.6.1). In addition, since we focus on the spacelike geodesic (not null ds2 = 0),
we also need to impose the mass shell condition

P⃗ 2 +m2 = 0, (C.6.2)

where P⃗ is a conjugate momentum for X⃗. Given the Lagrangian for the geodesic

L0 = m

√
˙⃗
X · ˙⃗

X, (C.6.3)

the conjugate momentum is given by

P⃗ = ∂L0

∂
˙⃗
X
, (C.6.4)

where ˙ = d
ds

. Note that the canonical Hamiltonian P⃗ · ˙⃗
X − L0 is zero. However, since

(C.6.2) is a primary constraint, i.e. it is derived only from the definition of the conjugate
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momentum, the actual time evolution is generated by the following Hamiltonian:

H = h

2 (P⃗ 2 +m2) + hλ(s)F (X⃗), F (X⃗) = X⃗ · X⃗ +R2. (C.6.5)

hλ(s) and h/2 are Lagrange multipliers associated with each constraint (C.6.1) and (C.6.2),
respectively. The action is simply given by S =

∫
ds(P⃗ · ˙⃗

X −H). By integrating P⃗ in the
path integral, the new action is

S =
∫
ds

[
1

2h
˙⃗
X · ˙⃗

X − h

2m
2 − hλ(s)F (X⃗)

]
. (C.6.6)

By rescaling the affine parameter s → s/h, finally the action becomes

S =
∫
dsL, L = 1

2
˙⃗
X · ˙⃗

X − λ(s)F (X⃗), (C.6.7)

where we dropped the constant term −m2/2 in the Lagrangian. This is nothing but the
action of a free particle constrained on the surface (C.6.1).

Equations of the motion for X⃗, λ are thus given by

¨⃗
X + 2λX⃗ = 0, (C.6.8)
X⃗ · X⃗ +R2 = 0 (C.6.9)

Taking derivatives two times of the constraint gives

¨⃗
X · X⃗ = − ˙⃗

X · ˙⃗
X = −1. (C.6.10)

The second equality holds because the line element is given by

ds2 = −ηABdXAdXB. (C.6.11)

By plugging (C.6.8) into (C.6.10) and using (C.6.9), the Lagrange multiplier is fixed
to be

λ(s) = − 1
2R2 , (C.6.12)

and

¨⃗
X − 1

R2 X⃗ = 0 ⇒ X⃗(s) = p⃗ cosh s

R
+ q⃗ sinh s

R
. (C.6.13)

The constraint implies p⃗ and q⃗ satisfy

p⃗ · p⃗ = −q⃗ · q⃗ = −R2, p⃗ · q⃗ = 0. (C.6.14)
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We can freely set s = 0 at the one end of the geodesic (call it A). Thus

p⃗ = X⃗A (C.6.15)

We call another end as B, and by taking the inner product of X⃗B = p⃗ cosh sB

R
+ q⃗ sinh sB

R

and X⃗A

cosh sB
R

= −X⃗A · X⃗B

R2 ≡ ξ−1 (C.6.16)

and we obtain
q⃗ = 1

sinh sB

R

X⃗B − cosh sB
R
X⃗A. (C.6.17)

Since s = 0 at point A, the geodesic distance between A and B is simply given by
d(A,B) = sB. Thus, in terms of the embedding coordinates, it is written as

d(A,B) = sB = R cosh−1 ξ−1 = R log
(

1 +
√

1 − ξ2

ξ

)
(C.6.18)

by inverting (C.6.16).
Let us use the above formalism to compute the length of the geodesic connecting two

points in global AdS3, where the metric takes the form (III.8.19). The relation between
global coordinates (τ, θ, r) and embedding coordinates X⃗ is

X0 =
√
R2 + r2 cos τ, X1 = r sin θ, X2 = −r cos θ, X3 =

√
R2 + r2 sin τ. (C.6.19)

This relation allows us to write the relevant inner product −R2/ξ = X⃗A · X⃗B in terms
of the global coordinates

X⃗A · X⃗B = −XA0XB0 −XA3XB3 +XA1XB1 +XA2XB2 (C.6.20)

= −
√

(R2 + r2
A) (R2 + r2

B) cos(τA − τB) + rArB cos(θA − θB). (C.6.21)

Then, we conclude the geodesic length between two generic points is given by

d(A,B) =R cosh−1


√√√√(1 + r2

A

R2

)(
1 + r2

B

R2

)
cos(τA − τB) − rArB

R2 cos(θA − θB)
.

(C.6.22)

In the case rA, rB ≫ R, recalling cosh−1 x = log (x+
√
x2 − 1), we obtain

d(A,B) = R log
(2rArB

R2 (cos(τA − τB) − cos(θA − θB))
)
. (C.6.23)
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C.7 Details of the gravity-inducing boundary curve

From (III.8.20), we can associate x with θ for each fixed time t at the conformal boundary.
By solving the fourth equation of (III.8.20), which is just a quadratic equation for x, we
can get

x = α cot θ
−1 ±

√√√√1 + tan2 θ

(
1 + t2

α2

) . (C.7.1)

The branch should be selected so that the map (C.7.1) is smooth for θ ∈ [−π, π). Thus
for −π

2 < θ < π
2 , we take + sign; for −π < θ < −π

2 and π
2 < θ < π, we take − sign. In

the other region, we take the sign so that the map has 2π periodicity. Please see Fig.C.1.
Especially we have the gravity-inducing boundary Z(t) at θ = −π

χ
, where

Fig. C.1 The blue curve corresponds to + sign and the orange curve corresponds to − of
(C.7.1). We should take (1) and (3) branch for example.

Z(t) =
 α cot (π

χ
)
(
1 +

√
1 + tan2 (π

χ
)(1 + t2

α2 )
)
, 2

3 < χ < 1
α cot (π

χ
)
(
1 −

√
1 + tan2 (π

χ
)(1 + t2

α2 )
)
. 1

2 ≤ χ < 2
3

(C.7.2)

For χ ≤ 1
2 , Z(t) ≤ 0 and it looks there is no physical region for the holographic CFT.

The critical point χ = 1
2 can be seen when we consider whether the map between the

tilde global coordinate(r̃, θ̃, τ̃) and the tilde Poincaré(z̃, x̃, t̃) is well-defined. By a careful
inspection of coordinate transformation (III.8.20), choosing a particular domain for θ (or
θ̃) corresponds to considering a brane profile with a fixed winding number. Let us first
discuss the −π ≤ θ < π case in detail and comment briefly about other branches at last.

In the original global AdS spacetime with the massive particle, we chose the domain of
θ to be [−π, π). This results in the domain of θ̃ (III.3.11). Since we discuss the profile
of the EOW brane by bringing the solution from the Poincaré metric via (III.8.20) from
the metric with θ̃ (III.3.9), we are implicitly assuming the existence of the map between
them. However, due to the deficit angle in θ̃ and hence not covering the whole Poincaré
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�̃� sin &𝜃

�̃� cos &𝜃

�̃� sin &𝜃

�̃� cos &𝜃

a) b)

Fig. C.2 The allowed region for −πχ ≤ θ̃ < πχ when a) 1
2 ≤ χ(< 1) and b) χ ≥ 1

2 . The
strike-though denotes an identification of two lines.

spacetime, such a single-valued map does not exist for some values of M > 0 given a fixed
domain of θ.

The deficit geometry in the rescaled coordinates (r̃, θ̃) is shown in Fig.C.2. From
(III.8.20), we expect the rescaled metric (III.3.9) to be mapped to the Poincaré metric

ds2 = R2
(
dz̃2 − dt̃2 + dx̃2

z̃2

)
. (C.7.3)

Let us focus on the relation

tan θ̃ = α2 − z̃2 − x̃2 + t̃2

2αx̃ , (C.7.4)

By dividing into two cases according to the value of χ < 1.
First, let us consider 1

2 ≤ χ as shown in a) in Fig.C.2, where we need some case analyses.
For −π

2 < θ̃ < π
2 , cos θ̃ ≥ 0 ⇔ z̃2 + x̃2 − t̃2 ≤ α2, there is no constraint on tan θ̃ and the

conformal boundary region −π
2 < θ̃ < π

2 is mapped to the conformal boundary region
x2 < t2 + α2. On the other hand, for cos θ̃ < 0, tan θ̃ is constrained due to (III.3.11) as
follows. tan θ̃ < tan (πχ) < 0 for x̃ > 0 (θ̃ > π/2),

tan θ̃ ≥ tan (−πχ) > 0 for x̃ < 0 (θ̃ < −π/2).
(C.7.5)

In our setup, we are interested in the region x > 0, which corresponds to 0 < θ̃ < χπ and
only consider that region for a while. Rewriting (C.7.5) in terms of Poincaré coordinates
using (C.7.4),

x̃ ≥ −α tan (πχ) +
√
α2 tan2 (πχ) + α2 + t̃2 (C.7.6)
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and

x̃2 − t̃2 ≥ α2 (C.7.7)

for x̃ ≥ 0 on the conformal boundary z̃ = 0. There is a region that satisfies both inequalities.
The region π

2 ≥ π
χ

is mapped to the region in the tilde Poincaré coordinates satisfying the
above inequalities.

Next, we consider χ ≤ 1/2 as shown in b) in Fig.C.2. We need

tan (−πχ) ≤ tan θ̃ < tan (πχ) . (C.7.8)

However, we have no solution satisfying this in Poincaré coordinates.
From these analyses, we require

1
2 < χ =

√
R2 −M

R2 (≤ 1) ⇐⇒ 0 ≤ M <
3
4R

2(< R2) (C.7.9)

for the existence of the map from the rescaled coordinates (τ̃ , r̃, θ̃) to the Poincaré
coordinates (t̃, z̃, x̃). Since we focus on the brane profile obtained in this manner, we
restrict to (C.7.9) for M < R2. Within this domain, the boundary of the BCFT is indeed
given by θ̃ = 0 and 2π − πχ for M > 0.9

The nontrivial endpoint of the EOW brane comes from θ̃ = −π. However, this is
outside of the domain for M > 0 as we chose (−π <) − πχ ≤ θ̃ < πχ(< π). Within
this domain, it seems that there is only one solution θ̃ = 0. However, there should be
two solutions from the viewpoint of the global patch. This paradox is resolved when you
consider a proper origin of the angle such that the entire brane is within the fundamental
domain.

The periodicity of θ̃ given by 2πχ is greater than π/2 regarding the previous analysis.
This implies that by shifting the domain of θ̃, we can always have two nodes in sin θ̃. It
means the initial choice of −π ≤ θ < π may not be appropriate; however, for 1/2 < χ all
configurations are connected continuously and we will not cause a problem by evading
using periodicity as we have discussed.

C.8 Branch choice in the identity conformal block

In addition to the branch of w′ discussed above, we need to choose the correct branch to
analytically continue to the Lorentzian correlator [246]. To see the monodromy around
z, z̄ = 1, we expand z and z̄ around 1 provided α is sufficiently small compared to other
quantities. Since e−iφ factor only shifts the imaginary part, it is irrelevant to the discussion

9For M = 0, the boundary is given by θ̃ = 0, −π.
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here. The cross ratios are expanded as follows:

zdis ∝
(
x− t− iα

x− t+ iα

x+ t− iα

x+ t+ iα

)κ
= 1 − 4iκx

(x− t)(x+ t)α +O(α2) (C.8.1)

z̄dis ∝
(
x− t− iα

x− t+ iα

x+ t− iα

x+ t+ iα

)−κ
= 1 + 4iκx

(x− t)(x+ t)α +O(α2) (C.8.2)

zcon ∝
(
x1 − t+ iα

x1 − t− iα

x2 − t− iα

x2 − t+ iα

)κ
= 1 + 2iκ(x2 − x1)

(x1 − t)(x2 − t)α +O(α2) (C.8.3)

z̄con ∝
(
x1 + t+ iα

x1 + t− iα

x2 + t− iα

x2 + t+ iα

)κ
= 1 + 2iκ(x2 − x1)

(x1 + t)(x2 + t)α +O(α2). (C.8.4)

When the sign of the imaginary part changes, z or z̄ moves to another sheet. From
(C.8.1), zdis → e−2πizdis for t ≫ x. From (C.8.2), z̄dis → e2πiz̄dis for t ≫ x. These branches
for the disconnected entropy correspond to m = 0 to m = 1 in (IV.6.25) and (IV.6.26).
The transition between the two branches is determined so that the whole expression is
continuous.

From (C.8.3), zcon → e2πizcon for x1 ≪ t ≪ x2. Finally, from (C.8.4), there is no change
in the branch as the sign of the imaginary part is always positive. For the connected
entropy, by considering the Euclidean branch corresponding to the dominant OPEs due to
the approximation of the conformal block. Then, it should cancel the additional phase
during x1 ≪ t ≪ x2 and leads to the trivial branch (IV.6.17).



Appendix D

Appendix for Chapter V

D.1 Tensor network representation of quantum me-
chanics

It is useful to introduce a graphical representation of states and operators in quantum
mechanics for various simplifications. In particular, such representations are known as
tensor networks in the context of quantum many-body systems. In the following, the
basis of Hilbert space is fixed unless otherwise noted.

A ket (bra) is specified by a (co)vector. There is a one-to-one map with a fixed set of
basis:

|ψ⟩ = ψi |ei⟩ 7→ ψi (D.1.1)
⟨ψ| =

〈
ei
∣∣∣ψi 7→ ψi, (D.1.2)

where {|ei⟩}i and {⟨ei|}i are basis vectors for H and H∗, respectively. The tensor network
representation of a state (either bra or ket) is

or (D.1.3)

as a (co)vector has one free index i. A line carrying an index is called a leg or bond.
Although we will not care about the orientation of the leg, If we write the ket like (D.1.3),
the bra is denoted by a tensor with a leg in the opposite orientation,

or . (D.1.4)
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We usually omit the index and simply write the ket vector as

|ψ⟩ = . (D.1.5)

An operator Ô : H → H has a tensor network representation in the same manner.
Since

Ô = |ei⟩Oi
j ⟨ej| , (D.1.6)

it is described by a tensor with two legs: a matrix Oi
j:

or . (D.1.7)

An EPR state (I.2.2) is denoted by a curve

1√
d

ij
(a) (b) (c)

ij= = =. (D.1.8)

To contract indices, we can just connect the two corresponding legs. For example,

ϕ̄i = T ijkϕ
(A) jϕ(B) k ⇔

T

ϕ(A) ϕ(B)

kj

i

ϕ

i

= . (D.1.9)

In the basis-independent notation, this corresponds to
∣∣∣ϕ〉 = T̂

∣∣∣ϕ(A)
〉

⊗
∣∣∣ϕ(B)

〉
. T̂ is a

linear map from H ⊗ H to H. The contracted indices are called virtual or internal
bonds while uncontracted indices carried by the original state in H are called physical
bonds. The dimension of contracted indices is called the bond dimension χ.
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AdS3/CFT2 correspondence, 86
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AdS/CFT correspondence, 67, 78
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asymptotic boundary, 70
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theory108
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Beckenstein-Hawking entropy, 67, 104
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stability bound79
binary entropy, 10
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Bisognano-Wichmann theorem, 21, 95
bit thread, 85
black p-brane, 74
black hole threshold, 102
black string, 74
BOE , see bundary operator expansion 110
BOE coefficients, 110
bond, 223
bond dimension, 224
bond-canonical form, 161
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boundary, 67
boundary (condition) changing operator,

110
boundary condition, 111
boundary conformal field theory, 108
boundary entropy, 111, 115, 116
boundary operator, 110
boundary operator expansion, 110
boundary scaling dimension, 110
boundary state, 111
branch, 221
brane perspective, 182
brane world, 108
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canonical form, 160
canonical Hamiltonian, 216
capacity of entanglement, 32, 203
Cardy formula, 105
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Carlson’s theorem, 17
Casimir energy, 93
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CFT , see cnformal field theory 75
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composite operators, 46
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conformal dimension, 76, 79, 88, 102, 110
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conformal field theory, 22, 75
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conformal symmetry, 75
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conformal Ward identity, 89, 109, 110, 213
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conservation of entanglement, 169
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counterterm, 112, 212
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CP-instrument, 196
CP-instruments, 192
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positive trace-preserving 194

cross ratios, 77
crossing symmetry, 78

D-branes, 67, 69
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density operator, see density matrix
descendant states, 77
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doubling trick, 109, 110
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EA , see efective action62
Eckart-Young theorem, 162
effective action, 62
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Einstein gravity, 69
Einstein-Hilbert action, 212
Einstein-Hilbert term, 84
Einstein–Podolsky–Rosen state, 7
embedding coordinates, 218
embedding formalism, 70, 216
embedding space formalism, 101
end-of-the-world brane, 108, 111, 118
energy-momentum tensor, 83, 89, 91, 214
entangled, 7
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entanglement distillation, 10, 166, 170
entanglement entropy, 5, 15, 23, 94, 111,

166
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first law of entanglement entropy, 95, 96
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Gibbons-Hawking term, 112, 212
GKP-Witten relation, 78
global AdS, 71
global conformal block, 99
global conformal transformation, 89–91
global conformal transformations, 87
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gravitational anomaly, 213
gravitational Chern-Simons action, 87
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greedy algorithm, 170, 171
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Hartle-Hawking(-Israel) wave functional, 78
Hawking temperature, 74
Hawking-Page transition, 74, 82
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heat kernel method, 19
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heavy operators, 99
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HEE , see hlographic entanglement entropy

85
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higher-spin gravity, 70
holographic BCFTs, 116
holographic CFT, 78, 97
holographic entanglement entropy, 85, 100,

114
holographic principle, 66
holographic renormalization, 84, 212
holographic stress tensor, 85
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distributed limit 12
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state, 10
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induced metric, 212
infinite projected entangled-pair state, 164
intermediate picture, 182
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inversion, 76
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IR cutoff, 73
irrelevant, 81
island formula, 108, 182
isometry, 165, 170

Jackiw-Teitelboim gravity, 67
joining/splitting quenches, 80
JT gravity, 182
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Konishi operator, 81
Kraus operator, 194
Kraus representation, 194
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light operators, 99
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Möbious transformation, 87
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mass shell condition, 216
matrix product state, 157, 159, 174
maximally entangled state, 7
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measurement operator, 189, 194
MERA, 164
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mixed state, 187
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modular Hamiltonian, 21, 96
modular invariance, 104
monodromy, 93, 221
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multi-scale entanglement renormalization

ansatz, 164
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Neumann boundary condition, 112
Newton’s constant, 69
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null energy condition, 114
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operator product expansion, 77, 91
operator pushing, 170
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183
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PEPS, 163
perfect tensors, 170
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POVM element, 189
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projected entangled-pair state, 163
projective Hilbert space, 187
projective measurement, 190
pseudo entropy, 169
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quantum circuit, 165
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quantum many-body system, 156
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Rényi entropy, 171, 175
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radial quantization, 90
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singular value matrix, 171, 174
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superstring theory, 67
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thermal entropy, 199
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TN, 156
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twist operators, 93
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vertex contributions, 205
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Weyl invariance, 91
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